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Chapter I 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

What is love? This is a very simply and common question to which no one can 
give a single universal answer. From the time of the Greeks to the 21st century, from 
philosopher to neuroscientist, from primitive religion to global religion, many people, 
during many times have tried to give a definition to 'love'. However, no has succeeded, 
not because there is no definition of love, but because there are too many definitions. 
Why? It is because 'love' is an 'ideology'.  

Love is not a substance that can be put into an experiment, but we experiment 
with love. Love is a mental state of mind, although we know that there are brain 
nerves and systems in our bodies that physically respond to love.*

If we consider love as an emotion, two major arguments can be made. On the 
one hand, love is innate in every human kind; it is a basic instinct of each and 
everyone to 'love' since we were born. Love in our early years helps us to survive 
danger and helps us to grow. This can be seen for children; when they get separated 
from their parents, they will cry. In turn, when they stay close with their parents, they 
feel secure and happy. On the other hand, love is a social activity; love is cultivated by 
society. If we simply define love as an 'attachment', love is a basic component for 
forming a society. When we have an attachment with someone, it means we associate 
with them. Thus, no matter how big or small, societies are built upon 'love'. Therefore, 
there must be rules for love, and in this respect, love can be considered a cultural 
heritage of each and every society. 

  Love is not a sacred 
object to pay homage to, but we believe in it and put it on the top of the list of the 
'wants' for our life. Love is not a difficult word for everyday use, but it is hard to truly 
say 'love' with those we meet. While some seek love, some give love; while some love 
brings happiness, some love brings sadness; while love sometimes creates, love also 
destroys. It is interesting why such a simply word as 'love' has so many properties. It 
can be said that 'love' is an idea; a collective idea of society. Humans are not 'born' to 
love, but we 'learn' to love. Thus, love is an ideology because different part of the 
world, different groups of humans, and even people in the same society define love 
differently. 

In combination with the above two theories, love as a 'higher cognitive 
emotion' is evident. While love is innate for all humans to help feel secure in life and 
to gain self-esteem, it is also cultivated by the surroundings. This means love involves 
the human 'cognition' process. When society changes, it is possible that the knowledge 
or the way we feel and understand love changes as well. 

Examining the meaning of ideology by Louis Althusser: “Ideology represents 
the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real condition of existence;” 1

                                                 
* See chapter 1 and 2 in; Lewis, Thomas, Fari Amini, and Richard Lannon, (A General Theory 

of Love. New York: Vintage Books, 2001). 

 we can 
say that 'love' is another kind of 'ideology'. People feel love or notice that they are 
falling in love because they associate their feelings with an ideology, thus they call it 
and understand that it is ‘love’. 

1 Althusser, Louis., Lenin and Philosophy, and Other Essays (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 2006), pp. 109-10. 
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It is interesting to study the ideology of love in a society when that society 
changes. Comparing Thai society forty or fifty years ago, we can see that Thai society 
today has undergone significant transformations. The growth of capitalism and the 
coming of western culture, called either westernization or globalization, have 
transformed the way of life for Thai people. The new social formation and social 
values convey the way people recognize and understand love. If Consumerism is a 
good word for explaining Thai society in general, it is interesting to study whether 
Consumerism, apart from the economic impact, has had an effect on the ideology of 
love for Thai people. 

 
There are many kinds of love. One of the most interesting psychology theories 

about love is the 'triangle of love' by Robert J. Sternberg.2

In the field of literature, there is a type of the story called romance that narrates 
the account of two lovers. Romance is universal and can be found in nearly all 
cultures; an all time favorite for people. Most everyone have heard at least one 
romance story. Even famous fairy tales such as Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 
Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty and many more can be 
considered 'romances'. The center plot of the romance is build around the quest for 
love, how someone finds their lover and how they make a success of their love. As 
humans need love to continue their social relationships, we also have an instinct to 
continue our clan; thus romance, in terms of a love story, captures an audience by 
giving a sample of someone’s 'love' experience to help the audience understand love. 

 Sternberg classified love by 
three components: intimacy, passion and commitment, of which there are eight kinds 
of love based on these three components, ranging from non-love, with no intimacy, 
passion or commitment, to consummate love that has all three factors. When Sternberg 
refers to consummate love, he means the love between a couple who are willing to 
express their love to one another by marriage or other commitments. So, consummate 
love is a love in which the two want to live together with intimacy, want to have a 
sexual relationship, enjoy passion, and want to continue their life together committed 
to each other.   

 
There are two general types of romance tales; one ending with "they lived 

happily ever after", and another ending with tears. The latter may also be call 'tragedy'. 
Among the two, the one that ends with tears in which the couple can not continue their 
love with each other is often the more interesting story. The question is 'why does 
tragedy give pleasure'? *

In Harry Potter and the Prisoner of the Azkaban, J.K Rowling introduces a 
creature name 'Dementor':  

 Why is the sad story about love continually consumed by 
those who want love? There are many theories that try to answer this phenomenon. 
One interesting approach, to be discussed more in the following chapters, is that it 
gives the audience an ethical education, especially on the issue of love.  

 
‘Dementors are among the foulest creatures that walk this earth. They 

infest the darkness, filthiest places, they glory in decay and despair, they drain 
peace, hope and happiness out of the air around them. Even muggles feel their 

                                                 
2 Sternberg, Robert J., and Karin Weis., The New Psychology of Love (New Haven, CT: Yale 

University Press, 2006), p. 187. 
* The question is a title of the research by A.D. Nuttall's. Nuttall, A. D. Why Does Tragedy 

Give Pleasure? Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996. Nuttall answers this by psychoanalysis theory, 
especially using Freud. 
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presence, though they can’t see them. Get to near a Dementor and every good 
feeling, every happy memory, will be sucked out of you. If it can, the 
Dementor will feed on you long enough to reduce you to something like itself – 
soulless and evil. You will be left with noting but the worst experience of your 
life, and the worst that happen to you, Harry, is enough to make anyone fall off 
their broom. You have nothing to feel ashamed of.’ 
 
In order expel Dementors, we have to use a Patronus charm. 
 
The Patronus is a kind of positive force, a projection of the very things that the 
Dementor feeds upon – hope, happiness and desire to survive – but it can not 
feel despair, as real human can, so Dementors can’t hurt it.”  
 
Seeing this as an allegory to tragedy, tragedy is like a Dementor; it has an 

intention to stir up the negative feeling in its audience by introducing the worst 
experience of a person’s life. Then, when the story ends and the conflict has been 
resolved, the character is rewarded for their deeds and the audience detaches 
themselves from the story, like the use of a patronus charm; that is to say, they will 
have hope, feel happiness, and desire to survive using what they have learned from the 
tragedy. In this respect, it is interesting to study tragic events in tragic love stories to 
understand what love is and how it gives hope to the audience by making them sad. 

The word 'tragedy' has been over used, which is a problem for 'tragedy'.*

Another confusion regarding tragedy is that people have used it for all tragic 
narratives, including books. However, if we go back to the most famous and 
influential meaning of tragedy as set forth by Aristotle, we will understand some 
significance characteristics of tragedy: 

 
Although the word began by meaning the sacrifice of a goat, it has been use widely for 
a specific kind of literature, and today a natural disaster can also be call a 'tragedy'. 
Nevertheless, it is arguable that the main characteristic of something we call 'tragedy' 
is a 'tragic event' that cause a ‘tragic emotion’. Thus, to simplify and refer to tragedy in 
literature studies, it is better to use tragic narrative in a contemporary context. 

 
Tragedy is a representation of an action that is serious, complete, and of some 
magnitude; in the language that is pleasurably embellished, the different forms 
of embellishment occurring in separate parts; presented in the form of action, 
not narration; by means of pity and fear bringing about the catharsis of such 
emotion. …3

 
  

In his meaning, Aristotle is clear that tragedy has to 'present in a form of action 
not narration.' That is to say, tragedy should only be used for a 'play'; tragedy can not 
be a tragedy without the play and performance. This is significant because by 
presenting a form of action, the audience will have a chance to have more sympathy 
and pity for the character than by just reading about them. In addition, it is not only the 
story that conveys the message, other elements, such as acting, singing, a chorus, and 
so on, also play an important role in awakening tragic emotion through tragic events 

                                                 
* For more discussion on the different versions defining 'tragedy' see chapter one in; Eagleton, 

Terry. Sweet Violence: The Idea of the Tragic. Oxford: Blackwell Pub, 2003.  
3 Murray, Penelope, and T. S. Dorsch., Classical Literary Criticism (Penguin classics. London: 

Penguin Books. 2004), P.64. 
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and the tragic catastrophe of the character. Thus, tragedy is really only possible in the 
form of a play. 

Unfortunately, the theater culture is much less popular when compared with its 
golden age, such as during the Elizabethan and Renaissance periods. Today, plays, in 
the sense of stage plays, are quite limited and are specific for a particular group of 
audience. It is not that people do not like to watch plays, but there are many new way 
to experience this kind of entertainment that costs less and is easier to access, such as 
cinema and free television. If we compare the elements of film and plays, we can see 
many things in common, except perhaps the freshness of the performance that a play 
may have over a film. Film has all six constituents, similar to a play, which are plot, 
character, diction, thought, spectacle and song.4 The new technology of film 
screening also allows for a film to present more situations, more fantasy, more 
cinematography technique; it can be said that film is the substitution of plays in 
contemporary society. If we can study a play as a narrative, we can also study film in 
the same manner.*

Considering film as narrative, it is undeniable that films are created with some 
ideology to convey a message, similar to other types of narratives. When people 
consume a film, it is likely that they are absorbing or receiving some ideology from 
the film, at least at some level. Seymour Chatman suggests that they are two types of 
elements in narratives:  

 

 
What are necessary components – and only those – of a narrative? Structuralist 
theory argues that each narrative has two parts: a story (histoire), the content or 
chain of events (actions, happening), plus what may be called the existents 
(characters, item of settings); and a discourse (discours), that is, the 
expression, the means by which the content is communicated. In simple terms, 
the story is the what in a narrative that is depicted, discourse the how.5

 
 

 By selecting some events from many possible events, presented with some 
point of view and rearranging a story for some purpose, a narrator is inserting some of 
his "ideology" into the narrative. The narrative is then a way of communicating a 
message from the narrator to the listener. In this respect, it is interesting to study the 
ideology within the film to see how and why the narrator narrated the story in a 
particular way to communicate a message and ideology. 

Today, film is a popular form of entertainment. The growth of the cinema 
industry, especially the coming of the 'cinema complex', makes films easier to attend 
and more entertaining than before, in essence having become a place to relax. The 
mixture of cinemas, shopping arcades, food centers and fine restaurants makes going 
to the cinema not just about watching a film. Watching a film has become a culture for 
teenagers and young adults, especially single people, since cinema has become a 
popular place for dating. They can eat and shop and may even enter some interesting 
events, while they are waiting to see a film. Lately, some special schools, such as 
tutoring, dance schools, music schools and many others, also operate near cinemas. 
This may induce some young parents to keep going to such places for their children, 
and then they may decide to watch a film while they wait. Thus, the cinema complex 
                                                 

4 Ibid, P.64. 
* See more argument on this topic in Chatman, Seymour Benjamin. Story and Discourse: 

Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1978. 
5 Chatman, Seymour Benjamin., Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film 

(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1978.Chatman, Seymour), p.19. 
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has become a place for love, a place for showing and nourishing love in the 
metropolitan life; it could be said that film is a part of love. 

Moving back to ideology, ideology has an influence on our way of life. In this 
view, ideology is a culture, a tradition and a religion. Thus, we may live under more 
than one ideology.*

 

 It is not only the dominant ideology that has become an ideology 
of the people, some other ideologies may also occur accordingly. Michael Freeden 
explains Antonio Gramsci’s idea that: 

Gramsci was therefore inclined to sharpen the distinction between ideology 
as a more conscious creation of its producers, and a more unconscious of it 
consumers. … the establishment of hegemony involved the coordination of 
different interests and their ideological expression, so that an all-embracing 
group, possibly society as a whole, would be engaged. Hegemony produced 
compromise – an equilibrium that took some account of the subordinate 
groups. Marxist confrontation gave way to building up of solidarity in a 
manner that could serve the Marxist end of unified community. That was so 
because different ideologies maintained a state of conflict until one of them, 
or combination of some, political unity of aims with the semblance of 
universality.6

 
 

 Gramsci believed that the idea of hegemony does not only occur in a political 
way; it can be found in an economic system and moral tradition as well. He appears to 
put more attention on the 'system of thought' rather than the political system alone. 
From a political aspect, ideology is a total change from one system to another, but in a 
cultural aspect, ideology can be a gradual shift from one to another. Thus, his idea 
about hegemony largely influences the field of cultural studies. If cultural studies point 
their intention to the study of ideology, hegemony, in the meaning of a new ideology 
attempting to take place or becoming a new dominant ideology, may be the main point 
of studying the cultural change in a different 'time' and 'space' of society. 
 It is interesting to study culture in a broader meaning of 'hegemony'. When 
some ideology wants to dominate over another ideology, it has to make a 'compromise' 
with the former or much stronger ideology. The act of compromise may not be in the 
form of an actual fight or attack on the former ideology, but sometimes it is 
compromised by promoting the latter one to be more 'interesting' than the former one. 
Sooner or later, when people are happy with the new ideology, the older one will be of 
less concern, will be questioned and, finally, will become a 'subordinate' ideology to 
support the newly installed ideology. 

Thai society is well known as a Buddhist based society. Even though not all 
people in Thailand are Buddhist, most of the people in Thailand consider themselves 
to be Buddhist. The heritage literature, such as classical literature, local histories, 
dynastic chronicles, usually mention and refer to the ideology of Buddhism as a 
dominant ideology for Thai people. When Thai society turned to Consumerism, it is 
interesting how the society adjusted to these two different ideologies. If Consumerism 
wants to compete with Buddhism, what is the strategy? How do they do it? Has it been 
successful? In what ways do people still give meaning and concern for the former 

                                                 
* This point will continue in detail in the next chapter. 
6 Freeden, Michael., Ideology: A Very Short Introduction (NY: Oxford University Press. 

2003)  
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dominant ideology of Buddhism? These are interesting questions for research, which I 
hope will be answered in this work. 

 
I want to conclude by stating that the study of the interaction between the old 

ideology and a new ideology is interesting, and is one of the many trends of culture 
study these days. If we study and understand what is happening in a society while the 
transition of idea has begun, this will help us get ready for any change and adjustment 
needed to our life due to the new coming ideology, to live with it, to used it wisely and 
be more conscious in believing. This will make us an 'active' rather than 'passive' 
subject of the particular ideology(ies); to understand things as they are and not panic 
from the change is the goal of a good Buddhist practitioner. 
 
Hypothesis: 

 
Thai romance, presented in the form of tragic narratives, plays a significant 

role in both sustaining and cultivating the ideology of love in Thai society. In popular 
Thai tragic romance from 1997 to 2007, the ideology of love, largely assembled 
through mass media, is an interaction between Buddhist belief and Consumerism. 

 
Objective of the thesis:  

 
1. To explain the relationship between romance and ideology. 
2. To examine the ideology of love in popular Thai tragic romance from 1997 

to 2007. 
3. To analyze the persistence and change in the ideology of love in popular 

Thai tragic romance. 
 

Significance and usefulness of the research: 
  

1. The results will make known the relationship between romance and 
ideology. 
 2. The results will show the differences in the ideologies of love in various 
types of popular Thai tragic romance from 1997 to 2007. 
 3. The results will demonstrate the effects of globalization and Consumerism 
on the changing of ideology of love in popular Thai tragic romance. 

 
Methodology: 

 
1. Analyse the content and the ideology of love in popular Thai tragic romance 

from 1997 to 2007. 
2. Compare the ideology of love in popular Thai tragic romance from 1997 to 

2007 with the ideology of love in classical literature. 
3. Explain the effect of globalization and Consumerism that has an impact on 

the changing ideology of love in Thai society. 
 

Data selection and Limitation of this research: 
 
Love in this research only refers to romantic love. Although the study by 

Sternberg mentioned above classified 'romantic love' by intimacy, passion, and 
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commitment, the love life in romance has a goal in making a long term commitment. 
In this view, Sternberg's consummate love is the same as romantic love in the 
romance.7

There are three types of data used in this research: film, television series, and 
songs. However, the main focus will be film (Chapter 3). The other two will be used 
as a supplement to the findings from Chapter 3. Nevertheless, there are some criteria 
of data selection that will have a limitation on this research. 

 Romantic love here means a willingness of the couple to continue their life 
as a family, not just for intimacy and passion. It is an ideal love that has all three 
components of love. 

For film, the films chosen in this research are films that were shown in the 
cinema during 1997 – 2007. However, not all the films were successful in their 
business, but the selected film for this study have some significance in terms of history 
of the film, both in term of profit and film aesthetics. That is to say, either the film was 
a box office hit or it introduced a new style of producing and consuming a story from 
the film. The reason and the significance of each film will be provided in Chapter 3. 

By considered it a tragic romance, the plot of the story must be a love story 
between two lovers. Somewhere in the story those two people face a death, whether of 
one of them or of some other person. After that death, the main protagonist begins to 
question a moral and/or the value of life. Finally, the protagonist will continue their 
life using the lesson that they learned from the death. Therefore, in tragic romance, 
unlike tragedy, the main protagonist does not necessarily die. The story may end 
happily, but the loss of someone is the climax and/or a turning point of the story. 

A television series is different from a film, in that a television series is a long 
running story. Thus, many possible events can occur, including a death. Therefore, this 
research has chosen only those television series in which one of the main protagonists 
dies at the end of the story. It should be noted here that for the average Thai television 
series, it is not common to have the main protagonist die at the end because in general 
Thai viewers prefer a happy ending. In this regard, it is interesting that after Hong 
Nuea Mangkon and Lueat Khat Ti Ya, which I think was an experiment by the 
producer trying to introduce a new trend, there have not be many television series that 
end with a death.*

For songs, I have chosen songs from hit albums. This was to ensure that the 
songs were very popular during that year. However, songs have their limit given their 
length; thus, in term of romance, it may not be proper to call them ‘romance’. Even 
though many songs present a story about two lovers, the story and conflict is outside 
the songs; the song is just an expression of some character's feeling. In this research, I 
have chosen songs only in the context in which the narrator is heartbroken, but they 
still love the other person and try to make a plea for their return, even if they already 
have a new lover. This kind of story supports the subject of this research, which is the 
interaction between the ideology of love in Buddhism and Consumerism. Hence, this 
is only one of many possible tragic plots in contemporary Thai popular songs. 

 

 
 

                                                 
7 Sternberg, Robert J., and Karin Weis., The New Psychology of Love, p. 186. 
* For example, in Huachai Chokkolaet, the male protagonist dies after he eats chocolate on his 

wedding day to kill himself, preventing him from marrying the one he does not love and to be cherished 
by the one he loves. The story could have ended in this way, but the story continues in a later episode by 
bring back the male protagonist, saying that he was rescued by the doctor in time. Later, he has a chance 
to meet a boy who is also allergic to dark chocolate as himself, which is very rare. When he follows the 
child, he meets his lover again and discovers that the boy is his son. Thus, the story ends happily. 
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Definition of the terms 
 
Tragic romance 

 Tragic romance in this research means a love story in which the two main 
protagonists are not successful in their love. The main protagonist may not die at the 
end, as in a 'tragedy', but the death of some supporting character will provide a lesson 
for their life. The story may end happily, but it is a happiness that is caused by the 
realization of the death and that the characters have learned something from the death. 
That is to say, the turning point of the story begins when the death is introduced. 
 

Ideology 
 In this research, ideology is used as in the explanation of Louis Althusser, that 
is: ideology is a represents the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real 
condition of existence.8

When this research discusses the interaction between ideologies, this is a 
reference to an action in which the new ideology is trying to overcome the old 
ideology by an ideological process, not through violence. Therefore, the old ideology 
still has some influence on the subject system of thought, but the new ideology is 
present and raises doubts about the old one by presenting a new way of looking at the 
conflict. The term 'hegemony', as used by Gramsci, may be use to explain this 
interaction, but not in a strict sense. The focus of this research is on the presentation in 
the cultural material of a reflection of real life, not  real life. 

 Ideology is an idea that influences one’s thought and actions; 
people doing thing or performing in their daily life according to their ideology. 
Ideology in this research is not limit to political ideology, but is used in a more general 
way for any institution that impacts people’s thoughts and shapes their way of life. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 Althusser, Louis., Lenin and Philosophy, and Other Essays, pp. 109-10. 



Chapter II 
 

RESEARCH FRAMEWORKS 
 
 In the introduction, I have sketched some interesting points about the study of 
the ideology of love. In this chapter, I will discuss some important theories and early 
studies that relate to the study of the ideology of love. I will begin by defining what is 
the meaning of ideology and how it can be studied as a cultural phenomenon in more 
detail. Then, I will give some explanation about emotion and the importance of 
emotion that is related to knowledge, which can be called 'ideology'. After that, I will 
review some early theories about the use of tragic narratives as 'ethical education'. 
Next, I will relate elements of the tragic narratives with ideology in order to show the 
possibility of studying the ideology of love in tragic narrative. In the last section, I will 
propose some key concept of this research, i.e. the notion of considering Consumerism 
as an ideology and the ideology of love both in Consumerism and Buddhism. 
 
Ideology 
 
 The study of 'ideology' has a very long tradition since at least the classical 
Greek times. Various explanations and many ways to study ideology have been 
developed. Today, in general terms, ideology is a 'set of beliefs, especially the political 
beliefs on which people, parties, or countries base their actions.' This definition 
appears to focus on the political aspects. It is inevitable that we live our daily lives 
under 'some' ideology. Nevertheless, it is not only political ideology that has an 
influence over our daily life; our lives are impacted by many sets of ideologies.  

Ideology is simply understood as an agreement between people, more than 
two, who share the same ideas and express such ideas in a way to show the similarity 
of/within a group. Therefore, when we live as a group, it cannot be denied that we live 
'in' and 'by' the 'ideology' of various groups. Ideology, then, is not limit to political 
ideology, but also other types of social ideologies, such as religious, educational, 
entertainment, school, family. 

One thesis about the importance of ideology, which is the framework of this 
research, was introduced by Louis Althusser. He continued and expanded upon Karl 
Marx's idea about 'the reproduction of the condition of production' in his thesis on 
Ideological State Apparatus (ISA). The first thing to be noted here is that although 
Althusser claims ISAs to be a 'political' view, his thesis has now been widely adapted 
into Cultural Studies.*

                                                 
* See more details in chapter one in Storey, John. Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: An 

Introduction. Harlow, England: Prentice Hall, 2001. 

 Since he explains how other institution of society impact the 
state apparatus, his argument is beneficial for understanding the power of culture and 
sub-culture in modern society. ISA is unlike 'hegemony', which focus on 'class 
struggle' and seems to be more 'violate' than ISA. The ideological way of changing 
people's ideology is more interesting because it does not totally change an ideology, 
but is a process of 'introducing' and 'persuading' a new ideology to change the old one, 
as we shall see later. 
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Louis Althusser begins his discussion regarding ISA in 'Ideology and 
Ideological State Apparatus: A note toward the investigation' by reviewing Marx's 
idea on how the 'state' was formed.  

 
Marx conceived the structure of every society as constituted by 'level' 

or 'instances' articulated by a specific determination: the infrastructure, or 
economic base (the 'unity' of the reproductive forces and the relations of 
production) and super structure, which itself contain two 'levels' or 'instances': 
the politico-legal (law and the State) and ideology (the different ideologies, 
religious, ethical, legal, political, etc.).1

 
 

Althusser believes this is a descriptive way of explaining the formation of the 
State. Although he agrees with the second 'instance', which is ideology, he thinks 
Marx was concerned less about this instance. Hence, when Marx mentioned ideology, 
he also was thinking of something imposed or forced by some organization. Althusser 
uses the term Repressive State Apparatus to refer to Marx's idea: 
 

… Remember that in Marxist theory, the State Apparatus (SA) contains: the 
Government, the Administration, the Army, the Police, the Courts, the Prisons, 
etc., which constitute what I shall in the future call the Repressive State 
Apparatus. Repressive suggest that the State Apparatus in question 'function by 
violence' – at least ultimately (since repression, e.g. administrative repression, 
may take nonphysical forms)2

 
. 

Althusser, then proposes another type of State Apparatus, what he calls, 
Ideological State Apparatus (ISA). He gives some example of ISAs: religious, 
educational, family, legal, political, trade union, communication (press, radio and 
television, etc.), cultural (literature, the arts, sports, etc.). There are two differences 
between Repression State Apparatus (RSA) and ISAs: 

 
 At first moment, it is clear that while there is one (repressive) State 
Apparatus, there is plurality of Ideological State Apparatuses. Even 
presupposing that it exists, the unity that constitutes this plurality of ISAs a 
body is not immediately visible. 

At second moment, it is clear that whereas the –unified- (Repressive) 
State Apparatus belongs entirely to the public domain, much the larger part of 
the Ideological State Apparatuses (in their apparent dispersion) are part, on the 
contrary, of the private domain. Churches, Parties, Trade Unions, families, 
some schools, most newspapers, cultural ventures, etc., etc., are private.3

 
 

ISAs are more private and plural than RSA; therefore, ISAs are more 
complicated and varied than RSA. For example, there is a law requiring one to report a 
death within 24 hours after someone dies. If the relatives do not report the death, it is 
against the law, and there will be a punishment for breaking and ignoring the law from 
the State. However, how the relatives want to deal with the corpse is not mentioned in 

                                                 
1 Althusser, Louis., Lenin and Philosophy, and Other Essays (New York: Monthly Review 

Press, 2006), p. 90. 
2 Ibid, p.96. 
3 Ibid, p.97. 
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the law. People can perform their own ritual for the death as long as it is not against 
the law and affects other people’s rights. The way people perform a funeral is not 
according to the law, but to their own religion or belief. Therefore, there will not be 
some punishment from the state, if, for example, a Thai Buddhist buried a body 
instead of cremating it.  

 From this point of view, law is not the only factor in forming a state or a 
group. That is to say, apart from general law that forces people to live under the same 
rules, other ideologies have a function in putting people together in various groups of 
interest; ideology(ies) is a sub-rule that bonds people who have the same interests. 
Different ideologies may have their own punishments, as Althusser said regarding the 
RSA of ISA, but those punishments are not general for people outside the group. For 
example, if we kill an animal by intention, Buddhism may see this as a sin and one 
that will have to be repaid after one's dies. In the same situation, Christianity may 
consider this act as normal, creating no sin.  

'Ideology is knowledge': As ideology is not the 'single' opinion of someone; it 
has to be considered and shared by other people who agree with the same ideology in 
order to make it an ideology of the group. Hence, ideology has to be practiced and 
continued by the members of the group. Ideology has to pass to new members and the 
next generation of the group in order to sustain the ideology. That is to say, it has to be 
cultivated and educated. People are not born with the ideology, but they 'learn' the 
ideology. We learn to justify what is right or wrong according to our ideology. 

Amongst many ideological apparatus, Althusser believes that in the capitalist 
social formation, the 'educational apparatus' is dominant. He explains: 

 
It takes children from every class at infant-school age, and then for 

years, the years in which the child is most 'vulnerable', squeezed between 
family State apparatus and the educational State apparatus, it drums into them 
whether it uses new or old methods, a certain amount of 'know-how' wrapped 
in the ruling ideology (French, arithmetic, natural history, the sciences, 
literature) or simply the ruling ideology in its pure state (ethics, civic 
instruction, philosophy). … 

… 
Of course, many of these contrasting Virtues (modesty, resignation, 

submissiveness on the one hand, cynicism, contempt, arrogance, confidence, 
self-importance, even smooth talk and cunning on the other) are also taught in 
the Family, in the Church, in the Army, in Good Books, in films and even in 
the football stadium. But no other ideological State apparatus has the 
obligatory (and not least, free) audience of the totality of the children in the 
capitalist social formation, eight hours a day for five or six days out of seven.4

 
 

Educational apparatus is dominant because, in a capitalist society, children 
grow up in the school and spend more time in the school than in other facilities. Even 
though they live with the family, the family only plays a small part in the children life. 
Therefore, 'education', in this respect school, is important for cultivating ideology. 

After he shows the important of ideology in ideological State apparatus, 
Althusser moves back to present his two theses on the structure and functioning of 
ideology. 

 

                                                 
4 Ibid, pp. 104-5. 
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Thesis I: Ideology represents the imaginary relationship of individuals 
to their real condition of existence. We commonly call religious ideology, 
ethical ideology, legal ideology, political ideology, etc., so many 'word 
outlooks'. Of course, assuming that we do not live one of these ideologies as 
the truth (e.g. 'believe' in God, Duty, justice, etc. …), we admit that the 
ideology we are discussing from a critical point of view, examining it as the 
ethnologist examines the myths of a 'primitive society', that these 'world 
outlooks' are largely imaginary, i.e. do not 'correspond to reality'. 

However, while admitting that they do not correspond to reality, i.e. 
that they constitute an illusion, we admit that they do make illusion to reality, 
and that they need only 'interpreted' to discover the reality of the world behind 
their imaginary representation of that world (ideology = illusion/allusion).5

 
 

 In his first thesis, Althusser explains that ideology is invented to be a 
'representation' of reality. These are the real conditions of all human existence, but 
how people relate themselves to the real conditions of existence is called ideology. He 
explains: 
 

 … it is not their real condition of existence, their real world, that 'men' 
'represent to themselves' in ideology, but above all it is their relation to those 
conditions of existence which is represented to them there. It is this relation, 
which is at the center of every ideological, i.e. imaginary, representation of the 
real world. It is this relation that contains the 'causes', which has to explain the 
imaginary distortion of the ideological representation of the real world. Or 
rather, to leave aside the language of causality it is necessary to advance the 
thesis that it is imaginary nature of this relation which underlies all the 
imaginary distortion that we can observe (if we do not live in its truth) in all 
ideology.6

 
  

 Althusser is clear on his point that ideology is not totally the real condition of 
human existence, but it is the explanation of that real existence. It is the imagination of 
someone or some organization through something. Thus, even for the very same 
concept, such as love, people from different societies may differently define or make 
the imaginary relation to the concept. 
 However, if ideology is just a concept or belief, it cannot be count as ideology. 
In his second thesis Althusser writes: 
 

Thesis II: Ideology has a material existence. … 
… 
An individual believes in God, or Duty, or justice, etc. This belief 

derives (for everyone, i.e. for all those who live in an ideological 
representation of ideology, which reduces ideology to ideas endowed by 
definition with a spiritual existence) from the ideas of the individual 
concerned, i.e. from him as a subject with a consciousness, which contains the 
idea of his belief. In this way, i.e. by means of the absolutely ideological 
'conceptual' device (dispositif) thus set up (a subject endowed with a 

                                                 
5 Ibid, pp. 109-10. 
6 Ibid, p. 111. 
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consciousness in which he freely forms or freely recognizes ideas in which he 
believes), the (material) attitude of the subject concerned naturally follows. 
 The individual in question behaves in such and such way, adopts such 
and such practices which are those of the ideological apparatus on which 
'depend' the ideas which he has in all consciousness freely chosen as a subject. 
 … 
 I shall therefore say that, where only a single subject (such and such an 
individual) is concerned, the existence of the ideas of his belief is material in 
that his idea are his material actions inserted into material practices governed 
by material ritual which are themselves defined by material ideological 
apparatus from which derives the ideas of that subject.7

 
 

 'Ideology has a material existence': Althusser's 'material existence' is not 
limited to a concrete object, such as a craved stone, cross, books, etc., but refers to the 
'practice' of an ideology. If someone believes in some ideology, but they do not 
practice that ideology, they cannot be said to live under that ideology. For example, 
we have learned how Christians believe in God, but if we do not believe in 
Christianity's God and we are not performing any ritual in a Christian way, we cannot 
say that we are Christian. Therefore, the most important aspect of ideology as an 
ideological apparatus is that it has to have material existence. 
 From his two theses, Althusser explains that 'ideology' is not a real condition of 
existence; it is something humans created to explain the real condition of existence; it 
is used to relate humans with the 'truth'. It can be said that ideology is another kind of 
'myth' that people created to explain the world they live in and organize the 
relationship between people within a society. 
 
 The importance of ideology, as in the meaning of Louis Althusser, has an 
influence on cultural studies. Cultural studies are interested in what people from 
different cultures make of their 'meaning' through their culture. Ideology, in 
Althusser’s respect, is a key concept in explaining the formation and significance of 
ideology in real cultural practice. Remember that Althusser said: 'Ideology represents 
the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real condition of existence' and 
'Ideology has a material existence.' Therefore, cultural studies are then the study of the 
material existence of existing ideology to see how people from different cultures 
'represent' themselves in the society. It can be said that cultural studies are the studies 
of 'ideologies'.  
 
Cognitive and emotion 
 
 If we look in the dictionary, emotion is defined as a 'feeling such as happiness, 
love, fear, anger, or hatred, which can be caused by the situation that you are in or the 
people you are with'.8

                                                 
7 Ibid, pp. 112-4. 

 Emotion, in general, is a reaction of someone through 
something, whether it is human or not. However, emotion is a big issue in many 
research fields, such as brain-science, psychology, sociology, anthropology, aesthetic. 
The problem is not to find a different meaning of emotion, but to find out 'why' and 

8 COBUILD., and University of Birmingham., Collins COBUILD English Dictionary for 
Advanced Learners (Glasgow: HarperCollins, 2006). 
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'how' people have and show 'emotion'. There are two major approaches to answer this 
question: evolutionary and cultural. 
 In brief, the evolutionary approach believes that emotion is 'innate'. Humans 
use emotion not only to express their feelings, but also to convey hidden messages. 
The ability to act out and show emotion is attached to humans from the moment we 
are born. By studying facial expressions cross-culturally, the evolutionary approach 
believes that emotion is 'universal'. That is to say, everyone expresses the same 
emotion throughout the world. There are six 'basic emotions' or 'universal emotions': 
joy, distress, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust.9

 

 Emotion is also associated with the 
body system. Our body will automatically reflect our emotions. The brain is 
responsible for sending a code to other organs to show one's emotion. Thus, emotion is 
the physical reaction of people to a stimuli (or appraisal). There are three general 
claims from this approach: 

 … First, emotions serve various functions, for example by orienting the 
individual and organize various responses to enable adaptive response. Second, 
emotions are species-characteristic patterns of action; they are coordinated, 
script-like behaviors, with biological bases observed in different cultures. 
Third, emotions helped individuals meet specific selection pressures in the 
environment of evolution adaptedness, …10

 
 

 The cultural approach believes that emotion is another cultural heritage; that is, 
it is not innate. Emotion is knowledge that we have learned, similar to language. It is 
possible that there are some emotions that can be seen in different cultures, but the 
explanation for the characteristic of those emotions will be different. Thus, in the same 
situation, people from different cultures will show different reactions, or more 
specifically, emotions. For example: 
  

 In the Gifjingali language of the aborigines of Australia, fear and shame 
are capture by the same word, gurakadj. The distinction between shame and 
embarrassment is not made by Japanese, Tahitians, Indonesians, or Newars of 
Nepal. … In Czech one finds litost, which means the sudden realization of 
life's tragic circumstance. In German there is the well-known word 
Schadenfreude, pleasure in seeing the failure or suffering of another person.11

 
 

As the cultural approach is interested in the study of language related to 
emotion, they used the language approach to study the emotional lexicon and have 
found that there are three levels of emotion. The basic level is a separation between 
positive and negative emotions. The next level is basic emotion. The highest level is 
the 'subordinate level of emotion knowledge',12

                                                 
9 Evans, Dylan., Emotion: a very short introduction (New York: Oxford University Press. 

2003), p.5 the writer also notes that he uses 'joy' instead of 'happiness' and uses 'distress' instead of 
'sadness' because he thinks that happiness and sadness are moods rather than emotions.  

 which is the detail or a subcategory of 

 Keith Oatley reduces the basic emotions to five: happiness, sadness, anger, fear and disgust. 
See Oatley, Keith, and P. N. Johnson-laird. "Towards a Cognitive Theory of Emotions." Cognition & 
Emotion. 1. 1 (1987): 29-50. 

10 Oatley, Keith, Dacher Keltner, and Jennifer M. Jenkins., Understanding Emotions (Malden, 
MA: Blackwell Pub, 2006), p.55. 

11 ibid, p.183. 
12 ibid, p.182. 
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basic emotion, for example 'love' is: love, compassion, lust, longing. This subordinate 
level of emotion is different for different cultures. 

To conclude the cultural approach: 
 

For cultural theorists, the core of an emotional experience is found in 
words, in metaphors, in concepts that permeate the conscious experience of 
emotions. Emotions are discourse processes, and they are roles that we fulfill 
within relationship. … some elements of emotion may be universal, but what is 
most striking are pronounced cultural differences in emotion that are socially 
learned in the process of social discourse, according to culturally specific 
concern about identity, morality, and social structure.  

 
These two approaches have different ends for explaining why we have 

emotion. However, Dylan Evans mentions Paul Griffiths, who proposes the idea of 
putting the findings of the two approaches together. For Griffiths, there are three types 
of emotions on the spectrum, some innate and some culturally specific, with the others 
standing between the two. The new categories invented are the 'higher cognitive 
emotions', which 'are less innate than basic emotion, but more innate than culturally 
specific one'.13 With this thought, emotions, such as love, guilt, shame, 
embarrassment, pride, envy and jealousy, are universal, but they 'exhibit more cultural 
variation'.14

 

 That is to say, the higher cognitive emotions can be found in every 
culture, but how and why people realize those emotions is different according to their 
culture. 

 
Basic Emotions           Culturally Specific Emotions 
(joy, distress, anger, …)         (gurakadj, Schadenfreude, …) 

Higher Cognitive Emotions 
         (love, guilt, shame, embarrassment, pride, envy and jealousy) 
 
As this research is focused on 'romantic love', we can say that romantic love is 

a part of 'love' as a higher cognitive emotion. Although many researchers define 'love' 
as a universal or basic emotion, love in that sense is used as a general term. It means 
'desiring or participating in affection, usually but not necessarily reciprocated'.15

Romantic love is different in different cultures. It is not just the feeling of love, 
which is a basic emotion, but it is how people feel and act through those feelings both 
in themselves and in public. There must be some characteristic of romantic love that is 
universal. For example, feeling affection for someone, the willingness of having 
children, the need for security, wanting some long time friend and so on, which are 
universal and an innate cause from the feeling of love. These can be said to be a basic 

 
According to a psychological explanation, love is a basic emotion for humans from the 
time they are born. It has the function of creating a tie and the feeling of security. 
Love, in this general meaning, can also be found in other living creatures. However, 
romantic love is different. Romantic love involves other cultural factors; for example, 
religious, social normative, law, tradition, etc. Thus, romantic love is considered to be 
a higher cognitive emotion. 

                                                 
13 Evans, Dylan. Emotion: a very short introduction, p. 19 
14 Ibid, p. 21 
15 Oatley, Keith, Dacher Keltner, and Jennifer M. Jenkins. Understanding Emotions, p. 175. 
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emotional part of love.  Nevertheless, in the case of romantic love, it is not only the 
instinct that takes part in the human mind; it is also surrounding factors that have an 
influence on people’s way of thinking. That is to say, when it comes to 'romantic love', 
people can not use only their instinct for feeling romantic love, but they have to act 
according to other surrounding factors. Therefore, romantic love is related to the 
ideology of a community. Evans, using music as an analogy for romantic love, writes: 

 
…the symphony sounds slightly different when played by different orchestras, 
even though the score is the same. In similar way, romantic love is played out 
slightly differently in different cultures. In the west, it is marked by special 
features not found elsewhere. These special features include idea that romantic 
love must take you by surprise, the idea that it should be basis for a lifelong 
commitment, and the idea that it is supreme for self-fulfillment. So, while 
romantic love is a universal theme, it is a theme that admits of some minor 
variations. 
…although love at first sight is possible, in relatively rare; it seems much more 
common for love to grow gradually over the space of several days, weeks, or 
even months. Contrast this with the emotion of fear, which typically overtakes 
a person in a matter of milliseconds. And, while fear is easily recognizable by 
its typical facial expression, there is no specific facial associated with the 
emotion of love.16

 
 

To put the theory in more scientific terms, Evan mentions the findings of 
Griffiths: 

 
Griffiths proposes that emotions like love should be called 'higher 

cognitive emotion', because they involve much more cortical processing than 
basic emotion. While basic emotions are largely processed in subcortical 
structures buried beneath the surface of the brain, emotion like love are more 
associated with area of neocortex. The neocortex is the part of the brain that 
has expand most in the past five million years of human evolution, and support 
most of our most complex cognitive abilities such as explicit logical analysis. 
The fact that the higher cognitive emotions are more cortical than the basic 
emotion means that they are more capable of being influenced by conscious 
thoughts, and this in turn is probably what allows higher cognitive emotions to 
be more culturally variable than the basic emotions.17

 
  

Thus, romantic love is culturally variable. Although love is innate in humans 
and other living beings, the way people define love, the path of understanding love and 
the 'feeling' of love, are different in different cultures. 

  
We have learned that emotions are both innate and cultivated. Now, I will 

focus on the culturally induced emotions and their effect on human cognition. The 
cultural aspects of emotion indicate that emotion is culturally learned and cultivated. 
Emotion has to relate to the cognitive process of one’s own knowledge. Emotion, in 
this aspect, is considered more a collective knowledge from our ancestors and the 
living heritage of the society, rather than a gift attached to the human species. 

                                                 
16 Evans, Dylan. Emotion: a very short introduction, pp. 19-20. 
17 Ibid, p. 20. 
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In a study of the relationship between memory and mood, Bower found that 
our mood has an effect over our memory: 

  
… We should better able to learn material that is congruent with our 

current emotion, because the material is more extensively integrated into active 
memory structure, and more easily retrieved at the time of recall.18

 
 

Moreover, some modification of Bower's theory also found: 
 

… Emotion infuse into a cognitive task, and influence memory and 
judgment depending on the extent to which the task depends on complex and 
constructive processing, or on matters that depart from prototype.19

 
  

From this long tradition, emotion or mood has an effect on human memory. 
When we are in a sad mood, we are supposed to remember the negative events in more 
detail than the positive events. In turn, when we are happy, it seems that we will look 
at the positive and forget some of the negative events. Oatley (et al.) summarized: 

 
… first, that we seem to remember emotional events particularly well; 

and second, and somewhat paradoxically, our current emotion and moods 
influences what we recall.20

 
 

Interestingly, when comparing the ability of a person to recall past events with 
the emotion that those people had at that time of the events, it has been found that 
people will remember the details of negative events better than for positive events, 
especially when they have a negative emotion. 

 
Numerous studies lead to the conclusion that the bad is stronger than 

the good. Negative stimuli, such as startling, frightening sounds or disgusting 
smells, trigger more rapid, stronger physiological response than positive 
stimuli, such as pleasing sounds or delicious tastes. In various experiments, the 
loss of $10 is experienced as more painful than pleasure experience of gaining 
$10. Negative trauma, such as death of a loved one or sexual abuse, can change 
individual for a lifetimes.21

 
 

Moreover, 
 

                                                 
18Oatley, Keith, Dacher Keltner, and Jennifer M. Jenkins. Understanding Emotion, p.264. 

Refer to the article, Bower, G. H. "Mood and memory." American psychologist, 36 (1981): 129-148. 
19 Ibid, p.265. They summarized from works done by Forgas, Joseph. ; Forgas, Joseph P. 

Feeling and Thinking: The Role of Affect in Social Cognition. Studies in emotion and social interaction. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000.; Forgas, Joseph P., Kipling D. Williams, and Simon M. 
Laham. "the interaction between affect and motivation in social judgments and behaviors.” In Forgas, 
Joseph P., Kipling D. Williams, and Simon M. Laham.  Social Motivation: Conscious and Unconscious 
Processes. The Sydney Symposium of Social Psychology series. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005. and Forgas, Joseph P. Sad and guilty. Affective influences on the explanation of 
conflict episodes. In Journal of personality and social psychology, 66 (1994): 56 – 68. 

20 Ibid, p.274. 
21 Ibid, p. 172. 
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We can conclude that, both in real life and in the laboratory, 
emotionally salient material is remembered better than neutral material. If the 
event is important and unusual, the condition is set both for an emotion and for 
distinctive recall. And if the event is subject to being thought about often, or if 
traumatic flashbacks occur as they can do with severely traumatic events, then 
the events itself will remain more salient in memory.22

 
  

From the above, it can be seen that emotion has a function more than for 
expressing one's feeling or for protection from danger; emotion is a medium for our 
meaning. Emotion is related directly to human memory. According to many other 
experiments and findings mentioned by Oatley (et al.), it can be said that emotion is 
important for human cognition. In order for us to be able to remember and recall some 
past events effectively, emotion is one of the factors impacting our memory. 

 
In this section, I have reviewed two important theses about emotion. First, love 

as a higher cognitive emotion. Love is universal for all cultures, but it is also specific 
in different cultures. Generally, the feeling of love is the same, but the act of love and 
'how' people from different cultures define love is different. Second, emotion has an 
effect on the human mind, with negative emotions seeming to have an effect on 
memory more than positive emotions. Emotion is important for people to make a 
judgment and memorize events since people use emotion to support their memory. 
The ability to remember past events is significantly related to the emotion felt at the 
time of those events. 

Tragic romance seems to use these two characteristics to make its narrative 
remembered by its audience. Tragic romance that presents a love story by using 
negative emotion at the climax of the story, can be seen as part of a process of 
continuing the cultural heritage; as an ideology of a specific society. 

In the next chapter, I will discuss more about how tragic narrative can be seen 
as an institution of education and entertainment, along with the elements of tragic 
romance and the usefulness of those elements. However, I would like to make clear 
the distinction of mood, feeling and emotion. It should be kept in mind that when the 
word 'emotion' is used, it does not refer to a short period of time to react through the 
stimuli, or in technical terms, auto-reflex, but it is the thinking that persists in people’s 
minds. That is to say, emotion is raised after we 'think' through the situation. 

 
Below is a table of the length of time a word is used to express emotion. From 

the table, the feeling happens in seconds when we face the stimuli as an automatic 
expression, facial expression and body system. Then, minutes later when our brain 
recalls the events, we will experience an emotion about the event, which may last for 
hours. When our emotion become more stable and we have time to reconsider the 
event, the action of continually thinking of that event will put our mind in a 'mood'. 
This is very important because it is a feeling that we are thinking of the event after the 
event has past, which is what is meant by a continuing emotion.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
22 Ibid, p. 277. 
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-Expression- 
-Autonomic- 
    change  
  ------self-reported--------  
   emotions -------------Moods-------------- 
                     ----Emotional disorders---- 
                          ----Personality traits---- 

        
Seconds Minutes Hours Days Weeks Months Years Lifetimes 
 
 The table here shows the significance of emotions; that emotion can last for 
years and maybe for a lifetime. The emotion may fade out some hours after the event 
stops, but the feeling of such an emotion in connection with the event will still live in 
our mind. Moreover, the table also explains how 'emotion' is related to cognition. Our 
body may change automatically when we face the event. For example, we smile when 
we hear a funny story; but, emotional joy or happiness will only occur when we recall 
that funny story. 
 
Tragic narrative and the relationship with ideology 
 

Even so, there is much to be said for the opinion that in confronting death, one 
may learn something of how to live. If we have the resources to encounter our 
own death without undue terror, then we probably have some of the resources 
to live well too; and tragedy grants us opportunities for such an encounter in 
imaginative and thus non-injurious terms.23

 
 

 One of the uses of literature is that it can give a lesson for life. A narrated 
story, even though often imaginary or created from surrounding ideas and not real,*

In addition, there is Aristotle's definition of 'Tragedy': 

 
has to have a point to communicate. Thus, the story itself is not as important as the 
idea behind the creation. That is to say, the more important part of the narrative is not 
the story itself, but how the story is narrated; the manner in which it is narrated; the 
intention of the narrator. For example, the story of Romeo and Juliet can be narrated 
into both comedy, by highlight the quarrel between two families, or tragedy. But, the 
writer wanted to present the story in a more serious manner, so he chose to highlight 
the story of the unsuccessful love instead.  

 
Tragedy is a representation of an action that is serious, complete, and of some 
magnitude; in the language that is pleasurably embellished, the different forms 
of embellishment occurring in separate parts; presented in the form of action, 
not narration; by means of pity and fear bringing about the catharsis of such 
emotion. …24

 
  

                                                 
23 Eagleton, Terry., Sweet Violence: The Idea of the Tragic (Oxford: Blackwell Pub, 2003), 

p.36. 
* Although it comes from or has its source from a real life story, it is 'narrated' so it is not 

necessarily the real situation that has happened. 
24 Murray, Penelope, and T. S. Dorsch., Classical Literary Criticism (Penguin classics, 

London: Penguin Books, 2004), P.64. 
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 From this well known definition of tragedy, we can see the difference between 
tragic narrative*

 

 and other narratives, because it is the 'representation of an action that 
is worth serious attention', and, a serious way of narrating 'presented in the form of 
action, not narration; by means of pity and fear bringing about the catharsis of such 
emotion.' The latter tells us that the sadness in tragic narrative has some benefit in the 
'catharsis' of emotion. There is much discussion and research about the real meaning 
of this word and it does not have any conclusion. However, one of the acceptable 
explanations of the word is 'ethical education'. Jonathan Lear writes: 

 Tragedy, it is argued, provides us with the appropriated objects towards which 
to feel pity and fear. Tragedy, one might say, trains us or habituates us in 
feeling pity and fear in response to events that are worthy of those emotions. 
Since our emotions are being evoked in proper circumstances, they are also 
being educated, refined, or clarified. By being given repeated opportunities to 
feel pity and fear in the right sort of circumstances, we are less likely to 
experience such emotions inappropriately: namely, in response to 
circumstances which do not merit pity and fear. Since virtue partially consists 
in having the appropriate emotional response to circumstances, tragedy can be 
considered part of an ethical education. 
(…) 
…If tragedy helps to provide an ethical education, then in experiencing it we 
come better to understand the world, as fit object of our emotional responses, 
and better to understand ourselves, in particular, the emotional responses of 
which we are capable and which the events portrayed require. It is because we 
gain a deeper insight into the human condition that we derive a special 
cognitive pleasure from tragedy.25

  
 

 In this perspective, catharsis has a benefit in giving an 'ethical education'. It is a 
sample of life for people to learn. In the beginning of this section, the quote from 
Terry Eagleton makes it clear how the tragic narrative is important as a lesson for life. 
Moreover, Nussbaum writes: 
 

 For the Stoic the cataleptic impression is simply a route to knowing; it 
is knowing. It doesn't point beyond itself to knowledge; it goes to constitute 
knowledge. (Science is a system made up of katalēpseis.)** If we follow the 
analogy strictly, then, we find that knowledge of our love is not the fruit of the 
impression of suffering, a fruit that might in principle have been had apart from 
the suffering. The suffering itself is a piece of self-knowing. In responding to a 
loss with anguish, we are grasping our love. The love is not some separate fact 
about us that is signaled by the impression; the impression reveals the love by 
constituting it. Love is not a structure in the heart waiting to be discovered; it is 
embodied in, made up out of, experience of suffering. …26

                                                 
* Tragic narrative is the broader term of tragedy. See chapter 1. 

 

25 Lear, Jonathan., "Katharsis", in Essays on Aristotle’s poetics, Amélie Oksenberg Rorty (ed), 
(Princeton University press: UK., 1992), pp.318-9. 

** Writer note: … 'cataleptic' is the Greek katalēptikē, an adjective from the verb 
katalambanein, 'apprehend', 'grasp', 'firmly grasp'. It is probably active rather than passive: 
'apprehensive', 'firmly grasping (reality)'. …  

26 Nussbaum, Martha Craven., Love's Knowledge: Essays on Philosophy and Literature (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. 267-8. 
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 Nussbaum mentions Stoicism as a perspective to show that love is a result of 
the experience of suffering; that is, suffering is important in understanding love. If 
love is an ideology, which means we learn to love, suffering from love is beneficial for 
us to understand love. 
 

Apart from Western thought, Eastern philosophies also have the close 
explanation of the benefits of tragic narrative as an ethical education. First, Nagendra 
says: 
 

According to the Buddhist philosophy, pain is one of the Supreme Truth of 
life. The realization of truth is always a positive gain; it is a joyful experience 
in essence. Tragedy, which emphasizes the Supreme Truth of life, is a veritable 
means of this realization and ultimately results in a happy experience.27

 
 

Even though he does not describe in detail, we can see the relationship between 
emotion and ethical education; the supreme truth of life is suffering. Tragedy gives a 
chance for its audience to experience suffering. After the story ends, the audience will 
realize the truth of suffering. Then they will understand what is the cause and effect of 
suffering. In some cases, the story may guide some paths to get rid of that suffering.  

After reading, listening or watching a tragic narrative or any serious play, the 
audience may not be enlightened by such story, but the story will teach them, will 
educate them to have a 'right view' over the situation. This may be a seed for 
understand more about the 'Supreme Truth' of life. 

The Indian literature tradition also mentions the 'theory of rasa'. It is a theory 
about the importance of emotion in literature. In one comment of this theory, Chari, 
writes: 

 
"Evocation" is not, however, to be understood in the sense of actually 

producing a mood in the mind of the reader, for this would means judging the 
work in term of the "affective fallacy," what is meant is that the purpose or  
illocutionary intent (force) of a literary work is to present or elaborate an 
attitudinal or emotional situation so that the presentation will call up the 
situation in the reader's mine in its fully imagined detail and will be recognized 
as the situation of particular emotion.28

 
 

In this respect, the experience of emotion, or rasa, in the literature is not just to 
add an aesthetic value to the literature to make it different from other prose writing, 
but it is also to provide an 'education of the emotion' for the audience. 

There are eight rasa originally mentioned in the theory by Bharata; however, 
some later masters of the theory, such as Abhinavagupta, developed the theory and 
added a ninth rasa, Sānta Rasa. The argument between what is really meant by the 
ninth rasa and what the benefit of Sānta Rasa has been raised. One comment made by 
Priyadarshi is very interesting. Priyadarshi Patnaik believes that Sānta Rasa is different 
from the other eight Rasa. It is a stage of emotion where the audience became 

                                                 
27 Nagendra., Emotive Basis of Literature and Other Essays (New Delhi: B.R. Pub. Corp, 

1986). P.54. 
28 Chari, V. K., Sanskrit Criticism (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990), P.46. 
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emotionless and calms down – reaching to sama. That is to say, Sānta Rasa leads one 
away from emotion. He explains: 
 

In fact Abhinavagupta, instead of being deterred by the possibility that 
all eight sthāyībhāvas can be sthāyībhāvas of śānta, point to the fact that 
some common factor in all these cases must be leading to śānta. He identifies 
it as the ‘perception of truth’ 
(…) 

Hence, śānta according to Abhinavagupta has ‘right knowledge’ or 
sama (right knowledge is the pre-requisite of sama or the state of calm and 
thus sama implies ‘right knowledge’) as it sthāyībhāva or primary state. 

In nāt ya śāstra (or in the interpolated verse on śānta) it is said: 
 

Now śānta, which has sama for its sthāyībhāvas, and 
which leads to moks a, arises from vibhāvas such 
knowledge of the truth, detachment, purity of mind etc. 
(śānta rasa, p.92) 
 
Sama, equanimity or tranquility is the primary prerequisite of moks a or 

the state of bliss. This indicates a state where one has overcome his desires.29

 
 

 Here, Sānta Rasa can be seen as ethical education. It is a rasa that happens 
when we have learned a moral, a right knowledge, from the narrative. By those 
morals, we can reach 'moksa' or the liberation of samsara. In the Buddhist and Indian 
religious view, what we have learned from the tragic narrative will benefit us to 
understand life; sooner or later we can use that knowledge to benefit us to live happily 
in this world; perhaps a first step to getting rid of the pain in a painful life. 

From all the reviewers above, we can see the importance of the tragic narrative 
in terms of ethical education; tragic narrative gives us an example of life. To 
understand the negative part of life helps us to understand life better; to understand 
reality and to feel happiness in life. Raymond Williams says; 'tragedy, in this view, 
show suffering as a consequence of error, and happiness as consequence of virtue.'30

 

 
If we do not have the experience of loss, we will not understand the happiness of our 
present. For example, if we do not have the experience of losing money, we will not 
understand or feel as much bliss when we receive money. However, some more 
serious experiences, such as losing our independence, losing the one we love, losing a 
life, does not happen often; so, although we would learn from such experiences, it may 
be too cruel to learn by the real experience, which is where tragic narrative comes in. 
Tragic narratives help us to learn to deal with those experiences, to experience that 
loss, without a real experience. Thus, we will be happy to have our independence, we 
will be happy to have someone we love nearby, we will be happy of have this life, 
without facing a real situation. This is the benefit of the tragic narrative in terms of 
giving an ethical education. 

In relation to ideology, we already know that the educational system is one 
institution for cultivating and sustaining ideology. In conjunction with the idea of 
                                                 

29 Patnaik, Priyadarshi., Rasa in Aesthetics: An Application of Rasa Theory to Modern 
Western Literature (New Delhi: D.K. Printworld, 1997), pp.226- 227. 

30 Williams, Raymond., Modern Tragedy (Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 1966), 
p.31. 
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tragic narrative as ethical education, we can see tragic narrative as a part of the 
ideological apparatus. It is a teaching in the form of entertainment that is used to give 
information about life; how to live happily; how to deal with some problem in life; 
what is the goal of life; what we are living for; how to nourish our life; in what way 
life is worth living.  

The answer to how tragic narrative creates and sustains the ideology is given 
by Walter Kauffman who said: 

 
The five themes we have found in Oedipus are found in many 

tragedies: man’s radical insecurity, epitomized by sudden fall into catastrophe; 
his blindness (…the characters in the tragedy fail to see, so that we stuck by 
their blindness); the curse of virtue; the inevitability of tragedy; and questions 
about justice. It may seem tempting to reduce these five themes to three and to 
suggest that they constitute the essence of tragedy. 

Man’s insecurity and blindness can be seen as two facets of one fact: 
man’s finitude. The curse of virtue and doubts about justice may be seen 
together, too: tragedy call morality into question. And that the inevitable, 
inescapable, incurable is the domain of tragedy, is almost a commonplace of 
the literature on the subject. … 
(…) 

Do all tragedy call moral into question? Not by any means, any more 
than all rise the question of whether some central act was or was not voluntary, 
or whether someone is or is not responsible for what he did. These themes are 
neither singular in Oedipus nor common to all major tragedies. They are 
typical themes, but there are others. …31

 
 

From the quotation, we can see a process of tragic narrative in cultivating and 
sustaining an ideology. First, tragic narrative introduces the fact that man is 'finitude'; 
we have limitation in our life that can make us fall into a bad situation. Second, tragic 
narrative is to 'call moral into question'. Tragic narrative will question the unjustness 
of something or some ideology. In Romeo and Juliet, the argument between the two 
families and the power of hatred over love is questioned. In Titanic, the conflict 
between the classes is questioned. Then, when the ideology that has been questioned is 
'inevitable', the people can not deny those ideologies. It gives the audience an 
education of those morals and helps them to be more believable and able to surrender 
to those moral.  

However, opposed to Kauffman, I would say some times when people feel they 
are 'insecure' and 'inescapable' from some fact or some moral, they may find a new 
solution or a better set of ideology which is more applicable for them and makes them 
more secure in society rather than accept the old ideology. When those ideas are 
presented more often or become more effective, the old fashion set of ideologies may 
fade out, blur or get mixed up with the new ideology. Above all, the process of 
sustaining and cultivating ideology through and from tragic narrative is one manner of 
giving an ethical education. That is to say, the tragic narrative helps the audience 
understand more about the meaning of life and how to continue their life happier by 
using the lesson of life from the tragic narrative. 

 

                                                 
31 Kaufmann, Walter., Tragedy and philosophy (4th edition, Princeton University Press, USA, 

1992), pp.131-133. my bold. 
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In presenting tragic narrative as an ethical education, I am aware that literature 
may not have as much power in changing people’s minds as other institutions of 
ideological apparatus, such as the educational system, political ideas, religion, family; 
but what I would like to claim here is that tragic narrative has a place in the 
ideological apparatus. Even though it is not the main force, it is a support for the other 
major ideological apparatus. Audiences may be scared of dying for love, but they 
learned that love is worth dying for. Shy audience members may not be brave enough 
to confess their love in front of the public, but they may better understand the outcome 
if they do not dare to confess their love at all. Some audience will work hard for 
income and for wealth, but tragic narrative will educated them that money is not all 
there is for life, happiness in love and family. 

Furthermore, the main point of this research is to show the 'interaction 
between Buddhist belief and Consumerism'. Thus, the framework of this research is 
to see the 'interaction' between these two ideologies that happens in contemporary 
tragic narratives. I will not conclude or justify which one is better, but I will try to 
show the dynamic of the ideology that has gradually been changed by mass 
perception. 
 
The elements of tragic romance 
 

When we are talking about a 'romance', we are talking about a 'love story'; a 
story about two people who are in love with each other. Unfortunately, when the word 
'romance' is put with 'tragic', the love story, which seems to be happy, rapturous and 
blissful, turns into the opposite. Tragic romance is a story between two lovers who, at 
the end, cannot end up with each other, not as in the fairy tales where 'they live 
happily ever after'. 

Tragic romance, which is part of tragic narrative, has three significance aspects 
in related to the ideology: Romantic Love, Sadness and Death.  

 
Romantic love 
Romantic love is central to all romance in either a happy or sad way. The story 

about love is easily captured and holds the interest of the audience, since love is 
mysterious. Even if we know what love is, we cannot explain what it is; it has no 
definite answer. Romance, then, engages people by trying to explain and provide a 
way to understand love. In terms of ideology, there may be some concept of romantic 
love, but the concept is still questionable in some cases. Thus, tragic romance is born 
to question those concepts. However, similar to tragedy, when that question has not 
been answered, it helps people keep in line with the former ideology. 

Once again, I see love as an ideology, which means it is something that has 
been cultivated. We are not born to love, but we learn to love. Nonetheless, the 
advantage of the ideology of love is that it is quite universal; which means it is quite 
free from other ideologies, unlike political, religious, etc. that are limited within a 
group. People can understand and can feel love in a love story, even it is comes from a 
different culture; plus, a love story is timeless. We can feel pity and sympathy with 
Romeo and Juliet, even though we live in the 21st century; we can cry for a Korean 
love story, even if we live in Thailand; someone can 'remake' the same love story in 
different parts of the world, for example, il mare and the lake. Thus, love, as in the 
willingness to have someone close, is universal, although the explanation of love is 
different depending on the specific ideology.  
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Before moving forward, it should be noted that 'romance' has been used with at 
least three different meaning in literature studies. First, it has been used as a genre 
referring to novels and verse narratives, with the story mainly about a hero or heroic 
adventure mostly consumed by the higher classes and aristocrats during the medieval 
period.* The story may refer to love, but that is not the main purpose of the narrative. 
Romance in this meaning has also been used to call some other stories which have the 
same structure, for example sānguó yǎnyì or Sam Kok, in Thai, or which in English is 
called 'The Romance of the Three Kingdom'. Second, it has been used as a period of 
artistic works; the romance or romanticism period beginning around the 1890's as a 
counterpart to positivism.**

When I talk about romance in this research, I am only referring to the third 
meaning. In this regard, romance is defined as a story about someone who has a 
strong desire to find a lover or to have love, and it should be a sexually desired 
love. The goal of the protagonist is to find someone to marry and/or to live with as a 
couple. By the end of the story, the protagonist may or may not succeed in having 
someone as a lover, but the importance of the story is the road taken to get to those 
results. I would say the romantic love in romance, especially when it is a tragic 
romance, dominates some philosophical problems about love. The story will question 
some of the general moral or specific beliefs about love. The result of the story will be 
to educate the audience, or at least give an example of the way to love. Some minor 
conflicts, such as political, social class, religious, may be introduced in the romance, 
but the main subject of the story is suppose to be a story about love. 

 It was the age of an interest in aesthetics and was 
concerned with morals as a source of knowledge rather than a pure science. Third, it 
has been used as a narrative referring to a story about love. It is a story in which the 
central desire of someone is to find love; that is to say, it is a romantic love story. 

To be more specific, love in a romance is an attachment love. It is a story about 
the benefits of having someone with whom to be attached. Naturally, people need love 
as an attachment since we are born; but romantic love is a second level of love. It is 
not a love for feeling secure in life, but it is a love to fulfill one's life, that is, in the 
case we assume that being married is the destination of our life. 

 
Sadness 
Sadness, as I have said earlier, is a negative emotion; it is easy to convey 

people’s ideology when they are in a sad mood. Moreover, people will recognize the 
events that awaken a sadness emotion in more detail as compared with a positive 
emotion. 

Moving back to the writing of Plato, and although his writing attacks poetry, in 
this context tragedy, his attack on poetry shows us the hidden power of tragedy. In 
length: 

 
 'So we're now in a position to see that we'd be perfectly justified in 
taking hold of him and placing him in the same category as a painter. He 
resembles a painter because his creation fall short of truth and further point of 
resemblance is that part of mind he communicates with is not the best part, but 
something else. Now we can see how right we'd be to refuse him admission 
into any community which is going to respect convention, because now we 

                                                 
* See more detail in chapter one and chapter two in Sedgwick, Eve Kosofsky. The Coherence 

of Gothic Conventions. New York: Methuen, 1986.  
** See more detail in chapter: The Decade of the 1890's: The Revolt Against Positivism in 

Hughes, H. Stuart. Consciousness and Society. New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, 2002. 
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know which part of the mind he wakes up. He destroys the rational part by 
feeding and fattening up this other part, and this is equivalent to someone 
destroying the more civilized members of a community by presenting ruffians 
with political power. There's no difference, we'll claim, between this and what 
representational poet does: at personal level, he establishes a bad system of 
government in people's minds by gratifying their irrational side, which can't 
even recognize what size things are – an object which at one moment it call 
big, it might call small the next moment* – by creating images, and by being 
far removed from truth.32

 
 

 Plato links poetry to the political. He claims tragedy that is 'gratifying the 
irrational side'; that tragedy makes it easy for people to put aside reason and let 
themselves flow away with the story. So, if the story is not presented as a good 
ideology, it is dangerous for people to consume it. Conversely to his thought, he tells 
us that tragic narrative has a power to convey people’s ideology. Tragic narrative uses 
sadness as an element to present an idea, making the idea of more concern to the 
audience.  However, when people are weakened by the sadness, their mind is open for 
a message or an idea because their rational part or the social consciousness part of the 
mind fades out. Therefore, when people witness tragic narrative, it is possible people 
will think more about the message of the story than if the message were in a comedy; 
and it is possible that the message the story presents will get into the mind of the 
audience to let them think of the message more carefully. Sooner or later, when people 
agree with the message, it will become their 'ideology'. 
 Additionally, if we look back at the definition of ideology given by Althussur, 
we can see that entertainment is in the lists of the ideological apparatus. So, if we see 
that the process of presenting tragic narrative as another type of advertisement for 
some ideology, tragic narrative will fall into Barth’s category of 'myth'. It is the 
process of 'made to believe' in some ideology. 
 
 Death 
 

When King Lear dies in Act V, do you know what Shakespeare has written? 
He's written "He dies." That's all, nothing more. No fanfare, no metaphor, no 
brilliant final words. The culmination of the most influential work of dramatic 
literature is "He dies." It takes Shakespeare, a genius, to come up with "He 
dies." And yet every time I read those two words, I find myself overwhelmed 
with dysphoria. And I know it's only natural to be sad, but not because of the 
words "He dies." but because of the life we saw prior to the words.  

(Mr. Magorium's Wonder Emporium, 2007)  
 
Another characteristic of tragic narrative is someone has to die. In tragic 

narrative, the main character may not die, as in a tragedy, but some character in the 
narrative has to die. As a result of that death, the main protagonist will learn 
something and they will think carefully about their life. That is to say, the death in the 
tragic narrative is used to give some lesson to the main character. Unlike the 
conventional tragedy, tragic narrative in this research is concerned with the function of 
                                                 

* Translator note: The same object appears smaller in the distance than closer to it. As far as 
mere sensation is concerned, this is a variation in the actual size of the same object; thought and 
measurement would reveal truth.  

32 Plato, and Robin Waterfield., Republic (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), pp.358-9. 
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the death as it is a starting point of expressing an 'ideology'. The death is the turning 
point of the story, so it is not necessary for a tragic narrative to present the death at the 
end of the story as a climax; death can be announced in the middle of the narrative or 
even at the beginning. However, the result of the death will impact the 'ideology' of the 
main character; death is the beginning of questioning life. When the story includes a 
death, the answer to the question about life will begin to be answered. The death of 
some character is the starting point for other characters to look deeply into their life, to 
question their life and to find some solution for their own life. Finally, they will 
change their attitude about life and their ideology about life as a result of the death. 
Some may be braver; some may be stronger; some may be able to look through the 
situation with a different view. 
 For the audience, when they witness the death, the feeling of sadness will be 
awakened. When the feeling is stable and becomes an emotion, at that time people will 
start to think of the content and the message that the tragic narrative wants to present. 
As people fall into the negative emotion and in the weakness of consciousness, it is 
easy to absorb and acquired what is presented in the tragic narrative. The death alone 
is not connected with the ideological apparatus, but is the tool for the narrator to shake 
the emotion of the audience. That is to say, death is only the beginning of the message 
that the narrator wants to present through the tragic narrative; it is the climax of the 
story that later will reveal the ideology of the writer. 
 It should be emphasised here that when we talk about tragic narrative, the 
'tragic' means the feeling of the character not of the audience. It is not easy for all 
people to experience the same feeling in the same situation. Even if they have the 
same feeling, the degree of that feeling will be different according to their past 
experience, their distance to the effect of the situation and how much they sympathize 
with the situation. For example, when someone receives the news that his sister has 
won the jackpot for the national lottery, he and his sister may feel happy but the 
degree of happiness of his sister will be greater than for the brother. It is because the 
sister has a direct experience and the situation has a direct result for her. If you are a 
friend of the brother, you may feel happy with his sister, but, you are not happier than 
he is. Therefore, it is not easy to generalized different people’s feelings into only one 
feeling in the same situation. 
 It is the same for tragic narrative. If we define tragic narrative by using the 
impact on the audience, there will be significant argument about which narrative is 
'tragic' or not. With the same reasoning as in the lottery example above, Terry 
Eagleton writes: 
 

“Tragic” and “very sad” are indeed different notion; but this is not the 
former is technical while the latter is drawn from ordinary language. … The 
long-standing spouse of expired elderly person might well feel the event tragic, 
even though it is neither shocking, fearful, catastrophic, decreed by destiny or 
the upshot hubristic transgression of divine law. ‘Tragic’ here means 
something like ‘very very sad’ for the spouse, and just sad or very sad for 
everyone else.33

 
 

 For this reason, 'tragic narrative' is not based on the audience’s feeling, but 
based on the character’s feeling. However, the feeling of the audience has to be near or 
close to that of the characters, although they may feel less than the character. If the 

                                                 
33 Eagleton, terry.,  Sweet violence: the idea of the tragic (UK: Blakwell, 2003), pp. 1-2. 
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tragic narrative can not make its audience feel 'sad' to some degree, whether it is just a 
sympathy, empathy, pity or compassion with the character, it can not be counted as a 
tragic narrative because the major emotion of the tragic narrative is sadness, as 
discussed above. 
 In conclusion, when we talk about the meaning of 'tragic' in tragic narrative, 
tragic is not the feeling of the audience, but of the character who feels very sad 
through the situation. The audiences may be only sad with the situation that the 
character has faced, but it is not as much as the character when they witness the 
events.  
 
 Then why is death so important? Death is the most frightening thing for people 
because one will not be able to continue one’s life. If we are happy with life, have 
some wishes to be fulfilled, have some intention for life and still have some worry 
about people around us, we are afraid to die. As a result, death is the most effective 
element for making people feel 'sad' in the tragic narrative. Aristotle's definition on 
tragedy can be used again here: 
 

Tragedy is a representation of an action that is serious, complete, and of some 
magnitude; in the language that is pleasurably embellished, the different forms 
of embellishment occurring in separate parts; presented in the form of action, 
not narration; by means of pity and fear bringing about the catharsis of such 
emotion. …34

 
  

 When the author presents death in their narrative, it is easy to make the 
audience feel 'pity' and 'fear' of that death. The suddenness of the death may shock or 
surprise the audience, but when the audience has 'empathy'*

 

 with the situation, they 
will feel 'pity' with the character. Thereupon, the audience’s pity will soon make them 
feel sad. That is to say, death is important for tragic narrative because it is the major 
cause of generating sadness in the audience. 

Apart from the death, the funeral as the consequence of the death is very 
important for the study of the ideology. In the four rituals of life, namely, birth, 
become an adult, marriage and death, the most important ritual is the ceremony of the 
death. Naturally, people can die only once. Plus, the ceremony is performed by other 
people to honor the dead as the last thing one can do for their beloved. Therefore, most 
people are more concerned about the funeral than for other rituals. On the one hand, 
one has to be sure that the dead one’s spirit will go to a 'better' place. This is also to 
comfort the heirs that their beloved will continue in peace and will not have a hard 
time after their death. On the other hand, the relatives and friends of the dead one will 
have a chance to respect the dead and recognized their good deeds again. Thus, a 
funeral is important not only for the dead to ensure their position in the afterlife, but 
also for the relatives to participate in a memorial ceremony. 

A funeral, then, is a place where the ideology of life is highly concerned and is 
made concrete. To give an example, in the northern part of Thailand, people believe a 
tale of the 'Hasdīlingh' bird, which is a celestial bird. In their funeral rite, people will 
                                                 

34 Murray, Penelope, and T. S. Dorsch., Classical Literary Criticism (Penguin classics. 
London: Penguin Books, 2004), P.64. 

* I use 'empathy' here instead of ‘sympathy’ because empathy invokes the cognitive better than 
sympathy. I want to emphasis here that the act of 'pity and fear' is not an automatic response to the 
events, but it is a feeling that happens after carefully thinking about the events. 
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put the coffin over a model of a Hasdīlingh*

 The funeral is a very important ritual. The way people deal with the dead body 
is a result of their belief in life after death. In turn, the funeral is a tool to confirm and 
ensure the significance of the next life in various beliefs, this is so the funeral's 
participants are aware of life and are reminded to walk the right path, as each master 
teaches. Here, the funeral is not just a ritual for the dead, but it is a ritual for the living. 
In another words, the funeral is not only the way people deal with the corpse, but it is 
also a terrain for the ideology of life taking place. It is a ritual that makes us look more 
carefully at our lives. Importantly, it is a ritual that re-emphasizes the teaching of a 
religion's master. Thus, the funeral is perhaps more important to the living than the 
dead. Living people will have a chance to learn; to be more conscious; to look more 
deeply at their life when they participate in the funeral. The funeral ritual is a use of 
the dead to teach the living. 

 in order to signified, and hope, that the 
bird will be a vehicle for taking the spirit to heaven. Hindus burn and float the dead 
body over the Ganges River because they believe that the Ganges River has its origin 
in heaven. Christians bury the body in a graveyard in order to give the spirit a resting 
place before they will meet God on the judgment day. These example show us that 
people try to 'make meaning' by the funeral by making some link with their religious 
ideology. 

 Importantly, the funeral is not just a ritual, but it is a space where 'ideology' 
takes place. Likewise, the importance of the 'death' in tragic narrative is not only the 
suddenness of the death that invokes sadness, but also for the remaining characters to 
recollect past events, past memories about the death and to think of that death at the 
funeral. How those remaining characters use that death as a lesson for life is very 
significant for the narrative. Generally, after the funeral, the 'message' of the narrative 
or what the narrative wants to teach will be revealed. In so doing, the audience will 
understand what is the meaning of life; what do we live for; and how we continue our 
own life by witnessing the death and the funeral. Here, the funeral scene in a tragic 
narrative is important for the narrator to have a chance to present their idea about life. 

Again, as I have already mentioned, religion is another institution of ideology. 
The funeral as a service of religion is then another way to assure the teaching of a 
religious master, as well as being the best time to teach the people because, when 
people are sad, normally we have to find something or some people or some belief to 
make us more comfortable. This is an ordinary self defense mechanism to protect 
oneself from mental harm. As you may see, religion as an ideology is coming at the 
right time and moment to sooth the living who have lost their beloved and also 
suggests to them the path to follow. 
 In conclusion, the funeral or ritual for the death is very significant for life. It is 
not necessarily a ceremony for the dead, to bless them to go to a better place, but it is a 
'space' for the religion to teach the people about life, the goal of life, the way of life 
and the practice of life. Meanwhile, it is a time for the guests at the funeral to recollect 
what the master is teaching and to help them to continue their life. Hence, as all the 
funeral participants are in a negative mode of emotion, in term of effectiveness of the 
teaching, it has to be said that people will be more concerned and think more carefully 
about the teaching and somehow those teaching will effect their way of life.  
 
 

                                                 
* Generally the model is made from paper and wood so that it can be burned easily and to serve 

as fuel for burning the dead body. 
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Ideology of love in Consumerism  
 
 Normally, when we talk about Consumerism, we will first think of an 
economic system intended to maximize material consumption; a consequence of the 
'industrial revolution' movement from around the late 1890s. However, the origin of 
the word is not clear. The use of the term Consumerism in an early time had a close 
relationship to the term 'capitalism'. James Fulcher says: 'capitalism is essentially the 
investment of money in the expectation of making profit.'35

After, the expansion of the industrial revolution, people changed their way of 
life and the way of consuming things. In the United States, the revolution changed that 
producer-oriented nation into a consumer-oriented nation.

 The key concept is 
'investment for money', that is to say, using money to make more money.  

36

Capitalism as a part of the industrial revolution changed the way people lived, 
creating a widening gap between worker and investor. For the worker, they had to 
work harder to earn more money, while the investor tried to use the worker as much as 
possible to earn more profit. As the result, the 'work' and 'leisure' life of workers 
changed. 

 The revolution promoted 
the importance of 'money' as a medium for exchange; the more ‘money’ people have, 
the more they have a potential of a better living. Higher income also signifies a better 
quality of life and a greater ability to consume. Hence, the power of investment and 
consumption is not limited to an elite class or aristocrats or the royal family, as before, 
but it has been passed down to those in the middle class who have 'money'. This was 
also the beginning of a new social formation, wherein many of the 'bourgeois' play an 
important part in the economy.  

 
Capitalist production had transformed people's work and leisure lives. 

The investment of capital in the expectation of profits droves the industrial 
revolution and rapid technical progress increased productivity by leaps and 
bounds. But, machines can not work on their own and it was wage labour that 
was central to the making of profit.37

 
  

 As workers had to work harder to earn money, they had to separate their work 
and their leisure. Even though machines helped reduce some of the time spent on the 
labour process, machines needed people to operate them. The life of the worker in the 
age of the industrial revolution was the beginning of a new way of living. As the 
workers had to separate their leisure time from work time, they had to 'buy leisure'. 
They had to have a day off for their leisure, and they had to pay for leisure activities. 
Also, it was the beginning of the idea to travel for leisure, which was the beginning of 
the travel company. Most of all, this separation of work and leisure was the beginning 
of the entertainment industry, as the old style of entertainment for pleasure changed. 
That is to say, capitalism changed the way to experience 'pleasure' in the life of the 
worker. Pleasure, mostly during leisure time, had to be 'bought' with money that the 
worker had earned; there was no more free entertainment or free pleasure. 

                                                 
35 Fulcher, James., Capitalism: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2004), p.2. Capitalism has an origin from Britain in the age of sailing for trading overseas, especially by 
the East Indian Company.  

36Answer Corperation, Consumerism (online), 5 December 2008, available at 
http://www.answers.com/topic/Consumerism 

37 Fulcher, James. Capitalism: A Very Short Introduction, p.8 
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 The well known scholar, Karl Marx along with his colleague Friedrich Engels, 
introduced the concept of communism as opposed to the capitalism economic system.*

There are three terms introduced by Marx. The first two are the ‘use-value’ or 
the true value of the things, and the ‘exchange-value’, or the value that is used for an 
exchange. Peter Singer put Marx idea in a simple way: 

  
Essentially, they saw that the economic system was a result of the formation of 
society; that is to say, the interaction between classes in the society caused economic 
systems to develop. 

  
… ‘Exchange-value’ is a key term in Marxist economics. It is contrasted with 
‘use-value’. The use-value of a pound of sugar is its power to satisfy people’s 
desire for something sweet. The exchange-value of a pound of sugar is two 
pounds of potatoes or, expressed in terms of money, say, 20p. Use-values 
therefore exist independently of a market or any other system of exchange: 
exchange-value do not.38

 
 

 The 'use-value' is the true value of things; the value that occurs when we use 
something. The 'exchange-value' is the 'price' of the things; the value of those things as 
compared with other things. The price varies according to the mode of production and 
the demand in the market. This brings in the third term, which is the most important. 
Marx introduced the term ‘surplus-value’, which Singer concludes: 
 

Suppose that the cost of keeping worker alive and reproduced for one 
day is £1, and suppose that a day’s work consist of twelve hours. Then the 
exchange-value of twelve hours’ labour will be £1. Fluctuation above this 
figure will be short-lived. Suppose, however, that the development of the 
forces of production means that a worker’s labour-power can be use to add £1 
to the value of some raw materials in only six hours. Then the worker 
effectively earns his wage in six hours. But capitalist has bought twelve hours 
of labour-power for his £1, and can now use the remaining six hours to extract 
surplus-value from the worker. This is, Marx claims, the secret of how capital 
is able to use the worker’s creative power to increase its domination over the 
worker.39

 
 

   
The relationship between use-value, exchanged-value and surplus-value is the 

main concern of materialists. It changes the way of looking at commodities as 
something that are not only consumed directly, as a material for use-value, but it also 
has something called 'surplus-value' when we exchange it in the market. Hence, the 
price of the things, in this view, is not the relationship between use-value and 
exchange-value, but it is the relationship between use-value and surplus-value to 
constitute the exchange-value. 

Marx thesis on the economy, along with his political ideas, inspired many later 
scholars. His surplus-value told us that there is something behind the things we 
consume. Whatever the surplus-value, it is a 'made to believe' process. It is something 
                                                 

* Marx and Engel have many works on ideology in many aspects. In this research, I will only 
refer to his view on economics which would be the inspiration for later works. 

38 Singer, Peter., Marx: A Very Short Introduction (Very short introductions, 28. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), P.61. 

39 Ibid, pp 66-67. 
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that in truth costs nothing, or it is not equal to the exchange-value, but we consume it 
or are willing to pay for that surplus value. 

To put it simply, humans have basic 'needs' to survive, which are food, shelter, 
medicine and clothes. The local brand and/or local fabric*

In truth, neither Marx, nor the industrial revolution, was the beginning of 
'Consumerism,' but it was Marx who brought forth the issue of consumption over 
need. Historians claim that Consumerism had its origin since the Greek and Roman 
times, especially in China. At that time of consuming goods over need, consumption 
was about 'novelty'. Nobles or rich people consumed valuable and/or unnecessary 
items to show their status and separate them from ordinary people or the poor. 
Nevertheless, as there was not a clear separation between 'work time' and 'leisure time' 
for them, Consumerism at that time was not much criticized. The emergence of the 
industrial revolution and, perhaps, Marx, is what caused later scholars to view 
Consumerism with a negative point of view. 

 can cover our body and give 
us warmth, which is the use-value of clothing. Nevertheless, some people buy designer 
brands, which cost more than the local clothing. The price they pay for those designer 
clothes is not the exchange-value or the use-value of that clothing, but is the 'surplus-
value.' For example, T-shirts at the local Sunday market may cost 50 THB, while 
Abercrombie T-shirts cost 2,000 THB. The use-value of these two T-shirts is the same, 
to cover the body and to give warmth. But wearing Abercrombie may signified being 
rich, trendy and fashionable by the wearer. Even if some buyer says the quality of the 
fabric and cutting is the factor, what they are really paying for, the extra 1,950 THB, is 
the surplus-value of Abercrombie's clothing. Therefore, the surplus-value is not 
necessarily the value of the things itself, but it is the value that people, society, social 
norms, and social belief 'add' to give the product more ‘value’. 

When talking about 'over-needed' consuming, it is necessary to mention 
Roland Barthes. In his well-known book, 'Mythologies', 'Barthes does a kind of 
Marxian semiology of mass culture and everyday life. His object is to show how mass 
culture is saturated with ideological proposition ("myth") present as if they were 
natural and self-evident.'40

In conclusion, Consumerism is the idea that people consume things not only 
for their basic 'need', but they consume goods because of their 'wants'. They consume 
things because of the 'imaginary'. It is not the physical value or the usefulness of the 
goods, but what has been 'constructed' in order to sell the product. When people buy 
those products, they are not buying the product itself, but the sign and/or imaginary 
element associated with the product. In this sense, we can say that 'Consumerism' is 
not just an economic theory or assumption, but it is an 'ideology': 

 Barthes' 'myth' is something that is not the direct use of the 
product itself, but it is the imaginary benefit of the product. Based on his structuralism 
background, Barthes believes that advertisement and other media, which is the 
medium of promoting and differentiating the product from the others, creates a 'sign' 
for products. Thus, people buy things according to advertisements because of the 
product’s 'sign'. That is to say, consumers consume a sign rather than the product 
itself.  

 
                                                 

* This means the fabric that is produced by the local people with local materials. In theory, this 
kind of clothing will cost nothing because it is a home base product, meaning, people use their free time 
from work to produce it. This is not the same as a local product for selling, such as what the government 
promotes in the use and development of local fabric to make a profit. 

40 Leitch, Vincent B., The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism (New York: Norton, 
2001), p. 1458. 
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…Consumerism describes a society in which many people formulate their goal 
in life partly through acquiring goods that they clearly do not need for 
subsistence or for traditional display. They become enmeshed in the process of 
acquisition – shopping – and take some identity from procession of new items 
that they buy and exhibit. …41

 
  

Consumerism, some also use 'westernization', is the most important ideology 
today. People identify themselves within the societies by using commodities. 
Merchandise is not just for use; it is also used to construct people’s identity. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that there are so many styles of clothing, so many models of 
car, so many series of mobile phones in the marketplace. The choice of the buyer is 
not the choice of the usefulness of a product, but how the product identifies them 
within the society. 
 

Recently, there have been many attempts to reconsider 'Consumerism' in a 
positive way or at least in a neutral way. As we have seen from the beginning, the 
criticism of Consumerism has been pessimistic. Consumerism, then, has carried a 
negative connotation when used. It is a passive process imposed by someone or some 
organization to fool consumers in to buying more; to consume more; to buy what they 
do not really need. After the long tradition of opposing Consumerism, but with the 
inability to transform or change modern society to something like the age before 
Consumerism, along with the new perspective on social value, such as post-
modernism, new critics on Consumerism have re-defined the notion of Consumerism. 
'Consumerism' and 'consumption' have been looked at and criticized differently.  

Humans have to consume goods in regular life. Consumption is, thus, the basis 
of all mankind. But consumption has to be separated into two levels; the consumption 
of the good itself and the consumption of its symbolic meaning. I will use the same 
example from above. The exchange value of ordinary T-shirt is maybe 50 THB, but 
another 1,950 THB that I pay for Abercrombie is for my happiness and identity within 
society. Therefore, 1,950 THB is not the surplus-value of a thing, it is the exchange-
value of the product’s symbolic meaning. With this understanding, there is no surplus-
value in a sense of Marxism that is unnecessary to buy, but it is the price to be paid for 
the imaginary value of the product. 

Hence, the 1,950 THB makes me free to show my need and my opinion over 
the commodity. If the Sunday Market wants to have me as their customer or wants me 
to buy their goods, they have to learn how to produce a product with a symbolic 
meaning to satisfy me. Also, if other designer clothes that have the same quality or 
more quality than Abercrombie want to sell their product to me, they have to 'make me 
believe more ', or 'make me feel more pleasure', or give me more identity in their 
products, so that I am willing to buy their product instead of Abercrombie. *

 

 Thus, 
consumption, in this meaning of Consumerism, is not a 'passive' process of the market; 
it is a circulation between the customer, the product and the producer. Consumers in 
this system are 'active' in the cycle. More than that, customers are the persons who 
choose or create the symbolic meaning by themselves; it is not imposed by other 
people or the producer. Conrad says: 

                                                 
41 Stearns, Peter N., Consumerism in World History: The Global Transformation of Desire 

(Themes in world history. New York: Routledge, 2006), in preface page I. 
* The Abercrombie and Fitch brand promotes and carries a sense of the trendy, urban, and the 

look of an athletic body guy, and they build their brand image as such. 
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Consumption as symbolic refers to the notion that consumption is 
essentially the consumption of symbolic meaning. However … this is not 
understood as a passive process but rather as an active one in which the 
consumer is involved in a creative (and pleasurable) process of meaning 
negotiation and construction. Consumption is thus seen as meaningful and 
pleasurable, and it is our engagement with the symbolic that make it so.42

 
 

Additionally 
 
… . There are no authoritative bases for judging the merits of truth claims or 
cultural values enshrined in theories. Yet people do make judgments. Now 
with no authority capable of legislating in these matters, the individual is, in 
practice, invest with the authority to decide for himself or herself. 'Truth is 
what I claim it to be', …43

 
 

Moreover, 
 

According to the latest ideology of Consumerism our motives to 
consume are of a post-necessity variety, rooted in freely chosen wants and 
desires – they have nothing to do with needs. The implication is that, at least in 
more affluent societies, our lives are no longer dominated by need to satisfy 
basic needs. We have moved on. We live in a post-scarcity society in which we 
are more free than ever before to attend to 'higher' things in life.44

 
 

 Conrad makes clear in his 'latest ideology of Consumerism' that it is an active 
process that consumers have over the commodity. For him, consumption is the 'free 
will' of the consumer to choose to buy a commodity that satisfies their life. This latest 
ideology of Consumerism has change the meaning of Consumerism for a negative 
point of view into a more positive one. 
 
Latest ideology of Consumerism 
 
 

Producers  Goods   Consumer 
 

 
Orthodox ideology of Consumerism 
 

Furthermore, around the 1990s in the United States, the term 'Consumerism' 
has also been used to explain the rights and protection of the consumer in acquiring 
commodities. If we look up in the dictionary, Consumerism is not just an economic 
theory or a social science theory on consumption, it also refers to a modern movement 
for the protection of the consumer against useless, inferior, or dangerous products, 
misleading advertising, unfair pricing, etc.45

                                                 
42 Lodziak, Conrad., The Myth of Consumerism (London: Pluto Press, 2002), p. 31. Conrad's 

italic. 

 In this meaning, Consumerism is not 

43 Ibid, p. 29. 
44 Ibid, p. 95. 
45 Random House, Inc. "Consumerism." In Dictionary.com Unabridged (Online). 03 Dec. 

2009. Source: Dictionary.com http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Consumerism 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/consumerism�
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considered a bad side of consumption anymore, but has become something that can be 
used to explain the benefits of the consumer over the producer. 

Consumerism as a way of life has change the focus on the process of creating 
the 'myth' of the products by the producer into the process of choosing and consuming 
products by the buyer. Even though the producer still has to add symbolic meaning to 
the product, that symbolic meaning is not created by the producer alone; it is not a 
manipulative process. The consumer is key to the cycle of the latest ideology of 
Consumerism. 'Pleasure' has become the most important term for the latest ideology of 
Consumerism since modern consumers consume goods base on their pleasure. In this 
meaning, the producer's job is not only to sell the product, but also to know how to 
give the customer pleasure when they consume the product. I can not deny that the 
ability to the access of exchange sources, such as money, is a limitation on the people 
in buying things in a market. However, no matter how much they are able to spend, it 
is not the spending on the commodity alone; it is the cost of pleasure along with it. 

The latest ideology of Consumerism, which can be traced back to the old 
Chinese empire, has shown us that Consumerism is not new in this world. The change 
to the idea of consuming for pleasure goes back a thousand years. The only change to 
Consumerism is the amount of people who can participate in the cycle. In the old time 
there were only nobles and the upper class who could experience the pleasure from the 
commodities. Now, everyone struggling in this mass media oriented world is able to 
consume for their own pleasure. Even though money and wealth are still factors 
discriminating people into different classes, class in contemporary society is not a 
factor of consumption. 
 

In my own view, even if it is called the latest ideology of Consumerism, it is 
not different from the Structuralism and Marxism interpretation of Consumerism. The 
latest ideology just mixes up the 'need' and 'want' into one idea of 'pleasure'. They 
change the focus of selling labour for basic need and buying leisure to fulfill a tough 
life in the labour market into the happiness in consuming goods. They claim the 
consumption of luxury items is not a crime or false in any way, but is a pleasure over 
the symbolic meaning of goods. No matter how and in what way the latest ideology 
Consumerism tries to explain, we can see that they do not reject the idea of 
consumption over 'need', consumption for leisure and consumption for identity. They 
only attempt to convince people to accept the ideological base of consuming that has 
now become a way of life, rather than looking at Consumerism as a devil that is 
destroying the foundation of society and people’s morality. Additionally, consuming 
for pleasure is more pleasure for life than consuming for only basic needs. 
 
 Normally, love and other emotions are not a product one can sell. Love has no 
physical appearance; I cannot put love into a plastic bag and hand it to you. Even 
though love gives warmth, I cannot wear love instead of clothes to make me warm. 
Even though love can cure everything, I cannot get well from my cold only with love. 
Even though love makes us secure, we cannot live under love to escape from the sun 
and rain. Even though love fulfills our body, love alone cannot make us full and 
satisfy our hungry or thirst. Thus, in terms of a basic physical need for human life, 
love is not the answer. In terms of an exchange of goods or a market system, love has 
no value because it cannot be sold or exchanged with other physical things. In the end, 
love has no cost. Love is not something that can be exchanged for 'money' and other 
medium of exchange because it cannot be 'priced'. 
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However, in the world of Consumerism, 'love' is 'product'. It has a low capital 
investment as it has no cost, but producers can gain a lot of profit from love. Love is 
not something that any investor or any factory or any company can produce as a 
concrete object, but they can add 'love' to their product in order to sell and to make an 
imaginary benefit from the product. 

As I have said, Consumerism can be simply explained by the consumption for 
pleasure, and love is always about pleasure. When any product wants to represent the 
product as a 'pleasure thing' in the market, one of the easiest strategies is to add 'love' 
to the product. That is to say, love becomes a major intention to buy a product, but 
there is no physical element in the product called or represented as love; the product 
itself is a by-product of 'love'.  

For example, in Comfort fabric softener advertisements, a child sees her 
mother put only a half portion of the fabric softener into the washing tub. The girl 
looks sad and asks her mother why she put only a small amount of fabric softener into 
the tub. Mother has to explain to her child that this is a concentrated fabric softener, 
only a half portion is equal to five portions of the regular formula. Then, the girl looks 
happy again. Finally she says to her mother, 'I thought you loved me less 
(หนูนึกวาแมรักหนูนอยกวาเดิม).’ The advertisement has connected love with the product to 
persuade the viewer to buy the product. The usefulness of the fabric softener is not 
mentioned in the advertisement; the only thing mentioned about this fabric softener is 
the concentrated formula. Hence, the advertisement relates love with the amount of 
fabric softener used, which is the only special feature of this product in the 
advertisement. The girl looks sad because she saw her mother use only a little bit of 
fabric softener; she thinks her mother loves her less so she does not put the right 
amount or enough of the fabric softener into her clothes. Here, love is represented by 
the amount of fabric softener being used. When the mother explains that this is a 
concentrated formula and, most of all, it is equal to five regular portions, then, the girl 
gets back her happy face. She realizes that her mother has not lessened her love. 
Instead, she loves her more because that small amount is equal to five portions. This 
implies that her mother loves her five times more than regular.  

We can see from the above example that love becomes a benefit or a 
characteristic of the product, even if the product has nothing relate to love. The 
usefulness of the fabric softener is to soften the clothes. However, softening clothes 
alone is not enough to satisfy the masses. It does not give a pleasure in consumption. 
When, a fabric softener relates itself with 'love', people understand and appreciate it 
more for they think love will spring up when used. This is the reason why love can be 
sold in the market, although it has no physical appearance. 

At first glance, fabric softener itself is not essential for life; it is a luxury 
product. People can wear clothes without using fabric softener. Softened fabric is a 
'pleasure' in wearing clothes. However, at this stage, the softened clothes can be seen 
and justified by their physical appearance. When the advertisement adds love to the 
product, this makes the product more appealing to buy. People, who may hesitate to 
buy fabric softener as it is not really essential, will see a new benefit from the fabric 
softener as a sign of love. To put fabric softener in the clothes means to put love and a 
sign of caring for the ones we love. Then, buying and using fabric softener, in this 
way, is not only for the usefulness of the fabric softener, but also for its symbolic 
meaning. At this point, love now has a physical appearance, but it is not a physically 
physical appearance, but an ideological physical appearance. 

I think the reason why love has become a commodity is from the effect of 
Consumerism. At the beginning of Consumerism, if we start from the industrial 
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revolution, the labour system separated a labour's private life with their work life. 
Therefore, working time is for work only; it is not for working along with leisure, as 
before. People spend more time working and have a very limited amount of time for 
private life. While work puts a lot of tension in life, private life give them pleasure and 
helps them recover from work life. As I have already mentioned, leisure activity is 
then compulsory for life. One of the characteristics of all leisure activities is that those 
activities make us become attached with someone, allowing us to make friends and 
meet people, which attaches us within the society. For someone who has a family, this 
leisure time is an opportunity to show their love and feeling of attachment with each 
other.  

If we consider leisure time and free time as a time for 'love', those who sell 
their labour probably need more time for love. The system of Consumerism forces 
them to work more in order to earn more money. The more they work, the less time 
they have for family. When labour can not appear or can not express their love by 
themselves physically, something has to come to be a substitute for expressing their 
love. It is one of the myths of Consumerism that tells us that purchasing some good 
can be a substitute for love or can signify love. The best example is a 'diamond ring'. A 
diamond itself is only a stone, but some time in the past they became designated as a 
precious item and a valuable thing. In the past, nobles and some middle class kept 
diamonds or made jewelry from diamonds for decoration to show their wealth. Later 
on, there was a crisis in selling diamonds in the United States, so the diamond 
company 'added' a new symbolic meaning to diamonds. Diamonds became a sign of 
eternal love, love forever and strong love. To present your beloved with a diamond 
meant you loved them. A diamond ring was promoted for use in engagements and 
weddings. As a result of this campaign, diamonds are not only a precious stone to 
show wealth, but are now a representation of eternal love. 

Another consequence from the lack of time for love is from mass media, since 
mass media has changed the way people experience entertainment. We do not need to 
go to the theater, but we can see a play. We do not need to go to a concert or attend a 
local ceremony, but we can hear the songs. We do not have to pay for a ticket to see a 
circus. Most of all, we do not have to travel to other place to see the world. Mass 
media has changed the way of entertainment, including what we can call metropolitan 
life. People do not need to spend a lot of time seeking their leisure. They do not need 
to go hiking or climbing a mountain, or even to go to the beach, which may take a day 
or two to perform such an activity. They can have their own entertainment at home, 
after regular daily work or during the weekend. The new forms of entertainment have 
changed the ways of consumption. Advertisement, or perhaps 'made to believe', is now 
a factor of consumption. People have been given information about the product via the 
advertisement. Therefore, people consume things from the wording or the myth 
created by the advertisement. In short, advertisement is a weapon of Consumerism and 
‘made to believe’ is a symbolic value of the commodity. 

Consumerism has change the way we express love or show our love to 
someone, with the physical appearance or action, sometimes, being less important. 
People show their love by using commodities which have been encoded or ideologized 
to be a sign of love. Love, which normally cannot be measured, now, when it is 
connected with a commodity, has a physical appearance. Love can be purchased and 
can be handed out like an object because it has been connected with the object.  
 
Product    = usage      + physical meaning  + symbolic meaning 
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  Soften fabric  soft, comfort  love 
Fabric          
Softener         

 Preserve fabric longer use  care 
 
 
In addition to connecting love with the object and making a physical 

appearance for love, Consumerism also promotes the importance of love as a necessity 
for life. People can not live without love. People are dependent on love. Love is 
happiness.  

Life in the world of Consumerism, as I have mentioned many times earlier, is 
tension and a lack of time; people spend most of their time working. Although doing 
work is happy for some, work hours and work places are generally a terrain of stress. 
The works hours are a time for other people, even though this benefits us in the end. 
Some may be against this idea because of the different nature of work. I can not deny 
that there are many jobs that are not routine work, for example; a higher ranking 
officer in a company who focuses more on the project; a field based work like 
investigation police, detective or lawyer who have the challenge to solve a problem; a 
researcher and scientist who tries to discover a new thing to make people’s lives 
better. However, this challenging work is still based on the idea of 'work for others' not 
for ourself; plus those people who work in a higher ranking position, manager or boss, 
are only a small amount compared with the general or lower skilled worker in the 
market. For the majority of workers in the market in the world of Consumerism, 
working is a part of stress time and a time for other people not for oneself. Thus, the 
happiness during work is not a true happiness that fulfills one’s soul.  

Most of time happiness in the work place and during work hours, we can say, 
is the connection between the worker and other workers or partners. Again, this is not 
love that causes happiness in a sense of fulfilling one’s life, except perhaps if your 
beloved is working at the same place as you. In a negative view, this kind of 
connection is not for fulfilling the empty heart of the worker; it is just a feeling that 
makes the worker keep working at their routine work. It is a feeling that is 'made to 
happen' in order to keep people working and focused on their work. The goal of this 
type of relationship is to tie people together to work more efficiently; that is to say, to 
do more and better quality work. Sometimes people have a close friend or can say they 
are tied with someone at work, but those feelings are not like the feeling of love that 
we experience from our family, beloved ones or close friends. Time may not be a 
factor for making friends, but it is a factor to prove a friendship. Friends at work are  
social friends to keep life in the work place and work hours going or, negatively used, 
'bearable'. 

The gap between people at the office or the work place may be caused by the 
competition at work. Rank is the most important factor to discriminate and make 
people constitute the gap in the workplace. I would say, from a negative point of view, 
that the ranking system in a Consumerism system is to keep people apart from each 
other and not let them be too close. The closer they are in personal relationships, the 
more dangerous for the workplace. Therefore, the tiny gap of ranking at work is a 
weapon for the capital, investor, and boss to keep their property and fortune safe. 
Hence, those gaps, the tension between the working status; the ability to control some 
resources; the power of command over other workers; causes there to be 'unreal' 
friends. The hopeless picture I have drawn here is not intended to oppose the working 
system, but to show that happiness in the workplace and during working hours is not 
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real happiness in some respects. As a result, people in a world of Consumerism still 
need to seek real love and real happiness in their private time. That is to say, 
connecting with someone we are really attached to, without question or gap; without 
doing something as we want by a command or the order from someone; doing 
something for one’s own benefit both physically and mentally, and activities aimed at 
fulfilling one’s life. 

In free time, we are our own boss of time. It is a time for ourselves to do what 
we want, as long as we want. The concept moves back to the early days of opposing 
Consumerism. It is also a time for love, both of ourselves and for others. Leisure time, 
free time or private time, whatever it is called, is the time for life. A time for doing 
what we want. The most important characteristic of love and some other positive 
emotion is that it gives a pleasure to life. With these pleasures, people feel alive again 
and feel life is worth continuing. Filling the pleasure in life or correcting what we have 
lost mentally in the working time is, then, necessary and the importance of leisure 
time. Once more, the free time or leisure time is a time for love. 

Today, people have lost much of their time to work and spend less time on 
their leisure, especially in the urban sphere. For their leisure time, it is easy to be 
fulfilled by consuming 'mass' products rather other activities, as I mention earlier in 
this section. Mass media plays a very important role in giving people in the world of 
Consumerism pleasure in their free time. Many researches on mass media 
consumption confirm that mass media 'fulfills' people’s needs in many different ways 
and aspects. In short, mass media is now an institution for pleasure; easy to reach and 
a cheap way to consume. Along with mass media and the broadcast system, the power 
of 'advertisement' comes into play as an important role for convincing people to 
consume products. As in the case of the fabric softener above, love is a focus point for 
them to sell and create interest in their product. Consequently, the effect of promoting 
love to sell things causes people more hunger for love. The advertisement has encoded 
the idea of love as a pleasure and love as a must of life into the consumer to make 
them believe in love. Later, when they need to have love or show their love, but have 
less time to spend with each other, the 'product for love' comes to substitute human 
attachment. Hence, it moves people from human based appreciation, love as contact 
with people, into objects of base appreciation, love using consuming products. 
Pleasure, in the sense of connecting people with love, then, gradually changes into 
using and present a product that has a symbolic meaning of love. 

Consumerism puts love above everything in the market, as it is easier to sell 
love than a product. To convince people to buy a new product based on the quality or 
the use-value of the product alone is not easy. In turn, selling them a symbolic 
meaning, love, adorable, high class, good looking, delicious, happiness, is easier. 
These symbolic meanings are already attached to people as a social animal who loves 
to participate in a group. Consumerism just puts them forward and promotes them, 
adding more importance to them. Above all other positive emotions or feelings that 
give people pleasure, love seems to be more effective than other thing because we can 
not define or explain or answer what is love. Love is still a mysterious concept that 
opens the end for many answers. There are no solutions for love, thus, a producer is 
free to decide and have the consumer 'make to believe' how to show their love. For this 
reason, love 'is nourished' to be more and more important for one’s life. 
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In the movie, Into the Wild (2007),* after trying to detach himself from the 
world of Consumerism into the wild to live on his own without 'consumer things', 
Christopher, the main character, discovers that; Happiness is only real when shared. 
The movie significantly says two things about love in the world of Consumerism. 
First, we cannot feel happiness alone by ourselves; we are dependent on other people 
to feel happy. Second, even though love cannot be bought,**

 

 love is a must for keeping 
our life going. In the end, when Chris discovers that he can not live without other 
people, in my own view, it is the victory of the Consumerism ideological apparatus 
over the 'real' existence of people. That is to say, finally he has to live his life 
dependant upon the attachment to someone or something. He can not live on his own. 
At least he 'needs' love from someone to make his life meaningful and happy.  I 
mention this film because I think the film is the best summary for love in a 
Consumerism ideology. Most people, especially, Americans, will appreciate Chris’s 
life as an inspiration for living without the concern for money; but the conclusion of 
the film, still, confirms the importance of dependent love to fulfill life and make life’s 
fullness. 

To conclude my assumptions on the ideology of love in Consumerism: 
1. Consumerism has changed the way consumers consume, from product 

consumption to emotional consumption. With emotional consumption, people are less 
conscious of the real benefits or the use-value of the product and focus on its symbolic 
meaning. 

2. Consumerism promotes love as a must and necessity of life. Love is not 
finite in its meaning. Thus, there are many available spaces to define love or to make a 
physical appearance of love by using an object.  

3. Love in Consumerism is an attachment love. It is a love that is dependent 
and needs someone or something to ensure or to make a meaning of the love. For 
Consumerism, people can not have love on their own; they need to have someone or 
something present to receive their love. 

4. Love is the ultimate goal of life. The ultimate goal of a Consumerism way of 
life is to have love. Some may claim richness, successfulness, being famous, as their 

                                                 
* Into the Wild, 2007. Film synopsis from imdb.com; A young man leaves his middle class 

existence in pursuit of freedom from relationships and obligation. Giving up his home, family, all 
possessions but the few he carried on his back and donating all his savings to charity Christopher 
McCandless (Emile Hirsch) embarks on a journey throughout America. His eventual aim is to travel 
into Alaska, into the wild, to spend time with nature, with 'real' existence, away from the trappings of 
the modern world. In the 20 months leading up to his Great Alaskan Adventure his travels lead him on a 
path of self-discovery, to examine and appreciate the world around him and to reflect on and heal from 
his troubled childhood and parents' sordid and abusive relationship.  

When he reaches Alaska he finds he has been insufficiently prepared for the hardships to come. 
Despite making it through the winter his plan is ill-judged and prepares to return home in spring, only to 
find the stream he crossed in the snow has become an impassable raging torrent and that he is trapped. 
With no means of sustaining himself adequately he takes to eating berries and fauna, that he identifies 
using a book. Unfortunately, he awakes one morning to find that the berries he consumed the night 
before were in fact poisonous, and causes him to starve in his so sought after isolation. Throughout his 
epic journey the people he meets both influence and are influenced by the person he is and bring him to 
the eventual and tragic realisation that "Happiness is only real when shared". 

** One of the reasons he hates his family is because they use money to buy him love. 
Christopher in his childhood only had money as a sign of love from his parents. The first act of refusing 
the money as an importance for life in the film is the 24,000 USD donation, which is his income during 
college. 
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goal of life, but above all these goals is only the guarantee of their ability to perform 
love toward someone or something freely, without any obstacle. 
 
Ideology of love in Buddhism 
 
 In his first sermon, the Buddha taught his monk the four noble truths; 
 

"Bhikkhus, these two extremes ought not to be cultivated by one gone 
forth from the house-life. What are the two? There is devotion to indulgence of 
pleasure in the objects of sensual desire, which is inferior, low, vulgar, ignoble, 
and leads to no good; and there is devotion to self-torment, which is painful, 
ignoble and leads to no good. 

 (…) 
"Suffering, as a noble truth, is this: Birth is suffering, aging is suffering, 

sickness is suffering, death is suffering, sorrow and lamentation, pain, grief and 
despair are suffering; association with the loathed is suffering, dissociation 
from the loved is suffering, not to get what one wants is suffering — in short, 
suffering is the five categories of clinging objects. 

"The origin of suffering, as a noble truth, is this: It is the craving that 
produces renewal of being accompanied by enjoyment and lust, and enjoying 
this and that; in other words, craving for sensual desires, craving for being, 
craving for non-being. 

"Cessation of suffering, as a noble truth, is this: It is remainderless 
fading and ceasing, giving up, relinquishing, letting go and rejecting, of that 
same craving. 

"The way leading to cessation of suffering, as a noble truth, is this: It is 
simply the noble eightfold path, that is to say, right view, right intention; right 
speech, right action, right livelihood; right effort, right mindfulness, right 
concentration.46

 
 

 In his first teaching to his monks, the bhikkhus, the Buddha taught the four 
noble truths which are: what is suffering, what is the causes of suffering, how to cease 
suffering and the way, path, leading to the cessation of suffering. Thus, 'suffering' is 
the core of this well-known teaching. He also began his teaching by encouraging his 
followers not to take 'pleasure in the objects of sensual desire'. There are many points 
to be discussed from this teaching. However, since I am only interested in the 
'ideology of love', I will discuss only the idea about love from this sutra. 
 Two verses from the teaching have to be looked at closely: "appiyehi 
sampayogo dukkho, piyehi vippayogo dukkho". Ñanamoli Thera translates this above 
                                                 

46 Buddhist Publication Society, Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, SN 56.11, Translated from the Pali 
by Ñanamoli Thera (Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society, 1981). Source: From Three Cardinal Discourses of 
the Buddha (WH 17), available from: http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.nymo.html 

"Idamkho pana, bhikkhave, dukkham ariyasaccam. Jātipi dukkhā, jarāpi dukkhā, byādhipi 
dukkho, maranampi dukkham, appiyehi sampayogo dukkho, piyehi vippayogo dukkho, yampiccham na 
labhati tampi dukkham. Samkhittena, pañcupādānakkhandhā dukkhā. dukkhā. "Idam kho pana, 
bhikkhave, dukkhasamudayam ariyasaccam – yāyam tanhā ponobbhavikā nandīrāgasahagatā 
tatratatrābhinandinī, seyyathidam – kāmatanhā, bhavatanhā, vibhavatanhā. 

 "Idam kho pana, bhikkhave, dukkhanirodham ariyasaccam – yo tassā yeva tanhāya 
asesavirāganirodho, cāgo, paṭinissaggo, mutti, anālayo. "Idam kho pana, bhikkhave, dukkhanirodhagāminī 
paṭipadā ariyasaccaam – ayameva ariyo atthangiko maggo, seyyathidam – sammādiṭṭhi, 
sammāsaṅkappo, sammāvācā, sammākammanto, sammāājīvo, sammāvāyāmo, sammāsati, sammāsamādhi. 

http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/nanamoli/wheel017.html�
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/nanamoli/wheel017.html�
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.nymo.html�
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as: “association with the loathed is suffering, dissociation from the loved is suffering.” 
While other scholars translate this phrase quite differently: “association with the 
unpleasant is suffering, dissociation from the pleasant is suffering;”47 “union with 
what is disliked is painful; separation from what is liked is painful;”48 “association 
with the unbeloved is stressful, separation from the loved is stressful;”49 “A company 
with non-cherished on is suffering, separation from a cherished on is suffering.”50

 The problem we see is with the translation of 'piyehi', and also the opposite, 
'apiyehi', which are translated differently in the various versions. English translators 
use various translations for this word, i.e. pleasant, liked, loved and cherished. 
However, Thai versions of this sutra, normally, translate 'piyehi' as 'love'. 

 

 When we separate the word to see the root of 'piyehi', we can see the 
significance of the use of this word in Pāli: 
 

piyehi = piya + ehi 
  

 'Piya' is an adjective; equal to 'priya' in Sanskrit, which means ‘to love 
(belove)’, ‘friend’ or ‘dear to’. 'Ehi' is a suffix to indicate the 'instrumentive case' in 
the 'plural form'. Normally, in Pāli grammar, the instrumentive case, the fifth case, is 
used to 'show the object or person with or by whom something is performed'. When 
the sutra writes piyehi, it connotes the idea that love is something that is performed by 
someone with something; an action or feeling of someone through someone or 
something. Piyehi can also be used as an adjective, meaning that it has to have a noun 
to modify. We cannot 'love' or 'piyehi' alone. We have to have someone or something 
to love or to be dear to. Thus, we can say, 'love' in the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta 
that leads to suffering is 'attachment love' or 'clinging love' with respect to both people 
and things. 

That is to say, love that causes dhukka, suffering, in this well known sutra is 
attachment or clinging to someone or something. There are many words in Pāli that 
can be translated into ‘love’ in English and also 'rak' in Thai, but the specific character 
of love that causes suffering is the love for which the subject attaches themselves to 
someone and/or something.  

Besides piyehi, another term using in dhammapada to refer to 'love' is 'pema'. 
In piyavagga, affliction, there is a verse: 

 
From love springs grief,  
From love spring fear;  

                                                 
47 Buddhist Publication Society, Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta: Setting in Motion the Wheel of 

Truth" (SN 56.11), translated from the Pali by Piyadassi Thera. Access to Insight (online), June 7, 2009, 
Available from: http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.piya.html. 

48 Buddhist Publication Society, Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta: The Discourse on the Setting in 
Motion of the Wheel (of Vision) of the Basic Pattern: the Four True Realities for the Spiritually Ennobled 
Ones" (SN 56.11), translated from the Pali by Peter Harvey. Access to Insight (online), July 20, 2009, 
Available from: http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.harv.html. 

49 Buddhist Publication Society, Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta: Setting the Wheel of Dhamma in 
Motion" (SN 56.11), translated from the Pali by Thanissaro Bhikkhu. Access to Insight (online), June 7, 2009, 
Available from: http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.than.html. 

50 Pathak, S.K., "Dukkham Aryasaccam as Depicted in the Buddhist Nikaya and Agamas", in Indo-
Thibetan Studies Series-IV: Concept of Suffering in Buddhism (Kaveri Books, New Delhi:2005), p 55. 

http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.piya.html�
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.harv.html�
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.than.html�
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For him who is free from love  
There is neither grief nor fear.51

  
 

In this verse, the word ‘pema’, ‘prema’ in Sanskrit, is used. Pema has the same 
root as piyehi, √prī root, but here, it is used as a noun. 'Pemato' is the subject of the 
sentence and indicates the singular. 'Love' in this verse is the cause of grief (soko) and 
fear (bhayam); 'sorrow and lamentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering.'52

 

 The 
verse emphasizes the idea that love is a cause of suffering. Therefore, whether we use 
love as a noun to refer to the action of loving or we use it as an adjective to modify 
things we love, love in both cases is the cause of suffering.  

Later, in the same sutra, when the Buddha teaches about the cause of suffering, 
he says: "The origin of suffering, as a noble truth, is this: It is the craving that 
produces renewal of being accompanied by enjoyment and lust, and enjoying this and 
that; in other words, craving for sensual desires, craving for being, craving for non-
being."53

Focusing on our topic, romantic love is a love that is caused by or led by the 
craving for sensual desire. Normally, when we say we 'love' someone in particular, 
especially in a romantic way, we mean we desire them or feel happy to be with them. 
We are willing to 'contact' those we loved with our sense-impressions (phassa): eye-
contact, ear-contact, nose-contact, tongue-contact, body-contact and mind-contact. 
These six contacts are caused by our craving or desire for sensual attachment. Love, in 
this meaning, is for the pleasure of our senses and mind. Thus, love, as a romantic 
love, can be said to be the cause of suffering.  

 From this line, we can see the extension of what the Buddha means when he 
teaches about love. The 'love' that leads to suffering is the love that is caused by 
'tanha' or craving.  

 
If we choose Greek as the early beginning of western culture, there are also 

many Greek words for 'love'. 'Eros' and 'agape' are maybe the two words most often 
translated as 'love'. 'Eros' is used to describe a passionate love or love led by passion. It 
is an older word than 'agape', as this word was derived from the Greek god 'Eros', the 
god of lust, beauty, love and intercourse. Thus, in general ‘eros’ is more commonly 
used to translate 'love' than ‘agape’. Denis de Rougemont writes in his footnote on 
Platonic love: 

 
I am, of course, aware that Socrates is made to say in the Phaedrus that 

the greatest satisfaction of the lover comes, not from physical fulfillment, but 
from consciousness of the joint attainment by lover and beloved of self-
mastery; and in the Symposium that erotic passion at its highest is a delight in 
beauty of every kind, so that the lover who has ascended high enough will 
descry the supreme, eternal, self-same, and perfect beauty, the reality and 
substance of that in which everything else called beauty is a participant. But I 

                                                 
51 Sathian Phong Wan Pok, trans. Phut Wachon Nai Thambot (พุทธวจนในธรรมบท)(6th ed, Nonthaburi : 

Cho Mafai, 2531). Translated from Pāli 'pemato jāyate soko, pemato jāyate bhayam, pemato vippamuttassa, 
natthi soko kuto bhayam.' (Pāli Romanized by author) 

52 Ñanamoli Thera. Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta: Setting in Motion the Wheel of Truth'  
53 Ibid. 
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am concerned above all which what European culture generally has preserved 
of Plato.54

 
 

‘Agape’ refers to a love of God, a purified love or a willingness to rejoice with 
God again, a word influenced by Christianity. Rougemont writes: 

 
… To love according to this new way is a positive act and act of 

transformation. Eros had pursued infinite becoming. Christian love is 
obedience in the present. For the love God is to obey God, Who has 
commanded us to love one another. … 

The symbol of Love is no longer infinite passion of soul quest for light, 
but the marriage of Christ and the Church. And in this way human love itself 
has been transformed.55

 
  

For ‘agape’, it is a love that is related to God. As God teaches Christians to 
love each other, to 'agape' is to follow that suggestion. The goal of ‘agape’, it might be 
said then, is the union with God. Thus, 'marriage' is a keyword for 'agape', both 
marriage with someone and marriage with the Church. That is to say, ‘agape’ refers to 
the love that we are, as a subject, close with someone or something, wisely and 
thoughtfully, in order for purification of the mind and soon or later we will live with 
God. 

When either the word 'eros' or 'agape' is used, they both connote or have a 
hidden affliction to beauty, whether by the command of God or by oneself. In the 
narrowest sense, love in the western world is related to adultery or a very close 
relationship with someone, as in ‘eros’. In a broader sense, to love someone is to be 
attached to things; no matter whether it is God's will, as in ‘agape’, or in our own 
interest. That is to say, the word 'love' in a western ideology is an 'attachment love'. To 
love is to be attached with someone or something both mentally and/or physically. To 
love is to care about someone and look after them, as if it is yourself. 
 

In my opinion, the reason that some scholars try to avoid to use the word 'love' 
directly in their English translation is that there is another type of 'love' in Buddhism 
that is not 'piyehi'. Thich Nhut Hanh, a well known Vietnamese monk, argues that the 
'Four Immeasurable Minds' in Buddhist teaching is the 'true love', he says: 
 

 The Four Immeasurable Minds are the four elements of true love: 
maitri* - loving kindness (the desire to offer happiness); karuna – compassion 
(the desire to remove suffering from other person); mudita – joy (the desire to 
bring joy to people around you and allow there happiness to bring you joy); 
and upeksha**, equanimity (the desire to accept everything and not to 
discriminate). When you love because living being need your love, not because 
someone belong to your family, your nation, or your religion, then you are 
loving without discrimination and practicing true love.56

                                                 
54 Rougemont, Denis de., Love in the Western World (New York: Pantheon, 1956), p.61. 

 

55 Ibid, p.68-69 
* Thich Nhut Hanh is a Mahayana Buddhist monk. He uses the Sanskrit term rather than the 

Pāli in the Theravada tradition. Thus, maitri is metta in Theravada Buddhism.  
** Upekkha in Pāli. 
56 Nhat Hahn, Thich., Teaching on Love (Berkeley, California: Parallax Press, 1998), p.2. 
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Nhut Hanh also clarifies his intention of using 'love' later in his book by saying: 
 
  Maitri can be translated as 'love' or 'loving kindness.' Some Buddhist 

teachers prefer 'loving kindness.' Because they think 'love' is overused, but I 
prefer to word 'love.' Words sometimes get sick and we have to heal them. We 
have been using the word 'love' to mean appetite or desire, as in 'I love 
hamburgers.' We have to use language more carefully. 'love' is beautiful word; 
we have to restore its meaning. The word 'maitri' has roots in the word 'mitra', 
which means friend. In Buddhism, the primary meaning of love is friendship.57

 
 

 From his writing, maitri, or metta, is love which leads to the end of suffering, 
not its cause. It is the love that is led by 'the desire to offer happiness' to the other, not 
'the craving of sensual desires'. The huge difference, as a practice, between love that is 
led by metta and love that is led by kamatanha is the important point of this 
discussion. For metta, the subject is willing to 'give' out his good will to other people. 
While, for kamatanha the subject is willing to 'take', 'cling' and 'attach' its beloved with 
itself; metta is a detachment love and kamatanha is an attachment love. In other words, 
love led by metta is the love based on a 'non-self' perspective; while love led by 
kamatanha is a 'self' perspective love. The concept of 'self' and 'non-self' is another 
subject that could be discussed at length, but is not the main aim of this study. 
However, in short, the sense of 'self', or self belonging, thinking in Buddhism is a 
cause of suffering. The Dalai Lama, a venerable and supreme monk in Tibetan 
Buddhism, says: 
  

 The root cause of all suffering is the ignorance that misconceives the 
nature of phenomena and apprehends oneself as self-existent. This ignorance 
leads us to exaggerate the status of phenomena and create the categories of self 
and others. These bring about experiences of desire and hatred, which in truth 
result in all sorts of negative actions. These in turn, bring about all our 
undesirable sufferings.58

 
 

 Likewise, love, which is encouraged by the Buddha, is the love that we are not 
willing to or the desire to fulfill our 'want'. Love is needed to 'understand' and needs to 
be used wisely. Buddhadasa said; 'Buddhism is a system designed to bring a technical 
knowledge inseparable from its technique of practices, an organized practical 
understanding of the true nature of things or 'what is what'. If you keep this definition 
in mind, you should have no difficulty understanding Buddhism.'59

 Therefore, love in Buddhism is different from general use. Love in Buddhism 
is not an attachment or being attach to someone. It is a willingness to 'understand' the 
human condition and, thus, understand what is happening to our life in various 
circumstances. Loving in Buddhism is not a willingness to be attached with someone 

 Understanding 
love will make us love in the right way and by the right path. True love, or love in 
Buddhism, is metta, which is the first thing mention in brahmavihara; love, 
compassion, joy and equanimity.  

                                                 
57 Ibid, p.4 
58 Gyatso, Tenzin, HH the Dalai Lama., and Rajiv Mehrotra (editor). In My Own Words: An 

Introduction to My Teachings and Philosophy (Carlsbad, Calif: Hay House, 2008). P.64. 
59 Buddhadasa. Handbook for Mankind. (9th ed. Prabuddhamingmongkol 45 foundation. 

Phuket: Sahadhammika, 2009), p.28. 
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or something, but an understanding of the condition. Overtly, love in Buddhism is a 
kind of 'good will' toward other living beings or things rather than 'having' them as our 
property. When we use the sentence 'I love you' in Buddhism, it does not mean ‘I am 
attach with you physically or by passion’; it rather means I have a feeling of good will 
toward you. I will be happy with your happiness; I will help you to pass your hard 
time in life wisely, by understanding you; you do not belong to me, but you are a good 
friend of mine.  
 Specifically, when we talk about 'romantic love', or love as a couple or married 
life in Buddhism, it is not something or a feeling of being close to each other with 
passion or in a sexual way. It is an 'intention' of helping each other to progress to a 
better way and right path. Love, in this view, is like a friend who is willing to see one 
another not suffer. This kind of love, for which I use the term 'detachment love', is the 
love that the teachings of the Buddha suggest. 

In short, the main or the most important aspect of love is to realize true love, to 
avoid passionate love and to understand love wisely by not clinging with the object we 
are dear to. If we can perform love in this way, and follow the right view and right 
path as in the teaching, love will not lead us to suffering but to happiness. 

 
In addition to the idea of 'love is suffering', another ideology about love in 

Buddhism should be mentioned in this research; the idea of 'previous association' 
(Pubbesannivasa).60

One of the major teachings in Buddhism is the relationship between 'cause and 
effect'. Everything that we 'are', both mentally and physically, is a consequence from 
our present and past deeds. Technically, Buddhism uses the term 'the law of karma'

  

* 
(kamma in Pāli) to express this idea. 'Karman' in Sanskrit means act, action, 
performance or business,61

Similar to the idea of love, there are many levels for understanding and 
explaining this idea, as well as much discussion on this topic. In general, common 
Thai Buddhists will understand this matter as a law of 'cause and effect'. However, one 
major difference between the canonical idea of the law of karma and for that in 
popular Thai Buddhism is the knowledge of how the law of karma works. Many Thai 
Buddhists comprehend the law of karma as an expectation of a better life in the future 
and use it to explain their suffering that has recently occurred. Therefore, many Thai 
people make a plea to the gods or [m]any spirits or make merit for the sangha 
believing that this will cause them a better life as a return or reward from their 
offering. Notwithstanding the canonical interpretation, the law of karma is used to give 
insight and help practitioners to 'understand' that whatever has happened to us right 
now and what will happen to us in the future is the effect of our past and recent deeds. 
The teaching in this aspect is to help Buddhists to have full 'awareness' in their lives 
and practice dharma in order to prevent bad results coming after.  

 used as a noun.  

The law of karma also has a close relationship with the concept of 'samsāra', 
the wheel of rebirth.62

                                                 
60Phra Dhammapitaka, (P.A. Payutto), Dictionary of Buddhism (พจนานุกรมพุทธศาสตร) 

(Bangkok: Mahachulalongkornrajavidhyalai, 1995), P. 334. 

 Again, I will not touch on the concept of rebirth in depth. 

* I use 'karma' in this dissertation rather than 'kamma'. Although in the Pāli canon, kamma is 
used, in general 'karma' is more widely used as it is related or mentioned in other Eastern languages, 
such as Hinduism and Jainism. In the Thai language, when we write about the concept of  'cause and 
effect', we also use the Sanskrit form. 

61 Ibid, P.60. 
62 Ibid, P.349. 
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However, the basic idea of samsāra is that we will be reborn again and again and again 
as long as we do not attain nirvana, or nibbhāna. The ultimate goal of all Buddhist is to 
achieve nirvana when they past away and not be reborn. This ultimate goal is a basic 
knowledge of Thai Buddhist, but sometimes, as it is an 'ultimate' goal, meaning it is 
not easy to do, many Buddhists think that they can not or are not capable of achieving 
nirvana in this life. Therefore, when they pray or make merit, they have a will of being 
reborn in the next life in a better condition as compared with this life. 

The teaching in Buddhism is centered on suffering; so the benefit of not being 
reborn as an ultimate goal of life is a guarantee that we will not suffer again. Ideally, 
practicing or following the teachings of the Buddha is aimed at attaining nibbhāna. 
Even though it is not possible in this life for most people to have the ultimate state of 
mind as nibbhāna, whenever we practice dharma it will benefit us by having a more 
appreciable state of mind. That is to say, the aim of Buddhism, with respect to the 
aspect of the wheel of rebirth, is the willingness of the Buddhist practitioner to get rid 
of suffering and of being reborn in a more blissful state until they are capable of 
understanding what is the real or the ultimate way of ending all suffering, which is 
nibbhāna. 

To put the idea of nibbhāna in concrete terms, Buddhist cosmology separates 
the world into two levels: the mundane plane (lokiya-bhumi) and the supramundane 
plane (lokuttara-bhumi). Buddhadasa writes on this, which is worth quoting at length: 

 
Vipassana meditation is mental training aimed at raising the mind to 

such level that it is no longer subject to suffering. The mind breaks free from 
suffering by virtue of the clear knowledge that noting is worth grasping at or 
clinging to. This knowledge deprives worldly things of their ability to lead the 
mind into further thoughtless liking or disliking. Having this knowledge, the 
mind transcends the worldly condition and attains the level known as the 
Supramundane Plane (lokuttara-bhumi) 

In order to comprehend clearly the supramundane plane, we have to 
know first about its opposite, the mundane plane (lokiya-bhumi). The mundane 
plane comprises those levels at which the things of the world control over the 
mind. Very briefly, three levels are recognized in the mundane plane, namely: 
the sensual level (kamavacara-bhumi), or the level of mind still content with 
pleasures of every kind; the level forms (rupavacara-bhumi), the condition of a 
mind uninterested in sensual objects, but finding satisfaction in the various 
stage of concentration on form as objects; and lastly the formless level 
(arupavacara-bhumi), the yet higher level of mind finding satisfaction in the 
bliss and peace of concentration on object other than forms, these three levels 
in the worldly plane are the mental level of being in general. … 

[…] 
Even though a person dwelling in any of these three levels may have 

gained such bliss and clam tranquility that he has come to resemble rock, a 
lump of earth, or a log of wood, yet grasping and clinging to selfhood are still 
present. Also, present are various kinds of desire, albeit of the finest and most 
tenuous sort, such as dissatisfaction with the state in which he finds himself, 
which prompts him to go in search a new state. That desire for change 
constitutes karma*

                                                 
* My bold 

, so such a person has not yet transcended the worldly 
state. He is not yet in the supramundane plane. 
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A mind dwelling in the supramundane plane has transcended the world. 
It views the worldly state as devoid of essence, self, or substance, and will 
have noting of it. …63

From this passage, we can learn two things associated with my topic. First, the 
ultimate goal of Buddhist philosophy is to bring an end to all suffering. Second, 
suffering is caused by grasping at or clinging to something. As long as we take 
pleasure in things, whether in their object or form, we will not be able to experience 
true bliss; finally, we have to be reborn again. The way out of being in the law of 
karma and the wheel of rebirth is to get rid of desire. 

 
 

We have to go back and forth along the way between desire, suffering, karma, 
rebirth, and cause and effect. If we bring cause and effect as a general rule we will 
have this diagram: 

 
Desire 

 
 

Rebirth  [cause & effect]  Karma 
  
  

Suffering 
 

  
 From this diagram, desire, or tanha, forces humans to act, to do, or to perform 
something, karma. This karma will cause suffering; suffering will cause rebirth. When 
humans are reborn and are not able to get rid of their desire, the cycle will begin again. 
 In short, whatever deeds that are led by desire sooner or later will cause 
suffering. Love in Buddhism, thus, is not a grasping at or clinging to something, but is 
a 'metta', as we have discussed above. 
 

I have talked quite a bit about the idea of the wheel of rebirth to give a picture 
of orthodox Buddhism or Buddhism in a strict sense. Moving back to the topic, I 
would say the law of karma and the wheel of rebirth form a very well-known idea of 
previous association. 'Pubbesannivāsa', as used in the ideology of love, is a belief that 
whomever we meet in this life, we might have met in a previous life. We had an 
association with them in our past life; therefore, we meet them again in this life. In a 
more romantic idea, we have met each other before in a past life and pray to meet each 
other again in this life. 

The idea of Pubbesannivāsa not only occurs in Buddhism; many major 
religions have some close idea to Pubbesannivāsa. However, in my view, I think a 
strict or canonical sense of Pubbesannivāsa in Buddhism is quite different from other 
Eastern religions, especially Brahmanism and Hinduism. For Buddhism, 
Pubbesannivāsa is a consequence of the past. That is to say, we are together as a 
couple because we performed some karma, whether it was good or bad, with them in 
the past. Thus, we have to see each other again in this life to correct our bad deeds 
performed to each other; or in the opposite, to help each other to perform more good 
deed for 'us' to go beyond this world and transform to a better world. For Hinduism 

                                                 
63 Buddhadasa Bhikkhu. Handbook of Mankind. pps 131 – 133.  
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and Brahmanism, the reason that we see or meet each other in this life is because it is 
'destined' by the gods.  

In Thai we use the word, 'Brahmalikit', which means 'destine by Brahman or 
gods'. It is interesting that the word Brahmalikit does not exist in the Dictionary of 
Buddhism.64

Apart from Hinduism and Brahmanism, the western world also has some close 
idea, which is soul mate. The rough idea is that the couple used to be together in the 
past or in a god world. When they come down to earth because they have committed 
some sin, they are separated from each other. The task for them is to find the other 
half. Finally, one day when they have a chance to meet each other again, whether it is 
by god’s will or god’s destiny, they come to be unite again as a couple and as a single 
soul. Then, they are ready to go back to living with god again. 

 This is understandable since Thais received this idea from Hinduism or 
Brahmanism. The reason why it may not be included in the Dictionary of Buddhism is 
not because it is not acceptable to Thai Buddhists, but the idea of Brahmalikit does not 
fall under the rule of cause and effect. If we decide that Buddhist philosophy is based 
on cause and effect, the idea of being predestined by the gods or by divine power may 
not be orthodox, or, within canonical Buddhism. However, as in the earlier chapter 
regarding popular Thai Buddhism, Thai people have accepted the idea of Brahmalikit 
and have mixed it with the idea of previous association. Here, it should be noted, and 
for later in this research, that the idea of Brahmalikit and Pubbesannivāsa are not the 
same idea, even though Thai people often mix them together. Especially with respect 
to romance, the idea of Brahmalikit is more interesting and more romantic than the 
idea of Pubbesannivāsa alone. 

That is to say, the idea of love as predestined by a god or other divine power is 
not unique to Buddhism. Love in Buddhism is a consequence of past karma; we 
associated with someone in a past life, which causes us to meet each other again in this 
life. Couples meet each other by 'Pubbesannivāsa', not by some spiritual guidance or 
unknown power; it comes from our previous intention of wanting to associate with the 
one we love again in this life.  

One of the special characteristic of the Buddha was that he could recall his 
previous lives. On the day of the Buddha’s Enlightenment, he had visions of his past 
lives. Buddhism calls this ability 'pubbenivāsānussati' or remembrance of former 
existences. In one well known version of 'The Life of the Buddha' in Thailand and 
around South East Asian Theravada Buddhist tradition, Phrathamsambodhi 
(พระปฐมสมโพธิ) on the Abhisambodhiparivart episode 10 (อภิสมโพธิปริวรรต ปริเฉท ๑๐) 
writes: 

 
When it reached the beginning of the night, the Buddha, who had won 

over Māra, developed concentration until he gained eight meditative 
attainments. He spoke of the recollection of former lives with his higher 
knowledge. Then, with constant mindfulness, he recollected the events 
backward since his final throne … (emphasis added)*

 
 

                                                 
64 P.A. Payutto, Dictionary of Buddhism. 
* The original message: คร้ันลวงเขาราตรีปฐมยาม สมเด็จพระพิชิตมารพุทธังกุรราชทรงเจริญพระสมาธิภาวนา 

ยังอัฏฐสมาบัติใหบังเกิดแลว ทรงพระปรารภเพื่อจะระลึกบุพเพนิวาสานุสสติญาณ ดวยกําลังพระอภิญญา 

และทรงพระอนุสรจินดาจับเดิมแตปจฉิมบัลลังกอาสน โดยปฏิโลมถอยหลังลงไป 
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After he recalled all his past lives reaching to one hundred thousand 
mahākalp,*

Therefore, it can be concluded that the idea of Pubbesannivāsa is an important 
idea in Buddhism. It is an explanation of how and why someone meets someone, 
sometimes fully unexpected. If we consider the idea of Pubbesannivāsa in a 'romantic' 
way, the theme of someone happening to see someone and falling in love, or someone 
praying or willing to see someone again in the next life is romantic. Thus, 
Pubbesannivāsa is more moving than other reasons when presented in a romance 
narrative. For example, in one of the very well-known Thai classical songs, 
'Pubbesannivāsa', first perform by Sonkhiri Si Prachuap: 

 he was enlightened. My marking of the passage in bold is to indicate the 
idea of past lives or previous associations that have an effect on this life. The reason 
for the Buddha’s Enlightenment in his last life was a result of his prayer and good 
deeds from his past lives. The Buddha’s Enlightenment was because of his strong 
intention from his many previous lives. He was not assigned by or enforced by other 
gods, a supreme god, or any later Buddha. Actually, he had the supreme spiritual 
power because he was enlightened by 'himself'; the Enlightenment coming from his 
knowledge of and his experience in many past lives. Moreover, he spread out his 
knowledge to his followers. He was an educator rather than a god. He was not a god in 
a sense that he could control all Buddhist lives, to destine all Buddhists, or have the 
power to bring good fortune to all his followers. He just gave Buddhist knowledge and 
suggested the path for them to practice in order to get rid of suffering, as he did. In this 
view, we can see that our previous lives are strongly associated with and influenced by 
our existence in this life. 

 
We belong together, we will be together. If we performed merit 

together in the past, we are sure to meet. It's called the force of 
Pubbesannivāsa. We might have used to offer food to the monks; to build a 
temple together in a past life. 

You are always looking at me, I am sure my heart will surrender. I love 
my dear Sriprae. Love happens from the heart, nobody is taught. Love is not 
illusion. I love you because of Pubbe. 

… 
We belong together, we will be together. If we perform merit together, 

I would beg to be your slave. It is called Pubbesannivāsa. I am very sure that 
you will not deny me too.**

 
 

The song clearly explains the idea of Pubbesannivāsa or previous association 
as regular Thai people believe. However, there is another song using the same name, 
'Pubbesannivāsa'. This second song was performed by Sun Thra Phon, a well-known 
singing troupe that still continues to perform today. The songs goes: 

 

                                                 
* 'Mahākalp' is a simile of time that cannot be count. One mahākalp is equal to the time for 

which every one hundred years one of the angels using a very light fabric, thin as smoke, wipes a 
mountain, which is 20 kilometers in both height and width, until the mountain collapses and becomes 
flat; that is one Mahākalp long. 

** เน้ือคูกันแลวก็คงไมแคลวกันไปได ถาเคยทําบุญรวมไว ถึงจะยังไงก็ตองเจอะกัน เขาเรียกบุพเพสันนิวาสสรางสรรค 

คงเคยตักบาตรรวมขัน สรางโบสถรวมกันไวเม่ือชาติกอน นองสบตาพ่ี ไมหลบตาหนีพ่ีรูแน หัวใจของพ่ีพายแพ รักนองศรีแพรเสียแลวแนนอน 

รักเกิดจากใจ ใครมิไดเส้ียมสอนมิใชภาพลวงภาพหลอน พ่ีรักบังอรคงเพราะบุพเพ ... เน้ือคูกันแลวก็คงไมแคลวคงไมคลาด ถาเราทําบุญรวมชาติ 

ขอยอมเปนทาสแมดวงสุดา เพราะวาบุพเพสันนิวาสเรียกหา พ่ีจึงม่ันใจแนนหนา วาขวัญชีวาคงไมตัดรอน 
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Let's think, this world is strange. 'Pubbesannivāsa' provides love. 
Whoever belongs together, belongs together. Love will look at them and make 
them happy. Though there is a river bar at the front, a sky obstructing us, 
Pubbe still force us to meet and love each other. No matter how far it is or 
there is a high mountain hiding, love will be worshiped. 

Love has dignity, love has no boundaries, love has no religion. If you 
have merit to be together with (someone), Brahmalikit brings happiness. Love 
as such is like a young cow getting dull and mad. This kind of love gives a 
punishment, you can not be angry and blame love. It is not Pubbesannivāsa 
that causes love to be apart.*

 
 

Compared with the first song, the later song is more popular, and today, many 
modern wedding ceremonies perform the second song. In the first part, we can see the 
idea of Pubbesannivāsa very clearly. However, in the second part, the word 
Brahmalikit is used. Brahmalikit in the song is not used as a term of divine power or 
pre-destiny by Brahman, or the gods, but is used as a simile to compare the feeling of 
happiness, which springs up in the lover, with the divine power. The song uses the 
phrase 'Brahmalikit brings happiness', not Brahmalikit pre-destines love. The majority 
of the song provides information about the idea of previous association. The song is a 
good example of the mixture of two ideologies, as I say above. The song helps us to 
understand the co-existence of Pubbesannivāsa and Brahmalikit in Thai belief. 

In the last part, the song mentions the cause of the separation of the couple. If 
the couple breaks up, it is not because of Pubbesannivāsa. The cause of separation or 
divorce comes from the madness of the lover, or loving in a wrong way. This part of 
the song is a counter-response to one of the well known verses in classical Thai 
literature, Maddhanabadha, which goes: 

 
Love is like a young cow, acting wild if lock away. 
It will try to flee, if not put in a cage.**

 
 

Besides, giving and confirming the ideology of love in Buddhism in these 
songs, the songs give an excuse for Pubbesannivāsa. If a couple separates, it is not 
because of Pubbesannivāsa, but it is caused by their unconsciousness in love; that is to 
say, loving in a wrong way. Although it is not clearly talking about Buddhist teaching 
on love, which is not clinging or being attached with things, there is a sense of 
warning of 'over love' or loving without consciousness. Above all other intentions, I 
think this part of the song significantly helps us to understand the idea and the use of 
the word 'Pubbesannivāsa' in a Thai context; that Pubbesannivāsa is a positive idea and 
a word about love; it is never used in a negative sense. In the circumstance of blame, 
Thai people will use the law of karma instead of Pubbesannivāsa. For this reason, 
Pubbesannivāsa, in a romantic use, is only a good condition of love. 

 
 I will conclude this part of the 'Ideology of love in Buddhism' with an 
argument that will be used as the framework of this research: 
                                                 

* เม่ือคิดใหดีโลกน้ีประหลาด บุพเพสันนิวาสท่ีประสาทความรักภิรมย คูใครคูเขา รักยังคอยเฝาชมคอยภิรมยเร่ือยไป 

ขอบนํ้าขวางหนา ขอบฟาขวางกั้น บุพเพยังสรรประสบ ใหไดพบสบรักกันได หางกันแคไหนเขา สูงบังกั้นไว รักยังไดบูชา 
ความรักศักด์ิศรี รักไมมีพรหมแดน รักไมมีศาสนา แมนใครบุญญา ไดครองกันมา พรหมลิขิตพาช่ืนใจ รักเหมือนโคถึกท่ีคึกพิโรธ 

ความรักเชนน้ันใหโทษ จะไปโกธรโทษรักไมได ไมใชบุพเพสันนิวาสแนไซรรักจึงไดแรมรา 
** ความรักเหมือนโคถึก  กําลังคึกผิขังไว  ก็ผิจะโลดไป  บมิอยู ณ ที่ขัง  
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 (1) Love is suffering, with love here meaning only 'attachment love'; a love 
that is led by craving or defilement. Passionate love is also in this category, even if it 
is normal in the Western sense. 
 (2) 'Pubbesannivāsa' provides a major explanation of how we see our lover or 
couple in this life; albeit with the idea of soul mate. Pubbesannivāsa carries a sense of 
the law of karma and the wheel of rebirth which is the major teaching of the Lord 
Buddha. I would not dare to claim that the idea of a second half, or finding your 
second in life as in a sense of soul mate, is not a Buddhist teaching or in the ideology 
of love in Buddhism. The only cause for being together in Buddhist teaching is with 
respect to the past and/or the present karma of the couple, not because they were 
united once, but separate now. 
 Before moving to the next section, I would like to point out and share my 
understanding about the idea of a next life. Generally in Thai tragic romance, even if it 
is not explicit, they talk about the next life. I would say this is from an influence of 
Buddhism. We have the wheel of rebirth, so whatever 'tragic' events happen in this 
life, people are willing to have a better next life. Some may think of the Promised 
Land, as in Christian and Islam, as a next life. Nevertheless, the Promised Land is a 
destination; people who die and go to the Promised Land or are waiting somewhere for 
the judgment day, purgatory, will not be reborn again. This is a big difference. 
Therefore, if the character or the songs says about 'meeting each other' in the next life, 
or mention about a past life, I would say it is an influence of Buddhism. 
 



 

Chapter III 
 

IDEOLOGY OF LOVE IN THAI FILM 
 
 In the previous chapter, I answered the question: What is ideology and why we 
can study ideology from narratives, especially the ideology of love in tragic romance. 
Narrative, as a series of events composed with some intention, is a means to reflect a 
narrator's ideology. The audience, to some degree, will absorb that ideology by the 
power of emotion. Sooner or later, the ideology presented will become the audience's 
ideology. I also have shown the difference between the ideology of love in 
Consumerism, which, as a result of industrialism and capitalism, I believe is the 
dominate ideology in the 21st century; and the ideology of love in Buddhism, which, 
considering the canonical Buddhist teaching, is not the average and popular Buddhist 
belief. Accordingly, I have made the ideology of love in both Consumerism and 
Buddhism to be the framework for analyzing the ideology of love in Thai tragic 
narratives. 

In this chapter I will continued my search for the answer to the ideology of 
love of Thai people today by analyzing eleven Thai films that were released between 
1997-2007.*

 

 I will begin the chapter by providing some brief comments about the 
interesting and weak points of each film selected. Then, I will decode some messages 
about love presented in each film to identify the conflicts about love in Thai society 
over the past few decades. This 'question on love' will lead to solving the question by 
introducing the 'ideology of love' to educate the audience on how to relate their 
imaginary relationships with their real condition of existence.  

Thai tragic romance between 1997-2007 
 
 After one century of Thai film, 1897-1997, a new century of Thai film began. 
When Thai film struggled to compete with the Hollywood film industry, Thai film 
producers had to change their style of producing films. Both 'story' and 'discourse' of a 
film is used to help a film communicate with its audience. Apart from 'Dang Bireley 
and the Young Gangsters (1997)',1

                                                 
* Please see Chapter One for a discussion of the limitations and criteria used in selecting these 

films. 

 which could have been considered as the new hope 
for the Thai film industry, Nang Nak (1999), the story of 'Mae Nak Phra Khanong', a 
local ghost story, is the second Thai film to become a 'big bang' for Thai film at that 
time. Even though Nang Nak had been made into films many times before, this time 
the story was change from a scary ghost movie into a tragic romance. Nang Nak was 
proof against the claim that Thai film was limit to just comedy and ghost stories. 
Although the story is a 'drama' as a genre, Thai people were willing and happy to 
watch it because the story and production was well prepared. Nang Nak (1999), then, 
can be said to be the beginning of contemporary Thai tragic romance. The change 
from a local ghost story into a romance, in addition to a well researched historical 
document, advanced Nang Nak’s profit with many Hollywood and foreign films 

1 Sutthakon Santithawat, Thai film in 1987-1997 (หนังไทยในทศวรรษ ๒๕๓๐-๒๕๔๐) (online). 
Source: http://www.thaifilm.com/articleDetail.asp?id=12. The total profit of the film was 70 million 
baht. 
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during that time, and became one of the most remembered films after the celebration 
of one century of Thai film.  
 A few years later, in 2001, there were three films which I have chosen to 
represent as Thai tragic romance: Behind the Painting, the adaptation from the well-
known work of Sri Burapa's Khanglang Phap; Monrak Transistor, an adaptation from 
a progressive novel writer, Wat Wallayangkul; Maebia, another adaptation from a 
famous novel. 
 Behind the Painting is a very famous novel in Thai literary tradition. Typically, 
it is a secondary school supplement for extra reading. It can be said that every Thai 
who passes high school, and did not cheat by reading a short version or just listening 
to the story told by their friend, has at least one chance to read this story. In the film 
version, there was some criticism regarding the use of the speech as set forth in the 
book, which made it seem as if one is reading a book and is not natural for the 
characters, but the film is still remarkable in its presentation of the story in a new 
discourse. By changing and selected certain sequences, the film successfully turned a 
class struggle romance into a tragic romance. 
 Monrak Transistor was the third production of the new avant-garde film 
director, Pen-ek Ratanarueng. The film is an adaptation from Wat Wallayangkul's 
work of the same title. This film was dedicated to one of the great Thai classic country 
singers, or pleang luak krung, Suraphol Sombatchareon, who performed the main 
theme song ‘Mai Leaum (Cannot Forget)’. This is the first tragic romance in this 
research in which one of the two main protagonists does not die at the end. However, 
the main protagonists suffer from many unfortunate events and, also, experience death, 
through which they learn the way to love and the real meaning of love. 
 The film version of Maebia is quite different from the original novel by Wanit 
Charungkit-anan. As the technology has changed, mobile phones, modern offices, 
modern style of houses, were introduced into the film in order to make it more familiar 
to the audience. However, the big change is the ending of the story which affected the 
discourse of the story. The film ends with the female protagonist committing suicide, 
while in the novel she remains alive. That is to say, the film includes the death of both 
the male and female protagonist at the end. These changes are very important because 
it changed the story of the original novel.  

For me, I believe, Maebia is quite good in terms of 'reinterpretation' of the 
story. The death of the female protagonist at the end of the story turns the problem of 
promiscuity and having a mistress in a patriarchical Thai family into a tragic romance, 
which is different from the original version. However, the main argument is still 
mentioned in the film, even if it is not as explicit as in the novel. Hence, the film 
reinterprets the message presented in the novel into a more contemporary discourse.  
 In 2002, another remarkable piece of Thai classical literature was made into 
film. Khun Phaen, or the official English title 'The Legend of a Warlord' shorten the 
long classical Thai verse literature, focusing on the life and the romance of Khun 
Phaen, the male protagonist. Even though this is the story of Khun Phaen, after 
watching the film one can tell that the focus of the story is really on the female 
protagonist, Pimpilalai or Wanthong. This version of the story of Khun Phaen is based 
on the romance between Khun Phaen and Wanthong. In particular, it presents the 
unfortunate love of Wanthong as a consequence of Khun Phaen. It could be said that 
this film version is a delicate story of the tragic romance of Wanthong, rather than the 
heroics of Khun Phaen. 
 The success of this tragic romance influenced the film company to allow the 
producer to make a serious drama film. In addition to the adaptation of some early, 
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well known novels, whether directly or indirectly, some original screenplays have also 
been written for film. February is the first to be acknowledged in this category. 
February, Kumphaphan in Thai, is among the first films in a new generation of Thai 
films that presents love tragically. The male protagonist dies at the end of the story, 
with no indication of any events after, leaving the audience to continue the story. In 
terms of the narrative, it is quite interesting because it is not much different from other 
tragic romances, the plot being a cliché for moviegoers. It appears to be a mixture of 
Romeo & Juliet and Titanic. However, this movie was a new experiment in Thai film 
in which there was an attempt to let the film art tell the story, using less dialogue and 
more musical score and song. 
 In 2003, a small production tragic romance, The Whistle or Khu Thae Patihan, 
was launched. The film was quite popular during the time on the screen, but it became 
a top selling movie after it was released in VCD and DVD version. The main 
attraction of this film is the actor, Jedsadaporn Pholdee. 
 Compared with horror, thriller and comedy in the Thai film industry, tragic 
romance was still not that successful. However, there were still some producers 
willing to try to present serious love stories. One of the most successful tragic 
romances in the past decade was The Letter (2004). The producer accepted the fact 
that the plot of the story was inspired by a Korean movie of the same title, yet the film 
is fully presented in a Thai context. Compared with the original version, the Thai 
version only borrowed the remarkable motif of the letter that is send after a death, but 
the rest of the story was changed from the original version. The same plot was also 
remade in a Hollywood version under the title P.S. I Love You (2007). The remarkable 
aspect of The Letter is the quality of the movie. During the first two week of release, 
the film was nearly taken out from the theatres, but it was the new phenomena of the 
web board that spread interest in the performance and the plot of the film. Thus, The 
Letter is an example of a small Thai production film that became popular and made a 
huge profit from the film. 
 After The Letter it is likely that there would be no serious tragic romances in 
the Thai film industry. There are a few explanations for this which I will discuss again 
in the last chapter. However, it appears that tragic romance as a whole story, especially 
a story in which the protagonist is killed at the end, is not popular. However, the scope 
of 'tragic romance' in this research is not limit to the death of the protagonist, but the 
death of someone impacting the ideology of the main protagonist. Dear Dakanda 
(2005) is the first movie in this category. It can be said that Dear Dakanda was a 
major film that put up a significant investment, even though it was a love story. This is 
because the director of the film was the same director of My Girl (2003), which made 
a huge profit, thus it was somewhat a guarantee for the film company to allow him to 
shoot a love story. Moreover, three big companies in the Thai film industry, GMM 
picture, Tai Entertainment and Hub Ho Hin, merged into one company, so the 
company was able to take a risk on investing in a 'love story'. Fortunately, the film 
made significant profit and was very popular. 
 Around 2006-7, there were quite a few serious dramatic tragic romances shown 
on the screen. Even so, the popularity of the stories was not that great. Mainly comedy 
drama and horror drama were placed on the Box Office Charts. However, there are 
two more films that I have included in this research. In terms of death, I have to admit 
that in these two films the death is not as explicit as in the former nine films. Me 
Myself and Love of Siam do not highlight a death in the story, but the loss of the main 
character's sister in Love of Siam and the loss of memory in Me Myself have an 

http://www.thaifilmdb.com/en/pp01113�
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influence throughout the story, particularly since those two losses are the main conflict 
that impacts the life of the remaining characters. 
  
 In the next section, I will present the content of the films in two parts. The first 
part will be the problem of love in the films. Narrative is construct around conflict, 
thus, it is necessary to analyse the films by the conflict. However, as this research is 
interested in the 'ideology of love', I will focus only on the conflict about love in these 
stories. Apart from the ideology of love, which I will present in the second part of this 
chapter, the conflict about love is significant for understanding 'love'. Love is not just 
the matter of two people, which is why 'ideology' has been taken as a part of love. 
Others factors, such as social norms, difference in class, money, occurs in human life. 
Love is not 'love', as an emotion, alone; love has to go along with the others matters of 
life. In the next part, some of the problems for the lovers that arise in the films will be 
presented. 
 In the second part of this chapter, I will present the ideology of love in the 
films I have selected. I will present it according to the assumptions that I made in the 
previous chapter. I have to note here that some films are a record of more than one 
ideology; thus, the same film and the same quotation from the film may be presented 
and referred to, even if it pertains to a different paradigm of ideology. 
 
Messages from the films 
  

In this part, I will describe some messages about love in the films to see what 
the narrator is trying to communicate to the audience. Narrative is a kind of 
communication that uses a story as a medium to send a message. Therefore, the goal 
of narrating a story is not just to tell a tale, but also for passing a message from the 
narrator to the audience. A narrative is constructed from a set of events and those 
events are narrated in a sequence for some purpose; accordingly, each narrative has 
two important components: story and discourse. The story, as the raw material, may be 
the same, but how it is arranged may be different. That is to say, the story may be the 
same, but the different way a narrator narrates the 'story' by their own 'discourse' can 
render the message of the story to be different. 

When we talk about a good narrative that has the power to move an audience, 
we are talking about the ability of the narrator in putting a conflict together to present 
their message. On the one hand, the conflicts have to be complex, but simple enough 
to be understood by the audience. If the conflict of the story is too complicated and 
hard to understand, even if it is a very interesting conflict, it will fail to communicate 
with the audience. Thus, the more interesting the narrative is constructed and the 
conflict put together, the more interesting the narrative will be.  

On the other hand, the message is also important. Although the story may be 
built around good and interesting conflicts and is well narrated, if it does not convey 
any message and/or the message is not given with any perspective for the audience, 
the story may be successful at entertaining, but it will not be useful in cultivating the 
mind of the audience. Even with respect to a comedy, which is not serious, if it is to be 
a good narrative, it has to present some message.  

Additionally, the message of the story is important for the study of ideology. In 
fact, the message is a part of the ideology. The message, or discourse, of the story is 
the way the narrator looks at the conflict as the narrator will present the way to solve 
the conflict according to their own belief, or ideology. Thus, in order to study ideology 
within the narrative, we should begin by trying to understand what message the 
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narrator wants to communicate with the audience. In a work such as a play and a film, 
which has a limited amount of time to present a story, usually only a few messages can 
be presented, but these messages should be strong in supporting the argument of that 
conflict. 

 
 The conflicts in the narrative can be classified in many ways. In this research, I 
will separate them into only two: the inner conflict and the outer conflict. I will start 
from the outer factors, such as society and classes, before looking at the inner conflict 
of the character. In presenting each message, I will separate them by the film and, if 
there is the same message in more than one film, I will provide some interesting 
concluding points at the end of the sections. 
 

The importance of money 
 
No one can buy true love! This is true. But no one can live without money! 

This is also true. Although not directly related to 'love', how can people live with love 
alone and no money? In romance, it is impossible for the writer to devise a plot 
presenting only a side of money; however, money is sometimes a key conflict in life. 
In the following two films, money or wealth is the cause of the downfall of the male 
protagonist. We can not deny that Thai people still have the idea of the man as the 
head of the family. He has the responsibility for taking care of the rest of the family 
members. Sometimes, a man believes that more money will make their family happier, 
but the truth is love is what makes the family a 'family'. February and Monrak 
Transistor give us examples of a man who thinks that money is important for love, 
which they later discover is the wrong idea. 

For the metropolitan life, which is strongly affected by the Consumerism way 
of life, money is one of the important keys for living. People in metropolitan life have 
to buy most everything for their basic needs, including food, and for their leisure time, 
as I have already discussed. Therefore, money is key for the 'quality of their life'. 
When people are somewhere, such as Bangkok, a large metropolitan city, it is 
undeniable that they would feel more confident and feel safe, feel more pleasure in 
their life if they have more money to cover their expenses. 

In the following two films, the main setting is in a metropolitan city, one takes 
place in the early age of the growth of Bangkok, and the other clearly takes place in 
that 'iconic' metropolitan city, New York City. The message of these two films 
displays the importance of money as an indication of a successful metropolitan life . 

 
Monrak Transistor 
In the original novel, the aim of the story is to ’criticize society’, as is usual for 

Wat Wallayangkul's works. Therefore, there are many critical ideas presented in the 
film; for example, the disadvantage of having no education; the two-faced High 
Society people; the dark side of the entertainment business; the taking advantage of 
migrant and/or unskilled workers; the rush and unkind metropolitan life . Apart from 
these social issues, Wat's works also are known as giving an excellent picture of rural 
life, especially the beauty of landscape, the generosity of the people and the easy, but 
happy life. Indeed, it seems like Sadao and Phaen are having a happy life at the 
beginning of the story. Yoi, who works as the narrator of the film, says after he arrives 
at Phean's wedding: 
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… If the climax of Phean's story is here, this would be another short and cute 
film. And, you can go back home. But it is not! The story of Phean is just 
beginning. … 
... แลวถาเรื่องของไอแผนมันไคลเม็กซซะตรงน้ี หนังเรื่องน้ีก็คงเปนหนังสั้นนารักๆ เรื่องหน่ึง 

แลวพวกคุณก็คงจะกลับบานกันไดซะที แตยังครับ เรื่องของไอแผนมันเพิ่งจะเริ่มตน ... 
 
This shows that the life of Phean and Sadao before they are married and shortly 

after is really happy because they are both in love with each other. 
However, I think the point the film, and also the novel, wants to make about 

'love' is that money is not the issue for a love life. The happiness of being with the one 
we love is more important than wealth. In Thai we have a proverb 'Phor jai nai sing ti 
tua eng me ou (Be content with the things you have)’. Sometimes the dream and fancy 
of being wealthy in the age of 'capitalism' is normal, but those dreams, if made in 
exchange for 'love' and 'happiness', is not worth it. Phean, in his poverty life, although 
he is not famous as a singer, is well known by the surrounding villagers and they are 
kind to him. Although he works hard, his work is for himself and his family, not for 
others. He lives in a rural area that does not have an ‘Entertainment Complex’, but he 
still has the chance to go to local festivals occasionally. But most importantly, 
although he does not have much money, he has a very happy life with Sadao, who 
does not want his money, but his love. 

It can be said that the 'tragedy' or 'tragic life' of Phean is a result of his 
misconception of happiness. He thinks being famous and being rich will help Sadao 
and his coming son have a better life. He also has his own dream of being a singer, of 
being a star. When the chance comes, he grabs it. Some may see this as a normal 
situation; everyone would do the same if they have the chance. However, if Phean 
contemplates his life, he would never have gone to the singing competition that 
changes his whole life in the worst way. At least, if he attends the competition and 
wins, but does not go to the caravan, he would not have to be afraid of being punished 
for going AWOL. In the film, the reason for not continuing to write Sadao letters is 
because he is afraid of exposing his position, which might bring him and Sadao 
trouble. Phean, himself, in the film also says that he has no place to go and no place to 
hide from his guilt. For this reason, he has to be patient being a janitor and general 
servant. Let us think, if Phean continues his military service until its end maybe he 
would go back and have a happy married life with Sadao. Therefore, the film 
seemingly puts an accusation on his decision to go to the band on that day. 

In addition, on the night Siew fights with Yord, the cane cutter boss, Phean 
makes a second wrong decision. Although, on a surface level, his heroic act is 
admirable, helping a friend who is in trouble, if we look closely at the discourse of the 
film, we can see the film quite agrees that it is a bad decision. In Thai we have a 
proverb 'kob kon pan pan pa pai pid, kob bandit bandit pa pai ha pon 
(คบคนพาลพาลพาไปหาผิด คบบัณฑิตบัณฑิตพาไปหาผล), [to be a friend with bad guy will lead 
to a bad thing, to be a friend with a good guy will lead to a good thing]’. The proverb 
teaches us to make friends or to acquaint with people that are good. Although Siew is 
his friend, and whether he is a good friend or not is not mentioned in the film, Siew is 
a rude person. The film continually mentions that he is rude, sarcastic and lazy; 
different from Yord, who loves Phean like his son. When Phean gets sick, Yord gives 
him some medicine and looks after him closely. He also offers Phean a job of being 
his assistant after the cane field is finished. On that night, the film shows that when 
Siew and Yord start to fight, the other workers ignore them. Some of them go to sleep. 
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No one cares about the fighting, except Phean, who gives his hand to Siew until he 
gets in trouble. Even though this time, morally the wrong person is Yord, since he lost 
at gambling, Yord uses his power to refuse to pay the debt. On the other hand, the 
fight begins because Siew curses Yord. It can be said that the film makes Siew out as 
the bad guy and Yord as the good guy. The discourse of Siew as a bad guy is repeated 
later in the film. Siew is the one who snatches the gold necklace that causes Phean to 
be caught. After Phean is put in prison, Siew becomes a drug dealer and invites Phean 
to join him when Phean gets out of prison. When Phean chooses to help Siew, this 
means he chooses the bad side and the consequence is to make his prospects 
unfortunate. If on that night he just ignored the fight as the others did, or just stopped 
Yord, but did not punch him, he would have finished his work at the cane field and 
have gone back to the village and lived with Sadao again. Thai people believe that a 
good friend will not invite his friend to downfall, but it seems as if after Phean meets 
Siew, his 'unfortunate' life is in some degree caused by Siew. 
 However, it is because of these two wrong turning points of his life that he 
makes the right decision at the end of the film. The result of his failing to catch the 
dream of being a singer and being a star teaches him to understand what true 
happiness is. Happiness comes from love, not from money or fame. Sometimes our 
dream is out of reach and is not worth paying for by abandoning our loved ones, so we 
have to contemplate and think carefully of the consequences of taking a risk. The 
result of associating with Siew causes Phean to go to prison. In the prison, even 
though it is a hard time for him, he learns that to go with a bad guy will bring him 
downfall. When he gets out of prison and Siew offers him a job as a drug dealer, he 
chooses to go back to the village and leaves the wealth and dream behind. Siew offers: 
 
 Phean: Siew, whose clothes have you taken to put on? 
 Siew: I am not called Siew now. I changed to Peter. 

 [Phean look at Siew suspiciously; Siew looks a Phean, picks up a 
cigarette and continues] 

 Now, I have my own business. 
Phean: What is your business? 
Siew: Don't ask. Do you want to join me? 
Phean: Last time I did business with you, I ended up digging shit in the prison 

for 2 years. 
Siew: I guarantee this time it is safe. There are some big guys watching 

behind our back. 
 [He lights the cigarette then his mobile phone rings, he answers the 

phone and talks to his staff. When he finishes, he whispers to Phean.] 
 Ya Ba [methamphetamines]! In a short time dude, I have a car, a 

mobile phone, a house. By the next two times, I can make the down 
payment on a townhouse for my wife. There she is.  
[Siew points to his car. Phean sees Dao sitting in the car smoking. Siew 
continues.]  
She wants to open a beauty salon.  
[Phean looks at Dao. He gives a little smile before he turns his face 
down seriously (looking as if he is trying to think of something). Siew 
continues.]  
Only one year, dude! You can have it all, a house, a car, a mobile 
phone, a mistress, an escort, a legal wife. You can have it all. In a 
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couple of years, if you want to operate the Thai Country Song Band by 
yourself, you can do it.  
[Phean looks back at the prison and the back door that he has just 
walked pass, but doesn’t answer] 

แผน: ไอเสี่ยวมึงไปเอาเสื้อผาใครมาใสวะ 

เสี่ยว: กูไมไดชื่อเสี่ยวแลว กูเปลี่ยนเปนปเตอร  

(แผนมองดวยความสงสัย เสี่ยวมองไปท่ีแผนแลวหยิบบุหรี่ขึ้นมา)  

แลวตอนน้ีกูทําธุรกิจสวนตัวโวย 

แผน: ธุรกิจอะไรของมึงวะ 

เสี่ยว: เออนา มึงไปทํากับกูหรือเปลา 

แผน: คราวกอนกูทําธุรกิจกับมึงอะ กูไปตักขี้อยูในคุก ๒ ป  

เสี่ยว: รับรองคราวน้ีปลอดภัย มีผูใหญเคาดูแลอยูโวย  

(จุดบุหรี่ แลวคุยกับลูกนอง กอนจะหันกลับมากระซิบกับแผน)  

ยาบา แปปเดียวนะมึง กูมีรถ มีมือถือ มีบาน อีกสองงวดนะ 

กูจะดาวนหองแถวใหเมียกูแลวโวย โนนแหนะ  

(ชี้ไปท่ีรถ มีดาวน่ังอยู แผนมองเห็นดาว)  

มันอยากเปดรานเสริมสวย   

(แผนยิ้มเล็กนอยเม่ือมองเห็นดาวแตก็เริ่มคิดไดและปลง เสี่ยวพูดตอ)  

ปเดียวนะมึง มึงมีครบหมดเลย บาน รถ มือถือ ตีนถือ เมียนอย เมียเก็บ เมียหลวง 

มึงมีครบหมด อีกสองสามปนะ มึงอยากต้ังวงลูกทุง มึงก็ไดต้ัง  

(แผนมองกลับไปท่ีคุก แตไมตอบ) 
 

 After the conversation, the film shows the greenery of trees, a lively river with 
a dragon fly and a waving rice field. This means he has chosen to turn back from 
wealth and his dream and to travel back to the village where he has love. In other 
words, the catastrophe in his life has taught him that money is not the only thing for 
life; money is not what Sadao wants. She wants his love and him.  
 
 February 

February raises an interesting point about the economic effect on a lover's life. 
The Thai proverb 'Kat Kon Kluea Kin (กัดกอนเกลือกิน)',*

                                                 
* Literary meaning 'bite a bar of salt for food'. 

 which is used to express the 
possibility of living with someone we love without having money. Money affects the 
life of Jee and Keawta. They have love, but love alone is not enough for a life in a 
capitalist world. So Jee and Keawta’s life is affected by the issue of money. On the 
day Chan invites Jee to accept his offer he said, 'money is everything'. Jee does not 
care about these words, but when he thinks he has to be responsible for Keawta, I 
would say he falls in love with Keawta, and thus, he accepts the job. Although it is a 
hard decision to kill someone for money, for love there is not right or wrong. He needs 
money to keep Keawta company, at least to help her go back to Thailand. That is to 
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say, their life can not become better if they do not have money. If love helps to 
improve you and your coupled life, then money is important for love. 

When Keawta does not want Jee to continue his illegal and immoral job of 
killing people, she can not use her love 'alone'. She offers him a new way of acquiring 
money, which is selling her paintings. After Keawta is admitted to the hospital, Jee 
goes back to his illegal job in order to make money to save Keawta’s life. In the film, 
Jee sits besides Keawta’s bed at the hospital and says to her unconscious body, 'Eye 
might not want Jee to do like this' (ไอคงไมอยากใหจีทําแบบน้ี). Although he knows taking a 
job as an assassinator will not please Eye (Keawta), he has to do it for her. Therefore, 
the film intends to say love is not just about love alone. Living together in the world of 
capitalism, there are many factors surrounding love and the effect of love. Money is 
not the only factor, but it is one of the most important factors for those who are in love 
and want to continue their life together. 
 
 The changing lifestyle: Materialism in Metropolitan Life 
 
 A consequence of the important of money in the metropolitan life is the 
struggle in making money causing city life to be uneasy. The routine schedule, such as 
waking up in the morning, driving or taking public transportation to work, working, 
lunch break, and going back home, can create an unhappy, boring and tired life. Even 
though the work is challenging, the life is fixed to some inescapable schedule. For 
some metropolitan people, especially those who have grown up in the rural area where 
life is not such a rush, there is nostalgia for that peaceful, serene life. On the other 
hand, people, who have grown up in a metropolitan way of life, will appreciate the 
easier livelihood in a remote area. Travel for pleasure is then one of the most popular 
leisure activities. In addition to seeing a new environment, the capability of leaving a 
rush life for a while is also a pleasure. 
 Moreover, it can be seen in many metropolitan areas, such as Bangkok, that the 
nightlife, shopping mall or entertainment complex are another way to escape or to 
recharge from the work life for a short of time during the weekdays or short weekend. 
In the following film, the setting mainly takes place in a peaceful rural area. The 
message of the film is made clear by comparing the rapid life in the big city with the 
slower life in a small town. 
  
 The Letter 

It is a cliché to compare the busy metropolitan life with a serene beautiful rural 
life. However, it always works when this cliché is presented in a love story. The Letter 
is a case in point. The film depicts the life in metropolitan Bangkok totally different 
from the rural life in a remote area in Chiang Mai. These different environments 
indulge the audience to get involved in the movie by the romantic atmosphere, and, in 
another way, present some 'bad' parts of the metropolitan way of life and 'ideology'. 
 By and large the story in this film is not complicated. The message is very 
simple, so are the conflicts. The tagline of the trailer asks 'This is a story about love. 
But, not any love that has never been tested. How much 'Love' means to you.' Finally, 
the trailer says 'If you still believe in Love'. 
 ‘If you still believe in Love.’ This is the big question for the film. Although in 
the last half of the film most of the story is about Dew and Ton, in the early part, the 
film presents the love story of Kate. Kate falls in love with a man that she talked to on 
the internet. She loves him because she thinks he is handsome, rich and graduated 
from overseas. She says to Dew: 
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 Kate: Tonight, I arranged to me meet my most handsome guy. 
 Dew: Who is he? 
 Kate: The guy that I chat with every day. 

Dew: You have never been met him before. How do you know that he is 
handsome? 

Kate: He sent me a picture. He is also rich and graduated from Georgia Tech. 
Let's go together, please. 

 
On the first night Dew goes with her, but the guy does not show up. On 

Valentine’s Day, Kate invites Dew again. This time Dew has work to finish, so she 
refuses and Kate goes on the date alone. When she finally finds out that the man is not 
as he described himself on the internet, she calls Dew and leaves a message: 
 

[Kate’s voice] Why don't you answer the phone? I found out that damn guy, 
he is a liar and the worst looking! Additionally, he comes from a suburban 
area not from aboard like he said. I am trying to find a way to leave him and 
will be home in a minute. You should have come along with me then I can 
have an excuse to leave him easier. 

 
She doesn’t come back home on that day. Sadly, the next day the police come 

to the office and report that they found Kate’s dead body at 4 am. The police are able 
to catch the murderer. He is the one who was Kate’s friend on the internet. He 
confesses that he killed her because he went crazy when, after meeting him, she 
wanted to end the relationship. 
 Here the film marks the question about appearance. Kate loves people because 
of their appearance. Finally, she dies because of their appearance. Today, appearance 
is very important for teenagers. People judge people from their appearance. We can 
blame capitalism for this. In a system where money is important for life, love is not a 
matter of sharing life, the ideal love, but the economic factor becomes the most 
important matter for making a decision about love. The more money, the more 
attractive that person becomes. To marry a rich person is a guarantee for a prosperous 
life ahead. However, being good looking, rich or with high education does not 
guarantee the quality of mind and personality. True love comes from the inside, which 
this film tries to highlight. In the last letter of Ton at the very end of the story, in 
which Ton records himself on video, at the beginning of the message he says: 
 

'I never thought that I was handsome or special. Since the first day I met 
Dew, I tell myself all the time that I will do everything to make Dew the 
happiest woman. I will not make you cry again.' 

 
Comparing Ton with the guy from the internet that Kate fell in love with, it is 

very clear that the film tries to confirm the message: we can not judge people from 
outside or appearance only.  

The film also posts the question of the myth of the cyber world. In the world of 
the internet, people have less direct contact with people. We have a friend that we talk 
to via the internet, but it seems as if we never talk to anyone at all because the one on 
the internet may not be the same one as in real life. Everyone can be anybody they 
want to be in the cyber world; but, we are, still, what we are in the real world. Thus, 
we can not necessarily trust people from indirect communication. We can not rely on 
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personal information on the internet if we do not know that person before. That is to 
say, human contact is much more important than cyber contact. Moreover, love is a 
feeling of being together, not typing together.  

In relation to the problem of the cyber world, The Letter wants to emphasize 
the value of writing letter. After Ton finds Yaylek’s letter and reads it to Dew, he says: 

 
Ton: Such a love letter is very good. Dew, let us write letters like this. 
Dew: Why write? We are staying together. 
Ton: You can write e-mail. 
Dew: That is e-mail. It is not a letter. 
Ton: But, this kind of letter is prettier. It really exists. Look! Although the 

writer and the reader are already gone, the letter is still alive. Please, I 
want to read your letter. 

Dew:  No! My handwriting is bad. 
 
Writing a letter is more appreciated than writing an e-mail. Usually when 

people write an e-mail, they will write only an important message, not a sweet letter. It 
is soulless. Consequently, after people read their e-mail, they often delete the message 
to keep space. This makes the words disappear. Even though today the space for e-
mail is expanding, how many people continue to read the same e-mail again and again. 
It is not the same as a love letter. Whenever we miss the person who wrote, we can 
reopen the letter and read it again, as often as we wish. As Ton says, a letter exists. In 
other words, while the cyber world gives us an easy way to communicate or make 
contact with people, it also makes people become more and more like a robot. We do 
not use our feelings to write e-mail. The words in the e-mail, thus, usually are short, 
emotionless and dry.  

I do not think the film has some kind of anti-technology message or the 
screenplay writer hates the computer. But, the film wants its audience to be more 
human, rely on their heart and feeling, and not depend as much on technology and 
money. 'If you still believe in love', as the tagline asks; we have to feel love 
emotionally, not economically. 

Apart from the issue of personal looks, The Letter wants to encourage its 
audience to care for someone we love. Love is to make the one you love happy; that is 
to say, love is to give. Even though this is, again, a cliché for all tragic romance, it is 
interesting enough to project meaning in this film to take care of each other both 
mentally and physically. During the time before Ton and Dew get married, Ton helps 
Dew recover from a serious mental situation. After Kate dies, Ton brings Dew to see 
his tree*

  
 and says:  

I don't know why it happened that I want to find some new relatives for my 
old tree. When I see it spread out so beautifully, I feel good. It reminds me 
that there are always new things coming in life, no matter what happens. I 
want you to start a new life too. Promise me, Dew! You will not cry 
anymore. 
 

                                                 
* This tree his parent planted on the day he was born. As his parents died when he was a child, 

he treats this tree like his relative. It is the only relative left for him. 
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ผมไมรูเปนอยางไร อยูๆ ผมก็อยากหาญาติเพิ่มใหกับตนไมตนเกาของผม 

เวลาท่ีผมเห็นมันแตกหนองอกงามท่ีไรเห็นแลวมันสบายใจดี เหมือนมันทําใหผมรูสึกวา 

ไมวาจะอยางไร ชีวิตก็จะมีสิ่งใหมเกิดขึ้นเสมอ ผมอยากใหคุณเริ่มตนชีวิตใหมเหมือนกัน 

สัญญากับผมนะดิว คุณจะไมรองไหอีก 
 
 Again, when Dew refuse to go to correct her work in Bangkok, she feels 
desperate; on the one side is her work and on the other side is the one she loves. Ton 
tells her to go to work at Bangkok: 
 

'Dew, you have to live on. Take it as my plea. I want Dew to have happiness. 
I don't want to see Dew suffer like this. Do you know? Every night I do not 
dare to close my eyes because I am afraid of not waking up and seeing you 
again. I am not sure when I will die. If I could arrange it, it would be great. 
Then, I would not be tortured like this. But as I can not choose, I want every 
remaining day to see Dew with liveliness. Being the same Dew, I have 
always known. I promise that I will not die before you come back'. 
ดิวยังตองมีชิวิตตอไปนะ ถือวาผมขอรองแลวกัน ผมอยากใหดิวมีความสุข 

ผมไมอยากเห็นดิวมาน่ังอมทุกขอยูอยางน้ี ดิวรูไหม ทุกวันน้ีผมไมกลาแมกระท่ังจะหลับตาดวยซ้ํา 

เพราะผมกลัววาจะไมไดต่ืนขึ้นมาเจอดิวอีก ผมเองก็ไมรูตัวหรอกนะวาจะตายวันไหน 

ถากําหนดไดคงจะดีนะ จะไดไมทรมานแบบน้ี แตเม่ือมันเลือกไมได ผมก็อยากใหทุกวันท่ีเหลืออยู 

ผมจะไดเห็นดิวท่ีมีชีวิตชีวา เปนดิวคนเดิมท่ีผมรัก 

ผมสัญญาวาผมจะไมยอมตายจนกวาดิวจะกลับมา. 
 
 Apart from taking care of her mentally, all the time Dew stays in Chiang Mai, 
Ton takes care of everything for her as he can. He does laundry, cooks food, cleans the 
house and nurses Dew when she is sick. Another time, when Ton suffers from a 
disease, Dew takes care of him and nurses him all the time. From the city girl who 
never did ironing or any housework, she does it all for Ton. All of these things are 
signs of taking care of each other. It is not just a physical action, but it has a value in 
feeling and heart. Food may not be as delicious as in the finest restaurant; the clothing 
may not be clean as sending them to a professional cleaner; the hot soup may not help 
as much with a cold as an injection, but these things are the fuel of life because they 
come from the heart. The receiver can feel the warmth and welcome of the giver.  

Many couples in the busy world of Bangkok, or any major metropolitan city, 
barely look after each other. It seems as if they just stay together in one house, which 
causes a mess with a large amount of divorce and unhappy family life. People may 
blame the economic factor or the rush of city life, but, the most important factor is that 
they do not 'see' each other anymore. They forget to take care of each other. They 
forget to give love to each other. This movie draws a picture of what it means by 'born 
for each other'. They both give their heart to each other. One reason that this film 
touches many people is because the love of these two people is very romantic. It is 
very rare to see, especially in city live. Therefore, people hunger to experience such a 
pure love. This film fulfills their ideal love and makes them touchable. Although at the 
end of the story Ton dies, his unconditional love for Dew still remains in both Dew’s 
heart and in the audience’s memory. 
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The conflict between convention and emotion 

 
 Traditional Thai society has many conventions especially for the noble class. 
When the society has changed, the convention becomes a tension for the people who 
live under that convention, especially in the transition period. Those people have 
grown up under the old convention, yet, in a changing society. One of the most 
popular themes of the novel after 1932, the political revolution in Thailand, is the 
conflict between the old value and the new way of life and thinking, democracy2

Behind the Painting was one of the famous novels in that period. However it 
has been regarded as a popular novel until the present time. Although some parts of 
the story are about the fall of the old social value, the main part is the conflict between 
the desire to conform to the convention and the need to reveal their emotion to public. 
The story is also an example of how the society and other ideologies have an effect on 
ideology of love. 

. The 
expansion of the Western education changes the ideology of the new generation in a 
society where the old tradition is still strong. That is to say, the message of the story 
tries to present the hard time of people who live under the old tradition, but have to 
continue their life in a new formation of the new society. Those people have to adjust 
both their way of life and their way of thinking. 

 
Behind the Painting 
In Thai society after the fall of Absolute Monarchy and the rise of democracy 

and capitalism, there were some conflicts between the classes.*

The conflict of class and tradition is greatly reflected in Behind the Painting, in 
both the film and novel versions, which is explicitly presented by Khunying Kirati, I 
quote at length, she says: 

 On the one side was 
the old noble traditional, such as Khunying Kirati in Behind the Painting, that was still 
attached to some old values of nobility; and on another other side, the young 
independent well-educated new generation, such as Nopphon. The transition of the 
political system caused some difficulties for the old tradition and the new tradition to 
adjust their life to fit the gaps. This conflict can be clearly seen in Behind the Painting.  

 
 I was like a bird in a gold cage. Kirati, Vijaru and Sutharn, we were 
three sisters. My father wanted his girls to be nobles like him. Especially me, 
he had the most expectation. I had a chance for a suitable education. When I 
was grown, my father kept me inside his world. He hired a foreigner to teach 
me at our palace. For handicrafts and proper manners, he sent me to learn 
from his relatives inside the royal palace. At the time it was still the absolute 
monarchy, nobles**

                                                 
2 Supanthavanich, Ing-on., Nawaniyai Nithat (นวนิยายนิทัศน) (Bangkok: Active Print, 2548). the 

statement summarized from pp 12-15. 

 stayed separately in their world. I stayed in that inside 
world by not questioning myself whether it is right to keep our youth and 
freshness out of sight from people. I did not have any idea, at that time. 
Maybe it is because we were not trained to think. We already had a path for 

* 'Class', in this section, does not mean the same idea as 'varna' in India, but it is similar. 
** In this sense, noble means royal family woman. Normally, most of them stayed in the royal 

palace and had their own world and tradition. 
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us to follow. We had to walk along that straight and narrow path as tradition 
and custom dictated. 
 When I was 27, Vijaru my first younger sister got married. I was very 
stunned. I comforted myself that there was still time and I hoped I would be 
the next one to get married. I waited until 29; the next one who got married 
was Sutharn, my youngest sister. She married with the man she loved and he 
loved her. 
 Nopphon, what can I say to make you understand my feelings on this 
youngest sister’s wedding? As the younger sisters married before their older 
sister one by one, I was very embarrassed. I had to present myself at the 
wedding. It was humiliated as a woman who did not have anyone to love, 
nobody wanted to marry with me. Being cultivating as a lady, I could make 
myself smile for the guests at the wedding, even though the truth was I was 
very hopeless inside, felt lonely, abandon and isolated. It was like I had been 
left alone in a world of darkness. 
 [Here the theme song plays] 
 [song] Am I asleep? Sitting alone hopelessly with a faint heart. Very 
tired! Going in a way that I would never have chosen. Just wanting to be like 
normal people, having love as the heart wants.  

Am I wrong? Whom do I have to pay for this karmic debt? It hurts to 
be like this. Having a life different from other people, where I can not choose 
myself. Does anyone have empathy for my feelings? 

What I have, I did not hope for. What I want, I am not fulfilled. 
Wanting the real thing has become just a dream. Wanting to love someone 
who truly loves me. I know that love is beautiful, but I have never seen it.. 
 ฉันเหมือนนกถูกเลี้ยงไวอยูในกรงทอง กีรติ วิจารุ สุธาร เรามีอยูดวยกันสามคนพี่นอง 

ทานพอพยายามท่ีจะใหลูกๆ ของทาน เปนเจานายเชนเดียวกับองคทาน โดยเฉพาะฉัน 

ทานหมายม่ันมากกวานองๆ ฉันไดเรียนหนังสือเปนกิจลักษณะท่ีโรงเรียนตามสมควร 

พอเริ่มจะรุนสาวทานก็เก็บตัวฉันไวในโลกของทาน จางครูแหมมมาสอนหนังสือท่ีวัง 

สวนวิชาการฝมือและกิริยามารยาทก็สงไปอบรมเรียนรูกับพระญาติหญิงของทานในพระบรมมหารา

ชวัง ในสมัยท่ียังไมเปลี่ยนแปลงการปกครองน้ัน 

เจาอยูของทานตางหากในโลกอีกโลกหน่ึงเปนเอกเทศ และฉันถูกเก็บตัวอยูในโลกภายใน 

โดยไมเคยถามตัวเองเลยวา 

ถูกตองหรือเปลาท่ีเราจะเก็บซอนความเปนสาวสดชื่นของเราเอาไวจากการพบเห็นของโลกภายนอก 

ตอนน้ันฉันไมคิด อาจเปนเพราะวาเราไมไดถูกอบรมใหเปนคนชางคิด เรามีทางท่ีเขากําหนดใหเดิน 

เราตองเดินอยูในทางแคบๆ ตามจารีตประเพณีขนบธรรมเนียม 

 จนกระท่ังฉันอายุ ๒๗ ป วิจารุนองสาวคนรองของฉันแตงงาน ฉันหายใจวูบ 

เฝาปลอบตัวเองวายังมีเวลาอยู และจะไดแตงงานเปนรายตอไป ฉันเฝาคอยจนกระท่ังอายุ ๒๙ ป 

คนท่ีไดแตงงานเปนคนตอไปกลับเปนสุธารนองสาวคนเล็ก ไดแตงงานกับผูชายท่ีเธอรักและรักเธอ 

 นพพรฉันจะพูดอยางไรเธอจึงจะเขาใจความรูสึกของฉันในวันแตงงานของนองสาวคนน้ี 

การท่ีนองแตงงานกอนพี่คนแลวคนเลา ฉันก็อับอายใครตอใครมากพออยูแลว 

ยังจะตองไปน่ังตากหนาเหมือนประจานตัวเองวา เปนผูหญิงท่ีไมมีใครรัก 
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ไมมีใครตองการแตงงานดวยอีก 

การถูกอบรมใหเปนกุลสตรีทําใหฉันสามารถยิ้มแยมแจมใสตอนรับแขกเหรื่อท่ีมาในงานได ท้ังๆ 

ท่ีความรูสึกจริง ความรูสึกท่ีถูกเก็บไวในอกคือ สิ้นหวัง เหงา เปลาเปลี่ยว อางวาง 

เหมือนถูกทอดท้ิงไวคนเดียวในโลกท่ีมีแตความมืดมน 

 (ภาพยนตรใชเพลงประกอบภาพยนตรบรรยายความรูสึกของกีรติ) 

 (เพลง) หลับหรือเรา น่ังอยูผูเดียว อยูกับหัวใจสิ้นหวังและเลือนลาง เหน็ดเหน่ือยเหลือเกิน 

ตองอยูบนหนทาง ท่ีตัวฉันเองไมเคยไดเลือกเลย แคอยากจะเปนเหมือนคนท่ัวไป 

มีรักไดด่ังใจตองการ  

น่ีตัวฉันผิดหรือไร ฉันตองใชหน้ีกรรมใหใคร เจ็บท่ีมันตองเปนอยางน้ี 

มีชีวิตไมเหมือนใคร ฉันไมอาจเลือกทางไดเอง จะมีใครบางไหมท่ีจะมาเห็นใจ 

 สิ่งท่ีฉันมี ไมเคยไขวความัน สิ่งท่ีตองการ ไมเคยไดสมใจ อยากใหเรื่องจริง 

เปนเพียงแคฝนไป อยากจะรักใครท่ีเขารักฉันจริง เขาใจวาความรักน้ันงดงาม แตฉันไมมีวันไดเจอ 
 
 From her long speech, we can see three causes of her unfortunate life and love. 
First, is the problem with her ‘noblehood’, in which the novel provides more evidence 
on this point. The story in the original version is about the conflict between the "old 
world" of absolute monarchy and the "new world" of democracy (if there is any in a 
Thai context). Kirati's life is an example of many noble class people in this transition 
period. They have to live by two standards of life. While the world is free for them, 
they still have tradition and custom, an ideology that haunts their life. The problem of 
Kirati is that her life can not be adjusted to society. She has a new vision or a new way 
of looking at the world, perhaps because she was educated by westerners and had 
some schooling, but she has to behave under the old values of a noble woman. She can 
not say she loves Nopphon, even if she really wants to; she can not leave her husband, 
even though he is very ill, because of the need to act as the 'good wife'. 
 Another problem is with herself; while she tries to blame the system and how 
she was raised, or on 'tradition', which causes her grief, she does not really understand 
her life. She values her life by 'love'. The film version highlights this point explicitly. 
From the brief discussion here, it is clear she thinks she has to find love in order to 
fulfill her life.  
 Unlike in the novel, this scene is presented quite differently. Although the 
wording is similar, in the novel, 'love' for the Khunying is attach with 'freedom'. I 
compare those ideas by using a table: 

 
The film The novel 

[The film narrates this line 
differently and not in the same 
sequence. I have copied this line 
from above.] 
 
When I was 27, Vijaru my first 
younger sister got married. I was 
very stunned. I comforted myself that 
there was still time and I hoped I 

When all my sisters married, I felt more and 
more lonely. When I looked closely at my 
beauty and my freshness at that time of 29 
years old, I still had hope that I would find 
love and marry with the man I loved. 
Nopphon, you must not think too much of my 
honestly exposing my feeling in this horrible 
ways. 
เม่ือนองสาวมีเหยาเรือนไปหมด 
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would be the next one to get married. 
I waited until 29; the next one who 
got married was Sutharn, my 
youngest sister. She married with the 
man she loved and he loved her. 
 

ฉันก็รูสึกวาความเงียบเหงาเปลาเปลี่ยวทวีขึ้น 

แตวาเม่ือไดพินิจพิจารณาดู ความงาม 

ความสดชื่นของตัวเองในเวลาน้ัน ในวัย ๒๙ ปน้ันแลว 

ฉันก็ยังมีความหวังอยูวา 

ฉันจะไดพบกับความรักและแตงงานกับชายท่ีฉันรัก 

นพพรเธอไมตองคิดเห็น 

การแถลงความรูสึกอยางซื่อสัตยของฉันไปในทางบัดสี 
Love is a great wish. It is a goal of 
life. I am also like many people who 
wish to have love, want to marry, 
want to have a child and want to 
explore the world. Yet, the more I 
hope, the more I make myself lonely. 
As well, there is no sign that my wish 
will become true. I have to live alone 
with loneliness, abandoned and 
isolated. 

Love is a great wish. It is a goal of life. I am 
also like many people who wish to have love, 
want to marry. I would like to stay and feel by 
myself the life in the new world as both my 
younger sisters do not have a chance to do. I 
want to have my own house, to meet people in 
the society, to have a little child for me to give 
compassion from my heart to. I wish my lap 
and my arms are useful for other people. 
There are many beautiful wishes that I 
want to fulfill, if only I have love. 

ความรักเปนพรอันประเสริฐ 

เปนยอดปราถนาของชีวิต 

ฉันก็เหมือนกับคนท้ังหลายท่ีใฝฝนอยากมีควา

มรัก อยากแตงงาน อยากมีลูก 

และอยากพบเห็นโลกภายนอก 

แตฉันยิ่งอยากก็ยิ่งเพิ่มความเหงาใหกับตัวเอง 

อีกท้ังยังไมมีวี่แววเลยวา 

สิ่งท่ีฉันอยากจะมีน้ันจะเปนจริงขึ้นมาได 

ฉันตองอยูอยางโดดเด่ียว ความเหงา 

ความเปลาเปลี่ยว อางวาง 

ความรักเปนพรอันประเสริฐ เปนยอดปราถนาของชีวิต 

ฉันก็เหมือนกับคนท้ังหลาย ยอมปราถนาใฝฝน 

ถึงความรักและการแตงงาน ฉันปรารถนาท่ีจะพูดถึง 

และรูสึกดวยตนเอง ในเรื่องราวของชีวิตในโลกใหม 

ดังท่ีนองสาวสองคนไมมีโอกาสเชนน้ัน 

ฉันปรารถนาจะมีบานของฉันเอง 

ท่ีจะติดตอสมาคมกับโลกภายนอก 

ปรารถนาจะมีบุตรนอยๆ 

เพื่อท่ีฉันจะไดหลั่งความเมตตาปราณีจากดวงใจของฉันใหแ

กเขา 

ฉันปรารถนาจะใหตักใหแขนของฉันเปนประโยชนแกคนอื่น 

ยังมีความปรารถนาท่ีงดงามอีกหลายอยางท่ีฉันยอมจะบรร

ลุ ถาเพียงแตฉันไดพบความรัก 
 
 From the comparison, we can see that the film version emphasises the sadness 
and distress of not having love; while the novel version emphasises the wanting of 
'freedom', the wanting to get away from the old world (referred to as the life in the 
court as a noble) and the 'un-adjustability' of her feelings. In one way, she has a very 
modest view as she is well educated. This causes her to want to be independent and go 
out in the public. In another way, she is still locked up by the world of tradition from 
which she can not escape. Love and marriage for the Khunying, in the novel version, 
is important because it is the only way to get away from the old world and fulfill her 
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wish. In contrast, the film blurs this point and focuses on the issue of love and 
loneliness.  
 The idea of the 'un-adjustable' feeling of her mind is presented quite clearly in 
the film. The Khunying knows and she says herself that her love with Nopphon is 
unable to happen and to be true. Even though, in both the novel and the film, there is a 
way out of her situation by the death of Chaokhun, in truth the love between them still 
is a problem. The Khunying thinks only for herself and her love, but does not think 
about the society in which she lives, which is a paradox that she notes: 
 

Nopphon, if we two are in Mitake for the rest of our lives, what you say 
would all be true.*

นพพรถาเราสองคนอยูบนยอดเขามิตาเกะตลอดไปจนชั่วชีวิตดับ 

คําพูดของเธอถูกตองท้ังหมด แตอีกประเด๋ียวเราก็ตองลงจากภูเขาลูกน้ีไป เผชิญหนากับคนท้ังหลาย 

แลวในไมชา เธอก็ตองไปสนใจกับการศึกษาเลาเรียนของเธอ 

สวนฉันก็มีหนาท่ีตองจงรักภักดีตอทานเจาคุณ 

จะติดตามทานไปทุกหนทุกแหงคอยปรนนิบัติรับใชทาน ตามหนาท่ีภรรยาท่ีดี 

เราท้ังสองตางตองจากกันในไมชา 

และตางก็ตองไปติดตอสมาคมกับคนท้ังหลายท่ีเครงครัดในเหตุผลและศีลธรรมจรรยา 

กฎของธรรมชาติจึงนํามาใชในสังคมคนไมได นพพรเธอตองกลารับความจริงขอน้ี 

เพราะความจริงเทาน้ันเปนคําพิพากษาชะตาชีวิตของเรา 

 Yet in a minute, we will go down this hill and face many 
people. Sooner or later, you will have to focus on your studies. For me, I have 
a job to be loyal to Chaokhun and I will follow him wherever he goes and look 
after him as a good wife should. We will both be separated soon and will go to 
meet many people who are strict in reason and morals. The law of nature can 
not be used in human society. Nopphon, you have to dare to accept this. Only 
the truth is a judgment of our fate. 

 
 Apart from the political view, we can see from this passage that she is the one 
who makes herself sad, not the system or society alone. If she really knew what she 
said at Mitake, she would not expect love from Nopphon again (even after Chaokhun 
dies). In reality, to be fair with Nopphon, if he comes back and marries the Khunying, 
how could he go about living in the society? He graduated as a student from Japan, 
which normally means, at that time, him would go work for the government or become 
a civil servant guaranteeing that he has to live in a 'society' that still has some old 
moral and traditional ways. Although at that time people were free to marry or re-
marry, and the Khunying married Chaokhun who was much older, this case is 
different, because the woman is older than Nopphon. At that time of the strong 
patriarchy system, it was quite normal for someone to marry a woman who was much 
younger and take her to 'social parties'. Chaokhun even asks Nopphon to take the 
Khunying out while he goes with 'his' society; at the beginning of the story he says; 'If 
I take Khunying Kirati to every party, it will not be fun for her age.' Chaokhun 
understands that the different ages have their different societies and friends. However, 
the Khunying, at the age of forty-two while Nopphon is twenty nine, seems not to 
                                                 

* Nopporn say that he loves her, love is nature and he does not care about morals. The 
complete sentence will be show later in the research. Please go to page … for the full conversation. 
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understand this point. The Khunying knows that her love for Nopphon is impossible in 
some ways, but she just does not want to accept it. When the Khunying meets 
Nopphon at her house for the first time, she answers Nopphon’s question about the 
happiness in her life: 
 

Khunying: … All my happiness in the past is not with the truth right now, 
but with the hope and expectation of something in the future. 
Until now, my happiness has still been the same. It still floats*

คุณหญิงกีรติ: ...ความสุขของฉันท่ีผานมาไมไดอยูกับความเปนจริงในปจจุบัน 

แตอยูกับความหวังหรือคาดคอยในสิ่งใดสิ่งหน่ึงในอนาคตขางหนา  

จนกระท่ังทุกวันน้ี ความสุขของฉันก็ยังเปนเชนเดิมอยู ยังคงเลื่อนลอยอยูขางหนา 

ฉันเปนแตไลไขวควา ติดตาม หวังในสิ่งน้ันและรอคอย 

 
in the future. I am only trying to grasp it, follow it, hope for it 
and wait for it.  

 
 The purpose of this dialogue is to give some clue to Nopphon to ask him to 
marry or at least stay with her, which he (perhaps as a foolish guy) does not get. 
However, on another level, we can see that she already knows that their love is just a 
'dream' and 'floats in the future'. She just ignores the truth that she previously 
understood and hopes for something impossible. 

Thus, the trouble with respect to love for the Khunying is being both 
'physically' and 'mentally' 'un-adjustable'. She is a clever woman who knows all the 
causes of her sadness and 'suffering'. However, she does not 'understand' it and ignores 
it. Pitifully, she lets herself keep such suffering and finally dies. 

Apart from this issue, the last problem of the Khunying's love is the obsession 
with beauty. Her own view on beauty is quite interesting. Because she is very 
beautiful, she thinks she deserves a perfect love. Therefore, when she does not have 
love, she blames herself and does not understand why such a beautiful woman is so 
unfortunate about love. Continuing from the above quotation in the film at Mitake, she 
keeps with her story when she became 34 and nobody saw her. Finally, her father 
introduced her to Chaokhun and persuaded her to marry him. She explains her feeling 
to Nopphon on the night before she decided to get marry: 

 
Nopphon, I am embarrassed to express my feelings and my thinking on 

the night before I make the decision.**

I stared at my body and face in front of the mirror for a long time with 
uncertainly questions; is this a young woman who will marry with an old man 
the age of her father? How it is possible that this kind of body and face does 
not have love and can be hopelessly in love? I did not believe it would be 
possible. However, I was 34, nearly 35, then. Choakhun Atikarn's proposal was 
a sign of ruination of my hope. It was a sign that the chance for me to find love 
and marriage with the man I love ended. 

 Please do not think that I am proud, 
boastful and loathe myself. As you are my true friend, I tell you honestly and 
frankly. 

                                                 
* In Thai, the word used is 'loean loi'. Even though it has the same meaning as 'float', it can be 

an idiom to refer to some hope that is hard to become true or impossible to be true. 
** In the novel, this event happens on the same night when her father asks her to marry with 

Choakhun. 
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Additionally, when Nopphon visits her house after her sickness gets worse, she 

does not allow him to see her suddenly. She wants to get dressed and be beautiful 
again to meet him. She asks Sutharn, her younger sister, to dress her up: 

 
Khunying: Nopphon is coming? 
Caretaker*

Khunying: Wait a minute! 
: Would you like me to let him in now? 

   [Turning her face to Sutharn] 
  Sutharn please help me… 

[The film sweeps to the scene when Nopphon meets the 
Khunying's doctor. They talk about the Khunying’s worsening 
condition. In the middle of conversation the Khunying's relative 
come out from the Khunying's room and tells him to wait for the 
Khunying to get dressed.] 
Fix my hair, make up my face! Paint my lips in my style and 
bring some beautiful clothes from the wardrobe for me to 
choose. Sutharn, please restore my beauty one time before I die. 

 คุณหญิง: นพพรมาหรือ 

 ลูกสาวสุธาร: ใหเขามาในน้ีเลยไหมคะ 

 คุณหญิง: เด๋ียวกอน... 

   (หันไปหาสุธาร) 

   สุธารชวยพี่ดวย... 

(ภาพตัดกลับไปท่ีหองน่ังเลน นพพรพบกับหมอ 

และปรึกษากันเรื่องอาการปวยหนักของคุณหญิง ในระหวางท่ีสนทนากัน 

คุณนาญาติของคุณหญิงออกมาจากหองของคุณหญิง 

และแจงใหนพพรรอคุณหญิงแตงตัว) 

แตงผมแตงหนาใหพี่ใหม ทาริมฝปากตามแบบของพี่ดวย แลวขนเสื้องามๆ 

ในตูมาใหพี่เลือก สุธารนองชวยชุบใหพี่งามอีกสักครั้งนึงกอนท่ีพี่จะตาย 

 
 Above is only an example; there are many times in the film that the Khunying 
talks about her appearance, as she is very proud of her beauty. This is her inner 
conflict that causes her a problem. As she is beautiful, she thinks she deserves love, an 
ideal perfect love. When she does not have love as she imagined, she can not 
understand it. Life is not that easy for the Khunying, not because she is poor or 
hungry, but because she can not contemplate in her mind and accept the truth. 
Although appearance is important in some cases, it is not the only reason for someone 
to love someone. The Khunying has a misconception on this point. She lets herself 
down by her beauty. If she does not think that she is beautiful and perfect and thus 
have a right to have an ideal love, she would not be in grief.  
 These conflicts, un-adjustability, both physically and mentally, to a new social 
norm and the narcissism of herself, are the main questions of love in this film. The 

                                                 
* Sutharn's daughter 
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Khunying can not say that she loves Nopphon because she thinks it is not appropriate 
for a 'lady'. She can only give a sign or a clue, which Nopphon does not understand. At 
the same time, she has a new vision, I would say a western ideology, about love as 
'free will'. She wants to have such love, but she still cares for and lives in the old 
tradition, or moral way, and is not brave enough to step out.  
 The film version presents the Khunying as weaker and more dispassionate than 
in the novel, which has an impact on the discourse of the story. By making the 
Khunying sweeter and not too proud of herself, as in the novel version, where from 
time to time she adores herself in many ways, the film emphasises the Khunying as a 
victim of unfair love, putting her in the position that she can not choose, making 
Nopphon look mean to her, more so than in the novel.  
  

I would say, the film version is more focused on the romance between the 
Khunying and Nopphon and chooses to present the romance tragically rather than 
focus on the political aspects or the conflict between humans and society, as in the 
novel. However, all the causes of the Khunying troubles are due to the differences in 
classes. 

 
 Stepping out from the conflict between humans and society, the problem of 
love from the inner conflict of people is also interesting. First I will discuss the 
conflict between self and identity. 

 
The acceptance of homosexuality 

  
 In the past decade, 2000s, one of many changes in Thai society is the 
acceptance of gay people or the ‘third sex’. It can not be traced or dated to the exact 
beginning of this phenomenon, but it can be seen that in contemporary society, being 
gay is no longer a 'crime' or considered unacceptable behavior, unlike twenty, thirty or 
more years ago, when the homosexual was not much accepted by the public. There are 
many novels by famous writers, for example; Pratu Thi Pittai by Kritsana Asoksin; 
Luk Rak by Suwanni Sukhontha; Baimai Thi Plit Plio by Thomyanti, writing on the 
problem of the unacceptability of the ‘third sex’ in society. The main conflict is about 
their 'self' and their exposure through the society. 
 However, in contemporary narratives, the acceptance of gay people is not as 
much a concern or presented as a problem. It can be said that society has generally, but 
perhaps not totally, accepted gay people in some way. However, gay people still have 
to fight and struggle for their self and identity within the society. The following films 
present the conflict between the self and identity of gay people in a new context of 
narrative environment; that is to say, the way of compromising their 'wants' for their 
life and the 'expectations' from society. 
 
 Me Myself 

The English name of the film, Me Myself, itself is a question. Love me or love 
myself? When you love someone, do you love him/her or do you love himself/herself? 
In the film, Tan, when he loses his memory, is the 'myself'. Tanya, who is a gay person 
and transvestite, is the 'me'. 'Me' is the first person singular pronoun, used as an 
'object'. While 'myself' is used for emphasis as the first person singular 'subject'. Here 
we can see the difference between 'me' and 'myself'. 'Me' represent the way someone 
has grown up to be, while 'myself' represents the way one really is. 'Me' is constructed 
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by social and environmental factors, while 'myself' is innate in oneself since they were 
born. 

It is a bit complicated, but to make it a little clearer, we have to go back to the 
debate on homosexuality. For many years until now, there is still no definitive answer 
as to why someone is gay. On the one end, it is said that it is because of genes; it is the 
way one is born. While on the other end, it is said homosexuality is acquired from the 
environment; people not born gay, but they 'become' gay. The later belief is the 
ideology behind this film. Near the end of the story, Tanya's aunt, who adopted him 
after his parents died, says to him: 

 
Since your mother died, I had no choice. I had to bring you here.*

ต้ังแตแมหนูตายไป ปาก็ไมมีทางเลือก ตองพาหนูมาท่ีน่ีดวย หนูถูกจับแตงหนา 

ถูกจับใสกระโปรง ถูกจับใสความคิดรักสวยรักงาม ถูกจับใสความเปนพวกเราใหกับหนู 

แลววันหน่ึงหนูก็กลายเปนพวกเรา ปานาจะใหโอกาสหนูไดมีทางเลือกมากกวาน้ีนะ 

 You 
were made up, a skirt put on you. You were made to love beauty. You were 
made to be like 'us' [transvestites]. So, one day you became like 'us’. I should 
have given you more of a chance to choose. I am sorry. 

 
You can see 'become' and 'choose' in the dialogue. This is an indication of the 

idea that gayness is caused by the environment, and the film highlights the process of 
being gay as an example.  

In a more general way, the film wants to emphasize the importance of 'me'. 
Today, many people forget their real identity. People become what 'the others' want 
them to be. People do not rely upon themselves. They are dependent on others. That is 
to say, they have lost their 'me'. Moreover, many people today judge people by their 
appearance. They judge the 'myself' not the 'me'. This causes many problems later.  

The film introduces Krit as an example. On the day Oum meets Krit with his 
new girlfriend, she is very angry. Tan remembers Krit because he saw that Krit had 
taken a picture with Oum that Oum displayed in the living room. When Tan and Oum 
reach the car, he asks: 

 
Tan: Is the guy we met the same person as in the picture? 
Oum: [answer angrily] YES! he is my ex-boyfriend. We broke up a long time 

ago. He said I am not good. I am not beautiful, I am not smart. What 
else do you want to know! 

แทน: ผูชายคนเม่ือกี้น้ีใชคนเดียวกันกับคนท่ีอยูในรูปหรือเปลาครับ 

อุม: (ตอบอยางโมโห) ใช คนน้ัน แฟนเกาฉันเอง เลิกไปนานแลว เขาบอกวาฉันไมดี ก็ฉันไมสวย 

ไมเกงหนิ อยากรูอะไรอีกม้ัย 
 
Krit left Oum because he judged her by her appearance and her position in the 

company. When he finds a woman who is more beautiful and more advanced in her 
career, he turns to the new one. This is because he loves people by judging them from 
their 'myself'. Later in the movie, he decides to return to Oum. It is not because he 

                                                 
* Actually, Tanya's aunt is his uncle. She is a gay person who works as a showgirl. She 

adopted Tanya after his parents died. As she has to work and could not hire a nanny, she brings Tanya 
to the workplace everyday, which she believes may have caused him to be gay. 
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loves Oum's 'me', but because he heard from the boss that the company will promote 
Oum. The film does not agree with this kind of love. 

The film stresses this message very explicitly. The follow dialogue appears two 
times in the film. First, when the doctor suggests to Tan that he meet with a 
psychiatrist to do hypnosis to help him recover from his amnesia. Second, the dialogue 
appears at the end of the story before the movie goes dark: 

 
Psychiatrist: How can we be sure that we are what we are, or we are what we 

want to be, or we are what the others people want us to be? 
Nobody knows! 

Doctor: My dear Doctor Maria, in life philosophy, they say the value of 
a human it according to the freedom to choose. That means, 
what we are, is what we are thinking right then, aren't we? 

Psychiatrist: Quite right; we are what we are thinking. But it is not that easy. 
What if we are not what we are thinking? 

จิตแพทย: เราจะแนใจไดอยางไรวาเราเปนสิ่งท่ีเราเปน หรือเปนในสิ่งท่ีเราอยากจะเปน 

หรือเปนในสิ่งท่ีคนอื่นอยากใหเราเปน ไมมีใครรู 

หมอ: คุณหมอมาเรียครับ แตในปรัชญาในการใชชีวิต 

เขาบอกวาคุณคาของมนุษยอยูท่ีเสรีภาพในการเลือก น่ันก็หมายความวา 

เราคิดอยางไร ณ ขณะน้ันเราก็จะเปนสิ่งน้ันไมใชเหรอ 

จิตแพทย: ก็ใชอยู เราเปนในสิ่งท่ีเราคิด แตมันไมงายอยางน้ันหรอกนะ 

ถาเกิดมันไมเปนในสิ่งท่ีเราคิด 
 
 We can see the conflict between self and identity very clearly from this 
dialogue; that every human has two parts, the part they really are and the part that 
society or the others want them to be. So, the most important thing is we have to be 
honest with our ‘self’, not ‘ourself’. Even though in the real world it is not possible to 
live completely as you want, at least you should know what you really need and not 
try to fool your 'self'. 
 In answer to the question, ‘love me or love myself’, it is likely that the film 
wants to encourage the audience to love 'me', not 'myself'. In one deep emotional scene 
that causes Oum to realize her 'me', Ohm and Oum's neighbors plan to dump Tan’s 
things out of the room so as to never let Oum miss Tan anymore. When she comes 
back and finds that they are going to dump the things, she gets angry and expels her 
neighbors. She also shouts at Ohm. So, Ohm goes back to his room. Not long after, 
Ohm paints his face and wears lipstick, like a transvestite, and comes to face Oum, 
asking: 
  

Ohm: If Na Oum wants to be alone, could I stay with Na Tan? *

Oum: How would it be, Ohm. He is … 
 

Ohm: He is kathoey [transvestite], so what? 
Oum: [she turns her face to Ohm and sees Ohm has make-up on his face]  

Ohm… Why you are doing like this? 

                                                 
* 'Nah' is the Thai term to address the younger sister or brother of one’s mother. The term 'aunt' 

and 'auntie' in Thai refer only to mother's elder sister or brother. 
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Ohm: This is the way I can live with Na Tan. If I grow up and am like Na 
Tan, would you still love me? 

โอม: ถานาอุมอยากอยูคนเดียว โอมขอไปอยูกับนาแทนไดม้ัย 

อุม: โอมไปอยูกับนาแทนไมไดหรอก ก็นาแทนเขาเปน... 

โอม: เปนกะเทยแลวยังไงเหรอ 

อุม: (หันไปเห็นโอมแตงหนาทาลิปสติก) 

โอม...ทําไมทําอยางน้ี 

 โอม: โอมจะตามไปอยูกับนาแทนไดไง โอมโตขึ้นเปนอยางนาแทนแลวนาอุมจะรักโอมไหม 

 
 The answer to the last question is 'yes', because after that Oum goes to Phuket 
and asks Tan whether he still loves her. Ohm’s question has taught Oum and makes 
her realize that she loves Tan because of his kindness and his manner, that is to say, 
his 'me'. She loves Tan because of his 'me' not his 'myself', as she loves Ohm because 
of Ohm's 'me'. Whatever Ohm will be in the future, she will still love Ohm. This is the 
same as a mother who loves their child. So for Tan, no matter if he is a gay person or 
not, she still loves him. That is what 'love' is all about. 
 

The courage to express personal feelings 
 
 When you love someone, you must tell that person you love them. If you are 
not brave enough to confess your love, you may regret losing the one you love. 
 One of the most common inner conflicts of characters in the narratives is the 
ability or the braveness of that character to express their inner feelings. Although it is 
the 21st century, this is still a point for discussion. In the following two films, the main 
protagonist is not brave enough to confess their inner feelings. As a result, they have 
to face some misery in their life. It can be seen from these two films that, although the 
new generation is free to express their feelings in public as a consequence of the 
exposure to western culture, there are some obstacles to expressing those feeling, 
especially love. One of the most common obstacles is the thinking about their lover. 
The thinking of looking down upon themselves, of not being qualified enough for their 
lover. These two films encourage the audience to not think of other people and do 
what you want and need to do for yourself. 
 

Dear Dakanda 
The film encourages the audience to be brave enough to express their love to 

someone before it is too late. According to the film, during the events in Chiang Mai, 
Dakanda does not ever love Mhu. She can feel Mhu's love, but she thinks it is a love as 
a friend. This is because Mhu never says he loves her. He is too shy to confess his 
love. If he had done this before, rather than after Dakanda met Koh, it seems pretty 
sure that Dakanda would have accepted his love. In the film, there is one time when 
Mhu visits Dakanda’s house and meets her mother. The mother says to Mhu: 
 

Mother: I can die in peace now. There is someone dating my daughter.  
Mhu: I am not … ma’am. You are wrong 
Mother: Keep quiet! I can see you like my daughter. You have my 

blessing. Have you ever told her you like her? 
Mhu: (Shake his head) Uhuu… 
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Mother: What! Are you afraid of failure? 
Mhu: I don't know. 
Mother: If you are afraid to fail, I have a tactic. 
Mhu: What is it, Ma’am? 
Mother: This tactic I used to use with her father. If you want to know if 

she loves you or not, you have to perform this while she sleeps. 
Walk near her and slowly send your psychic thoughts toward 
her. During the time you count from 1 to 10, if she wakes up 
before 10, it means she loves you. 

แมดากานดา: แคน้ีแมก็นอนตายตาหลับแลว มีคนมาชอบลูกสาวแมแลว 

หมู: ผมไมไดจีบครับคุณแม เขาใจผิดแลวครับผม 

แมดากานดา: อยามาพูดเลย แมมองก็รูอยูวามาชอบลูกสาวแม แมสนับสนุน 

ลูกเคยบอกหรือเปลาวาลูกชอบเขา 

หมู: (สายหัวปฏิเสธ) 

แมดากานดา: อะไร กลัวพลาดเหรอ 

หมู: ไมรูครับ 

แมดากานดา: ถากลัวพลาดนะ แมมีวิธี 

หมู: วิธีอะไรครับแม 

แมดากานดา: วิธีน้ีแมใชกับพอ พอเสร็จแมมาแลว ถาอยากรูวาเขาชอบลูกหรือเปลา 

ลูกตองทําตอนท่ีเขาหลับ ลูกคอยๆ เดินเขาไปใกลๆ 

เขาแลวก็คอยสงกระแสจิตใหเขา ระหวางน้ันใหลกูนับ ๑ ถึง ๑๐ ถาเขาต่ืนกอนถึง 

๑๐ แสดงวาเขารักชอบลูกชัวร 
 

After that, Mhu uses the mother’s tactic with Dakanda when they go on a trip. 
Dakanda wakes up while Mhu is counting, but she pretends not to hear him. When he 
leaves, she smiles. This means, Dakanda loves Mhu and she starts to know that Mhu 
loves her, but Mhu never tells her directly. In the very last scene of the film, Dakanda 
writes to Mhu at Suratthani; she says she has already broken up with Koh. This 
happened after Mhu confessed his love to her after the final examination, meaning she 
has found out that she loves Mhu as well. Additionally, after she opens Mhu's sketch 
book and finds that he has loved her since they first met, she cries. Finally, when Mhu 
decides to start his new life, Dakanda is sad, but full of happiness in the same time. 
She is happy with Mhu’s new love, which is an altruistic joy. Thus, the unsuccessful 
love of Mhu and Dakanda is not because they do not love each other, but it is because 
Mhu did not dare to confess his love. 

Unlike Nui who dares to ask for love from Mhu, which makes Mhu decide to 
go back to Nui. There are many motivations influencing Mhu to make such a decision. 
First, at Pangan, Mhu has some time by himself. He writes a postcard to recall his 
memory about Dakanda. I think this makes him understand his fault and the reason 
why he failed. Second, at Pangan, he becomes himself again. He has a job that makes 
him feel he has value. He has Nui to take care of as if he has become a child again, so 
he can feel Nui’s love from her caring. He becomes someone that is seen, not like in 
Khaiyoi at Chiang Mai where no one recognized him. Third, he finally finds himself. 
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He knows what he wants. He has a goal for life, which is different from his life in 
Chiang Mai.  

Finally, this film is influenced greatly by the book name Le Petit Prince, which 
I think it is very important. The main theme of the film highlights that you have to be 
responsible for the relations that you make. Mhu does not understand this message. 
Mhu is afraid of attachment to something or afraid of relationship. In one postcard he 
writes: 

 
…Here (in Pangan), I have a little income from a person who is satisfied 
with my work. I have Nui as a friend. I have many good books that I not yet 
finished. And I love the room where I live. However Dakanda, tomorrow I 
might leave here if I fall in love with it. 
...ท่ีน่ี(พะงัน)ฉันมีรายไดเล็กๆ นอยๆ จากคนท่ีพอใจงานของฉัน มีนุยเปนเพื่อน มีหนังสือดีๆ 

ท่ียังไมไดอานอีกต้ังเยอะ แลวฉันก็ชอบหองท่ีฉันอยู แตก็น่ันแหละนะดากานดา 

วันพรุงน้ีฉันอาจจะไปจากท่ีน่ีก็ไดถาฉันรักมันเขาจริงๆ 

 
The bold part clearly explains his idea about relationships. In Chiang Mai, he 

has a chance to see the Le Petit Prince as a play, but he sleeps through the 
performance. Even after he receives the book from Nui, he does not finish it. After, he 
boards the boat back to Suratthani, he starts reading the story seriously. Then, he 
understands the message of the story. Therefore, he decides to go back to Nui and be 
responsible for the love that they have created at Pangan. Le Petit Prince appears 
many times in the film. It is used as a symbol of being honest with your heart, making 
a relationship and being responsible with the relationship you have made. In the play, 
as part of the film, the character who performs as the wolf says: 

 
Wolf:  Building relations! We must begin by having patience. 
Little Prince: Patience! 
Wolf: Second! When we already have a relation, we have to be 

punctual. And the last, Little Prince, is very very important. 
Little Prince has to be responsible with every relation you make. 
But I do not understand why humans usually forget this rule. 
How hard can it be? 

หมาปา: การสรางความสัมพันธ เราตองเริ่มจาก เราตองมีความอดทน 

เจาชายนอย:  ความอดทน 

หมาปา: ขอสองเวลาเรามีความสัมพันธกันแลวเราจะตองตรงตอเวลา 

สวนขอสุดทายนะเจาชายนอย 

เจาชายนอยจะตองรับผิดชอบตอความสัมพันธท่ีเธอสรางขึ้นมา 

แตเจน่ีก็ไมคอยจะเขาใจหรอกนะ ทําไมมนุษยมันถึงลืม ลืมกันนักขอน้ี 

มันยากตรงไหน 
  
 It is clearly that the film wants to highlight this part of the Le Petit Prince to 
emphasize the importance of the responsibility of love. Here, 'ties' are not only about 
taking care or looking after someone we love, as Mhu does while he lives in Chiang 
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Mai, but also you have to be brave to express that love with the one you love and in 
public. That is to say, you have to be brave to confess your love, and say 'love'. 
 
 Saying 'love' may seem very simple and easy for many people, but for some 
people it is very hard. Dear Dakanda wants to encourage its audience to have courage 
to confess their love. Similar to The Whistle, this film uses Mhu’s life to remind the 
audience to do something before it is too late. 
 
 The Whistle 

The Whistle begins by using the opening ceremony of Than Nam’s film, then 
flashes back to the story from one New Year’s Eve. The film chooses New Year’s Eve 
to signify something about to change in Than Nam's life, indicating that a new life for 
Than Nam will begin. A New Year’s festival is a sign that something new is going to 
arrive in a good way. In the film they also refer to this meaning of a New Year’s 
festival, when Tun (Than Nam's close friend) tells Than Nam to use the company's 
New Year party as a chance to tell her feelings to Eak. Unfortunately, Eak is drunk 
and listens to nothing. This happens before midnight, referring to an end of Than 
Nam’s past life. Hence, the shot taken at the Sky Train Station denotes the meaning of 
a journey and confusion in Than Nam’s life. Then, Than Nam starts her new life when 
Than Nam meets Muton again after midnight.*

 
 She tells him her past that: 

I secretly fell in love with an older guy. His name is Eak. I secretly 
have like him since we were in school. When I had lunch, I would sit 
behind him everyday. When there was a sports day, I would go to 
cheer him, even if he was in a different group. Thus, my friends 
really hated me. When I would go home, I would ride on the same 
bus that he rode. I would stay on pass my house and then walk back 
home, in order to be near him as much as I could. When he entered 
Silapakorn University, I also entered that University, although I did 
not like and was not good at those subjects. When I studied, I did not 
get good grades. My exams were bad as well. The teacher scolded 
me, the seniors also swore at me. Fortunately, Pī Eak still gave me 
courage. When he got a job, I followed him to the same workplace. I 
still do not love and am not very good at what I do. My work, then, 
is not so good. I live day by day and do not know what to do… 
 
เราแอบหลงรักรุนพี่คนหน่ึงชื่อพี่เอก นํ้าแอบชอบเขาต้ังแตสมัยเรียนแลว 

ตอนพักกลางวันนํ้าก็ตองไปน่ังทานขาวขางหลังเขาทุกวัน 

ตอนกีฬาสีนํ้าก็จะไปเชียรเขาท้ังๆ ท่ีเราอยูคนละสี เพื่อนๆ ก็เกลียดนํ้ามากเลย 

เวลากลับบานทุกวันนํ้าจะไปขึ้นรถเมลคันเดียวกับเขา 

นํ้าจะน่ังรถเลยบานตัวเองไปกอนแลวก็ยอนกลับมา เพื่อจะใหอยูใกลเขาไดนานท่ีสุด 

พอพี่เขาเอ็นทติดท่ีศิลปากร นํ้าก็ไปเอ็นทกับเขาดวย 

โดยท่ีนํ้าไมไดรักและไมไดชอบในวิชาพวกน้ีเลย พอนํ้าไปเรียน ก็ทําคะแนนไดไมดี 

                                                 
* Before this, Than Nam has met Muton two times already. The first time in the park where 

Muton rescued Than Nam from the fire hose car disaster; the second time after Than Nam dropped a 
New Year’s cake and Muton came to help her make a new one. 
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สอบก็ไมดี อาจารยก็ดุนํ้า รุนพี่ก็ดานํ้า แตก็ยังดีท่ีมีพี่เอกคอยใหกําลังใจนํ้าอยู 

พอพี่เขาไปทํางาน นํ้าก็เลยขอเขาตามไปทํางานดวย 

นํ้าก็ไมไดรักและไมไดชอบในสิ่งท่ีทําอยูดี งานท่ีทําก็เลยไมรุง อยูไปวันๆ 

จะเอาอยางไรก็ยังไมรูเลย... 
 

This reflects a past event in Than Nam’s life in which she dedicated herself and 
her future to Eak. After Muton listens to her past, he takes Than Nam to a department 
store and modifies her appearance to make Than Nam become a good looking girl and 
be more attractive. Here again, the film puts the emphasis on Than Nam’s character; 
her job is as a stylist, but she does not do anything for herself. This means she did not 
understand herself and tries to be someone that she is not. Again, at this point the film 
stresses the idea of having a new life for Than Nam with the coming of Muton.  

Here the film posts the question about love by using the conflict in Than 
Nam’s life. The film asks the audience who you should choose; the one that you are 
trying to catch or the one that is trying to catch you. In the film she has to choose 
between Eak, whom she loves, and Muton who loves her. 

For a long time, since secondary school, Than Nam did many things to win 
Eak’s heart, even choosing to study a subject that she did not like. She became 
someone else, not herself, because of love. On the opposite side, when Muton comes, 
he changes her life and makes her life more beautiful with love. He teaches Than Nam 
to see her own value; lets her see her own ability. In the scene in which Than Nam 
talks to Muton about her date with Eak, compared with the date between her and 
Muton, she says: 
 

Than Nam:  I am going to be single for the rest of my life. Today 
is not like yesterday.*

Muton: Maybe not… maybe he doesn’t have enough sleep 

 I want to eat Japanese food, but 
Pī Eak is allergic to wasabi. We have to have noodles 
instead. I ordered Tom Yam Vermicelli; the 
vermicelli is sticky and slippery. It is hard to grab, I 
could barely eat the meal. When we go to the movies, 
I laugh until Pī Eak turns and stares at me. When we 
read a book, Pī Eak always sleeps. Pī Eak is going to 
be bored with me. 

 Nām…stop crying first. I am going to cry with you 
then. 

Than Nam: Why not be sad…I am an ordinary woman, nothing 
special. 

Muton: Who told you that…everybody has something 
special…you have it also. 

Than Nam: What is it then… 
Muton: At least you are the best wasabi eater. You can 

compete in the challenge at TV Champion. Don't 
worry…I am here. It will be successful. 

 

                                                 
* Yesterday, here, means the day that she practiced the date with Muton. 
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ทานนํ้า:

 ชาติน้ีนํ้าคงตองอยูเปนโสดไปจนตายแลว...วันน้ีไมเห็นเหมือ

นเม่ือวานนํ้าจะไปกินอาหารญ่ีปุนพี่เอกก็แพวาซาบิ 

เลยตองไปกินกวยเต๋ียวแทน นํ้าสั่งวุนเสนตมยํา เสนมันก็หนียว 

ลื่นก็ลื่นคีบก็ยาก นํ้าก็เลยแทบไมไดกินเลย พอไปดูหนังนํ้าก็ลืมตัว 

ขําจนพี่เอกเขาหันมามองหนา ตอนไปอานหนังสือนะ 

พี่เอกก็หลับลูกเดียวเลย พี่เอกเขาตองเบ่ือนํ้าแนๆ 

หมูตอน: ไมหรอกนา...เขาคงนอนไมพอม้ัง... 

นํ้าหยุดรองไหกอนเถอะเด๋ียวเราก็รองไหบางหรอก... 

ทานนํ้า: ไมเศราไดไง... 

นํ้าเปนแคผูหญิงธรรมดาๆ ไมมีอะไรพิเศษเลยสักอยางเดียว 

หมูตอน: ใครบอกหละ...ทุกคนตองมีอะไรพิเศษดวยกันท้ังน้ันแหละ...นํ้าเองก็มี 

ทานนํ้า: อะไรหละ... 

หมูตอน: ก็อยางนอยนํ้าเองก็กินวาซาบิเกงท่ีสุดในโลกเลย... 

เกงขนาดไปแขงทีวีแชมปเปยนไดเลยนะ... 

ไมตองหวงหรอกเราอยูดวยท้ังคนยังไงก็ตองสําเร็จ 
 

By putting conflict into Than Nam’s life, the film tries to communicate that it 
is not necessary to change yourself for someone or do something you do no like in 
order to gain their love; true love and true happiness is what you are. If you try to 
change too much for the other person, one day your body will dry out and die, leave 
you nothing but suffering for yourself and your heart will be exhausted. We can see 
that Than Nam is not happy with her job and does many things in her job wrong, so, 
finally, she has to leave the job. At first, she thinks that being with or getting close to 
the one she loves, which is Eak, will make her happy, but after she becomes Eak’s 
girlfriend, the situation does not get better. Although she is happy with the love, the 
other parts of her life do not get any better. This indicates that romantic love is not all 
there is in your life. The death of Muton also confirms this point. Muton try to lose 
weigh for Than Nam until he gets ill, and finally dies from his disease.  
 His death is a result of not taking care and being sincere in his mind. He is not 
brave enough to do everything for love. Muton believes that Than Nam likes a good 
looking guy; he is afraid that Than Nam will not love him. So he tries to lose weight 
until he gets sick and dies. While Than Nam sacrifices everything to get near Eak, they 
finally lose their love because they think instead of the other one. If Muton was brave 
enough to tell Than Nam, he may not try to lose weight until he dies. If Than Nam was 
brave enough to say or to show that she loves Eak, she may have become Eak's 
girlfriend since secondary school, and then she would have known earlier that she does 
not fit with him; she would have been able to follow her mind and do whatever she 
wanted to do. Thus, the film wants to encourage the audience not to judge the mind of 
your lover, but rather to be brave to talk to the one you love. Be brave to confess your 
love. Likewise, you do not have to change 'yourself' to please your lover. If you are 
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brave enough to talk with your lover, you will understand what they need, and in the 
end, you will know whether or not you fit with them. 
 
 The importance of keeping a promise  

 
"I, (name), take you, (name), to be my (husband/wife). I promise to be true to 
you in good times and in bad, in sickness and in health. I will love you and 
honor you all the days of my life". (Roman Catholic Wedding Vow) 

 
 Love and marriage is about keeping a promise. When you are married or have 
a deep tie with someone, you have to 'cherish' and be 'honest' with that person. One of 
the most common problems for a couple’s life is 'dishonesty', both physical and 
mental. When someone is married with someone, whether because of love or not, they 
are 'tied' together with a promise. If someone can not keep the promise of a married 
life, it will cause trouble.  

At the time when the patriarchical system was still strong in Thai society, there 
were many novels that presented the problem of a man having a mistress. Today, even 
though the system is not as strong as before since many working women have become 
the leader of the family, the social values, such as having a mistress, indicate a charm 
and the wealth of a man that is still rooted in many Thai male’s ideology. 'Promiscuity' 
itself is the best explanation of the breaking of a 'marriage' promise. Therefore, in 
some time by some chance for many Thai guys, promiscuity is one of the prime 
challenges in their life. Even though, they may not engage in it, somewhere and 
sometimes they might think about it. 

Furthermore, these days, the evening soap opera on free television in Thailand 
shows stories that usually involve the problem of keeping a promise. The two 
following films, The Legend of a Warlord and Maebia, are good examples of not 
being able to keep a promise. 
 
 The Legend of a Warlord 
 Khun Chang Khun Phaen, or in the official English name, "The Legend of a 
Warlord", adapted some of the events of the classical version of this story to address 
the importance of a 'promise', highlighting the conflict between 'saying' and 'doing'. A 
promise as a word is very easy to say, but how far one can keep one's promise to the 
other is more difficult. Love is about promising; thus to 'love' or to show to someone 
that you love them is to keep a promise. Love is not only about sexual desire, sexual 
relationship or sexual craving, as in this research language, but it is about a promise 
about life, about living together and about sharing a life.  
 It is very interesting that the film highlights something that is lost from the 
classical version of the story. Normally, when Thai people refer to the story of Khun 
Chang Khun Phaen in its classical literary form, they will think of a 'perfect man' and 
a 'lustful woman’, which I will discuss in detail later, but not many people look into 
the lesson provided by the life of Khun Phaen and Wanthong. It can not be denied that 
they both love each other. However, the cause that makes them be apart, and what 
causes the two lovers, who loved each other since their childhood,*

In the beginning of the film, when Plai Keaw meets Phimphilalai at the cotton 
field after he leaves the monkhood, he says: 

 to end their love 
tragically, is answered in the film by the important of a 'promise'. 

                                                 
* Overtly, the classical version says they are born for each other. 
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Plai Keaw: It is because of love; I traveled this far to study in order to be 

near you. It was bad karma that made us be apart. Even if I live 
far away, my heart is missing you. 

Phimphilalai: Only words, how much can I rely on them. 
พลายแกว: เพราะรักดอกจึงบากหนามาเรียนวิชาใหอยูใกล เคราะหกรรมทําใหจาก 

หากแมนอยูไกลพี่ก็รําลึกถึงพิมเจา 

พิมพิลาไลย: เพียงคําพูดน้ันขาจะเชื่อไดสักกี่มากนอยกัน 
 
 Again, at the end of the story, in her very last words, Wanthong says to Khun 
Phaen: 
 

Wanthong: Only words, how much can I rely on them. You used to say that 
you loved me and you will have only me. Look! These days, 
how many women are beside you. All Pim's life, I have only 
you. Your Pim died when she realized that she could not rely on 
her husband’s words. That’s it! Wanthong might die with the 
blame of being a two-husband woman.*

Khun Phaen: Whoever, Pim or Wanthong, I still love you. 
 

Wanthong: If you love me, please let the two-hearted Wanthong die from 
you, die from everyone. Let it be only Phimphilalai in your 
heart. 

วันทอง: เพียงคําพูดน้ันขาจะเชื่อนํ้าคําไดสักกี่มากนอยกัน ตัวพี่เองเคยบอกวารักขา 

จะมีแตขา แลวดูวันน้ีสิ ขางกายพี่มีผูใดบาง ตลอดชีวิตของอีพิมมันก็มีแตพี่แกว 

พิมของพี่มันตายไปแลว ตายไปต้ังแตรูวาคําของผัวตัวเองเชื่อไมเคยได เออเหนาะ 

อีวันทองคงจะตายไปพรอมกับคําวาหญิงสองผัว 

ขุนแผน: พิมหรือวันทองมากผัวพี่ก็รักเจา 

วันทอง: หากรักขา ปลอยใหอีวันทองสองใจมันตายไปจากพี่ ตายไปจากทุกคน 

ใหมีแตพิมพิลาไลยในใจพี่เถิด 
 
 From this dialogue, we can see that Plai Keaw does not keep his promise; that 
is to say, he does not do enough to keep his promise, and therefore, their love ends 
sadly. If Plai Keaw was not happy with his new mistress, Laothong, and had sent news 
about himself to Phimphilalai informing her and her mother of the news, Sripachan 
would not have a chance to force Phimphilalai to marry Khun Chang. Hence, 
Phimphilalai would not get deadly sick and have to change her name. The film makes 
this point very clear. First, it cuts to the picture at Chiang Mai where Plai Keaw is 
having a sexual relationship with Laothong, and then the picture of Phimphilalai 
spinning cotton at the cotton field as a sign of longing for Plai Keaw. The classical 
version narrates only that she gets sick, but does not give a cause for that sickness. 

                                                 
* This means she is full of lust. In ancient Thai social norms, a woman can have only one 

husband in a lifetime. Having two husbands, especially without fully leaving the former one, is 
completely unacceptable by Thai society. 
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However, it seems as if the film interprets Phimphilalai's sickness as love sickness; a 
sickness caused by the un-kept promise of her husband. 
 To portray Plai Keaw as a betraying husband, the film also changes the 
sequence of events from the classical version. In the film, Plai Keaw sleeps with 
Saithong, Phimphilalai's nanny, after he sleeps with Phimphilalai, which is contrary to 
the classical version in which Plai Keaw has an affair with Saithong before 
Phimphilalai in order to ask Saithong to bridge him with Phimphilalai. By the film 
showing that after Plai Keaw leaves Phimphilalai’s bedroom, he goes to Saithong and 
has an affair with her, this is to say that he is not honest and can not keep his promise 
since the first day he and Phimphilalai physically become a couple. The suffering of 
Phimphilalai married life, thus, begins on the day she discover this truth, after she is 
already married, she says: 
 

Phimphilalai: Next time you need not to do this (take a bath) for me again. I 
have grown up. I can take a bath by myself. I can eat by myself. 
Even sleeping with my husband, I need not have other people to 
do for me. On one side, I hate my husband, on another side, I 
hate you. It is a waste of my trust in you.  

พิมพิลาไลย: คราวหลังไมตองมาทําใหขาแลว ขาโตแลว อาบนํ้าเองได กินขาวเองได 

แมแตเรื่องนอนกับผัวตัวก็ไมตองใหใครมาทําแทน ขางหน่ึงขาก็คิดแคนผัวตัว 

อีกขางหน่ึงขาก็ชังพี่นัก เสียทีท่ีขาหลงไวใจ  
 
Throughout the film, the story keeps the theme of the importance of promises 

of a couple; in other words, on honesty in married life. When Plai Keaw comes back 
from the war and finds out that Phimphilalai, who is now Wanthong, lives with Khun 
Chang, he tries to kill them both. Saithong used her body to protect Wanthong and 
says: 

 
Saithong: Listen carefully! Look carefully, what has Wanthong done 

wrong? One woman having two husbands is because she did not 
know.*

สายทอง: ฟงความใหดีกอน ดูใหแทวาวันทองมันผิดอะไร ๑ หญิงวามี ๒ 

ผัวเพราะตัวมันไมรู มาดามันปาวปาว ถึงคราวผัวมันมีมากเมีย? ... พลายแกว 

วันทองมันไมเคยรักขุนชางเลยสักนิด 

 You blame her again and again. How about her husband 
having many wives? … Plai Keaw! Wanthong never loved 
Khun Chang, even a bit. 

 
From Saithong’s words it is clear that Wanthong has not broken her promise 

because in her mind she still loves Khun Phaen, even if physically she lives with Khun 
Chang. I think this is a message that the film tries to communicate; to love someone is 
not only shown by acts, but it has to be with one’s mind as well. Khun Phaen says he 
loves Wanthong, but all of his acts of having a mistress, of not trusting her and of not 
caring for her feelings, do not go with his words. Additionally, sexual activity or 
having sex with someone is not necessarily a sign of loving or connected with the 

                                                 
* This means she does not know that Khun Phean is still alive, since, as mentioned earlier, he 

did not send news back to her. 
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'idea' of love. Thus, it is an excuse for Wanthong that she stays with Khun Chang, not 
because she loves him, but because she has to stay with him for the benefit of other 
people.**

Before moving to a new interpretation of the characters, I want to conclude by 
saying that apart from selecting some events, changing some sequence of the narrative 
to fit two hours of film, the film’s central story is making the point of the value of 
keeping a 'promise', being honest and not promiscuous. A couple will not have a 
problem with their life if they keep their marital promise. 

 

 
Consequent from the argument above, it is necessary to re-draw the characters 

from the classical version. I will begin with Wanthong, although some of the changes 
to Wanthong’s character have already been noted above. For most Thai people, 
Wanthong has been blamed for being a dishonest woman. She also has become an 
icon of a 'woman who was not honest with her husband', and her name has been used 
as an idiom for a woman who is uncertain about her love, even today. However, as we 
have seen above, it is likely that the film is willing to present Wanthong as an 
unfortunate woman who suffered from her love. 

The beginning of the film shows a hard connection between Phimphilalai and 
Plai Keaw. After Phimphilalai offers a sabai*

Moreover, in the film version, the reason that she agrees to marry Khun Chang 
is to save the whole family from punishment. After Saithong, who is her nanny (and 
one of Khun Phaen’s mistresses), hears the news about Khun Phaen’s death, she does 
not believe it. She goes to meet the abbot of Wat Palaelai and ask for a prophecy. The 
abbot predicts that Khun Phaen is still alive according to his star in the horoscope. 
When she tells this message to Sriprachan, Sriprachan thrash her many times and 
blames her for going out of duty in asking the abbot. Here, the film makes a very 
important comment. Although this episode is in the classical version, it is slightly 
different in that in the text Sriprachan does not criticize the abbot. However in the film 
version, while she is thrashing Saithong, she says: 'The abbot is very old, how could 
he know such things' (ทานสมภารแกแลว ทานจะไปรูไปเห็นอะไร). From these words you may 

 to the novice Plai Keaw on the day he 
chanted the 'Thet Mahachat', Maha Wetsandon Chadok (i.e. Vessantara Jataka), she 
comes back home and picks up a model clay buffalo, which she tried to give to Plai 
Keaw on the day he had to escape from the royal punishment. This motif does not 
occur in the classical version. The motif is used as an expression that Phimphilalai will 
never forget Plai Keaw. She has loved him since childhood and has kept him in her 
mind all the time. She also loves him to the last minute of her life, as shown in her 
final words presented above. 

                                                 
** The first time, in the film, is to save Saithong from punishment and to pay respect and 

gratitude to her mother. The second time, is to raise Plai Ngam, her son with Khun Phean, because 
Khun Phean is in prison. 

* A sabai is a second or outer piece of a woman’s upper dress. It is a normal manner of wearing 
clothes before the influence of Western style of clothing from the King Rama IV period. In general, it 
can be found that Thai woman quite often did not wear an upper dress in their daily life, but when there 
is a special ceremony or they will enter the temple they will wear an upper dress as a sign of politeness. 
Rich people may wear an upper dress everyday to show their wealth. Amongst the two pieces, the first 
one is used as a bra, it is tight and covers the breast. The second piece, the sabai, which is longer, is for 
covering the first piece with the left side of the fabric thrown over the shoulder. This piece of cloth is 
very important for a Thai woman’s dress. It is similar to a kimono in Japanese clothing. It is to show the 
social status and wealth of the family. Thus, a sabai is another of a woman’s treasures, apart from 
jewelry. In Thai Buddhist tradition, especially at the time the story occurs, presenting or offering a sabai 
to a monk is a sign of having extreme faith or respect for that monk. 
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think she does not believe in the abbot. But, in the film, Sriprachan recently brought 
Wanthong to the abbot to let him cure Wanthong's illness, in which the abbot changed 
her name to Wanthong. The film is trying to represent that Sriprachan believes what 
the abbot says, but she just wants to ignore it.  

The film tries to illustrate that she agreed to re-marry because she is thinking of 
the family. As a result, although she does not love Khun Chang and she knows that she 
will be blamed one day for getting re-married, she decides to let it happen in order to 
save her family from royal punishment. In so doing, the film not only promotes 
Wanthong's character as a heroic woman sacrificing her self-reputation and love to 
save her family, more so than a daughter who will do everything her mother says, 
without a right to refuse, as in the classical version. Additionally, the film rewrites 
Sriprachan's character in a more lovely way. Sriprachan, in the film, feels torture and 
pain when she asks Wanthong to marry Khun Chang. 

Moving back to Wanthong, after she marries Khun Chang, Khun Phaen, who 
won the war, comes to the house and he is mad with them. He chases Khun Chang, 
trying to kill him, but Sriprachan come to stop Khun Phaen telling him that she is the 
one who forced Wanthong to re-marry. Wanthong kneels down to Khun Phaen, 
bowing at his feet and asks for forgiveness: 

 
Wanthong: My dear Keaw, I beg for punishment. I did not want it to be like 

this. 
Khun Phaen: Hey, don’t talk so sweet! If you do not love him, why would 

you agree to marry him? [he continues to try thrashing Khun 
Chang][Laothong comes to stop Khun Phaen and remind him of 
the royal punishment if he kills Khun Chang]*

Wanthong: [She sees Laothong, a mistress from Chiang Mai, stop Khun 
Phaen] 

 

 That's it! Going to fight for just a short time, you bring a slave 
as your wife. Is that the reason for yelling at me as soon as you 
see me? 

Khun Phaen: Pim  
[Shouting and approaching Wanthong, grabbing her neck to try 
to squeeze it] 

Wanthong: What! Want to squeeze my neck? Did what I say go right to 
your wicked heart? 

วันทอง: พี่แกว ฉันขอรับโทษ ฉันไมไดตองการใหเปนแบบน้ีเลย 

ขุนแผน: ชิ เอ็งไมตองมาทําเปนพูดดี หากเอ็งไมรักมัน เอ็งจะยอมออกเรือนกับมันหรือ 

[ขุนแผนพยายามท่ีจะเขาไปฟนขุนชางตอ 

แตลาวทองเขามาหามพรอมกับเตือนใหระวังพระราชอาญา ขุนแผนจึงยั้งมือไว] 

วันทอง: [เห็นลาวทองยืนอยูขางขุนแผน] 

 มินาละ มาถึงก็ขึ้นเสียงผลักไส ไปรบไมเทาไหรก็ควาเมียไพรมาเชนน้ีเอง 

ขุนแผน: พิม 

 [ขึ้นเสียงพรอมเขาไปจับคอวันทองเพื่อจะพยายามบีบคอ] 

                                                 
*  There is some additional dialogue during the interchange, but it has been omitted as it is only 

trying to stop Khun Phean. 
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วันทอง: ทําไม จะบีบคอขารึ พูดแทงใจดําหละสิ 
 
As a result of this situation, Wanthong finally decides to live with Khun Chang 

because she is angry with Khun Phaen, not because she loves Khun Chang. The 
classical version also presents the same idea, although in the classical version there is 
a much longer argument between Laothong and Wanthong,**

Another interesting change that impacts a re-characterization of Wanthong’s 
character is the scene where Khun Phaen snatches Wanthong from Khun Chang’s 
house and takes her to the forest. In the classical text, there is a poem describing her 
feelings of being uncomfortable during the time they are traveling and living in the 
forest. In her voice, it sounds as if she is happy with this escape because she still loves 
Khun Phaen. However, in the film, it is slightly different. Wanthong is very 'angry' 
with Khun Phaen. When Khun Phaen reaches to her in order to have sex, she runs 
away and tries to protect herself from having an affair with him. She also fights back. 
We can see from the acting that she is not very happy to be with Khun Phaen again 
this time. The statement that Wanthong only loves Khun Phaen and is happy to live 
together in the forest is explicit in both the text and film. However, in the film version, 
she first expresses her feelings against Khun Phaen’s misbehavior, not against the hard 
time and discomfort while they are traveling and living in the forest as in the text.  

 while in the film version, 
Wanthong never says a word to Laothong. The distinction here is that the film tries to 
keep Wanthong in a good light and make her more sorrowful. If they had used the 
same dialogue as in the text, Wanthong might have looked like a jealous woman. By 
not having her quarrel with Laothong, Wanthong, in the film version becomes more a 
victim of Khun Phaen’s dishonesty. In addition, it better indicates that she loves Khun 
Phaen very much. In theory, the more you love someone, when they let you down 
because of their deeds, the more you are mad with them. This may cause you to do 
something bad without thinking first. Even the case of Wanthong sarcastically living 
with Khun Chang is the same, but in the film version it puts Wanthong more in a 
position of pity than in the original text. 

This is a very important change in a sense of story discourse and interpretation. 
The film re-reads the idea of the material Consumerism of Wanthong, dependant on 
material pleasure, into individualism, or self-belief. The same scene in the text is 
largely involved with the uncomfortable life in the forest compared with the 'luxurious' 
life at Khun Chang’s mansion. This makes Wanthong look like one concerned with 
materialism, who judges the value of their living by the facility for life. While in the 
film version, Wanthong seems to realize that her suffering is a consequence of her real 
love for Khun Phaen, so she tries to disconnect from him. Even though at last she can 
not, the film shows some signs of the dissatisfaction of Wanthong with Khun Phaen. 
She still loves him, but she tries to refuse him in order to stop the future suffering. 
Thus, she becomes more of an individualist in terms that she thinks of herself, 
understands her life and judges the situation looking to the future with benefit to 
herself as an individual, more so than in the text.  

These new points of view are clearly expressed at the end of the story when 
Wanthong is going to be beheaded and Khun Phaen comes to rescue her. He asks her 

                                                 
** This is the most popular episode for a villain at that time and also in the contemporary living 

culture of central Thai performing art and culture [not in the textbook]. This is because the episode is 
full of rude and abusive words. Also, it is a scene of a wife and mistress quarrelling with each other, 
which is a common problem in Thai society, thus, making it a very fun and entertaining episode for an 
adult. 
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to run away with him, the dialogue of which was present above. However, after she 
refuses, Khun Phaen asks her one last question and she answers: 

 
 
Khun Phaen: You can not die, my dear Pim, don't you love me anymore. 
Wanthong: I love you. Love you for all of my life. At this one time, please 

let me love myself. My dear Keaw, all of the suffering and 
karma we have had together. Please, let us together overcome 
that karma. 

ขุนแผน: เจาตายไมไดพิม เจาไมรักพี่แลวหรือ 

วันทอง: ขารักพี่ ขารักพี่มาท้ังชีวิตขาแลว ครั้งน้ีขอขารักตัวเองสักครั้งเถิด 

พี่แกวทุกขและกรรมท่ีเรารวมกอ อโหสิกรรมตอกันเถิด 
 
Wanthong, in the film version, has become a heroic, rather than a weak and 

passionate woman, as presented in the classical version. Her fate and her life have 
been ruined, not because of her, but because of other people, especially Khun Phaen. 
He is not honest with her. If only he had kept his promise, all of the fate of 
Wanthong’s life would not have happened. 

From above we can see that the film is trying to establish a new discourse for 
Wanthong. She is a 'victim of love', rather than a craving woman. She is a heroine, 
rather than a weak, passionate and cowardly person. She chooses her own path by 
using reason and 'truth', rather than using 'craving' and passionate emotion. She does 
not, again, let other people decide her life; she chooses her own destiny. She loves 
herself. Suchitra Chongstitvatana calls this 'self-love'; I quote:  

 
For the modern audiences of the film, Wanthong’s answer and the 

reason of ‘self-love’ is quite gratifying. 
Modern audiences (especially women) would feel that Wanthong’s 

decision to die rather than to escape with Khun Phaen is a sweet and perfect 
‘revenge’ on Wanthong’s part. She is declaring to the world that she has 
suffered so much and so long for her love. Now she has finally ‘liberated’ 
herself from the social value that sets a standard for an ideal wife.3

 
 

Thus, Wanthong, in the film version, is more like a contemporary metropolitan 
youth and young adult who becomes more and more an 'individualist'; living by their 
own choice, especially their 'love'. Love is another kind of 'free will' in which a 
woman has a right to make a decision by her 'self'. Unlike, the old time of Thai 
tradition when the family would choose a husband for a woman, and, no matter 
whether they are love with him or not, they have to marry him. Women in 
contemporary society are braver to stand out and speak for their own will, more than 
in the age before. 

This new discourse of Wanthong’s life as a 'victim' undeniably impacts the 
character of Khun Phaen. Although Khun Phaen, in the film version, is a prototype of 
Khun Phaen in the text, the film adds some events to make him more optimistic. Khun 
Phaen in the text has been recognized for a century as a symbol of a charmed man who 

                                                 
3 Chongstitvatana, Suchitra. Paper to be presented at the 7th International Conference on Thai 

Studies, Amsterdam, The Natherlands, July 4-8, 1999 
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has many wives, and a 'warlord' who has a lot of knowledge of magic; also owning the 
best magical objects. There are two ways to remember Khun Phaen in Thai society. 
Most men remember him as a hero. He has many characteristic that many want to 
have. He is the only hero in the masterpieces of Thai classical literature that has an 
amulet under his name. 'Phra Khun Phaen' is very famous in the belief that it will 
provide a charm for attracting women and has the power to protect against black 
magic. However, on the other hand, his life is a good reflection of Thai 'patriarchal' 
life. He has been accused for his playboy behavior, along with his egocentric thinking. 
He does not care for other people, only himself and his 'wants', especially, in the first 
part of the text which is the story about his life. It is quite obvious to figure out which 
discourse is more popular. For the common reader who rarely touches the literature, 
the former one may be well known; but for the literature student, the later one is of 
much more concern. 

The film does a very good job of combining the good and bad side of Khun 
Phaen and making him more adorable than the text version, if you are going to fault 
him for his playboy behavior. In another way, you can see the result of having many 
mistresses and being dishonest to the one you really love, letting sensual craving 
govern you mind. This may warn someone who adores him as an iconic 'Casanova' to 
beware of the bad consequences that can come after. 

The two major changing are, first, the reason for having a mistress. In the text, 
Plai Keaw has an affair with Saithong, Phimphilalai's nanny, before he has 
Phimphilalai; but in the film he has sex with Saithong after Phimphilalai. The text 
explicitly points out that Plai Keaw uses sex to ask for help from Saithong. However 
in the film, Saithong is seduced by Plai Keaw after she sees Plai Keaw and 
Phimphilalai slept together. When Plai Keaw goes to battle in Chiang Mai, in the text 
Seangmuangma presents Laothong as a present for declining to wage war against him. 
In the film, Laothong presents herself as a proof of alliance, making it appear as if she 
is willing to do it because she has fallen in love with Khun Phaen. The difference is, in 
the text Seangmuangma has nearly lost the battle, so he gives his daughter to save the 
city, but the film does not mention that the battle has been lost; the film just says that 
Seangmuangma wants to be an ally with Ayudhya.  

Another mistress of Khun Phaen is Buakri. In the text, Khun Phaen has her as 
another woman the first time they meet each other. In the film, Khun Phaen faints and 
Buakri comes to revive him, and, after he gets well, he has a relationship with her.  

Lastly, in the literature version, Keawkiriya becomes Khun Phaen’s wife on 
the same day he goes into Khun Chang's house and tries to take Wanthong away. He 
gives money to Keawkiriya after they have sex so she can pay her father’s debt. In the 
film, he gives her money without having sex with her. Khun Phaen only has an affair 
with Keawkiriya for the first time when she comes to taking care of him in the prison 
in gratitude for his generosity, and, even though she really falls in love with him, the 
film tries to make an excuse for her and Khun Phaen for having this last wife. 

From the above, we can see that the film changes the way Khun Phaen 
acquires his five wives. This impacts the point of view of this character. The text 
seems to say that Khun Phaen having a mistress is by his ability in seducing women; it 
is totally because of his charm and his attractive nature. The film tries to give a more 
positive view, that he has his mistresses because the women are proud of him as a hero 
of war and find him kindhearted. Thus, the film tries to reinterpret the value of Khun 
Phaen’s character. He is not out get a woman by the power of magic or a 'man’s 
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right',*

Adversely, this supports the argument that the reason he lost Phimphilalai is 
because he is dishonest to her and her love. He has many mistresses, but the one he 
loves the most he can not have. This is because of his bad deed in having many wives. 
This is the only thing for him to be blamed for, as the film presents, but it is the most 
important thing that makes his life unhappy. Thus, I think the film tries to argue, 
'having many wives does not make you happy'. If you have only one spouse, but they 
are the one who you love the most, this is more important than having many lovers. 
This discourse is a contradiction of the 'polygamy' society that existed for the family 
system in the late Ayudhya and early Rattanakosin period. It is a new perspective of 
monogamy that has been added and has redrawn the character of Khun Phaen in the 
film version. 

 but because of his kindness and attractive personality. I think this is a new 
perception of Khun Phaen as the iconic Thai 'Casanova'. He wins the woman’s heart 
by his 'goodness', not by his incredible and legendary magical spells and items. Men 
who cheer him also believe in the 'Phra Khun Phaen' amulet to make a good deed, not 
using magic in order to win a woman’s heart. 

Interestingly, as I wrote earlier, the film version puts Khun Phaen in the middle 
of two ends. In the film, he is neither a playboy hero who has many wives and does 
everything as he wants, nor a perfect guy who does nothing wrong, plus having a very 
good looks, being a full royalty of the King and being a war hero, the prototype of a 
'hero' for Thai society (at that time). He is in the middle of good and bad. He is a 
normal person who has a chance to decide something wrong because of his anger and 
craving. The most powerful evidence in the film is the scene when he decides to 
search for his magical items after he has been exiled due to the lies of Khun Chang. 
The film portrays the good Khun Phaen and the bad Khun Phaen, who argue with each 
other:  

 
Bad Khun Phaen: Let’s do it! You can do it! Raise them from the hell! 
Good Khun Phaen: But I do not want to do this. 
Bad Khun Phaen: Damn you, you are weak! Your father also died for the 

same reason. Love! Loyalty! How is it? Does anyone 
care for you? Even Pim, your wife, betrayed you. Don't 
you remember? You are born to be a hero. 

Good Khun Phaen: Yes! I was born to be a hero. 
Bad Khun Phaen: That right! Let’s wake them up. Throw your love away 

and bring me back. You will be a bloody warlord and I 
will bring your power back.  

ขุนแผน(ดานราย): เอาซิ มึงทําไดหนิ ปลุกพวกมันขึ้นมาจากนรกซิ 

ขุนแผน: แตขาไมไดตองการทําเยี่ยงน้ี 

ขุนแผน(ดานราย): ระยําจริง ไอคนออนแอ พอมึงก็ตายเพราะเยี่ยงน้ี ไอความรักรึ 

จงรักภักดีรึ แลวเปนไงมีใครเห็นหัวมึง แมแตอีพิมก็ยังหักหลังมึง 

มึงจะไมไดแลวรึ วามึงเกิดมาเพื่อเปนยอดคน 

ขุนแผน: ใชกูเกิดมาเพื่อเปนยอดคน 

                                                 
* In the old times, a man in Thai society had the right to have many wives. Especially for the 

man who had a rank and worked for the royal court, they would have many wives to show their power 
and wealth. Sometimes, a poor family would give their daughter for their prosperity or to pay back a 
debt.  
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ขุนแผน(ดานราย): เยี่ยงน้ันก็รีบปลุกพวกมัน เอาความรักท้ิงไป เอากูกลับขึ้นมา 

มึงจะเปนนักรบท่ีดุเดือดท่ีสุด แลวกูจะเอาอํานาจคืนใหมึง 
 
 This inner conflict does not appear in the classical version. The benefit of this 
scene is to show that the real Khun Phaen is full of love for Wanthong. Even if he has 
many mistresses, it is just for fun; he is still loyal to his king. He is not a bad person, 
but he just has wrong views and makes wrong decisions because of anger. Thus, the 
film gives an excuse for Khun Phaen in that the terrible thing that Khun Phaen has 
done is a consequence of his anger. I think the reason why the film has to present this 
scene is because some people blame Khun Phaen that he is soulless and cruel as he 
killed his pregnant wife to get the baby for making a magical object. The film presents 
a new discourse that the Khun Phaen who killed Buakri for Kumanthong is not the 
good Khun Phaen, but it is due to his dark side. Before the end of the film, this is 
confirmed by the dialogue between Plai Ngam and Khun Phaen. 
 After winning the war at Chiang Mai, Plai Ngam gets a rank and is ordered to 
protect the front line. He comes to borrow his father’s magical items, which Khun 
Phaen has begun to demolish. They talk: 
 
 Plai Ngam: Will you really throw away your Dabpfhafuen (magical sword). 

Khun Phaen: I used it to kill too many people. 
Plai Ngam: Please hand it to me. I want it. I need to use it. 
Khun Phaen: For killing more people? 
Plai Ngam: I have to. I received an order to protect the Northern territory 

and I have to leave early in the morning tomorrow. I will use it 
to conquer the rebellion and become a hero like you, father. 

Khun Phaen: Answer me, Plai Ngam. What is good to be like me? Look! 
What else do I have now but sin. At first I looked for magical 
objects to be a hero and to have your mother. Now, I will throw 
away everything for your mother and you. 

พลายงาม: พอจะท้ิงดาบฟาฟนจริงหรือพอ 

ขุนแผน: พอใชมันฆาคนมามากเกินไปแลว 

พลายงาม: ยกมันใหขาเถิด ขาอยากได ขาตองใชมัน 

ขุนแผน: เพื่อฆาคนอีกรึ 

พลายงาม: ขาจําตองทํา มีราชโองการใหขาไปคุมดานหนาทางเหนือแตหัวรุง 

ขาจะใชมันปราบกบฎและเปนทหารเอกเยี่ยงพอ 

ขุนแผน: ตอบพอเถิดพลายงาม เปนเยี่ยงพอแลวมันดีเยี่ยงใด 

เจาดูเอาเถิดเพลาน้ีพอมีอะไรนอกจากบาป 

กาลกอนพอเสาะหาของวิเศษเพื่อจะไดเปนยอดคนและจะไดแมเจา 

แตเพลาน้ีพอจะท้ิงทุกสิ่งเพื่อแมเจาและตัวเจา 
 

 Khun Phaen is put in jail for a long time, thus, the time in prison lets him 
rethink his past deeds. His bad spirit has vanished because of the hard time in prison. I 
would say one of the reasons is because he has a chance to meet his teacher again, the 
abbot of Wat Palaelai, along with his son. This makes him regain his conscious and 
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good side. As in his words, at first he thinks those things will give him power so he 
could be hero and win Wanthong’s heart. However, finally he finds that power has 
nothing to do with love. Khun Phaen, who has much power, many wives and wealth, 
is not as happy as Plai Ngam who has nothing but 'love' from Phimphilalai. Hence, it 
is he who ruins everything; it is he who does not keep his promise of love; it is he who 
does not much care about Phimphilalai. All of these cause him to be separated from 
the one whom he really loves, and he suffers.  
 We can see from these two changes that the film is willing to reinterpret Khun 
Phaen’s character to make him neither a hero nor an evil person, but just a man who 
has both good and bad. Good here means he has knowledge, he is brave, he is 
attractive and he has love. Bad in the meaning of having many wives, not being honest 
with them and letting anger control his mind. Therefore, again, I would say that the 
new interpretation of Khun Phaen’s character is in the middle way of those two ends. 
 

There are some other minor events and characters that were changed from the 
classical text, but it is not the intention of this work to go in much further detail. What 
I have discussed could be a sample of how the film tries to make a 'dialectical' idea by 
recreated some characters from the original version. I also would like to conclude that 
all of the changes that occur in this film version support the question of love; that is, 
the importance of keeping a promise, being honest and having loyalty to the one you 
love. Love is not only about sexual relations, but it is an agreement between two 
people to connect to each other mentally. They both have to be responsible to each 
other. The couple life will be ruined and broken if someone can not keep their promise 
and be honest to the other.  
 
 Maebia 

The main argument in the novel version of this story is the problem of a Thai 
family with many wives. This is connected with the idea of honesty in married life and 
the consequences of sexual craving. The film also represent this argument, but in a 
more film artistic manner than just by using words. That is to say, the film not only 
tells it audience directly through the dialogue, but through the action as well.  
 Mekkhala, in the film version, is quite good in terms of moral character. The 
reason that she has an affair with Chanachon is because she loves him. When she 
knows she is going to destroy his lovely family, she quits. She says to Chanachon: 

 
Mekkhala: Your life is already perfect. I do not want to be the cause to 

destroy it. 
Chanachon: It is not like you see. Do not blame yourself. Everything that 

happens is due to my own decision. I am the one who chooses. 
Mekkhala: I also take a part in that. 
Chanachon: You know, whenever I am not happy, I will think of you, I will 

think of that Thai house. At that place, I feel like I am at my 
home, I want to go back again. 

เมขลา: ชีวิตคุณดีพรอมอยูแลว ฉันไมอยากท่ีจะเปนตัวการทําลายมัน 

ชนะชล: มันไมไดเปนอยางท่ีคุณเห็นหรอก คุณอยาโทษตัวเองเลย ทุกสิ่งท่ีเกิดขึ้น 

ผมตัดสินใจเอง ผมเปนฝายเลือก 

เมขลา: ฉันเองก็มีสวน 
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ชนะชล: คุณรูม้ัย เวลาท่ีผมไมสบายใจผมจะคิดถึงคุณ คิดถึงเรือนไทยหลังน้ัน 

เพราะท่ีน่ันผมรูสึกเหมือนกับบานของผม ผมอยากไปท่ีน่ันอีกจัง 
 
This dialogue shows that Mekkhala is not intentionally willing to ruin 

Chanachon's family. She knows she is wrong and wants to stop the relationship. It is 
Chanachon, himself, who decides to continue the relationship. Thus, in my opinion, 
Mekkhala, in the film version, is not promiscuous in order to take revenge on men in 
general; she does it because she can not resist her desire, or 'sensual craving'. 

Maebia cleverly use a 'snake' and 'water' as a symbol. In Thai there is a very 
well known idiom, 'Hua Ngu (snake head)', or more common, 'Thao Hua Ngu' which 
means ‘a playboy’, usually used for an old man who tries to molest a young girl. It is 
used in a negative way. In Thai astrology, a snake also refers to a 'mate'. When 
someone, especially a woman, dreams of a snake, particularly one that is tight to her, it 
means she will find her mate soon. The idea is presented clearly in the beginning of 
the story. While Mekkhala is introducing Thai culture on the way to her house, the bus 
suddenly stops as a snake crawls past, blocking the street. She says: 

 
Mekkhala: Sorry! The bus driver saw a snake, so he stopped the bus 

because he is not sure whether it is the head of some passenger? 
[looking to one of the passengers who looks like a playboy, the 
other passengers laugh. She continues] 
Bangkok people may think that the snake is big, but for the 
farmer at Suphanburi it is quite small. But the Thai style house 
that I will take you to see has none. Do not be scared. 

Passenger: Aren’t you afraid of snakes, Miss Mekkhala? 
Mekkhala: Truly, snakes are not scary. If we do not harm them first, they 

will do nothing. 
เมขลา: ขอโทษนะคะ พอดีเม่ือกี้คนขับเห็นงูก็เลยรีบเบรกเอาไวกอน 

เพราะไมแนใจวาเปนศรีษะของผูโดยสารทานใด  

(มองไปท่ีลูกคาคนนึงท่ีมีทาทางเจาชู คนในทัวรหัวเราะ)  

สําหรับคนกรุงเทพคงคิดวางูตัวเม่ือกี้ตัวใหญมาเลยใชม้ัยคะ 

แตถาเปนชาวไรชาวนาท่ีสุพรรณท่ีน้ีบอกไดเลยวายังเล็ก 

แตท่ีบานเรือนไทยท่ีจะพาไปชมน้ีไมมีนะคะ เด๋ียวจะกลัวกัน 

ลูกทัวร: ไมทราบวาคุณเมขลาน้ีกลัวงูหรือเปลาครับ 

เมขลา: งูเน๊ียะจริงๆ แลวไมนากลัวนะคะ ถาเราไมไปทําอะไรเขากอน 

เขาก็จะไมทําอะไรเรา 
 
 From this dialogue, the metaphor of a snake as a 'mate' is presented. In many 
traditions, include Thai, 4

                                                 
4 Deane, John Bathurst. The Worship of the Serpent Traced Throughout the World: Attesting 

the Temptation and Fall of Man by the Instrumentality of a Serpent Tempter. (London: J.G. & F. 
Rivington, 1833). Also available in online version at; http://www.sacred-texts.com/etc/wos/  

 a snake is used to refer to the male sex organ. It can also 
refer to sexual intercourse. Thus, from this point of view, we can see that Mekkhala's 
dialogue with the passengers presents an important clue to the message of the film. We 
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can reread; 'Truly, sex is not scary. If we are not harmed by it first, it will do nothing'. 
'Harm' here means wrong or promiscuous sex. That is to say, the message tells us that 
sex is not bad, in a way, as long as it does not break the rule, the moral and the social 
norms. 
 Normally as a creature in myth, a snake has two roles. On one side, it is a 
protector. It is referred to as a god, like Vishnu, Ra, or Apollo. On the other end, it is a 
sign of the devil, a sign of bad luck and a sign of the dark side. It represents the Satan 
and the devil. House of Slytherin in Harry Potter, thus, uses a snake as a symbol. Also, 
the most common ability of Voldermorn is speaking snake language. Therefore, a 
snake in terms of symbolism is very interesting. I have to say that the novel is clever in 
its use of this symbol. In the novel version, the king cobra that lives in the house is 
always called 'Ngu Chao' or god snake. It is a protector of the people in the house; the 
novel also refers to this snake as a helper for Mekkhala so she would not be teased by 
her step-mother during and after her mother’s death. In short, the snake plays a role of 
guardian for the house. If we treat the snake as a character, in the novel the snake is 
like a member of the family that is on Mekkhala’s side. The novel clearly say that; 'it 
is an ancestral snake that comes to protect the family'. 

However, in the film version, it is interesting that the role of the snake as the 
protector is not as important. Instead, the film highlights the snake in terms of a moral 
question, rather than as a protector. First of all, the film does not use the term 'Ngu 
Choa' when people address the snake. They call it using 'khun', which is still giving it 
a sense of respect, but not as much as in the novel. The role of a snake as a 'god' or 
'holy spirit' that protects the house is turned into, I would say, an 'unordinary' snake. 
After Chanachon slashes the snake, he returns the knife to Uncle Tim, and Uncle Tim 
sees blood on the knife, he says: 

 
Uncle Tim: [looking at the blade seriously] 
  You hurt him; he will have enmity for you for sure! 
Chanachon: Enmity! 
Uncle Tim: [nervously nod his face in reply] 
Chanachon: Forgive me, Uncle, I do not mean to be disrespectful, but it is 

just an ordinary snake, that’s all. Maybe now it is dead already. 
Uncle Tim: He is not an ordinary snake, sir. You must hurry to get changed 

and go back. You can think that I am expelling you. 
ลุงทิม: (มองใบมีดท่ีเปอนเลือด) คุณทําเขาเจ็บ เขาจะตองอาฆาตคุณแน 

ชนะชล: อาฆาต 

ลุงทิม: (พยักหนารับดวยความกังวล) 

ชนะชล: ขอโทษนะครับลุง ผมไมไดต้ังใจลบหลูลุงหรอกนะ 

แตมันก็แคงูธรรมดาตัวนึงเทาน้ันเอง ปานน้ีคงจะตายไปแลวก็ได 

ลุงทิม: เขาไมใชงูธรรมดาหรอกครับ คุณรีบไปเปลี่ยนเสื้อผาแลวรีบกลับไปเถอะครับ 

จะหาวาผมไลก็ได 
 
From the above conversation, I want to highlight how Uncle Tim uses the 

pronoun for the snake and Chanachon. If we recognize the use of pronouns to classify 
rank in Thai language, you can see that Uncle Tim has put Chanachon in a higher rank 
than the snake. The hidden meaning is that the snake is still an animal, not a holy 
spirit, as in the novel. The snake just has some ability that makes it unordinary and 
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special, but it is just a clever animal that can understand human language and is kind 
to a person in the house. There are only two times in the film in which the snake 
performs the role of 'family protector'; when Mekkhala is being threaten to have sex 
by Supoj without her acceptance; and when Nuan is going to be raped by the snake 
hunter, who has been hired by Supoj to kill the snake. The snake appears to bite them 
to death. He stays beside Nuan until Uncle Tim comes and takes her back. Except for 
these times, there are no other scenes in which the snake appears as a protector. 

However, the importance of the role of the snake is highlight as the role of a 
'moral questioner'. The film introduces the snake whenever the protagonist engages in 
sexual misconduct. More specifically, when Mekkhala has an affair with Chalachol or 
Supoj, the next scene will be between her and the snake or a shot of the snake. Thus, 
the snake has a role of reminding Mekkhala that she had sex with someone who is 
already married. It is likely that the snake is trying to teach her or prevent her from 
performing a 'sin'. It can be said that the important role of the snake is to show or 
indicate to the audience that sexual misconduct is wrong; in effect, warning Mekkhala, 
and the audience as well, to not engage in sexual misconduct. For example, the scene 
the morning after she has an affair with Chanachon for the first time, and she sees the 
snake under Chanachon’s clothes. She says: 

 
Mekkhala: Are you mad with me! Bite me, if you think I am wrong! Go 

away! I tell you to go away. Leave!  
[The snake is still there. Then, Mekkhala catches its neck, 
carries it and throws it out the window.] 

เมขลา: โกรธหนูมากใชม้ัย เอาซิ กัดหนูซิ ถาคุณคิดวาหนูผิดละก็ ไปใหพนนะ 

บอกใหไปไง ไป (งูยังคงอยูท่ีเดิม เมขลาจึงจับคองูแลวอุมงูไปโยนท้ิงท่ีหนาตาง) 
 
From Mekkhala’s words, if we think of the snake a thing that comes to remind 

Mekkhala, it can also be seen that Mekkhala does not take heed of the warning, and 
'throws' it away out the window.  

Both the novel and the film are smart in using a 'snake' as the symbol of sexual 
misconduct. As discussed above in length, we can see that the snake is referred to as a 
'lusting' or 'craving' idea in some Thai idioms; it carries the meaning of 'bad sexual 
behavior'. The snake is also a dangerous wild creature, especially the narrative that 
chooses the cobra, widely known for its deadly poison. Most of the people are scared 
of a cobra; thus two fold similes have been used here. First, the snake is something to 
be wary of and keep off one’s path. Second, the snake refers to sexual misconduct. 
Thus, the message is sexual misconduct is something to be wary of and keep away 
from. If we understand the significance of the snake, we will see from the dialogue 
above that Mekkhala realizes that she made a mistake, but she still wants to do it. The 
tragic consequence is, thus, a punishment of 'karma' (in some sense).  

To give another example, the dialogue below is taken from the scene after 
Chanachon arouses Mekkhala under the Saiyud tree where the snake usually lives. The 
snake comes to disturb them and tries to bite Chanachon. He uses a harvest knife to 
slash at the snake, hurting it, and Mekkhala tells him to leave. After he leaves, the 
wounded snake crawls to Mekkhala again. She apologizes to the snake: 

 
Mekkhala: You must been hurt! I apologize to you on his behalf. He was 

frightened. He thought you were going to hurt me. Please do not 
harm him. I plead with you. He is the one I love. 
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Uncle Tim: I told your friend to leave. Better yet, he should never come 
here again. How is Khun (the snake)? I see Khun's blood on the 
blade. 

เมขลา: คุณคงเจ็บ หนูขอโทษแทนเขาดวย เขาตกใจ คิดวาคุณจะทํารายหนู 

คุณอยาทําอะไรเขาเลย หนูขอรอง เขาเปนคนท่ีหนูรัก 

ลุงทิม: ลุงบอกใหเพื่อนของหนูกลับไปแลว ทางท่ีดีไมควรใหเขามาท่ีน้ีอีก 

คุณเขาเปนอยางไรบางหละ ลุงเห็นเลือดเขาติดอยูท่ีปลายมีด 
 
The dialogue can be read symbolically; Mekkhala says, 'you must been hurt', 

meaning the Sīla has been hurt and broken. When she apologizes under Chanachon’s 
name, she means to apologize for the sexual misconduct that they made. 'He thinks 
you are going to hurt me' means Chanachon knows, soon or later, that they will have 
to pay for this misconduct. When Mekkhala pleads with the snake not to harm him, it 
means she is hopeful that the bad consequences will not occur. Finally, when she say 
'she loves him', this is very important in that she is trying to give an excuse for this 
misconduct; that she did not do it for fun or for revenge, but because she loves him. In 
her view, to some degree, it is not a 'sin'. Additionally, when Uncle Tim asks how the 
snake is, and he sees its blood, this emphasises the idea that the 'good' has already 
been hurt. Uncle Tim’s suggestion to Mekkhala not to allow Chanachon to come again 
is a suggestion that Mekkhala and Chanachon should not do wrong again. We can read 
the appearance of the snake like this throughout the film.  

I would say, although this idea has already been used, first introduced in the 
original novel version, the film chooses to highlight the aspect of using a snake as a 
symbol of 'moral reminder' rather than 'house protector', which the latter seems to have 
more emphasis in the original version. 

Interestingly, both male protagonists in the film are not directly killed by the 
snake; they die because of the consequences of the snake’s bite. This means they have 
been killed by the 'law of karma'. Chanachon dies by drowning into the river; but the 
reason is because he is trying to escape from the snake attack. This also means he is 
trying to escape from the consequences of his sexual misconduct, which he finally has 
to pay for with his life. With Supoj, it is very clear; when he tries to kill the snake, or 
as I read, he tries to kill the moral lesson, he fails and is bitten. Even thought the real 
cause of his death is the boat accident, this only occurs after being bitten by the snake, 
a punishment from trying to kill the snake, making him dizzy, giddy, losing his 
consciousness and finally fainting; thus, he can not see the string and can not control 
his vehicle, is beheaded and dies. These two deaths signify that sexual misconduct 
itself is not the cause of death, but the consequences of sexual misconduct may cause a 
disaster in life.  

Significantly, the film adds the suicide of Mekkhala, in which she drowns 
herself with the dead snake.*

                                                 
* In novel, Mekkhala does not die, she lives and so does the snake. 

 Although she is not bitten by the snake, she is the one 
who kills the snake. This time the snake refers to the 'bad deed' which she was 
performed. Killing the snake signify the intention to end her bad deed that she has 
performed during her past. Carrying the dead snake means she takes her sin to drown 
with her. Ostensibly, the screenplay writer may want to warn the audience to 
undertake right sexual behavior by letting the sexual misconduct die with Mekkhala, 
who takes that sin to drown with her in the 'river'. 
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After Supoj dies in the boat accident, Mekkhala goes back home and goes to 
the Saiyud tree. She calls the snake: 

 
Mekkhala: Where are you? Come out now. 
  [The wounded snake crawls slowly toward her] 
 You are hurt a lot, aren’t you? You are cruel. Going around, 

hurting people, and he is my friend. Very hurt, aren’t you? 
Khun go away from this place, please. Go out of my life. If you 
do not go, I will. 

เมขลา: คุณอยูไหนหนะ ออกมาเด๋ียวน้ีเลยนะ 

 (งูซึ่งบาดเจ็บคลานมาหาเมขลาชาๆ) 

 เจ็บมากเลยหละสิ คุณหนะใจราย เท่ียวทํารายคนอื่นเขา เขาเปนเพื่อนของหนูดวย 

เจ็บมากใชไหม คุณไปจากท่ีน้ีเถอะ ไปจากชีวติหนู ถาคุณไมไปหนูจะไปเอง 
 
Here, when Mekkhala says 'if you do not go, I will', and understanding that the 

snake is a symbol of sexual misconduct, this can be read that Mekkhala is wanting to 
stop all of her bad deeds by getting away from the cycle of sexual desire. 

 
Moving from the snake, another symbol used in this film is 'water'; used to 

signify 'life'. Life is uncertain like water. There are two types of water in the film, 
'river' and 'rain'.  

First, the river; normally we use the verb 'run' with a river. If water means life, 
a river means life going forward and never turning back because the river never runs 
back. Correspondently, when 'water' runs in the river, it flows uncertainly. The current 
is not steady, some days it is strong, some days it is weak. Therefore, the river is used 
as a metaphor for 'life is uncertain'. Life can change according to the surrounding 
circumstances.  

The second symbol, 'rain', has significance both positive and negative. For a 
positive meaning, it symbolizes the 'richness' of the land and a joyful life; on the other 
hand, it means a 'problem' or a 'hard time' for life. However, today some also use rain 
to signify 'loneliness', 'confusion' and a 'turning point' of life.*

The narrative uses 'water' in the form of 'rain' and 'river' to support the 
message. First, the author of the novel wisely named the main character, which is also 
fruitful to the film. Chanachon, in Thai language, literary means 'win over the water'. 
The explanation in the novel is clear; he was nearly drowned in the river with his 
parents, but a step-parent saved him from the accident. He got the name 'win over the 
water' as he survived that river incident. It is also a kind of Thai belief; when Thai 
people name someone, generally they will use a meaning that is auspicious for the 
child. By naming him Chanachon, his parents want him to win over the water.  

 A characteristic of rain 
is it is a massive 'drop' of water. Again, we use the verb 'fall' with rain. Thus, the 
contemporary use of 'rain' as a metaphor is likely to be the latter than the former. In 
this film, the rainy scenes are added to manifest the idea of 'loneliness' and 'confusion 
of life'. 

Besides this, if we read Chanachon symbolically, it can mean winning over life 
or triumphing over life. The writer wants to make a paradoxical idea here. Although 
                                                 

* I think the new meaning is a consequence of the growth of the 'music video' industry. 
Beginning with the past few decades, the most common scene for a heartbreaking man is running or 
walking in the rain, letting the water soak his body. Later on sometime the shower is use, as well. 
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Chanachon means 'triumph over life', in the end he is drawn into 'life' (water) and 
dies.**

As for Mekkhala, Mekkhala is a well know myth angel. In popular Thai 
creation myth, the thunderbolt is the axe of Ramasura that he throws at Mekkhala who 
tempts him with her beautiful crystal ball.

 This means people can not win over their 'fate'.  

***

Second, the film uses rain to express confusion in the characters. Chanachon 
visits Mekkhala's house on Loi Krathong day. The day after, Chanachon calls his wife 
and son, who are going to get a vaccine injection, while he is driving back home, and  
he talks nicely with his son. Mekkhala, who is sitting in the front seat, hears the 
conversation. She looks sorry, but tries to hide it. In the following scene, the film 
shows Mekkhala swimming in the pool with a serious face. Then, she walks under the 
rain. She sits on the sofa and looks out the window while it is raining. She holds a 
mobile phone in her hand and waits for Chanachon’s call. Also, she eats alone in a 
restaurant and watches the rain streaming down the window. These rainy scenes are to 
show the confusion inside Mekkhala's mind. On the one hand, she feels guilt for being 
a mistress; on the other hand, she loves Chanachon and wants to see him again. In the 
follow scene, her friend reads her prophecy on the internet: 

 Mekkhala also carries the image of a 
beautiful woman who uses her beauty to seduce men. This is a metaphor for 
Mekkhala's character. She is beautiful and uses her charms to attract men. 

 
Mekkhala friend: Your and my horoscope about work is quite well now. 

Love is also. Love is not in balance. Secretly loving 
someone alone, or loving someone who is already 
attached. Only patience will pass you through this time. 

เพื่อนของเมขลา: ดวงเธอกับฉันเรื่องงานชวงน้ีไมคอยดีเลย ความรักก็เหมือนกัน 

ความรักเปนแบบไมสมดุล แอบรักเขาขางเดียว 

หรือวารักคนมีเจาของแลว 

ความอดทนเทาน้ันท่ีจะทําใหเราผานชวงน้ีไปได 
 
Moreover, nearly the end of the film, Mekkhala realize that she is going to 

destroy Chanachon's family life, especially his son’s life. The film shots the sky with a 
thunderbolt sound and rain. Mekkhala looks out the window, watching the rain and 
talks to her friend: 

 
Mekkhala: The tour to England this Wednesday, who is in charge? 
Friend:  Sornchai and Amara 
Mekkhala: Is it possible to add me in. One way only! I am not sure when I 

will come back. I want to take a vacation. 
เมขลา:  ทัวรท่ีจะไปอังกฤษวันพุธน้ีใครจะคุม 

เพื่อน:  ศรชัยกับอมรา 

                                                 
** Life here means the law of karma. His sexual misconduct is because of his craving, so he 

has to pay for this. 
*** In the novel, which has more detail, Mhaikeaw, Chanachon's legal wife, used this myth to 

scold Mekkhala, as she uses her beauty to seduce her husband. That is to say, Mhaikeaw think that 
Mekkhala is wrong, not her husband. 
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เมขลา: ใสชื่อฉันลงไปดวยทันม้ัย เอาเท่ียวเดียวนะ ยังไมแนเรื่องเวลากลับ 

ฉันอยากไปพักผอนสักพัก 
 
Both times, the film presents the rain to refer to the confusion inside 

Mekkhala’s mind. This makes Mekkhala, in the film version, seem to have more of a 
good side than in the novel. The film tries to say that Mekkhala know it is wrong to 
have an affair with someone who already has a wife, but she can not resist her love for 
Chanachon. She commits adultery not because she wants to take revenge on a man, 
but because she loves Chanachon. 

Lastly, the water plays an important part in the final scene of the film. When 
Mekkhala is in London sightseeing at nearly the same time that Chanachon falls into 
the river and dies, Mekkhala drops her scarf into the river. The film uses this as a sign. 
Chanachon is like her scarf; he decorates her life, he warms her life and he gives love 
to her life. Then, when Chanachon drowns, her scarf flows away and falls in the river; 
these two situations are parallel to each other. 

In conclusion, we can see that the film version uses the snake and water as 
symbols to convey the 'discourse' or message. Although the snake has less importance 
as a 'holy snake' or 'Ngu Chao', being more a special regular snake, the major use of 
the snake is to remind the audience of a 'moral' and to reconfirm the bad consequences 
of sexual misconduct. While the water is used in many forms and many times to refer 
to the instability of life, it is also used to remind the audience to have a conscious. The 
things you have done can not be fixed just as the water current or the falling of the rain 
drop can not be run back to the beginning, or fly back to the sky. One must be careful 
when doing something. 

One last interesting part in the film is the belief in fortune tellers and 
prophecies. The film used the prophecy as an introduction to events. Even though this 
is a technique frequently used in Thai classical literature and in the original novel 
version, the film uses it wisely as a medium of question and clue rather than the 
synopsis of a coming event. Apart from the prophecy described above, there are two 
other prophecies in the film. First, at the very beginning of the story, after Mekkhala 
meets Chanachon on the tour and comes back to the office, Mekkhala's friend reads a 
prophecy from the newspaper: 

 
Listen Scorpio's ladies! The turning point of your life has come. Think 

carefully between the power of desire and your morals. Your heart will take 
you to happiness. It might not be right. The happiness love might not be a 
successful love. You are thinking of someone and he has to think carefully 
also. 

ฟงนะสาวพิจิก ชวงเวลาหักเหของชีวิตมาถึงแลว จงช่ังใจระหวางแรงปรารถนากับคุณธรรม 

หัวใจจะนําทางไปสูความสุข อาจจะไมใชความถูกตอง ความรักท่ีสุขสมอาจจะไมใชความรักท่ีสมหวัง 

มีคนกําลังคิดถึงคุณอยู แลวเขาก็ตองชั่งใจเชนกัน 
 
This prophecy is used to explain that Mekkhala is in love with Chanachon, but 

it is an immoral love. However, if we look into the style of narrating the prophecy, we 
can see that the prophecy does not judge what is right or wrong; it just posts a 
question. In the bold part, I would say, this is the main theme of the film version. The 
film version tries to question the balance between 'desire' and 'morals'. As the 
prophecy tells us, sometimes 'happiness love' is not 'successful love'. When it is time 
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to choose between 'right' and 'desire', whatever we choose, we have to accept the 
consequences. That is to say, whatever you have done, you have to pay for it.  

Another prophecy happens not long after the above, after Chanachon has lunch 
with his client and walks back, he hallucinates about a snake crawling across his path. 
After his hallucination is gone, he finds an old blind Chinese fortune teller along with 
his grandchild. The fortune teller tells him in Chinese language, with his grandchild 
translating:*

 
 

Grandpa tells you to be careful. Someone is coming to take you away. … You 
will have trouble from a snake and a river. ... Grandpa warns you to very be 
careful. He sees death around you. 
ปูบอกใหคุณระวังตัว จะมีคนมาเอาคุณไปแลว ... คุณจะมีภัยจากงูและแมนํ้า ... 

ปูบอกวาใหคุณระวังตัวใหดี ปูเห็นความตายอยูรอบๆ ตัวคุณ 
 
The style of narrating the prophecy is different from the two others presented 

above. This is an old tradition type of prophecy, which tells what will happen next. 
The interesting aspect of this prophecy is where it is introduced into the film. Right 
before he see the fortune teller, Chanachon is thinking of Mekkhala and thinking of his 
love for her; he is weighing between morals and desire. Then, the prophecy comes to 
confirm, putting more weigh on the moral side, which is the message of the film. 
Additionally, if we go back and read 'snake' and 'water' as symbols as described above, 
it will be clear. The prophecy says that the sexual misconduct and the 'law of karma' 
will cause Chanachon trouble if he chooses that path. Therefore, the prophecy can be 
read as a question and clue for morals, as well. 

Although the three prophecies in the film likely serve a common interest for 
the Thai majority, and has some sense of satire of such behavior, the film also uses 
them to question or give a clue as to what the film is trying to say and to communicate 
with its audience. That is, the consequences of sexual misconduct, breaking a promise, 
having a mistress and being dishonest to your married wife and child will make your 
life be in a downfall and in trouble. 
 
 From these two films we can see the problem of being dishonest, especially in 
the wedded life in a Thai family. Mainly, it is because of 'men' having mistresses and 
more than one woman at a time. Today, if we watch the evening soap operas, listen to 
the question-answer radio shows or read 'how to love' books, we can see a problem as 
such everyday. The true problem is not that 'men' do not know the consequences of 
breaking their promise, but that they ignore it or are not serious with it. The only way 
to solve the problem is to plant a moral seed into a child and hopefully one day, when 
they grown up, they will not 'do wrong'. 
 
 The value of social norms and moral code 

 
The last issue regarding love that I will discuss in this research is the conflict 

between love and social norms and moral code. Remember what the Khunying said to 
Nopphon at Mitake:  
 

                                                 
* Here I have cut the conversation out and provided only the prophecy. 
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'Nopphon, if we two are in Mitake for the rest of our lives, what you 
say would be true to all. Yet in a minute, we will go down this hill and face 
many people. … We will both be separated soon and will go to meet many 
people that are strict in reason and morals. The law of nature can not be use in 
human society. Nopphon, you have to dare to accept this. Only the truth is a 
judgment of our fate. 

 
If we still have to live in a society, love is not just 'us', but also 'them'. 

Sometimes, even though we have a right to choose what and whom we love, we have 
to be concerned about the feelings of other who also love us. Thus, in Thai society, 
fame is still important for many people. They have to live under social norms and 
some moral code. Even though sometimes living under that code causes suffering and 
means we have to sacrifice a lot of our 'self', breaking that law will cause shame and 
distress. The following are some example of how social norms and moral code effect 
love. Can love go against social norms and the moral code? 

 
February 
Apart from the conflict between wealth and love, which I have already 

presented, there is the relationship between 'morals' and 'love'. Sometimes for love we 
can do something immoral and unjust for the one we love. Like Jee, the film puts him 
in a good position. He has a good moral character. He is a good guy, even if he takes 
an assassin’s driver job, he does not kill anyone. In addition, he has many chances to 
leave Keawta on the street and other place, but he has moral responsibility and he 
never lets her go. In particular, one time when he has a thought to abandon her, he can 
not stay calm. Finally he comes to catch her and rescue her from a street gangster 
[actually, this is the beginning of their love]. However, when it is a time that he needs 
money for Keawta and him to go back to Thailand, he accepts the assassinator job. 
The film shows that he has a very hard time taking the job. He takes it not because he 
has no morals or he is a bad guy, but because of love. Thus, the film raises the 
question that sometimes love has a power more than morals; people can perform 
something immoral because of love; for love, people can weaken their mind for the 
injustice; for love, people can do everything, even break the law. That is to say, love is 
very powerful. 
 Consequently, sometimes love is very dangerous. People are willing to do bad 
things for the ones they love, if it is the time to do so. Is that what love is? The film 
neither answers nor posts the question, but it is something that the audience has to look 
at and think deeply about from Jee's character. 
 
 Love of Siam 
 Unlike the rest of the films selected for this research, Love of Siam not only 
focuses on the romantic love of the protagonist; it also presents various kinds of love, 
especially love in the family. The main lesson of love in this film is the question of 
how to deal with different kinds of love; how to find the best way to love; if we still 
have to live in a social world, at least in the family, how we can live happily in both 
our personal life and with others. 

In this film, every main character posts the question on love differently. 
However, one of the big issues raised in this movie is a discourse about gay life in 
Thai society, but I will not touch on that aspect in detail. The focus will be on the 
question of love alone, not the problem of acceptance or not of gay people within the 
society. 
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 Starting with the older character, Su Ni, she is a representative of an old 
prototype of strict mother and wife. Even though the character of a housewife has been 
replaced by a working woman, the job of controlling the household member's lives, 
especially the children, is still her duty. This is the image of a wife and mother that can 
be found in many Thai novels. 

Su Ni thinks for every person what is best for their life. She directs her children 
and even her husband’s life. Although many times it is hurtful, she still does it because 
she thinks it is the best way for her children and husband. This film characterizes Su 
Ni as active and confident like many working women today; but it also gives her a 
good character of a housewife, the same as the typical Thai mother and wife. Even if 
she does not cook, she buys breakfast for her husband after sending Tong to school. 
She also comes back from work at noon to buy him food and puts it on the table for 
him. In the very last scene, we see that she eats for her lunch what her husband has left 
in the morning. For the children, she is a very strict mother. At the beginning of the 
film, we can see the children are very courteous and afraid of her. Tong is blamed 
when he chews bubble gum. Taeng does not dare ask her permission to go with her 
friend. In the middle of story, even though Tong is grown enough to go to school by 
himself, she still sends him and picks him up. Sometimes Tong says he will go back 
home by himself, but the film shows that she parks by the private school to wait for 
him. One night, Tong goes out and does not come back home, she drives all night to 
find him. These are only some examples from the film, which tries to portrait Su Ni as 
a good mother and wife in the old Thai tradition ideology, even if it is a 21st century 
film. 

The film also characterizes Su Ni as being a serious Christian, which I assume 
may be Catholic. This is to emphasize the idea of a disciplinary way of living. As 
some may know, Catholics have a strict belief in teaching, and have a very 
disciplinary way of living. Many ideas, such as one can not divorce and you have to 
have an heir for continuing the family, makes Catholic life have more discipline. 
When she goes to Mew’s house and asks Mew to stop his relationship with Tong, she 
says to Mew: 

 
In the future, when Tong graduates, he has to find work. He will have money 
for saving and he will find a good woman to marry. He will have a warm 
family and look after each other until they are old. This is life, Mew. I raised 
Tong this way. Please think of Tong and stop this relationship. No matter 
whether Mew loves him in what way; Mew must want to see him happy and 
have a good life, isn't that so? 
ในอนาคตเม่ือโตงเรียนจบ เคาจะตองหางานทํา มีเงินเก็บ แลวก็หาผูหญิงดีๆ 

แตงงานมีครอบครัวท่ีอบอุน อยูดูแลกันไปจนแกจนเฒา น่ีมันคือชีวิตนะมิว 

นาเลี้ยงโตงมาเพื่อใหเขาเติบโตไปในทิศทางน้ัน เห็นแกโตงนะมิว หยุดความสัมพันธแบบน้ี 

ไมวามิวจะรักโตงในฐานะอะไรก็ตาม มิวก็คงอยากเห็นโตงมีความสุข มีชีวิตท่ีดีใชไหม 
 
This is the way Catholics believe. Even if it might be said that this is quite 

general for other people, not just Catholics, by putting this ideology of life into 
Catholic people means to emphasize that it has to be this way, unchangeably. If these 
words were spoken by someone like Mew's grandmother, it would not have such 
power. It is just a suggestion for life, but it is not a must for life. One of my 
colleagues, who is interested in queer theory, also suggests that for a Catholic person 
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being a homosexual is a sin. It is because you can not be married and you can not have 
children, which is one goal of a Catholic life. Thus, to be a good Catholic, Tong has to 
have a wife. If he is a gay person, he will be full of sin. 

Personally, I think the film does not necessarily disagree with such a belief, but 
it uses the Catholic belief as a symbol of a life that is full of discipline. It is a life that 
has been directed by someone and some ideology. Sometimes it is hard and 
uncomfortable to follow, but the life that is full of discipline and patience will finally 
make life go on and will not cause a problem in the family. Unlike many families in 
metropolitan life today, they have no patience, causing a rise in the divorce rate in 
society. If Su Ni had no discipline in life and was not willing to sustain her family, she 
might have gotten divorced from Korn and left him alone. Finally, the family would 
break apart and Tong would likely be a problem child that is the cause for many social 
problems. 

So the purpose of introducing Su Ni is that we learn from Su Ni that life is 
'love'. Su Ni does everything to direct the lives of other; even if someone may think it 
is too much, she does it all because of love. Love wants the best thing for other people, 
even if it is tough sometimes and it hurts you, which may be called 'unconditioned 
love'. It also reflects the love of a parent that always has a good will for their child. 
The problem today for teenagers is that they want free will. They do not obey their 
parents. They follow friends more than listen to their parents. This is the cause a lot of 
social problems at the present time. The film wants the audience, which is mostly 
teenagers, to look back to the family and understand what their parents want them to 
do, which is not for the benefit of themselves, but for the future of their children. 
Sometimes, the rules may be tense, but you can compromise and adjust if you 
understand the real objective of the parents. For example, in the film, after Tong reads 
June’s letter and he knows how hard his mother’s life has been, he understands and 
sympathizes with Su Ni’s feelings. At last, the film very clearly exposes that Tong 
accepts that he is gay. He stops the relationship with Mew not because he does not 
love Mew, but because he chooses his family. He chooses to love his family and make 
the one who has loved him all her life happy, rather himself. Thus, he can live his life 
by not ruining other people’s life. Moreover, he is also happy because he does not stop 
loving Mew, he just loves him mentally and this is all for love. 

The film wants to teach its audience not to look out only for themselves. 
Sometimes, we have to look and see and forgive people around us. You are not in this 
society alone. You can not be totally individual and think of yourself only. You have 
to see and understand love around you. Before June leaves, she gives Tong a letter, 
which I think it is a very good summary of all the conflicts that the film raises by using 
Su Ni as an agent: 

 
I also am thinking how you are going to live further. But, I am pretty sure that 
you all can go on without me because you very much love each other, 
although sometimes it seems like too much and it is destroying each other. 
But believe me, when the time goes by we will understand that love is not too 
much. Even though it causes us to do something wrong, it is better than not 
having done anything for love, isn’t it? Life always has a chance to start anew 
when we learn from the mistakes from the past. I hope you will use the rest of 
your life to look after each other as best you can. 
ฉันก็คิดเหมือนกันนะวาพวกคุณจะอยูตอกันไปยังไง 

แตก็เชื่อเหลือเกินวาพวกคุณคงประคับประคองกันไปไดโดยไมมีฉัน เพราะพวกคุณรักกันมาก 
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แมบางครั้งมันเหมือนจะมากเกินไปจนทําลายกัน แตเชื่อเถอะวา 

เม่ือเวลามันผานไปแลวเราจะเขาใจวา ความรักมันไมมีมากมีนอยเกินไปหรอก 

เพราะแมวามันอาจจะทําใหเราทําอะไรผิดพลาดไปบาง 

แตมันก็ยังดีกวาเราไมเคยทําอะไรเพื่อความรักเลยไมใชหรือ แลวชีวิตก็มีโอกาสใหเราเสมอ 

ใหเราเริ่มตนใหมหลังจากท่ีไดเรียนรูความผิดพลาดน้ัน 

หวังวาพวกคุณคงใชโอกาสท่ีเหลือดูแลกันใหดีท่ีสุดนะ 
 
Tong learns from this letter that he now understands Su Ni; that she does 

everything because she loves him, even if sometimes it is too much, it is better than 
doing nothing. He realizes his mother’s good will for him. Su Ni learns that sometimes 
she gives love too much and does something unacceptable or hurting to the people she 
loves. However, the main part of the letter is the truth that this is not 'too much' for 
love. Love can not be measured. You may say you love this one more than another 
one, but that means you love them both. When you love someone, you only want good 
things to happen to them, you do not want to hurt them. So 'love' itself is too much, 
therefore, there is not 'too much' for love. The problem with people who say that there 
is 'too much' love is that they do not understand love and do not sympathy with love.  

Another aspect of Su Ni in this film is the role and tension of a working 
woman today. Sometimes they look very confident, but deep down inside they are 
very passionate. The problem of working women in Thai society is that the image and 
ideology of a mother and wife still strongly influences them. Therefore, even if they 
can make money by themselves, society, at least the family, still expects her to 
perform the duty of a mother and wife as before. Thus, the life a working woman faces 
is a large struggle with the traditional ideology, which is hard to adjust to and replace. 

 
Apart from Su Ni, the film introduces June, not only to use as a medium for Su 

Ni's family to understand each other, but the film also uses her to remind the audience 
that you have to do something for the one who loves you before it is late. After, she 
helps Su Ni take Korn to the hospital, she tells her story to Su Ni: 

 
June: When I came to study at Bangkok, my parents did not want me to come 

because they did not have money. However, I run away from them 
finally because I thought living in Chiang Mai my life would not be any 
better than that. When I lived here, I never made contact back to them 
again. I thought if I would go back again, I must have a fortune, not be 
in some difficulty so they can put the blame on me. Do you know what 
happen? When I worked and had some money, I went back again. I 
found that my parents had died. They died the year after I came to 
Bangkok. 

Su Ni: How was it? 
June: Accident, ma’am. I do not know what the accident was and I do not 

want to know. I only know that they died without knowing that I did 
everything to make them happy. They died while I have no chance to 
do to better for them, even to say sorry to them or make them 
understand how much I loved them. But, you are still lucky. 
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จูน: ตอนท่ีหนูจะมาเรียนท่ีกรุงเทพเน๊ียะ พอแมของหนูไมอยากใหหนูมาหรอก 

เพราะวาพวกเขาไมมีตังสท่ีจะสงหนู แตหนูก็หนีมาจนไดหละนะ 

เพราะคิดวาอยูท่ีเชียงใหมไปชีวิตของหนูก็คงไมมีอะไรดีขึ้นไปกวาน้ัน 

แตพอหนูมาอยูท่ีน่ีไดเน๊ียะ หนูก็ไมไดติดตอกลับไปอีกเลย คิดแตวาถาจะกลับไปอีกที 

หนูตองไดดี ไมใชกลับไปซมซานใหเขาสมนํ้าหนา คุณรูไหมวามันเกิดอะไรขึ้น 

พอหนูทํางานเก็บเงิน หนูก็กลับบานไปอีกครั้ง แลวก็พบวา พอแมของหนูเขาไมอยูแลว 

เขาตายไปเปนปหลังจากท่ีหนูมาอยูกรุงเทพเน๊ียะ 

สุนีย: เปนอะไร 

จูน: อุบัติเหตุหนะคะ อุบัติเหตุอะไรก็ไมรู หนูเองก็ไมอยากรูหรอก 

รูแตวาเขาตายไปโดยท่ีไมรูวาหนูพยายามทําทุกอยางเพื่อใหเขามีความสุข แลวเขาก็ตายไป 

โดยท่ีหนูไมมีโอกาสทําอะไรใหมันดีขึ้น หรือวาจะขอโทษ 

หรือวาทําใหพวกเขารูวาหนูรักพวกเขามาขนาดไหน แตพวกคุณยังโชคดีอยูนะคะ 

 
When June says, 'you are still lucky', it means Su Ni's family still has each 

other and has a chance to show their love, unlike, her unfortunate family. The focus of 
her story is that you have to show your love or make someone you love happy as soon 
as possible because time is going by and we are not sure what will happen tomorrow. 
If tomorrow our beloved one is gone, we will not have a second chance to show our 
love. Thus, when you still have a chance, you have to show your love and do 
something good for your beloved one. The lesson can be seen from June’s life in 
combination with the last letter, which in some ways makes Su Ni realize that love can 
not just be acting or caring, you have to say it too. Moreover, whenever you have a 
chance to show love, you have to do it before it is too late. Again, there is not a 'too 
much' for love. 

Moving to a young supporting character, Ying, she is an example of a Thai 
teenage girl today who is addict to looking for love. Even though she was introduced 
to lessen the tension of the story, she portrays the image of young girl in Thailand who 
would do everything to win a boy’s heart. The film satirizes a 'how to' book that is 
very popular today on how to make someone love you. The film lets Ying perform 
ridiculous acts, such as posting Mew's picture on the wall, stealing Mew's hat to get 
his hair and removing the thorns from 99 roses, to show that the things in the book are 
useless. Love can not be bought and love can not be forced. Therefore, it can not be 
learned in a book, especially a 'how to' book. 

Another supporting character is Donut. Donut is an example of a girl that hops 
around because she is beautiful. After she has argued with Tong, she dates many boys 
just for fun and/or for fashion. You can see in the very last scene when Tong breaks up 
with her, she does not really care. She is angry at him not because he broke her heart, 
but because she will not have a date to go to celebrate Christmas with. She says, ‘it 
would be better if you had told me before so I can find another guy' 
(นาจะบอกกันกอนจะไดนัดคนอื่น). Thus, for Donut dating a guy is not about real love or for 
finding a true love, it is more about having something to do rather than finding 
someone to share life with. This is a problem with many youth in Thailand today. 
They have a boyfriend /girlfriend just for the social activity. If you do not have a 
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boyfriend/girlfriend, you will be strange and it will be a shame. Thus, having a 
boyfriend/girlfriend is a trend and a social value more than an individual need. 

Mew, the main character, illustrates the fate of a gay boy in Thai society. He is 
bullied, mocked and teased by his friends. These kinds of things happen very often in 
primary and high school. Gay boys are often a clown for their friends. It may look 
very simple, but on the other hand this is a terrible experience that makes these boys 
grow up with mental problems which is from a lack of love. Many grown up gay 
people have bad memories from their childhood; therefore, a lot of them try to find 
love. Love for them is to fulfill their inner conflict, to feel that they have value rather 
than really needing love. However, I would say this is not in general, as many gay 
people find true love and live happily. Nevertheless, we can not deny that many books, 
magazines and journal columns, TV shows and some research has shown that many 
gay people have been fooled and harassed by their mates. Those people are often 
matched because of money, not for love. So, when the other person leaves, they search 
for another one, which is the tragic circle of gay life. Again, this may be caused by 
many factors, but one that is the most important is because of their bad experience in 
childhood, as Mew had. 

Another problem is the struggle with social discourse, which affects the self-
actualization and self-esteem of gay people. Mew's character shows us the inner 
conflict of gay people in Thai society. Although, in general, most people feel all right 
about gay people, deep inside it can not be denied that the discourse on the 
homosexual as an ‘other’, an alien and an irregular still exists in most Thai people. 
This effects the self-actualization and self-esteem of gay people. That is to say, it is 
hard to accept what they are, especially when they have to face a direct and straight 
question like 'are you homosexual'. In the scene in which Su Ni talks to Mew after she 
sees Mew kiss and hug Tong at June’s home welcome party, she says: 

 
Su Ni: What type of you relationship do you have with Tong now? 
Mew: A friend. 
Su Ni: Last night I saw you and Tong at home. I understand everything. Listen 

to me carefully; you already know what my family has faced. You 
know what I have lost. Tong is the only thing I have left and I do not 
want him to walk down a wrong path. 

Mew: What is it? 
Su Ni: In the future, when Tong graduates, he has to find work. He will have 

money for saving and he will find a good woman to marry. He will 
have a warm family and look after each other until they are old. This is 
life, Mew. I raised Tong this way. Please think of Tong, stop this 
relationship. No matter whether Mew loves him in what way; Mew 
must want to see him happy and have a good life, isn't that so? 
Whatever kind of love that you have for him [Tong], Mew should want 
to see him be happy and have a better life, don’t you? 

Mew: Auntie Nee, we are just friends. 
Su Ni:  One day you will understand me. 
สุนีย: มิวคบกับโตงอยูในฐานะอะไรตอนน้ี 

มิว: เพื่อนครับ 
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สุนีย: เม่ือคืนนาเห็นโตงกับมิวท่ีบาน นาเขาใจทุกอยางแลว มิวฟงนาใหดีนะ 

มิวรูใชไหมวาครอบครับนาเจอกับอะไรบาง รูใชไหมวานาสูญเสียอะไรไป 

โตงคือสิ่งท่ีเดียวท่ีนาเหลืออยู แลวนาก็ไมอยากเห็นเขาเดินไปในทางท่ีไมถูกตอง 

มิว:  อยางไรครับ 

สุนีย: ในอนาคตเม่ือโตงเรียนจบ เคาจะตองหางานทํา มีเงินเก็บ แลวก็หาผูหญิงดีๆ 

แตงงานมีครอบครัวท่ีอบอุน อยูดูแลกันไปจนแกจนเฒา น่ีมันคือชีวิตนะมิว 

นาเลี้ยงโตงมาเพื่อใหเขาเติบโตไปในทิศทางน้ัน เห็นแกโตงนะมิว หยุดความสัมพันธแบบน้ี 

ไมวามิวจะรักโตงในฐานะอะไรก็ตาม มิวก็คงอยากเห็นโตงมีความสุข มีชีวิตท่ีดีใชไหม 

ไมวามิวจะรักโตงในฐานะอะไรก็ตาม มิวก็คงอยากเห็นโตงมีความสุข มีชีวิตท่ีดีขึ้นใชไหม 

มิว: นานีครับ เราเปนแคเพื่อนกัน 

สุนีย: แลววันนึงมิวจะเขาใจนา 
 
We can see that even though Mew knows that he loves Tong in a romantic 

way, which is more than a friend, when Su Ni talks to him frankly, he does not dare to 
tell the truth. Additionally, Su Ni believes homosexuality is a 'wrong path' for life. 
Here, we can see that Mew has a very hard time to answer Su Ni’s question. Although 
he knows what he feels, what he is, he can not admit it when he has to face the social 
consequences, here represented by Su Ni. Tong also faces the very same problem; he 
can not accept that he is gay. One day when he drinks with his friends, his friends ask 
whether he is gay because someone has seen him walk with Mew, plus he does not 
care about Donut, who is very beautiful. Tong denies it and walks out the room. Ying 
follows him, and at first, he blames Ying because Ying is the one who knows his 
relationship with Mew. Ying denies this, so then he gets angry and rushes to hug and 
kiss Ying. He wants to prove that he not gay. However, he feels nothing and that make 
him feel very confused with himself. From both Mew and Tong’s experience, we can 
see that the discourse of gay as the ‘other’ is still a problem for gay people. When they 
can not have their own self-esteem, they search for 'love' in order to make them feel 
good with themselves; to make them feel they have some worth. However, 'love' here 
is not only specifically romantic love, but also various kinds of love, like the love from 
family and friends. 

I want to say again that this kind of problem is not necessarily general, but the 
fact that the film raises it, I think, is interesting. In fact, I think it is worth to refer to 
because, although it may be happening less, we can not deny that it still happens in 
society.  

Finally Tong represents another kind of homosexual problem. Unlike Mew, 
who knows that he is gay, Tong does not know himself that he loves men. Thus, when 
he falls in love with Mew, it is hard for him to accept that he is gay.  Tong has grown 
up in a very strict family, and he grown up like a boy. He thinks like a general straight 
man. So the day when he confronts the truth that he loves a man, it is very hard for 
him to accept. On one hand, it is the way he has grown up from the beginning of his 
life, but on the other, is he truly needy. 

Many people today encounter the same situation as Tong because of the 
conflict between social norms and their inner feelings. Again, it is not the point of this 
dissertation to ask what is right and the social changes needed for gay people. 
However, the problem of people like Tong is the problem of love and respect for 
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themselves, which is quite a big problem. Many 'unidentified' gay people get married 
with a woman to sustain their social appearance and terrain, which makes both of them 
suffer for their life. If they can not adjust to their married life, this will become a 
problem of divorce. In the worst case, if they have a child, the child will encounter a 
lot of problems in living and become a social problem.  

The film gives a solution and suggestion for people like Tong, that is, to be 
honest with their feelings. In the final part of the story, when Su Ni lets Tong choose a 
boy and girl doll, he chooses a boy doll. This means he will continue his life as a boy. 
However, he breaks up with Donut and confesses his love for Mew. This means he 
knows what he wants. The film tells the people like Tong to understand their needs 
and choose between 'social' and 'self'. If they choose social, they have to bear in mind 
what they are and not make other people suffer, as Tong says good bye to Donut. If 
they choose 'self', they have to be brave and expose themselves to be what they are. 
 
 The matters we have learned from the many conflicts I have listed support the 
idea that 'love is complicated'. Love is not only an emotion that happens between two 
people, but it is a social activity that bonds two people together. When someone loves 
someone there is more than 'love' that they have to care for. Love itself may be the 
most fruitful, beautiful or blissful thing that ever happens in one life. But, when we 
still have to live as a group, live in a society and live for other people, our life is not 
alone in the universe. There are many factors in the real world, in the real community, 
in a real life that influences 'love'. The benefit of presenting the conflict of love in 
tragic romance is a caution for one’s life to help the audience to understand 'love' from 
a different view from what they may know. Finally, when the conflicts have been 
resolved, the result from a particular problem will educate the audience on how to deal 
with the problem. Although it is only one suggestion of many solutions that can occur 
in a situation, in one way or another, the films can help the audience to think and look 
more carefully at their life. 
 It can be concluded that how the protagonist deals with their problem is based 
on the ideology of love of that protagonist. If you see the protagonists as a creation of 
the director and screenplay writer, it is the director's and screenplay writer's ideology 
of love presented in the film. In the next section, I will list some ideologies of love that 
I found in these eleven films to see how contemporary screenplay writers and film 
directors have given value and meaning to love. 
 
Ideology of love in Thai films 

 
From the messages in the eleven films discussed above, love can be seen as a 

'problem' for life; a cause of many conflicts in human life. Love makes some good 
men unfortunate. Love is the beginning of many tragic events. However, these films 
still encourage the audience to have love. Why? The ideology of love that can be 
found in these eleven Thai films is the answer. 
 Before going further in this section, please note that, although I have grouped 
the films according to the same ideology as much as possible, sometimes one film has 
more than one ideology. For example, while a film presents 'love as a goal of life', it 
may also be connected with the idea of 'life is lifeless without love'. On one hand, the 
ideologies are different, but on the other hand, these ideologies can not be separated 
from each other. Therefore, if the hidden ideology is not clearly highlighted or it is just 
a small comment, I will not separate it from the major ideology; however, I will link 
that ideology to support the main ideology of each film.  There are five ideologies of 
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love that I have identified. The first three are the ideologies of love in Consumerism: 
'love is a value of life and a goal of life'; 'love is 'a must' for life'; and 'love is loyalty 
and sacrifice'. I have separated 'love is loyalty and sacrifice' from the other two 
ideologies, even though it might be considered a sub category of the first two 
ideologies, because loyalty and sacrifice can be seen as an in-between ideology of love 
in Consumerism and Buddhism. That is to say, this ideology presents love as 
important for life, but love is not totally all people 'need', there are other factor in life 
that are more important than (sensual craving) love. Then, the last two ideologies 
presented are 'love is suffering' and 'Pubbesannivāsa', which are ideologies of love in 
Buddhism. 
 

Love is a value of life and a goal of life 
 
 Four films highlight the ideology of ‘Love is a value of life and a goal of life’: 
Behind the Painting, The Legend of a Warlord, The Whistle and Monrak Transistor. 
These four films are dominated with the idea of love as the goal of human life. Your 
life is worthy because you have love. Once you have lost your love, your life means 
nothing. Therefore, some conceptual words such as, dignity, self-actualization, and 
self-love, are connected with love. As love is a goal of one's life, people can trade all 
of their belongings, also their life, for love. People are willing to take any risk to 
worship love. Thus, love is all and everything for one's life. 
 
 Behind the Painting 

From novel to film, the message of this story is reevaluated from a new 
perspective. In Behind the Painting, which, as a novel, is set in the age of 'cultural 
reformation' where the ideology of love is attached to the problem of class and society. 
When it comes to this new age film, the political message has been diminished by the 
importance of love.  

For the film, the conflict between old tradition and new tradition, the main 
theme of the novel, has been substituted by the importance of love. The film tries to 
present the idea of 'love is a value of life'; love is a miracle; a gift for life. Overtly, 
love is a goal of one life; life without love is lifeless. It is quite easy to decode the 
ideology of love in this film because the dialogue already speaks for itself. The 
screenplay writer chose to adapt the words from the novel into dialogue to handle the 
characters wisely. For some of the dialogue we still can feel the written language 
because the film wants to preserve some of the language value of the story, with many 
of the lines being a 'signature' of the story. Credit has to be passed to the actors and 
actresses who try very hard to perform the lines naturally in a spoken language. 

For this film, the lines speak for themselves so I will quote at length, although 
occasionally I will paraphrase some important points at the end of each piece of 
dialogue. Interestingly, I have found that the ideology of love in this film is linear. 
From the beginning to the end, even though the film presents the same ideology along 
the story, it has its own development step by step to the end. I will present it in the 
same sequence as the story in the film. 

The first definition about love in this film occurs in the very first outing 
between Nopphon and Kirati. One day, Nopphon takes her to a ranch at which it 
seems as if there is nothing interesting. Nopphon says:  
 
 Nopphon: There is nothing to see around here! 
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Khunying: What, Nopphon? Don't you know? You are Columbus who 
brings me to a new world and the grass flower is dancing to 
welcome us. 

นพพร: แถวน้ีไมมีอะไรนาชมเลย 

คุณหญิง: อะไรกันจะนพพร ไมรูตัวเลยหรือวา 

เธอนะเปนโคลัมบัสท่ีพาฉันมาสูโลกใหมและดอกหญากําลังรายรําตอนรับเรา 
 
 This small talk gives the first idea that the Khunying is falling in love with 
Nopphon. There are two important aspects to the metaphor above. First, if we interpret 
'world' as 'love', here the Khunying is, for the first time in the film, confessing that she 
loves Nopphon. The Khunying's life has been locked in her father palace. The world 
for her is the palace and the family. She has no love in that world because she has to 
marry someone she does not choose. The new world, then, is a world in which she can 
make the choice about whom to love. Next, the grass flower can also refer to love. 
Love makes life happy and fulfills life similar to the grass flower when it receives 
moisture and mist from the sky. Even though this is just a short dialogue at the 
beginning of the story, it is important to show the ideology about love; that is 'love is a 
fuel of life'. 
 Nopphon takes the Khunying to many places, which makes the Khunying and 
Nopphon love each other more. One night after a formal dinner and dance with 
Chaokhun, Nopphon ask the Khunying a question: 
 

Nopphon: Chaokhun is very generous. Khunying must love him very 
much. 

Khunying: I like him as a child likes a kindly older man. 
Nopphon: Do you love him; you have not answered me yet? 
Khunying: Our age is very different. 
Nopphon: Can’t there be love between an older man and a young lady? 
Khunying: I do not believe that a rose can blossom on a concrete road.  
Nopphon: If a young lady marries an older man and they live together 

happily, is this not a sign of loving each other? 
Khunying: When a young wife contemplates happiness, she does not seek 

love again. While, the older husband is happy with eating and 
sleeping well, there is no fuel to recreate love. People, then, 
conclude they love each other. Nopphon, love may cause 
suffering, distress or many other feelings, but in the heart of 
someone who has love, it will feel like they taste divine 
things that are very sweet, grateful and amazing. This I say 
through my belief. However, I never have felt it. 

 Nopphon: I see that Khunying and Chaokhun are both happy. 
Khunying: And that is the truth. 
Nopphon: Khunying, have you ever thought of searching for love? 
Khunying: I do not have that right, right now. 
Nopphon: If the love occurs now, what would you do? 
Khunying: I have not prepared an answer for that in advance. The problem 

has not happened yet. Why should I have to suffer thinking of 
it? Having happiness without love, is better than having love 
without happiness, isn't it? 
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 นพพร:  ทานเจาคุณใจดีมาก คุณหญิงคงจะรักทานมากนะครับ 

 คุณหญิง: ฉันชอบทานอยางท่ีเด็กๆ ชอบคนแกใจดี 

 นพพร:  คุณหญิงรักทานหรือเปลา ยังไมเห็นตอบผมเลย 

คุณหญิง: วัยของเราแตกตางกันมาก 

นพพร: ความรักระหวางชายแกกับหญิงสาวก็เกิดขึ้นไดน่ีครับ 

คุณหญิง: ฉันไมเชื่อวาตนกุหลาบจะงอกบนถนนซีเมนตไดหรอก 

นพพร: การท่ีหญิงสาวกับชายแกแตงงานกันแลวอยูกันอยางมีความสุข 

ไมแสดงวาตางฝายก็รักกันหรือครับ 

คุณหญิง: เม่ือภรรยาสาวพอใจอยูกับการมีความสุขจึงไมสนใจแสวงหาความรักอีก 

สวนสามีแกก็สุขอยูกับการกินอิ่มนอนหลับ 

หมดเชื้อท่ีเปนปจจัยกอใหเกิดความรักแลว คนภายนอกจึงสรุปเอาเองวาตางรักกัน 

นพพร ความรักอาจทําใหเกิดความทุกข ขมข่ืน หรืออะไรอื่นตางๆ นานาแกชีวิต 

แตในหัวใจของผูมีความรัก จะมีความรูสึกเหมือนไดเสพสิ่งทิพยท่ีหวานช่ืน 

ซาบซ้ึง มหัศจรรย นี่ฉันพูดตามความเช่ือถือของฉัน 

แตฉันก็ยังไมเคยประสบสิ่งนี้ดวยตนเองนะ 

นพพร: ผมดูคุณหญิงกับทานเจาคุณตางก็มีความสุขท้ังคู 

คุณหญิง: ความจริงเราก็เปนอยางน้ัน 

นพพร: แลวคุณหญิงไมเคยคิดแสวงหาความรักหรือครับ 

คุณหญิง: ฉันไมมีสิทธ์ิแลวในเรื่องน้ัน 

นพพร: แลวถาความรักเกดิขึ้นละครับ คุณหญิงจะทําอยางไร 

คุณหญิง: ฉันไมเตรียมคําตอบเรื่องน้ีไวลวงหนาหรอกจะ ปญหายังไมเกิด 

เรื่องอะไรจะตองไปคิดใหเปนทุกขหละ การมีความสุขโดยไมมีความรัก 

ยอมดีกวาการใฝฝนกับความรักโดยไมมีความสุข 
 
 For Kirati, love is a pleasurable thing (in the bold text). She has faith in love. 
At this point of the story, it is just a belief because she has never experienced it before, 
as she says. However, there is some clue in her dialogue giving a chance for Nopphon. 
Even if she does not tell him, she does not love Chaokhun exactly; but the answer she 
gives signifies that she and Chaokhun do not love each other in a way of romantic 
love. She still opens a chance for herself for love. 
 Follow that day, in the film, Nopphon takes the Khunying to Mitake. The 
Khunying asks him the Japanese translation for many things, which Nopphon answers 
happily. Suddenly, he says 'Anata wo ai shiteimasu', which means ‘I love you’. This is 
the first time he dares to confess his love. After a while, they reach a small steam, 
which is an important scene of the story. Nopphon picks a flower for the Khunying, 
and says: 
 

Nopphon: In this whole mountain, I know only one flower  
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[He attaches the flower on the Khunying’s ear.] 
Khunying: What is its name? 
Nopphon: Nopphonno kokoro desu 
Khunying: Thai language, please! Or English is fine. 
Nopphon: Nopphon's Heart Flower. 
Khunying: Is it really. 
Nopphon: Yes it is! The only one in the world! 
Khunying: There are many flowers like this all over the forest. 
Nopphon: Those are hana.*

Khunying: [smiling happily, she then picks a flower and attaches to his 
shirt button] 

 They will be Nopphon's Heart Flower only 
when Nopphon picks it and transfers his heart into it. It is the 
only one in the world because Nopphon has only one heart. 

 Nopphon: What is this flower’s name? 
Khunying: Forget Me Not. 
Nopphon: I never have seen a 'Forget Me Not' like this one. 
Khunying: This is a new kind, Forget Me Not Khunying Kirati. 
นพพร: ดอกไมท้ังภูเขาผมรูจักดอกเดียว 

 (เก็บดอกไมดอกหน่ึงมาทัดหูใหคุณหญิง) 

คุณหญิง: ดอกอะไร 

นพพร: นพพรโนะ โคะโคะโระเดซซึ 

คุณหญิง: ภาษาไทยสิ ภาษาอังกฤษก็ได 

นพพร: ดอกหัวใจนพพรครับ 

คุณหญิง: มีดวยเหรอ 

นพพร: มีครับ มีดอกเดียวในโลก 

คุณหญิง: ดอกอยางน้ีมีออกเกลื่อนปา 

นพพร: น่ันดอกฮานะ จะเปนดอกหัวใจนพพรก็ตอเม่ือนพพรเก็บ 

แลวถอดหัวใจใสลงไปดวย มีดอกเดียวในโลกเพราะนพพรมีหัวใจเดียว 

คุณหญิง: (ยิ้มตอบอยางมีคความสุขจากน้ันคุณหญิงเอื้อมไปเก็บดอกไมมาดอกหน่ึง 

แลวติดไปท่ีกระดุมเสื้อของนพพร) 

นพพร: น่ีดอกอะไรครับ 

คุณหญิง: ฟอรเก็ทมีน็อท 

นพพร: ผมไมเคยเห็นฟอรเก็ทมีน็อทแบบน้ี 

คุณหญิง: น่ีเปนพันธุใหม ฟอรเก็ทมีน็อทพันธุคุณหญิงกีรติ 

 
In this very sweet conversation, they use flowers as a means to confess their 

love. Later, sitting beside the stream having their lunch, Nopphon keeps asking her the 

                                                 
* ‘Hana’ means flower. Earlier in the film, the Khunying asks him for the name of many 

flowers and he only answers 'hana' which simply means 'flower'. He says he does not know the specific 
name of the flower, because he has not studied it. 
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reason for marrying an old man like Chaokhun. The Khunying answer his question by 
telling her story, as I already mentioned. After the Khunying finishes her life story, she 
says: 
 

Love is a great wish. It is a goal of life. I am also like many people who wish 
to have love, want to marry, want to have a child and want to explore the 
world. The more I wish, the more I put loneliness into myself. Additionally, 
there is no sign my wish will be true. I have to live alone with loneliness, 
abandoned and isolated. 
ความรักเปนพรอันประเสริฐ เปนยอดปราถนาของชีวิต 

ฉันก็เหมือนกับคนท้ังหลายท่ีใฝฝนอยากมีความรัก อยากแตงงาน อยากมีลูก 

และอยากพบเห็นโลกภายนอก แตฉันยิ่งอยากก็ยิ่งเพิ่มความเหงาใหกับตัวเอง 

อีกท้ังยังไมมีวี่แววเลยวา สิ่งท่ีฉันอยากจะมีน้ันจะเปนจริงขึ้นมาได ฉันตองอยูอยางโดดเด่ียว 

ความเหงา ความเปลาเปลี่ยว อางวาง 
 
Again, her words are self-explanatory. She thinks love is a goal of life; that 

life is lifeless without love; loneliness is frightening and scary and only love can 
cure 'loneliness'. 

After the Khunying finishes her story, she tries to stand up but she can not 
control her position. Nopphon holds her hand to make her stand steady. Then, he 
kisses the Khunying's cheek. After his kiss, Khunying says: 

 
Khunying: Nopphon, you do not know what you have done. 
Nopphon: I know that I love you. 
Khunying: Is it appropriate for you to show your love like this? 
Nopphon: I do not know whether it is appropriate or not. Love has power 

over me. Love makes me lose my mind; love seized control of 
my heart to give to you completely, Khunying. 

Khunying: Love, which happens when you lose your mind, has what sort of 
meaning? 

Nopphon: Whatever I do, even though I do it when I have lost my mind, 
that thing will stay forever in my heart. 

Khunying: By thinking that is it a benefit to your life? 
Nopphon: In love, do we have it in our mind to calculate profit or loss? 
Khunying: You may not think so, I may not think so, but love will think for 

us. Do you ever think, what is my position, what is your 
position? 

Nopphon: I do! Khunying is Chaokhun's wife. For me, I was entrusted by 
Chaokhun to take his wife for traveling. 

Khunying: What you did a minute ago, was it appropriate? 
Nopphon: I do not know how to explain so you will understand me. 

Although what I have done may have been wrong in a moral 
way and I have tried to control my mind, I am compelled by the 
laws of nature. And when nature uses the power of love to chase 
me down a narrow alley, I must do what love compels me to do. 
Khunying do not bring reason or moral into this. Those rules are 
set according to the laws of nature and we both are under the 
control of the laws of nature. 
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Khunying: Nopphon, if we are stay at Mitake for the rest of our life, what 
you say would be true. Yet in a minute, we will go down this 
hill and face many people. Sooner or later, you will have to 
focus on your studies. For me, I have a job to be loyal to 
Chaokhun and I will follow him wherever he goes to look after 
him as a good wife has to. We will both separate soon and will 
go to meet many people that are strict in reason and morals. The 
laws of nature can not be used in human society. Nopphon, you 
have to dare to accept this. Only the truth is a judgment of our 
fate. 

Nopphon: I am sorry that I make you not satisfied. 
Khunying: You make me feel discomfort. 
… 
Nopphon: Can I still love you? 
Khunying:  That is your right. But! Believe me. As the time goes by you 

will gradually give up that right. 
Nopphon: I am sure; I will never lose my love for you. I will love 

Khunying forever. 
Khunying: People at your age have much confidence in themselves. Let us 

see what happens next. 
Nopphon: Can you let me know, do you love me? 
Khunying: I forgive you; I have answered enough of your questions. Don’t 

ask me to answer again. 
คุณหญิง: นพพร เธอไมรูหรอกวาเธอทําอะไรลงไป 

นพพร: ผูรูวาผมรักคุณหญิง 

คุณหญิง: สมควรแลวหรือท่ีเธอจะแสดงความรักเธอตอฉันแบบน้ี 

นพพร: ผมไมรูวาสมควรหรือเปลา ความรักมีอํานาจเหนือผม ความรักทําใหผมขาดสติ 

และความรักก็ยึดครองหัวใจของผมใหคุณหญิงท้ังหมด 

คุณหญิง: ความรักท่ีเกิดขึ้นในเวลาท่ีเธอขาดสติ จะมีความหมายอะไร 

นพพร: สิ่งใดท่ีผมทํา ถึงแมวาจะทําในเวลาขาดสติ 

แตสิ่งน้ันจะตราตรึงอยูในหัวใจของผมไมรูลืม 

คุณหญิง: โดยถือวาเปนกําไรของชีวิตน้ันนะหรือ 

นพพร: ในความรัก คนเรายังมีแกใจคิดถึงตนทุนกําไรอยางน้ันเหรอครับ 

คุณหญิง: เธออาจไมคิด ฉันอาจไมคิด แคความรักอาจคิดกับเราได 

เธอคิดหรือเปลาวาฉันอยูในฐานะอยางไร และเธออยูในฐานะอยางไร 

นพพร: ผมคิด คุณหญิงอยูในฐานะเปนภรรยาทานเจาคุณ 

สวนผมอยูในฐานะท่ีทานเจาคุณไววางใจใหพาภรรยาของทานเท่ียว 

คุณหญิง: แลวสิ่งท่ีเธอทําเม่ือกี้ สมควรหรือเปลา 

นพพร: ผมไมรูจะอธิบายอยางไรคุณหญิงถึงจะเขาใจผมบาง 

ถึงแมสิ่งท่ีผมทําลงไปมันจะผิดศีลธรรมจรรยา 

และผมก็พยายามหักหามใจตัวเองแลว แตผมก็อยูในกฎบังคับของธรรมชาติ 
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และเม่ือธรรมชาติใชอํานาจความรักตอนผมอยางจนตรอก 

ผมก็ตองทําอยางท่ีความรักตองการใหผมทํา 

คุณหญิงอยายกเอาเหตุผลหรือศีลธรรมจรรยามาอางหนอยเลย 

กฎเหลาน้ีถูกสรางขึ้นภายหลังกฎธรรมชาติดวยกันท้ังน้ัน 

แลวเราตางก็อยูในกฎบังคับของธรรมชาติทุกคน 

คุณหญิง: นพพร ถาเราสองคนอยูบนยอดเขามิตาเกะจนชั่วชีวิตดับ 

คําพูดของเธอถูกตองท้ังหมด 

แตอีกประเด๋ียวเราก็ตองลงจากภูเขาลูกน้ีไปเผชิญหนากับคนท้ังหลาย 

แลวในไมชา เธอก็ตองไปสนใจกับการศึกษาเลาเรียนเพื่ออนาคตของเธอ 

สวนฉันก็มีหนาท่ีตองจงรักภักดีตอทานเจาคุณ จะติดตามทานไปทุกหนทุกแหง 

คอยปรนนิบัติรับใชทาน ตามหนาท่ีภรรยาท่ีดี เราท้ังสองตางตองจากกันในไมชา 

และตางก็ตองไปติดตอสมาคมกับคนท้ังหลายท่ีเครงครัดในเหตุผลและศีลธรรมจ

รรยา กฎของธรรมชาติจึงนํามาใชในสมาคมคนไมได 

นพพรเธอตองกลารับความจริงขอน้ี 

เพราะความจริงเทาน้ันเปนคําพิพากษาโชคชะตาชีวิตของเรา 

......... 

นพพร: ผมขอรักคุณหญิงตอไปไดไหม 

คุณหญิง: น่ันเปนสิทธิของเธอ แตเม่ือเวลาผานไปนานๆ เธอจะคอยๆ สละสิทธ์ิน้ันไปเอง 

นพพร: ผมแนใจ ผมจะไมมีวันคลายรักคุณหญิง ผมจะรักคุณหญิงตราบชั่วดินฟาสลาย 

คุณหญิง: คนท่ีอยูในวัยรุนอยางเธอ เชื่อม่ันตัวเองสูงมาก เราไวดูกันตอไปดีกวา 

นพพร: ใหผมรูบางไดไหม คุณหญิงรักผมบางหรือเปลา 

คุณหญิง: ฉันใหอภัยเธอแลว และตอบคําถามของเธอมามากพอแลว ไมขอตอบอะไรอีก 
 
 In the film, when Nopphon helps the Khunying stand steady, before he kisses 
her, the flower that the Khunying gave him falls out from his shirt. When the film 
presents this scene, it paradoxically means Nopphon has already forgotten the 
Khunying, since the flower is named 'Forget me not'. This supports the Khunying’s 
later words, 'your love happens there and dies there, but for another one, it still is 
glorified in a body that nearly dies'.*

 In the above conversation, we can see the conflict between 'love, consciousness 
and reason'. Nopphon allows love to take over consciousness and reason, which causes 
him do something inappropriate. The Khunying helps to remind him of that. Here, it 
seems as if the film takes the side of Buddhist ideology, but with a closer look we can 
see that this is not so. For the film, the Khunying does not reject the laws of nature; 
she just has more consciousness and thinks more about society, not love alone. She 
does not understand that love is suffering, she still wants love. Also, she loves him, but 

  

                                                 
* I will quote in length later when it comes to the scene. Right now, I just want to make a 

comment for the different language that the film uses to narrate the story. 
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she represses those feelings in order to maintain her 'appropriate' manner. That is to 
say, love is not a matter of two people, but it is involved with society, class, morals, 
and tradition. Even if two people love each other, as in this case, there are many 
factors to consider.  

Interestingly, there is one line Nopphon says, ' Those rules are set after the 
laws of nature.' If we think that 'those rules' in his words refer to morals and the morals 
in this case being Buddhist moral, it is appropriate to say that the film, and also the 
novel, somehow does not agree with such a rule. In other words, love and sensual 
craving is 'nature'; to control it is to rule against nature. Going back to the Khunying’s 
response, 'if we stay at Mitake for the rest of our life, what you saying will be true to 
all.' This line also confirms that love as a force of nature is all right and 'appropriate'. 
For Nopphon and the Khunying, the thing to blame is not their love, but the rule of 
morals and the social norms. 

After they leave Mitake, the Khunying informs Nopphon that Chaokhun has 
agreed to extend their stay. However, the Khunying still sees Nopphon in a moody and 
sad frame of mind. She tells him to suppress his love and his feelings. He replies: 

 
Nopphon: I do not want to do that. There is no reason for love that 

happens innocently and is pitiable. What is wrong with it that I 
have to resist it? 

Khunying: We can not deny the truth. 
Nopphon: What is the truth? 
Khunying: The truth that in the next six days we will be apart. 
Nopphon: It is the cruelest truth. 
Khunying: That is why I have to tell you to resist it. Believe me! I beg you. 
นพพร: ผมไมอยากทําอยางน้ัน 

ไมมีเหตุผลเลยวาความรักท่ีเกิดขึ้นอยางบริสุทธ์ิและนาสมเพชเวทนาอยูแลว 

ผิดอะไร ผมถึงตองไปขมขี่มัน 

คุณหญิง: เราหลีกเลี่ยงความจริงไมไดนพพร 

นพพร:  ความจริงอะไรครับ 

คุณหญิง: ความจริงท่ีอีก ๖ วันเราจะตองจากกัน 

นพพร:  เปนความจริงท่ีรายกาจท่ีสุด 

คุณหญิง: เพราะเหตุน้ีแหละ ฉันจึงบอกใหเธอพยายามขมใจ เชื่อฉันนะ ฉันขอรอง 

 
Here, we can see that the reason the Khunying gives to Nopphon to suppress 

his feeling is not the truth that love will lead to suffering, but that they will be apart 
and will not have a chance to see each other again. Again, in this context, love is not to 
be understood and ceased. Following the Khunying’s suggestion, Nopphon continues: 

 
Nopphon: I will try, but I think it is no use. 
Khunying: We should never have met. Our starting was very good, but it 

should not torture us at the end. 
Nopphon: Is it torturing you also, Khunying? 
Khunying: I am in pain because I sympathized with you. Sympathize 

because you are being too earnest about me. 
Nopphon: I think that being earnest is an important aspect of love. 
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Khunying: If I had tried to make you displeased from the beginning, you 
would never be like this. 

Nopphon: I am please with how I am now. Khunying used to say that 
love is a great blessing, is a goal of life, didn’t you? If I do not 
understand incorrectly, you also love me as I love you. 
Khunying, truly love me with your heart and life. 

นพพร: ผมจะพยายาม แตคิดวาไมมีประโยชน 

คุณหญิง: เราไมควรพบกันเลย 

การต้ังตนของเราดีเหลือเกินไมนาจะเปนเครื่องทรมานเราในตอนทาย 

นพพร:  ทรมานคุณหญิงดวยหรือครับ 

คุณหญิง: ฉันปวดราวเพราะสงสารเธอ สงสารเพราะเธอมาจริงจังกับฉันมากเกินไป 

นพพร:  ผมคิดวาความจริงจังเปนลักษณะสําคัญของรักแท 

คุณหญิง: ถาฉันพยายามทําใหเธอไมพอใจต้ังแตตน เธอก็คงไมเปนอยางเด๋ียวน้ี 

นพพร: แตผมพอใจอยางท่ีผมเปนอยูเด๋ียวน้ี คุณหญิงเคยพูดเองไมหรือครับ 

วาความรักเปนพรอันประเสริฐ เปนยอดปรารถนาของชีวิต 

ผมคงเขาใจไมผิดไมใชหรือครับ วาคุณหญิงก็รักผม เชนเดียวกับท่ีผมรักคุณหญิง 

รักอยางจริงจัง ดวยหัวใจ ดวยชีวิต 

คุณหญิง: โปรดเชื่อฉันเถอะนพพร เธอตองพยายามขมใจ 

 
Nopphon is right, they love each other. In these scenes, the film shows that 

they both suffer from their 'inappropriate' love. Again, the accusation is directed at 
society and the system, as in the novel. 

Hence, in this dialogue, we can see one interesting idea. It is likely that the 
Khunying understands that love is suffering and she feels this suffering. She tries to 
cease that love so as not to suffer, but she can not.  

Soon after that day, the Khunying and Chaokhun leave Japan. Before leaving, 
the Khunying gives many words to signify that she loves Nopphon, but he still does 
not understand and keeps asking whether the Khunying loves him. They keep in touch 
by letters, but it seems as if Nopphon is more in a poor mood than the Khunying. 
However, as time passes, Nopphon suppresses his love, tries to stop thinking of the 
Khunying and continue his studies. 

Moving ahead to the events after Chaokhun dies and Nopphon comes back to 
Siam, in the first visit to the Khunying’s house, the Khunying gives a clue expressing 
her love, but Nopphon still does not understand. During the second visit to the 
Khunying's house, he informs her about his wedding which 'hurts' the Khunying. She 
tries to pretend she does not feel anything, as a 'lady' should. She asks him: 

 
Khunying: Do you love your fiancé? 
Nopphon: We meet each only a few times, but we are satisfied each other 

to some degree. I hope we will love each other when we are 
married and living together. 

Khunying: A young man and woman who agree to marry each other do not 
have to 'love' each other, do they? 

Nopphon: I think love is a confused business and full of tortured suffering. 
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Khunying: What makes you think of love like that? 
Nopphon: I have once been in love. 
Khunying: Tell me! [Smiling happily] 
Nopphon: [smiling happily] 

Khunying already knows well enough.  
[The film flashes back to the event when they say goodbye to 
each other on the ship, the day the Khunying left to go back to 
Siam] 
Love brought delight at the beginning, but ended with tortured 
suffering that was extremely terrible. 

 Khunying: Don't you think that love is a great blessing anymore? 
 Nopphon: [shaking his head] 
 I was able to think later. I should not have let myself be so 

unrestrained in such an inappropriate way. I should have loved 
and respected Khunying like my elder sister. I know I did many 
things wrong at that time. I am ashamed of myself every time I 
think of it. Thus, I try to forget. No matter what! The things that 
happened at that time taught me; love is hot like a fire that can 
cause misery and distress. I truly believe I will not have that 
kind of love again. 

Khunying: We have different ideas about love, but I agree with you when 
you say love crushes and tortures our hearts very much. 
Sometimes it is hard to bear it. You are doing the right thing as 
other people do, to step out of that torture and forget your past. 
But, some foolish people can not do like you.  
[Khunying picks up her tea cup to congratulation him]  
I am congratulating you then. I am one who believes in love, so 
I want to wish you both love each other whether before or after 
you are married. I wish you love each other the best and love 
(each other) quickly. I drink to you, my good man.  
[Salutes the tea cup]  
To happiness and love for both of you. 

คุณหญิง: เธอรักคูหม้ันของเธอหรือเปลานพพร 

นพพร: เรามีเวลาพบกันนอย แตเราตางก็มีความพอใจในกันพอสมควร ผมหวังวา 

เราจะรักกันเม่ือเราแตงงานแลวไดอยูกินกันแลว 

คุณหญิง: หนุมสาวท่ีตกลงปลงใจแตงงานกัน ไมจําเปนตองรักกันกอนเลยเหรอ 

นพพร: ผมวาความรักเปนเรื่องยุงยากเหลือทน และก็เต็มไปดวยความทุกขทรมาน 

คุณหญิง: อะไรทําใหเธอคิดถึงความรักในแงน้ัน 

นพพร: เพราะครั้งนึงผมเคยรัก 

คุณหญิง: เลาตอไปซิ (ยิ้มอยางมีความสุข) 

นพพร: (ยิ้มอยางมีความสุข) 

 คุณหญิงทราบดีอยูแลว 

 (ภาพยนตรแทรกภาพการจากกันบนเรือท่ีโกเบในวันท่ีคุณหญิงกลับเมืองสยาม) 
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 ความรักใหความชุมชื้นในเบ้ืองตน 

แตไดจบลงดวยความทุกขทรมานอยางแสนรายกาจ 

คุณหญิง: เธอไมคิดวาความรักเปนพรอันประเสริฐแลวหรือ 

นพพร: (สายหัว) ผมไดคิดในตอนหลังวา 

ผมไมควรปลอยใหตัวเองเตลิดไปอยางไมสมควรยิ่ง ผมควรจะรัก 

และนับถือคุณหญิงเหมือนเปนพี่สาวของผม 

ผมรูตัววาในเวลาน้ันผมไดทําผิดไปอยางมาก นึกถึงทีไรก็ละอายตนเอง 

ผมจึงพยายามลืม แตถึงอยางไร เหตุการณในครั้งน้ันก็ทําใหผมไดรูวา 

ความรักท่ีรอนเปนไฟ เปนบอเกิดของความทุกขทรมานอยางแสนสาหัส 

ผมเชื่อวาผมจะไมมีความรักอยางน้ันอีกแลว 

คุณหญิง: คนเรามีความคิดเห็นในเรื่องความรักแตกตางกัน แตฉันเห็นดวยกับเธอในขอท่ีวา 

ความรักเปนเครื่องบีบค้ัน ทรมานใจเรามาก และในบางครั้งก็เหลือท่ีจะทนทาน 

เธอทําถูกตองอยางคนท้ังหลายท่ัวไปแลวท่ีถอนตัวจากความทรมานมาได 

และสามารถลืมความหลังไดดวย แตคนโงๆ บางคนทําไมไดอยางเธอ 

(คุณหญิงเอื้อมหยิบแกวนํ้าชาเพื่อจะแสดงความยินดี) 

ฉันขอแสดงความยินดีกับเธอก็แลวกัน ฉันเปนผูท่ีเชื่อถือในความรัก 

จึงขออวยพรใหเธอท้ังสองไดรักกัน จะกอนหรือหลังแตงงานก็ตาม 

ของใหรักกันอยางดีท่ีสุดและเร็วท่ีสุด ฉันขอด่ืมใหเธอคนดีของฉัน  

(ยกแกวชาขึ้นอวยพร) 

สําหรับความสุขและความรักของเธอท้ังสอง 
 

In this dialogue, we can see a very interesting argument about love.*

For a short discussion, this dialogue is important. The film shows the idea of 
'love is suffering' very clearly here; both of them are now suffering from love. 
However, it is interesting that the film still honors love; even if it is suffering, it is still 

 Their 
discussion shows a kind of upside-down between the ideology of love of the Khunying 
and Nopphon. In short, we learn from the beginning that the Khunying is suffering 
from the need to find love; when she married Chaokhun, she ceased her quest for love. 
At that time Nopphon has a great experience about love. After he finds the Khunying, 
his world is full of love and happiness. After they are apart, things are different. 
Khunying has hope for love. She lives happily, again, because she loves Nopphon and 
waits for his return. Love makes her life worthy and hopeful again. In the meanwhile, 
Nopphon suffers from love. Sooner or later, he realizes 'love is suffering', so he 
decides to cease loving. When it comes to this scene, although we can say that the 
ideology of love of the Khunying is still the same as she says, for Nopphon it has 
changed. The Khunying, who says ' I am a person who believes in love', now begins to 
suffer from love again. 

                                                 
* In the novel version, before this dialogue appears, the Khunying clearly asks him, using the 

words 'ideology of marriage' or we can say the 'ideology of love'. 
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a must for people’s life. From the Khunying’s reply, she wishes Nopphon to have love 
with his fiancé. Even though some may think this is satire, it is proof that she still 
believes in love and the power of love that will bring happiness to life. Life without 
love is lifeless and it is not worth living without love. We will come to this point again 
at the end of the story. 

After that day, the Khunying stops her treatment. This means she does not 
want to live anymore (she is committing suicide). The film presents the Khunying’s 
illness as gradually getting worse, while Nopphon is happy with his wedding. Also, 
the film shows some romantic scenes when the Khunying and Nopphon were together 
in Japan. When her illness gets much worse, she is delirious, uttering Nopphon's name 
and the events at Mitake. Then, her relative goes to Nopphon’s house and tells him 
about her illness.*

 

 When he comes, he hears from the doctor that she can not be cured 
and she will die in two weeks. Nopphon goes inside the Khunying's bedroom after 
waiting quite a long time so she can get dressed to make herself as beautiful as before. 
The Khunying asks the people in the room to go out and let them be alone. She begins: 

Khunying: I did not expect that I would see you today. I did not expect to 
see you at all, even though it is the near the end of my life. 

Nopphon: Right now, I am here in front of you and I will stay if you wish 
me to. 

Khunying: Impossible, Nopphon, because you are not mine. 
Nopphon: I do not understand. What does Khunying mean? 
Khunying: You were always like this. Never understanding me since the 

first day we met. 
Nopphon: Please tell me, what do I not understand? 
Khunying: You do not understand everything, you don’t understand 

anything; you do not even understand yourself.  
[She hands him an envelope, in front of the envelope is 
Nopphon's Heart Flower that she received from him at Mitake. 
Inside the envelope is a drawing of Mitake (this drawing is the 
reason for the title of the book and the film)] 
This is your wedding gift. 
[Nopphon opens the envelope] 
My drawing is not so good, Nopphon, but there is life and heart 
in that picture. Can you remember where it is and what 
happened there? 

Nopphon: My love happened there. 
Khunying: Our love, Nopphon.  
Nopphon: [He stares at her stunned.] 
Khunying: Your love was born there and died there, but for another one it 

is still radiant in a body that is nearly ready to die. 
คุณหญิง: ฉันไมคิดวาจะไดพบเธอในวันน้ี ไมคิดวาจะไดพบเธออีกเลย 

แมจะเปนครั้งสุดทายในชีวิตของฉัน 

นพพร: ตอนน้ีผมอยูตอหนาคุณหญิงแลว แลวจะอยูตอไปถาคุณหญิงตองการ 

คุณหญิง: เปนไปไมไดหรอกนพพร เพราะเธอไมใชของฉัน 

นพพร: ผมไมเขาใจคุณหญิงหมายความวาอยางไร 

                                                 
* The novel does not have this emotional part. 
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คุณหญิง: เธอเปนแบบน้ีเสมอ ไมเคยเขาใจฉันเลย นับต้ังแตวันแรกท่ีไดรูจักกัน 

นพพร: โปรดบอกผม มีอะไรบางท่ีผมไมเขาใจ 

คุณหญิง: เธอไมเขาใจทุกสิ่งทุกอยาง ไมเขาใจท้ังหมด ไมเขาใจแมกระท่ังตัวของเธอเอง 

 (คุณหญิงยื่นซองหน่ึงในนพพร ดานหนามีดอกหัวใจนพพรเขากรอบแปะอยู 

ดานในเปนภาพเขียนท่ีมิตาเกะ) 

 น่ีเปนของขวัญวันแตงงานของเธอ 

 (นพพรเปดออกดู) 

 ภาพท่ีฉันวาดฝมือไมดีหรอกนพพร แตมีชีวิตและหัวใจอยูในภาพน้ี 

จําไดไหมวาท่ีไหน มีอะไรเกิดขึ้นท่ีน่ัน 

นพพร: ความรักของผมเกิดขึ้นท่ีน่ัน 

คุณหญิง: ความรักของเรานพพร 

นพพร: (จองคุณหญิงอยางตกใจ) 

คุณหญิง: ความรักของเธอเกิดขึ้นท่ีน่ันแลวก็ตายท่ีน่ัน 

แตของอีกคนหน่ึงยังรุงโรจนอยูในรางท่ีกําลังจะแตกดับ 

 
After he leaves the room, the Khunying's relative informs him that after he told 

her about his wedding, she stopped the treatment. Nopphon realizes that he has killed 
her. He volunteers to look after her until she dies. The Khunying's relative asks him 
whether he is scared of the deadly disease. He says, 'Having love, I do not fear of 
anything. True love can eliminate the fear.'*

After that day, Nopphon stays beside her bed and takes care of her. They talk 
happily about their past. The film shows many scenes to communicate that they really 
love each other; for example, Nopphon sleeps face down while he is sitting, but still 
holds the Khunying's hand, which is not described in the novel. 

  

Again, in the last and very famous scene, the film preserves the details and, I 
would say, the feeling of the book, but the film repeats the Khunying's words. This 
does not occur in the novel version. I think it is worth repeating to highlight: 

 
I am also like many people who wish to have love, wants to marry, wants 
to have a child and wants to explore the world. 
 
After the flashback at Mitake (again), the camera focuses on the Khunying's 

face; she has a little bit of a smile on her face and she slowly closes her eyes and 
passes away. Nopphon holds the Khunying's hand until she is gone. He finds a piece 
of paper (again we have to highlight).  

 
I die without someone loving me, but I am in rapture that I have loved 
someone. 
ฉันตายโดยปราสจากคนท่ีรักฉัน แตฉันก็อิ่มใจวาฉันมีคนท่ีฉันรัก  

                                                 
* This line has already been used once in his first letter to the Khunying from Japan. He takes it 

from a Japanese writer. 
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As I have indicated, the film preserves what the book wrote but, in addition, 
some discourse is added. The film emphasizes the importance of love and to be loved. 
Love is a must of one’s life; a fuel of life. Life is worth nothing without love. The 
flashback of the Khunying’s words reflects the general ideology of people in the 
society, which I would say is in a Consumerism way. The goal of their life is to 'have 
love', 'get marry', 'have children' and 'be accepted by the people'. While the words on 
the piece of paper show that her life is worthy, she is happy to die because she has 
loved someone, which may be an overstatement for the whole of the Khunying's life, if 
she really existed as a person; but the most important part of her life is to have love, a 
real love. She does not have to worry about living costs or to fight for survival in the 
society; thus, the thing most missing in her life is 'love'. According to the film version, 
it can be said that the story Behind the Painting is the story about the Khunying's love 
and how love is important for people’s life. The unfortunate life of the Khunying as a 
noble who can not adjust her life, or whose life is in a transition period, is a minor 
conflict. The main argument of the film version is to show the importance and 
necessity of love in human life. 
 
 The Legend of a Warlord 

In the 2002 film version of Khun Chang Khun Phaen, there were three taglines 
used to advertise the movie. First, "Tread on the dignity of a man of war, insult a 
man's love, his pride can not be surrendered"(หยียบศักด์ิชาตินักรบ หยามรักลูกผูชาย 

เกียรติน้ีมิอาจสยบยอม). Second, "Under the spell of a woman, even the toughest warlord 

can fall to the ground" (มนตแหงสตรี เพียงตองใจ แมขุนทัพแกรงศึก ก็มวยสยบแทบดิน). Last, 
"One hundred thousand of soldiers may be banished by a single spell, but one 
thousand spells can not resist the charm of a woman" (ทัพแสนพลลมราบเพียงหน่ึงรายเวทย 

แตพันอาคมเสก ไมอาจยั้งมนตแหงสตร)ี. From these three, we can conclude that there was 
one central idea that the film wanted to present; the power of sexual desire that can 
overcome a man. Even being a 'warlord' can be a downfall, if he can not control his 
sexual desire. This sound likes an ideology of love in Buddhist teaching, but there is 
something different in the detail. 

The film presents 'love is dignity', treating love as a material rather than an 
emotion. When Phimphilalai knows for the first time that Saithong has an affair with 
Khun Phaen, she feels sad. The sadness comes from her feeling of being betrayed by 
her husband and nanny. She is not jealous of her nanny, but she feels angry with her as 
an insult to her dignity. Also, when she sees Laothong besides Khun Phaen, the anger 
does not spring up because of jealousy, but because she is furious at Khun Phaen for 
insulting her love. She loves only Khun Phaen and suffers in living with Khun Chang. 
This is different from the classical version, which has a famous episode presenting the 
quarrel between Wanthong and Laothong. Additionally, when Khun Phaen takes 
Wanthong to the forest, she is angry with him because he does not honor and respect 
her. She still loves him but she can not resist being 'indignant' with him. This idea is 
clearly exposed in Wanthong last conversation: 

 
Khun Phaen: [breaking toward the crowd to Wanthong in the middle of 

execution site] 
 Pim! I will rescue you and take you far away. 
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Wanthong: So what if I can escape from the punishment, I still have to live 
life as a two-hearted woman. 

Khun Phaen: I do not care. 
Wanthong: These are just words, how much can I rely on them. You used to 

say that you loved me and you will have only me. Look! These 
days, how many women are beside you? All Pim's life, I have 
only you. Your Pim has been dead since she realized that she 
can not rely on her husband’s words. That its! Wanthong might 
die with the blame of being a two-husband woman. 

Khun Phaen: Whether Pim or Wanthong, I still love you. 
Wanthong: If you love me, please let the two-hearted Wanthong die 

from you, die from everyone. Let it be only Phimphilalai in 
your heart. 

Khun Phaen: You can not die my dear Pim, won't you love me anymore. 
Wanthong: I love you. I have loved you for all of my life. At this one time 

please let me love myself. My dear Keaw, all of suffering and 
deeds we have done together. Please, let us together overcome 
that karma. 

ขุนแผน: (ฝาฝูงชนไปหาวันทองกลางลานประหาร) 

 พิมพี่จะพาเจาหนีไปใหไกล 

วันทอง: พนอาญาแลวจะเปนเยี่ยงไร ขาก็จะตองมีชีวิตอยูเปนวันทองสองใจ 

ขุนแผน: พี่ไมใสใจดอก 

วันทอง: เพียงคําพูดน้ันขาจะเชื่อนํ้าคําไดสักกี่มากนอยกัน ตัวพี่เองเคยบอกวารักขา 

จะมีแตขา แลวดูวันน้ีสิ ขางกายพี่มีผูใดบาง ตลอดชีวิตของอีพิมมันก็มีแตพี่แกว 

พิมของพี่มันตายไปแลว ตายไปต้ังแตรูวาคําของผัวตัวเองเชื่อไมเคยได เออเหนาะ 

อีวันทองคงจะตายไปพรอมกับคําวาหญิงสองผัว 

ขุนแผน: พิมหรือวันทองมากผัวพี่ก็รักเจา 

วันทอง: หากรักขา ปลอยใหอีวันทองสองใจมันตายไปจากพี่ ตายไปจากทุกคน 

ใหมีแตพิมพิลาไลยในใจพี่เถิด 

ขุนแผน: เจาตายไมไดพิม เจาไมรักพี่แลวหรือ 

วันทอง: ขารักพี่ ขารักพี่มาท้ังชีวิตขาแลว ครั้งน้ีขอขารักตัวเองสักครั้งเถิด 

พี่แกวทุกขและกรรมท่ีเรารวมกอ อโหสิกรรมตอกันเถิด 
 
 From this conversation, which I mention above when discussing the 
significance of honesty earlier, we can see the meaning of 'love' from Wanthong’s 
view. When she says, 'If you love me, please let the two-hearted Wanthong die from 
you, die from everyone. Let it be only Phimphilalai in your heart', she wants people, 
especially Khun Phaen, to remember her when she had dignity, not to remember her as 
the Wanthong whose name has been related to a two-husband woman. Hence, when 
she says 'At this one time, please let me love myself', she really wants to die in order 
to keep her dignity. Thus, for her, 'love' is loving herself. To love herself is to love her 
fame. She feel worthless not because she does not have love or she can not choose 
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whom to love, but because she can not live with the shame of being a 'dishonest 
woman'. 
 The idea of loving oneself may sound Buddhist, but to love yourself, in the 
film context, means you still have 'attā'. That is to say you are still clinging to yourself 
and looking at yourself as something 'solid'. This is different from the Buddhist 
teaching, which teaches us to get rid of the attachment to ourselves. According to the 
story, at the time as making the decision to die, Wanthong has no choice. If she runs 
away with Khun Phaen, she will not live ‘happily ever after' for the rest of her life. She 
will be called a 'two-hearted woman', as she says, 'What if I can escape from the 
punishment? I still have to live a life as a two-hearted woman.' The best choice for her 
to end all the conflict is to die. Thus, Wanthong become a heroine who is brave 
enough to die to keep her reputation. She neither does not love Khun Phaen, nor is 
attached with him. She just finds the best way to end their story. Wanthong loves her 
dignity and she dies to protect her self-love. 

It could be say that her death would happen anyway, as none can refuse the 
king’s orders. Additionally, it is the main motif and major event of the classical text 
that could not be changed. However, what the film is trying to do is give a new reason 
for Wanthong’s death. She dies to keep her dignity. She dies for herself. She dies for 
her love. Unlike in the classical text, the film uses 'karma' and the law of karma as a 
reason for her death.  

Apart from Wanthong’s character, which is the signature of the film, Khun 
Phaen’s character also gives the same idea. From the tagline and from the story in both 
the classical text and in the adapted screenplay, Khun Phaen is a hero or 'warlord' 
whose downfall is by the women in his life. However, if we look closely at the 
content, his downfall also comes from his 'ego' rather than the charm of the woman.  

According to the film, the main turning point of the story is the hatred between 
Khun Phaen and Khun Chang. First, Khun Chang feels angry with Plai Keaw, as Plai 
Keaw is have an affair with Phimphilalai and Phimphilalai refuse Khun Chang’s 
proposal, but accepts Plai Keaw. He wants to get revenge, and he wants to have 
Phimphilalai as his wife. He asks the king to order Khun Phaen to go to the war and 
lies to Sriprachan that Khun Phaen died in the field. This may seem like he loves 
Phimphilalai and just wants to find a way to have her. However in another view, it can 
be said he has been humiliated by Khun Phaen and what he does is to recover his 
virtue of being a human. The scene after Khun Chang comes back to his house and 
destroys his cotton factory, which was added to this movie, is a good explanation of 
his feeling of lowliness, along with his extreme anger with Khun Phaen. 

Second, for Khun Phaen, after he comes back from the war, he is angry with 
Khun Chang and Phimphilalai for their getting married. This is not only because he is 
jealous of Khun Chang, but because he feels that his dignity has been insulted. For me, 
I think at that time the feeling of being disgraced is more important than being jealous. 
In the following scene, when Khun Phaen comes back to Khun Chang’s house again at 
night, before he is going to slash Khun Chang, he says: 'this is it mother Sri, money 
and valuable things. I want to give to you more than this, but I have respect for Chang. 
Plai Keaw is poor, totally different from Khun Phaen. I bring you these things, this 
time; let me exchange them for the life of your damn son-in-law and Wanthong'.*

                                                 
* น่ีไงจะแมศรีเงินทองของดีท้ังน้ัน ฉันอยากจะขนมาใหแมมากกวาน้ี แตเกรงใจไอชางมัน 

ไอพลายแกวมันจนผิดกับขุนแผนเปนคนละคนทีเดียว ฉันขนมาใหคราวน้ี 

ถือวาแลกกับชีวิตของลูกเขยอับปรียกับอีวันทองเลยละกัน 

 In 
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this scene, Khun Phaen is willing to kill both Wanthong and Khun Chang. This is 
because he thinks he has been disrespected by them, not only that he wants Wanthong 
back. 

At that night, Khun Chang, again, feels not comfortable and has been 
humiliated by Khun Phaen, so he finds a way to hit back at him. This is a third turning 
point. As for Khun Chang’s revenge, Khun Phaen loses his property and his wife. He 
becomes a commoner again. At the time, the only thing that comes into his mind is 
revenge. He is going to find magical objects to give him more power and regain his 
self-actualization. Khun Phaen has the ability to win the war and also has an immortal 
body, if he wanted to get into Khun Chang's house and take Wanthong out it would be 
very easy at that time. Why then does the film have to narrate his story of exile? I 
think there are two reasons for this. First, the magical objects are a significance motif 
in the classical version. Omitting them from the film would be a big mistake; actually, 
I think the film delicates a lot of space in the timeline for this episode, which is a 
famous part of the story. Second, the film wants to emphasize the idea of recovery and 
retrieving his self-actualization. Khun Phaen wants the magical objects to make him a 
hero or a great man so he can be respected by the people again. It is not only that he 
wants to take Wanthong back, which he can really do at any time, but he wants to have 
his fame back as well. 

Khun Phaen, in a later age, seems to understand the argument that I have made. 
At nearly the end of the film, he refuses to pass the magical objects to his son. It is not 
that he is possessive about those things, but he realizes that they do not give real 
power. That is to say, having a magical object is not about real pride; real pride and 
dignity comes from having the one you love and the one who loves you. 
 We can conclude that the film version highlights the relationship between love 
and dignity. Both the conflict with Wanthong and between Khun Chang and Khun 
Phaen are caused by their 'dignity'. We can also say that 'dignity' here is a form of 
'self-love', but I prefer to use the word ‘self-actualization’, as I have used before. 
Dignity is a concept of depending on someone. Dignity means 'you are worthy', and 
what make you worthy is love from someone. Khun Chang feels a lowliness because 
Khun Phaen took his love, his 'only love'. Khun Phaen faces a downfall in his life 
because of wanting Wanthong's love.  
 

The Whistle 
We can learn about two meanings of love from The Whistle. First and 

foremost, love can lead you life. Both Than Nam and Muton’s life is led by love, a 
love that survives and is eternal, even after life is over. Love is also the thing that 
keeps your energy and pushes your life to be better. From the beginning, even in a 
negative way, Than Nam’s life is driven by love. Muton also comes to Than Nam 
because of love. The death of Muton adds emphasis to this idea. The only thing that 
Muton has left is his (real) heart, which means his love. Than Nam becomes a new 
person and is successful in her life because of love. Thus, the film tries to say that love 
is important for life; it nourishes life and makes life happier. In the film, on the night 
that Than Nam invites Eak to have dinner at home and they become a couple, Than 
Nam's mother says: 
 

Nām...I never had seen you eyes sparkle like this day. I am happy 
that you have love and happiness. No matter what the reason, I want 
to see your eyes sparkle like this forever. 
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นํ้า...แมไมเคยเห็นลูกตาเปนประกายเหมือนวันน้ีเลย 

แมดีใจท่ีลูกมีความรักและมีความสุข เพราะวาถึงอยางไรนะ 

แมก็อยากใหลูกตาเปนประกายอยางน้ีตลอดไปเลยลูก 
  

This quote clearly explains that love changes your life and makes your life 
happier.  

The last meaning of love in this film is that true love is to make the one that 
you love happy. Love is not about changing yourself for someone, but trying to find 
someone that fits with you. We learn from Than Nam’s life that to be someone who is 
not you in order to attract them is suffering. For Muton, keeping his promise, even if it 
hurts in the beginning, makes him happy. That is to say, making Than Nam happy, he 
is happy. This is true love. In the most romantic scene, in my opinion, Than Nam tells 
Muton that her novel is just finish. This novel is the story of Than Nam’s life that is 
really the whole movie. Muton asks about the end of the story: 
 

Muton: Can you tell me…in the end who will be chosen as the 
leading actress. 

Than Nam: Who is chosen as the leading actress is not important. 
What is important is who this heart is going to stay 
with. Muton makes Nām realize what I should be and 
whom I should choose. 
(they go out to dance under the moonlight) 

Than Nam: Muton…Do you love me? 
(Muton is looking into her eyes to say yes, but he does 
not say a word) 

Than Nam: How much do you love me? 
Muton: (Muton puts his fist on Than Nam’s chest in the same 

position as her heart) 
  Is this enough? 
Than Nam: It is too little… 
Muton:  Yes…it is little, but it is all I have.*

หมูตอน: ถางั้น...บอกหนอยไดหรือไมวาตอนจบ...ใครไดกับนางเอก 
 

ทานนํ้า: ใครจะไดกับนางเอกไมสําคัญหรอก  

สําคัญแตวาหัวใจดวงน้ีจะอยูกับใคร  

หมูตอนทําใหนํ้ารูวานํ้าควรจะเปนอะไรและนํ้าควรจะเลือกใคร 

(ท้ังสองออกไปเตนดวยกัน) 

ทานนํ้า: หมูตอนรักนํ้าม้ัย... 

(หมูตอนมองหนาทานนํ้าเพื่อจะแทนคําวาใช แตไมไดพูดอะไร) 

ทานนํ้า: รักแคไหน 

หมูตอน:  (วางกําปนตรงท่ีหัวใจของทานนํ้า) แคน้ีพอม้ัย 

ทานนํ้า: นิดเดียวเอง 

                                                 
* This means his heart that represents his life. Everyone’s heart is the same size as a fist. By 

showing his fist, this means that he loves her with all his heart. 
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หมูตอน: ใชนิดเดียวแตมันคือท้ังหมดท่ีเรามี 
 

In this romantic scene, the meaning of love, as in making the one you love 
happy, is explicit. 

‘Do you believe in miracles…a miracle will make you believe in love.’ This is 
a tagline of the movie and it is a good conclusion. In this film we can see that love is a 
miracle. Love can change your life and make your life better. Additionally, true love is 
to make the ones you love happy.  
 
 Monrak Transistor 
 Apart from, presenting the conflict between money and love, Monrak 
Transistor presents the worship of 'love' and put it among the highest ranks of 
important things for life. Love is happiness. To be together with the one we loved is 
happiness. Even if it is in the past, that memory can still be the honey for life to live 
longer and what to live for. The theme song of the movie, which is played three times 
during the movie, is clear in this ideology: 
 

Never forget, Never forget, Never fade away like the stars in the sky. 
Never forget the taste of love that came to you. Never forget the past. Until life 
is over, Never forget.  

Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! 
Never forget! Never forget, let not all the months and years fade away. Never 
forget our happy love. Never forget the dreams from before. How many month 
and years, I will never forget. 

Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! I beg you not 
be careless and forget me first. For me, I am sure, I will never forget. I still 
remember the sweetness that sweetened my heart. I will never reject you, 
change or forget. Attached like this, how could I forget? 

Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! 
Never forget! Never forget! Never forget! Never forget the promise I gave, that 
we will both stay together. Die together, never let the other go. Until I die, I 
will never forget! 

ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมเลือน เหมือนเดือนคูฟา ไมลืมรสรักท่ีเคยฝากฝง 

ไมลืมความหลังท่ีเคยผานมา จวบจนชีวาสิ้น ก็ไมลืม  

ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมเลือน ชั่วเดือนและป ไมลืมรักเราท่ีเคยสุขสันต 

ไมลืมความฝนเม่ือครั้งกอนน้ี กี่เดือนกี่ป ฉันก็ไมลืม  

ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ขอเพียงแตเธออยาเผลอลืมกอน 

ฉันน้ันแนนอนไมเคยจะลืม ยังจํารสหวาน อันซึ้งซานใจ ไมเคยแหนงหนาย เปลี่ยนใจหลงลืม 

ดูดด่ืมเพียงน้ี หรือพี่จะลืม  

ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืม ไมลืมสัญญาท่ีเคยผูกพัน 

วาเราสองคน จะครองม่ันหมาย กอดคอกันตาย ไมคลายจากกัน ตราบสิ้นชีวิน ฉันก็ไมลืม*

                                                 
* The song was first performed by Suraphon Sombatchareon around 1958. In the ending credit, 

the film shows a dedication of this film to the original singer and the song. The importance of the song 
is not just as a classic Thai country song that has been rearrange and rerecord many times, or that it is 
perform by one of the remarkable Thai singers, but it is also the lyrics.  
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This song is played in full two times in the film, and one times as a half song. 

The melody of the song, also, is used as the background score many times. The 
meaning of the song is about 'promise' and 'remembering'. When we love someone, it 
is a commitment that we will remember them. Thus, love is like a promise. A promise 
that we will not forget each other, no matter what happens or even if we are apart.  

Additionally, love is a 'moral' for life. When we have a hard time in our life, 
we can use love as a fuel for our life and, thus, we can continue our life happily. In the 
full version, the song is played the first time when Phean is in the military service. The 
second time is when he is in prison and is thinking of Sadao. In this way, the film uses 
the song to say that Phean can survive from his hard time and not give up his life 
because of the love that he has with Sadao. His memory of Sadao and her love 
supports him to continue his life. 
 Love is not just about sex or sudden sexual desire, but it is about the 
connection between two people, the sharing of life and experience, especially taking 
care of each other. For the film, love is not explained or shown by sex only. In the 
film, both Phean and Sadao have affairs with someone else, but finally they learn that 
this is not love and can not be counted as 'love'. Again, love is a promise of taking care 
of each other and making the one we love happy.  

For Phean, he has an affair with Dao on the day he helps Dao when she fainted. 
After he helps her recover, he rides with her back to her home. While he is on the bus, 
Dao leans her head on his shoulder. The film cuts across to the event in Sadao’s house. 
The transistor radio, which he gave to Sadao at their wedding, falls from the shelf and 
breaks. Then the film cuts back to Dao’s house. Phean is walking into Dao's bedroom. 
The film cut back to Sadao again. She sits sadly beside the river, thinking of Phean. 
Finally, the film cut back to Dao's bed, Phean is naked, but he looks very serious and 
unhappy. The transistor radio in the film is used to signify a promise. When the 
transistor radio falls, it means the promise is broken. Phean, who breaks the promise, 
learns that sex does not bring him happiness, but guilt instead. When he has a chance 
to sing a song for the first time as a singer he chooses to sing the following song: 

 
My dear wife, please turn around and listen to me. I am wandering along the 
wrong path, a bad thinking to escape from you. I am a fool, destroying our 
love. Misguided by having a mistress, I should never have done it to make you 
upset. I heard you crying behind my back, it hurt in my heart. I am wrong, I am 
weary, so I came to apologize to you. I lost my energy, becoming weak 
because I keep thinking of you. A hundred mistresses can not compete with 
one wife. A thousand women can not compete with my wife. The old food and 
recipes are still good, I am never bored, your love still floods my heart. I 
known, when I lose hope, my dear wife, do you forget me. I made a mistake 
and I am mournful. I will follow and find you, please do not go away. Come 
back and let’s start anew, the fault I have done, please forgive me. 
เมียจาหันหลังฟงผัวสักนิด ท่ีผัวหลงเดินทางผิด คิดชั่วปลีกตัวเหินหาง 

ผัวชางเลวรายทําลายรักไปนอกทาง หลงควงเมียนอยแนบขาง ผัวไมควรสรางใหหมางใจเมีย 

ฟงเสียงเมียรองรําพันเบ้ืองหลัง เจ็บในหัวใจผัวจัง พลั้งผิดจิตใจละเห่ีย ผิดไปแลวหนา 

ยอนมาขอโทษกับเมีย หมดแรงเหมือนคนออยเปลี้ย เฝาคิดถึงเมียท่ีดีแสนดี รอยชูหรือจะสูเมียตน 
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หญิงอื่นหม่ืนคนหรือจะสูเมียพี่ นํ้าพริกถวยเกาปลาราปลาเจาผักดองของดี ผัวไมเคยเบือนหนี 

ยังรักเมียพี่ทวมลนดวงใจ ผัวรูตัวแลวเม่ือผัวผิดหวัง เมียจาลืมผัวหรือยัง 

พลั้งพลาดอกตรมหมองไหม พี่ติดตามหา เมียจาอยาหนีหางไกล กลับมาต้ังตนกันใหม 

ท่ีแลวแลวไปอภัยผัวเถิด 
 
While he is singing this song, the film cuts between him and Sadao. The film 

intends to use this song as an expression of his guilty for having a mistress and the 
importance of a wife for spiritual support. The first part clearly expresses the feeling 
of distress caused by having a mistress. While the second part carries a sense of 
acceptance of the mistake. Finally, the last part is a plea to get back together and start 
their life together again. From these two scenes, although Phean has an affair with 
Dao, in theory, he should not to be sad. However, the film chooses to present Phean's 
sadness to give the audience an idea of love as a promise. The film promotes the idea 
of love as a connection and sharing with the one we love in our life. Love is a concept 
or spiritual matter rather than a physical activity. 

Moreover, for Sadao, she also has an affair with the drug salesman. Even 
though the film does not present much of Sadao’s side, the reason that Sadao decides 
to have a new husband is because she feels lonely, the man is a very sweet talker and 
is good looking. The drug salesman first gets to know Sadao when he helps her son *

 

 
from his illness and does not charge for the drugs. The day after, she gives food to him 
in gratitude. He invites her to see a movie, which he dubs on his own, that night. The 
conversation between Sadao and salesman is: 

Drug Salesman: Tonight, don’t forget we will go see a movie 
Sadao:  What movie? 
Drug Salesman: The open-air movie at the temple. 
Sadao:  No, I mean, a foreign movie or Thai movie? 
Drug Salesman: Why does it matter? 
Sadao: In the foreign movies, the star is not as handsome as in 

the Thai movies. 
Drug Salesman: Whether the star is handsome or not is not as important 

as long as the one who dubs the words is handsome.  
คนขายยา: คืนน้ีอยาลืมไปดูหนังนะครับ 

สะเดา:  หนังอะไร 

คนขายยา: หนังกลางแปลงท่ีวัดเน๊ียะครับ 

สะเดา:  ไมใช หนังไทยหรือหนังฝรั่ง 

คนขายยา: ทําไมเหรอครับ 

สะเดา:  หนังฝรั่งพระเอกมันไมหลอสูหนังไทยไมได 

คนขายยา: พระเอกหลอไมหลอไมสําคัญขอคนพากยหลอก็พอแลว 
 
From the conversation, it is likely that Sadao judges people by their 

appearance. She may just be lonely after Phean left her unattended, since he sends no 
news until she thinks (or, perhaps, wishes) he is dead. However, for the salesman, the 
                                                 

* The son she had with Phean. 
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only characteristic the film give is that he is handsome and a sweet talker. It can be 
said this time that Sadao falls in love with this man because of his appearance. She 
does not learn much about him. Unlike for Phean, the film does not show the scene in 
which Sadao has an affair with the salesman, but we can guess because she smiles 
after the salesman asks her for love. Also, at the end of the story, she has two children 
with someone, probably with the salesman. 

Although the film does not speak directly, the salesman character is introduced 
to support the idea that we can not judge people by appearance alone. In many novels 
and some old traditions, a 'salesman' is an unreliable person. The salesman carries the 
meaning of a sweet talker, in a negative sense, their word are not believable. Salesmen 
also move around, not having a permanent shelter. Overtly, it is not a secure job. Thai 
women, especially not well educated women in the rural area in the old time, will be 
warned to beware of salesmen; specifically, they should not consider having such a 
person as a husband. The film confirms this idea.  

Therefore, 'love' is not just a 'sweet word'. Anyone can say 'love' easily, but it 
is not everyone who really means it. A woman has to justify and not be drowned in the 
word love. There are many factors of love. For this film, love is the sharing of a good 
memory; it is a caring for each other and it is a matter of living with each other 
happily.  

Love that comes from a sudden appreciation of someone’s appearance will not 
last long and someday will cause suffering. True love lasts long, even if the person we 
love has gone away. In the final scene, the film confirms this point. When Phean 
comes back home, he sits on the bench beside Sadao. He is looking around the house. 
Then, the film takes a shot of the floor, there is the transistor radio that Phean gave 
Sadao on their wedding, and the blue shirt that Phean give her when he was her 
boyfriend, left unattended on the floor. They are dusty with a lot of spider webs. This 
is to signify that their love has been 'left unattended'. However, 'unattended' means 
there is still something there, but it has not been cared for. If the transistor radio 
signifies love and the blue shirt signifies care, it can be said that their love and care is 
still in the house and in their minds, they have just left it behind. After that, he asks to 
return home and help cultivate the melon farm again. Sadao accepts his plea, even if 
she uses sarcastic words. This appears to mean they both agree to live together with 
love again. The long journey of Phean and the long lonely time of Sadao has taught 
them both that love is not only a matter of economic living or appearance; love is a 
promise to share and to care for each other, no matter in what condition. 
 
 Love is 'a must' for life 
  

The idea of 'love is a must for life' overlaps, to some extent, with 'love is a 
value of life'; however, they are different to some degree. In the four films discussed 
above, even though they are dominated by love as a goal of life, love is just one of the 
many factors for living happily. Love is a cause and a reason of happiness in one’s 
life. The value of love occurs because it is linked with some other concept or goal of 
life, but love is still the major factor to fulfill one’s life. However, under the ideology 
of love as a must for life, 'love is life'. Life without love is lifeless. People can not 
continue life without love. Love completes one’s life, and that is the cause for 
everyone to have love. In the following five films, Maebia, February, Dear Dakanda, 
Me Myself and Love of Siam, love will be presented as the most important thing in 
one’s life. If you do not have love, your life will be worth nothing. Love is a hope, a 
hope for continuing life longer. Life is important and benefits because of love. 
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 Maebia 

In the opening scene of the film, which is the end of the story, Mekkhala 
drowns herself in the river. This signifies that finally, even though she is strong and 
not serious with any man, when she feels real love for Chanachon, she has to surrender 
to the 'love'. Life without someone we love is lifeless. Although we can not be together 
with the one we love, to know that they are still there is all right. However, if we know 
that they have already died, life is not worth living anymore. After she hears the news 
of Chanachon’s death, she comes home and calls the snake to see her. Before she kills 
the snake and is drowning herself she says: *

 
 

Mekkhala: Finally you take him away from me. Does this please you! You 
are heartless. Killing the one I love. Why don't you kill me too? 
[Mekkhala cries and reaches her hand out, grabbing the head of 
the snake] 
Bite me! Bite me, kill me! I have nothing left. You will not kill 
me, right! All right! If you do not kill me, I will kill you.  
[All along she is crying, she squeezes the snake’s head until it 
dies.] 
Forgive me! 
[Holding the dead snake in her arm, she walks down from the 
house.] 

เมขลา: ในท่ีสุดคุณก็พรากเขาไปจากหนูจนได สมใจคุณแลวซิ คุณหนะใจราย 

ฆาคนท่ีหนูรัก คุณไมฆาหนูซะอีกคนเลยหละ  

(เมขลารองไหแลวเอื้อมไปจับคอง)ู  

กัดซิ กัดหนูใหตาย หนูไมมีอะไรเหลืออีกแลว ไมฆาหนูใชม้ัย ก็ได 

ถาคุณไมฆาหนู หนูก็จะฆาคุณเอง  

(เมขลารองไหไปพรอมกับบีบคองูจนตาย)  

อโหสิใหหนูดวย  

(อุมรางงูท่ีตายแลวเดินลงไปจากบาน) 
 
 The dialogue speaks for itself; for Mekkhala, the death of Chanachon is the end 
of her life; she has nothing left because she does not have love. 'Nothing' here is very 
interesting. In terms of an economic factor, she still has the tour company. She is not 
poor. She also has a very good close friend. If you count Uncle Tim as her relative, she 
still has family. She has her own two large beautiful houses and a nice car, as well. 
When she says she has 'nothing' left, this means she puts 'love' at the top of life’s 
beneficial list. Again, for her, without love, life is 'nothing'.  

                                                 
* This dialogue happens before the opening dialogue at the river bank. The film cuts across the 

events to put them in chronological order. She kills the snake first, then goes to the river bank to ask for 
an apology and finally drowns herself. 
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This concept is also in Chanachon's mind, or ideology. On Loi Krathong Day, 
the first time that Chanachon spends a night at Mekkhala’s house, Mekkhala takes him 
to the river and teaches him the meaning of Loi Krathong. She says: 

 
Mekkhala: We put some money in the krathong. Old tradition believes this 

is to make merit for the river. Pray for good things and float the 
bad luck away, float the bad karma away with the river.  

Chanachon: Then, when we float it, we will have good luck as we wish, will 
we? 

Mekkhala: It is just a belief. 
Chanachon: Just in case, I will try to pray. 
Mekkhala: People like you must have everything they need. You might not 

need to pray for anything, right? 
Chanachon: No, not yet. I still have something that I am suppose to have but 

don’t have yet.  
[Look sweetly at Mekkhala] 

Mekkhala: So, make a prayer then. 
เมขลา: เราเอาเงินใสไวในกระทง โบราณวาเปนการทําบุญใหกับแมนํ้า 

อธิษฐานขอในสิ่งท่ีดีแลวลอยเคราะห ลอยกรรมไปกับแมนํ้าดวย 

ชนะชล: งั้น พอลอยเสร็จแลว เราก็จะมีแตความโชคดี ตามท่ีเราอธิษฐานใชไหมครับ 

เมขลา: มันก็เปนแคความเชื่อนะคะ 

ชนะชล: ยังไงผมก็ลองอธิษฐานขอไวกอนแลวกัน 

เมขลา: อยางคุณเน๊ียะ คงมีของท่ีอยากไดครบแลว 

คงไมตองอธิษฐานขออะไรอีกแลวม้ังคะ 

ชนะชล: ยังครับ ยังมีบางอยางท่ีควรไดแตยังไมได (มองไปท่ีเมขลา) 

เมขลา: ถางั้น ก็อธิษฐานเลยซิคะ 
 

Here, from Chanachon's view, although he is rich, famous, successful and has a 
family that is perfect in the eyes of others, but his life is not complete because he does 
not have 'love'. Thus, life is not life without love. Later in the film, when he chooses to 
remain with his family, he turns his 'love' to his son, but not his legal wife. Chanachon 
is a bit lucky to understand that there is another kind of love to live for. Anyhow, 
although he makes a right decision, finally he has to pay with his life for his 'love' led 
by desire and sensual craving.  
 Both Chanachon and Mekkhala have the same ideology of love. Love, for 
them, is the most valuable thing in life. It is what there is to live for. If there is no love 
or no chance to be loved anymore, life is not worth living any longer. The film 
passionately ends by having Mekkhala walk slowly into the water to kill herself since 
her life is without love. 
 
 Dear Dakanda 
 Love is the hope for life; love makes life go on and makes your life worth 
living. You are alive because of love. Even if love make you hurt, you still have to 
find a new one to love. In the end of his last letter, Mhu writes to Dakanda: 
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 …Dakanda now I already have taken off my splint, even though it is 
not really healed; but yesterday I packed my backpack and I am ready to 
journey again. Where will I go? It may be some place where time has stopped 
and turned backward, then my new day will begin. This is the last letter for 
you. Tomorrow, when the sun rises, I may stand on the roof of some boat and 
will not write again. Nui prohibited me to getting on the roof again. But, 
Dakanda, how many times can we fall off the roof of a boat? Even if I fall 
again, I am already used to that hurt. 
 ดากานดาตอนน้ีฉันถอดเฝอกออกแลวนะ ถึงจะยังไมคอยหายดีเทาไหร 

แตเม่ือวานน้ีฉันก็เก็บของลงเป แลวพรอมท่ีจะออกเดินทางอีกครั้ง จะไปไหนนะเหรอ 

คงเปนสักท่ีท่ีเวลาเลิกเดินถอยหลัง แลววันใหมของฉันจะเริ่มตน 

จดหมายถึงแกฉบับน้ีเปนฉบับสุดทายแลว พรุงน้ีพอพระอาทิตยขึ้น 

ฉันก็คงยืนอยูชมดาดฟาเรือสักลํา แลวไมเขียนอะไรอีก นุยเคยหามฉันเด็ดขาดไมใหขึ้นไปบนน้ัน 

แตก็นะดากานดา จะมีกี่ครั้งกันเชียวท่ีคนเราจะตกจากดาดฟาเรือ 

และถึงจะตกลงมาอีกฉันก็เจ็บจนชินแลวแหละ 
 

The letter consists of many similes. First, the film uses the act of packing a 
bag, going on a journey and the place where time does not turn backward to refer to 
something left and forgotten in the past and the beginning of a new life. The sunrise is 
a symbol of a new life and a new hope. Finally, standing on the roof of the boat means 
to start loving again. This time he is not afraid of being hurt by love, or falling off the 
roof. From the letter, we clearly see the message of the film. Mhu leaves Chiang Mai 
because he is broken-hearted. He travels to Pangan to cure himself. There, he finds a 
new love and decides to start a new love without being afraid of getting hurt again. 
From the letter, Mhu, who suffered from unsuccessful love in Chiang Mai, is ready to 
start a new love even if in the end it may cause him hurt again; he is not scared of it. 
 Additionally, love is a must for humans. It is some kind of fashion. You can 
not live alone without romantic love. You will be worth nothing if you do not have 
someone else to love. Love becomes an indication of success for one’s life as a 
human. Before Dakanda accepts Koh as a boyfriend, she says to Mhu: 
 

Dakanda: I am in my 4th year now. I have not had any boyfriend yet. If I 
pass to the 5th year and still have no boyfriend, I must be on sale 
like Fhu-yern mentioned. 

Mhu: So what! It is not necessary. Since I was born, I have never had 
a girlfriend. I am still alive, not dead. 

Dakanda: People like you! If you open yourself and let other people know 
the true you, I guarantee someone will be interested in you for 
sure. 

ดากานดา: ฉันก็อยูป ๔ แลวนะโวย ยังไมมีแผนเลย แลวถาเกิดขึ้นป ๕ 

แลวยังไมมีแฟนอีกนะโวย ตองโดนลดราคาเหมือนท่ีไอฟุเหยินวาเลยอะ 

หมู: แลวไงวะ มันไมเห็นจําเปนเลย ต้ังแตเกิดมาฉันก็ยังไมมีแฟน ก็อยูไดไมตาย 

ดากานดา: อยางแกนะ ถาแกไดเปดตัวเองนะโวย ใหคนอื่นเขาไดรูจักแกจริงๆ นะ 

รับรองเขาตองชอบตัวแกแนๆ 
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From this dialogue, we can see that love becomes a factor for the measure of 

the value of humans. Your value will drop if you reach some age and you have not 
found any lover. If we look at Mhu’s answer, we can see the very same ideology. Even 
though he says that love is not important, this is because he does not want Dakanda to 
be Koh’s boyfriend, but this is not what he feels. In the very last part of the movie, 
when his proposal has been refused by Dakanda, he walks soullessly to the train 
station and comes back to Bangkok. His journey in this story also begins with his inner 
confusion of being useless and unvalued because of that refusal by Dakanda. Finally at 
Pangan, he thinks he is useful again because he finds Nui, who gives him love. 

The film is inspired by one of the most important message from Le Petit 
Prince. In the book, the little prince meets a fox who teaches him how to be tame. That 
is to say, how to love and react to the one you love. The fox teaches the little prince 
that you can not become someone if you do not make a relationship with someone. 
The book writes: 

 
… said the little prince. "What does tamed mean?" 
"People" says the fox "have guns and they hunt. It's quite 

troublesome. And they also raise chickens. That’s the only interesting thing 
about them. Are you looking for chicken?" 

"No," said the little prince, "I'm looking for friends. What does tamed 
mean?" 

"It's something that's been too often neglected. It means, 'to create 
ties'?" 

" 'To create ties'?" 
"That's right," the fox said. "For me you're only a little boy just like a 

hundred thousand other little boys. And I have no need of you. And you have 
no need of me, either. For you I'm only a fox, like a hundred thousand other 
foxes. But if you tamed me, we will need each other. You will be the only 
boy in the world for me. I'll be the only fox in the world for you…"5

 
 

The book encourages the reader to be 'tamed' by someone or something 
spiritually. In the beginning, the fox mentions the man with the gun who raises 
chickens. The fox likes him because he raises chickens that are food for the fox. The 
fox has no 'ties' with him. Therefore, even if he provides food for the fox, he is still not 
his friend. In the dialogue the fox says a friend is something that has often been 
'neglected'. This is a satire. I think everyone know what a 'friend' is, but does not 
understand what is 'friend'. For the fox, friend is more than knowing each other, we 
also have to have a 'tie' with that person; that is to say, an 'attachment' or 'love'. 
Moreover, we can not be 'someone' or we can not be recognized if we have not been 
tamed or loved. 

Thus, the film is dominated by the theme of love as a 'must' for life. It is a 
thing that makes your live worthy. Additionally, no matter how often you suffer by 
love, you still have to find a new one. Finally one day, you will have love and your life 
will be complete. 
 
 Love of Siam 

                                                 
5 Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de, and Richard Howard.,The Little Prince (San Diego: Harcourt, 

2000). P.58-59. 
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The film clearly presents love as a necessity of life. In the scene in which Mew 
goes to the music company, and the manager tells him to write a love song that is more 
general and can be sold more, he says: 

 
Manager: Your songs are very good, but I want to suggest one thing. In 

terms of lyrics, they should be more universal and get into 
people more than this. 

Mew: But, right now it can get into some people, right? 
Manager: Yes, some people. Don't you want plenty of people to listen to 

your songs? In terms of music, I accept that you guys are cool, 
very cool. And, you and I are all willing to present new sound 
[melody] to the music society. That is right and that is good. 
But, why don't you make it simpler? If the lyrics get into the 
mass more than this and they can sympathy more with it, it will 
be better than this. 

Mew: What should it be like? 
Manager: Love! Mew, 95% of the number one hit songs of every chart are 

love songs and I think it is easy for your guys, anyway. You are 
at the age where it is easy to write love songs. 

ผูจัดการ: เพลงของพวกนองน้ีดีมากเลยนะ 

แตพี่อยากจะแนะนําวาในแงของเน้ือหาของเพลงมันนาจะเปนสากลและเขาถึงคนฟ

งหมูมากไดมากกวาน้ี 

มิว: แตท่ีเปนอยูมันก็เขากับคนจํานวนหน่ึงอยูแลวนะครับ พี่ออด 

ผูจัดการ: ก็ใชจํานวนหน่ึง น่ีถามจริงๆ เถอะ ไมอยากใหมีคนฟงของเรามากๆ เหรอ 

ในทางดนตรีพี่ยอมรับวาเจงมากนะพวกนองเน๊ียะ เจงมากๆ 

แลวพี่ก็คิดวาพวกเราก็คิดเหมือนกันวาเราอยากเสนอซาวนใหมๆ 

ใหกับวงการเพลง น่ันถูกตอง น่ันดีมาก แตทําไมไมทําใหมันงายขึ้นหละ 

ถาเน้ือหานะ มันเขาถึงคนหมูมากไดมากกวาน้ี ใหเขาไดมีอารมณรวมไดมากกวาน้ี 

มันดีกวาน้ีแน 

มิว: เปนยังไงครับ เปนยังไงเหรอครับ 

ผูจัดการ: ความรักไงมิว ๙๕ เปอรเซ็นตของเพลงอันดับหน่ึงของทุกชารตนะเพลงรักท้ังน้ัน 

และพี่วา อยางพวกเรานาจะงายนะ วัยอยางเราเน๊ียะแตงเพลงรักงายจะตาย 
 
We can see from this dialogue that love has becomes an emotion of the masses. 

It is easy to absorb and it is easy to sell. In addition, love is very common for youths. 
Another dialogue from Ying also shows the same thing. After Mew comes back from 
the music company, he starts writing a love song and Ying comes in his room and 
asks: 

 
Ying: What are you doing, Mew? 
Mew: Writing a song. 
Ying: So, what is the song about? 
Mew: About love. 
Ying: Love! ... It should not be too hard. 
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Mew: I don't know. I haven't got it. 
Ying: You don’t have a girlfriend! Is it true? So, if you want to know how to 

be a boyfriend, I can be your girlfriend. 
Mew: [laughs] 
Ying: Think of it! Everyone must have one. 
หญิง: น่ีมิว มิวทําอะไรอยู 

มิว: ออ เขียนเพลงอยู 

หญิง: แลวมันเปนเพลงเกี่ยวกับอะไร 

มิว: เกี่ยวกับความรัก 

หญิง: ความรักเหรอ ก็ไมเห็นยากเลยหนิมิว 

มิว: เหรอ ก็ไมรูสิ มันไมเคยมี 

หญิง: มิวไมมีแฟนเหรอ จริงเหรอ งั้นถามิวอยากรูวาเปนแฟนเปนยังไง หญิงเปนแฟนใหเอาม้ัย 

มิว: (หัวเราะ) 

หญิง: นึกดูดีๆ ละกันนะ คนเราตองมีม้ังหละ 

 
One thing in common between these two dialogues is that romantic 'love' is 

simple for human life, especially for youth. It is natural to have a boyfriend/girlfriend. 
It can be said, if you do not have a boyfriend/girlfriend, it means you are not natural. 
There must be something wrong with you. The film reconfirms the ideology that love 
is a necessity of life. It is love that makes you worth living and to live for.  

This film tries to promote everyone to love, to have faith in love and to have 
hope for love. In the theme song there is one line that is derived from a Chinese poem 
that say, ‘as long as you have love, you have hope (ตราบใดยังมีรักยอมมีหวัง).’ The line is a 
lyric of the song that Mew’s grandmother used to play and taught him to play. Love 
brings hope to life. Life without love is life without hope. However, it is interesting 
that the film gives an idea of love as a mental feeling rather than a physical one. That 
is to say, to love someone does not mean you have to be involved with that one 
physically; if you just feel love with them, that is enough. In the beginning of the film, 
when Mew plays the piano to ask for forgiveness from his grandmother, he plays it 
very quickly and with no melody. So, the grandmother comes and says: 

 
Grandma: Playing like that, your grandpa's piano will break. Sit aside, it 

should be played like this [she plays the piano with a sweet 
melody] 

Mew: Why does grandma love to play this song? 
Grandma: Grandpa loved to play it for me. [the picture pans to the 

grandfather to signify that he has already died] 
Mew: He must be great! 
Grandma: Sure…Do you want to be brilliant like grandpa? 
Mew: Don't know … why do I have to be great? 
Grandma: In case one day you will use it to tell something to other people, 

the same as grandpa did for me. 
Mew: So…what did he say to you? 
Grandma: Listen! 
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Mew: [listens to the music for a while and says] Grandpa says he 
misses you. 

Grandma: If someday grandpa comes back and does not see someone 
around, he might be lonely. Stay with me for a while please 

อามา: เลนอยางน้ีของของอากงก็พังหมดสิ กระเถิบไป เขาตองเลนแบบน้ี 

(อามาเลนเปยนโนเปนจังหวะท่ีเพราะขึ้น) 

มิว: ทําไมอามาถึงชอบเพลงน้ี 

อามา: อากงอีชอบเลนใหอามาฟง (ภาพฉายไปท่ีรูปอากงกับอามา 

เพื่อจะสื่อวาอากงตายไปแลว) 

มิว: อากงคงเลนเกงนาดูเลย 

อามา: แนอยูแลว ลื้ออยากเกงเหมือนอากงไหมละ 

มิว: ไมรูจะเกงไปทําไม 

อามา: เผื่อวาวันนึง ลื้อจะใชมันบอกอะไรกับคนอื่นๆ เหมือนอยางท่ีอากงบอกอามาก็ได 

มิว: แลวอากงบอกอะไรกับอามา 

อามา: ฟงซ ิ

มิว: อากงบอกวาเขาคิดถึงอามา 

อามา: ถาวันไหนอากงลื้อกลับมาแลวไมเจอใครอยูบาน อีก็คงจะเหงา 

อยูเปนเพื่อนอามาสักพักนะ 
 
It can be inferred from the screening technique that right then the grandfather 

has already passed away. The notion that the grandmother says, 'if someday grandpa 
comes back and does not see someone around, he might be lonely', can be translated to 
mean that she still hopes that someday she will find him again or someday his spirit 
will come to visit her again. With love she thinks as if her husband is still alive. Love 
for the grandmother is a feeling that you love someone, the physical contact or 
appearance is not necessary. As long as you have love, you have hope, a hope to 
continue your life. 

Moreover, the film portrays loneliness as being terrifying. From the 
grandmother’s dialogue, although you have died, you can still feel loneliness if you do 
not have someone that you love around. Additionally, in another scene, after Mew 
introduces June to Tong it is very late at night, so Tong stays at Mew’s home. Before 
they go to sleep, Tong asks: 

 
Tong: Staying alone, do you feel lonely? 
Mew: It is lonely till it turns to be terrifying. 
Tong: What do you mean, 'lonely till it turns to be terrifying'? 
Mew: When we were young, loneliness is not having a friend, right? But 

when we grown up, it is damn worse than that. 
Tong:  How is it damned worse for you? 
Mew: I don't know how to explain it. It began in the summer of 7th grade. Dad 

brought grandma to somewhere, I do not know where, for a couple of 
days. When he came back, she had passed away. It was not easy at all. 
As the time went by, I missed her more and more. So, I questioned my 
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self; if we love someone very much, can we endure it when someday 
we lose them, even though farewell is a part of life, you know. Would it 
be possible, Tong, that we can love someone and not be afraid of losing 
them. On the other hand, I also think that it would not be possible to 
live without loving anybody. That is loneliness. I have lived with it for 
five years, how could I not know how it hurts? What about the rest of 
my life? 

โตง: อยูคนเดียวไมเหงาบางเหรอ 

มิว: มันเหงาจนนากลัว 

โตง: แลวมันเปนอยางไร เหงาจนนากลัว 

มิว: ก็ตอนเด็กๆ ความเหงาคือการไมมีเพื่อนใชไหม แตพอโตขึ้น ความเหงามันเห้ียกวาน้ันมาก 

โตง: แลวมันเห้ียใสมิวยังไงหละ 

มิว: ไมรูจะบอกอยางไรดี แตมันเริ่มตอนซัมเมอรตอนเรากําลังจะขึ้นชั้น ม.๒ 

ปาพาอามาไปไหนไมรูสามสี่วัน แลวพอวันท่ีแกกลับมา อามาก็เสีย มันไมงายเลยนะ 

ยิ่งผานไปนานๆ เราก็ยิ่งขึ้นถึงอามา เราก็เลยต้ังคําถามขึ้นวา ถาเรารักใครมากๆ 

เราจะทนไดเหรอถาวันนึงเราตองเสียเขาไป 

และไอการจากลามันก็เปนสวนหน่ึงของชีวิตโตงก็รู มันจะเปนไปไดหรือโตง 

ท่ีเราจะรักใครโดยไมกลัวการสูญเสีย แตอีกใจนึงก็คิดวา แลวมันจะเปนไปไดเหรอ 

ท่ีเราจะอยูไดโดยไมรักใครเลย น้ีแหละคือความเหงา เราอยูกับมันมา ๕ ป 

ทําไมเราจะไมรูวามันทํารายเราอยางไร แลวชีวิตท่ีเหลือของเราหละ 
 
Loneliness for Mew, which is a theme for this film, is when you do not have 

someone that loves you and someone you love, and it is terribly horrifying to be 
lonely. It is scary. It is unwelcome. If we look closely at what Mew says, we can see 
that the film is promoting one to have love. Although death and separation is natural, 
and some day the one whom we loved will be separated from us, it is not possible to 
live without love. In other words, even if loving someone will finally make us sad, it is 
better to have love than not to have love. Again, as long as you have love, you will 
have hope in your life. The film dedicates itself to love with the final words written on 
the screen, 'to all the love that brings us life (แดทุกความรักท่ีสรางเรา).' This is the intention 
of this film, that is to produced a film showing the importance of love and to honor 
love. 

 
 Me Myself 
 'This film intends to pay homage to love (ภาพยนตรเรื่องตองการจะบูชาความรัก),’ said 
the Director in an interview in the special feature of the DVD edition. In addition, the 
title of the film in Thai is Kho Hai Rak Chongcharoen or 'Let the Love be Glorified’. 
These both provide proof as to the ideology 'love as a necessity of life' of this film. 
The film chooses this plot, I think, with no intention to make a gay movie. If a gay 
movie means a film making gay issues noticeable, against a straight sex discourse, and 
makes a terrain for gay people in the society, the film is quite successful on that point. 
Even at the end of the film, it is likely to end happily, but it still sustains the discourse 
of the unacceptability of love for non-straight sex. Examining the last conversation 
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between Tan and Oum that takes place in front of the cabaret after the club closes, 
with Oum walking out to go home confusingly, Tan come after her and she asks: 
 

Oum: Tan, do you still love Oum? Do you still love me? 
Tan: Even though I am like this [being a gay person]? How could it be 

possible, Oum. There are not just the two of us in this world. 
Oum: Do you still love me, Tan? 
Tan: I do. 
Oum:  [rushes to Tan and hugs him] That’s enough, just you loving me is 

enough. 
อุม: แทนยังรักอุมอยูหรือเปลา ยังรักอยูไหม 

แทน: ท้ังๆ ท่ีผมเปนแบบน้ีเหรอครับ มันคงเปนไปไมไดหรอกคุณอุม 

โลกน้ีก็ไมไดมีแคเราอยูสองคน 

อุม: ยังรักอยูหรือเปลาแทน 

แทน: รักซ ิ

อุม: (โผเขากอดแทน) พอแลว แคแทนรักอุมก็พอแลว 
  
 Going back in the story, after Tan knows his identity and Oum brings him 
home, Krit comes to Oum's condominium to ask her to return to their relationship. He 
asked: 
 

Krit:  Oum, I am coming to hear your answer. I overheard a funny story.*

Oum: Please go away. 
 

Krit: Why! You still miss me, don’t you? 
Oum: Right now, I understand what you and I want from life is different. 

Please leave. 
Krit: That's it! Right now, what you want is a dim-witted kathoey 

[transvestite], don’t you? I thought you were smarter than that. How 
could you want be the wife of a tut [derogatory term for a gay person]? 
[some shouting from Tan's relatives rebuking Krit for his using the 
insulting word, tut, for transvestites] 

Krit: If your office knows this, where will you hide your face? Being the 
wife of a kathoey, won’t you be ashamed? 

กริช: อุม ผมมาขอคําตอบของคุณไงครับ เลยเผอิญไดยินเรื่องสนุกไปดวย 

อุม: กลับไปเถอะ 

กริช: ทําไมละครับ ก็คุณยังคิดถึงผมอยูไมใชหรือ 

อุม: ตอนน้ีอุมรูแลววาสิ่งท่ีอุมกับกฤตตองการในชีวิตไมเหมือนกัน กลับไปเถอะ 

กริช: ใชสิ ก็ตอนน้ีสิ่งท่ีคุณตองการคือไอกระเทยสมองเสื่อมพวกน้ันใชไหม 

ผมนึกวาคุณจะฉลาดขึ้นแลวเสียอีก 

แตยังไงคุณก็ยังอยากจะไปเปนเมียของไอตุดน้ันมากกวา 

(ญาติของแทนตะโกนตอบโตท่ีกริชดูถูกกระเทย) 

                                                 
* This is the truth about Tan. 
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กริช: ถาท่ีทํางานรูคุณจะเอาหนาไปไวท่ีไหน เปนเมียกระเทยคุณไมอายหรือ 
  

Hence, after Tan leaves for Phuket, Oum can not live her live happily. She is 
desperate and confused, which affects her work. She can not work well. One day, she 
leaves the committee as one of her co-workers unintentionally says the word 'tut'. 
Oum's boss, who is a lesbian, follows her and talks to her: 

 
Oum's boss: It is not that I don't know what has happened, but you have to 

separate it from work. This [meaning her work] is your dream, 
right? 

Oum: What should I do 'hia'?**

Oum's boss: Are you sure you want to ask me for advice? You and I must 
have gotten very close till you have forgotten what I am. Hia is 
not much different from Tan. (sighing) Being like this is hard 
for one’s life. So, I have to become a workaholic, only work and 
work hard. Living alone like this. Sometimes, some things are 
not possible. 

 

หัวหนา: ไมใชวาเฮียจะไมรูเรื่องท่ีมันเกิดขึ้นนะโวย 

แตเฮียอยากใหแกแยะเยะเวลาใหมันขาดๆ 

ไหนวา(งาน)น้ีมันเปนความฝนของแกไมใชเหรอ 

อุม: ฉันควรทําอยางไรดี 

หัวหนา: แกแนใจหรือวาแกจะปรึกษาเฮีย 

แกกับเฮียคงจะซี้กันจนแกลืมแลวละซิวาเฮียแกมันเปนเพศไหน 

เฮียก็ไมตางอะไรไปกับนายแทนน้ันหรอก (ถอนหายใจ) เรื่องอยางน้ีนะแกนะ 

ลําบากมาท้ังชีวิตเลยวะ มันก็เลยตองกลายมาเปนคนบางาน ทํางานมันงกๆ 

อยูมันตัวคนเดียวแบบน้ี ไอเรื่องบางเรื่องมันก็ไมมีทางเปนไปไดหรอกนะโวย 
 

 From these three dialogues, we can see some major discourse that gay life is 
unacceptable. Marriage with a gay person is a shame, as Krit said, and is impossible as 
the boss says. Nevertheless, Oum makes up her mind and goes back to ask Tan 
whether he still loves her. She no longer cares about society and decides to keep Tan 
in her heart. Even though in the film it is not clear whether they will live together or 
not, the massage 'love has no boundary' is very distantly presented. Thus, I would say 
the film is not a point about gay issues, but is focused on the statement 'love is a must 
for life'. Whether you are gay or straight, you have a right to love, to have love and to 
give love. Love is not for other people but for the two. Therefore, no one is able to 
judge your love, except you and your loved one. Love is not about sex or gender. 
Everyone can love.  

Additionally, in the advertisement and trailer, the film chooses Oum's dialogue 
as a tagline; 'having someone love me, it does not feel like I am alone on this planet, 
that is all I want in life.' (ชีวิตฉันก็แคอยากมีคนท่ีรักฉันและไมรูสึกเหมือนอยูคนเดียวในโลกก็พอแลว). 

                                                 
** 'Hia' is a loan word from Chinese. It literally means older brother. Thais use this loan word 

to address a relative similar to the Chinese and to address a very close respectfully person who is a 
male. 
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Love is a good thing that happens in one’s life. Love is a goal of one’s life. Your life 
will not be worthy without romantic love.  

The first time Oum breaks up with Krit, she blames herself, as in the earlier 
quotation. She thinks she is worthless. She lets herself drown in sadness, until Tan 
comes and make her feel worthy by giving her love and respect. He reveals an 
optimistic side of Oum and helps her recover her dignity. She becomes herself again 
because of Tan’s love. This is the reason that causes her to love him. When they are 
separated, she becomes sad again. She is moody. She can not do her work. Finally, she 
goes to find Tan again and asks a question to confirm that he still loves her. Tan's 
answer, that he still loves her, makes her feel relief and that it is worth living again. 
Therefore, love is a key for live. You would feel worthy if you have someone to love 
you. Even though the film leaves the question pending, can and will they live together. 
Whatever will happen is not important. The important thing is they both give love to 
each other. Likewise, I may repeat the Thai title: Kho hai rak chong chareon [Let the 
Love be Glorified]. 
 This film tries to show that everyone can have love. Even if you are gay, you 
can have love. For this film, love is a need of humans. Whatever the social aspects, 
you are a human; you still have a chance and opportunity to love. Love is a matter of 
two people. It is not necessary to listen or care for the others or society. If you love the 
other person and the other person loves you, it is entirely for love. In a most 
unfortunate case, if you can not live with you dear one because of society, you can still 
be happy just because you have love. 
 
 February 

Love is to remember someone or to belong to someone. That is to say, love is 
to be attached to someone. The relationship between love and memory is an important 
message in this film. In the last scene, there are the voices of Jee and Scott, homeless 
in Central Park: 

 
Jee: Scott, she didn't forget me 
Scott: That is love, man. That is love. 
 
Before this Jee used to talk with him when Keawta was in the hospital and he 

was thinking of the way to find money: 
 
Jee: Scott, it snowed yesterday. 
Scott:  And, what? 
Jee:  It's like a dream. 
 [Jee and Keawta go out and they throw the snow together. They reach 

the bridge. Keawta pretends to fall down. He nervously reaches for her 
and wakes up her] 

 Eye…Eye…Eye 
[a minute after he calls Eye/Keawta] 

Keawta: Blur… 
[Keawta wakes up and runs. Jee catches her. They now face each other 
and kiss. The film cuts through to the scene on the bed. Keawta sleeps 
while Jee watches her nervously. The voice between Jee and Scott 
continues.] 

Jee: I'm afraid, man. 
Scott: Afraid of what? 
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Jee:  I'm afraid that she will forget me someday. 
 
From these two short dialogues, we can see the idea that the film is intend to 

say that love is not just love, but to remember. Additionally, the film has the leading 
actress lose her memory in the beginning to stress this idea. Memory means 
attachment. When you are attached with someone or something, you have to 
remember them. So, when someone breaks your heart, the very first suggestion you 
will receive is to forget them. If you look up in any dictionary the meaning of 
'remember' and 'forget', you will find 'memory' in the definition. Therefore, the film 
clearly states: 'love is an attachment with someone'. Thus, Keawta losing her memory 
at the beginning of the story means she has lost her love. When Jee helps her to find 
her memory it means he helps her to find love. When Jee is the only person Keawta 
knows or can remember, it means he is the one that she loves.  

Consequently, when Jee loves Keawta, he stops helping Keawta find her 
memory and is afraid that she will remember something else. I would say, in this point 
that love is not only the present but also the past. This means that to love someone is 
not only to be attached to them at the present time, but to be attached in the past. This 
is another dimension of the relationship between love and memory. When you say 
someone loved you or you loved someone, love at that time of speaking is not a 
feeling right then, it is a result from your collective experience that effects you right 
then, if you really mean 'love'. 
 Unlike the previous four films that are clear on their intention that love is a 
must for one's life, February is not explicit about the worship of love in such aspect. 
But, more interestingly, by linking love with memory, the film makes an important 
claim that if we want to remember our life, we have to have love. Love is a signal of 
happiness in life.  

At first, when Jee gives up his struggling life in New York, he wants to go 
back to Thailand. His life at that time is lifeless because he has no love and no 
inspiration for life. When he finds Keawta and gradually falls in love with her, his life 
is lively again. He has a motivation to do every, even if it is wrong, for the one he 
loves. Although he gets shot on the day Keawta recovers her memory and goes back to 
Thailand, he still tries to keep his life by hoping that someday she will come back. He 
thinks Keawta got lost again and can not find her way back home, so he goes to the 
Central Park and becomes 'homeless' with Scott waiting for her. When Keawta shows 
up again, it is likely that he has love and his life is complete, so he happily dies in her 
arms. 

To love someone is to remember them. Remembering the one we love is the 
happiness in life. Knowing that someone loves us and we love someone is enough for 
this life. Love is memory. It is a past happiness that continues our life and makes our 
life worth live longer. In this respect, love is not only a feeling, but is also a mood that 
is affected by memory. Thus, if we do not have memory, which is love, our life is 
nothing. No past, no meaning for life and no future for life. 

Why does the very simply concept like this have to be discussed or is worth 
discussing in the film? The problem is now people use the word love very easily. One 
can go to the pub and meet some attractive girl and say 'I love you'. After that, maybe 
they talk to each other for a while, then they leave drunken. The next day, when they 
wake up, they sometimes can not even remember the name of the other person. This 
seems to be very common for Thai youth today. Therefore, love is not different from 
'like' anymore. A lot of youth are drowning in the word 'love', even if it simply means 
'like'. The film wants to redefine or recall the meaning of 'love' as an attachment with 
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someone with life. That is to say, love is to remember the one we love. Remember 
their good deeds, their deed, the things they have done for you. 

 
Love is Loyalty and Sacrifice 
 
Apart from the grand ideologies, such as 'love is a goal of life' and 'love is a 

must of life', there are some lesser ideologies presented in the films. Truly, this is like 
a comment or a suggestion for someone who has love rather than being an 'ideology' in 
a sense of represents the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real condition 
of existence. However, the following two suggestions are beneficial for the grand 
ideologies. Loyalty, in Nang Nak, and sacrifice for love, in Love of Siam, is not a 
direct prosperity of love for life, but it is a practice for good love. The second thesis of 
Althusser on ideology is: Ideology has a material existence. These two comments can 
be a good example of the material existence of the ideology of love. That is to say, it is 
a rule and a practice for a lover. If you love someone it means you have to have 
loyalty to that person and be unafraid to sacrifice something, even your life, for love, 
especially when you say that you love them so much; love them more than your life. 

 
Nang Nak 
'Someone dies but their love remains;' this clearly explains the objective of this 

movie. The voice caption in the beginning and the end of the story say: 
 

The story of Nak the ghost is a true story that has been told for a long 
time. They say when Nang Nak of Phrakha-nong district was still alive; 
she was a faithful woman and loved her husband very much. Even 
though she died, her love and loyalty for husband did not fade away. Her 
spirit is waiting for her husband to come back and live together again. 
… 
Since then [after Somdet To held Nak’s spirit in her forehead bone], there is 
no sign of Mae Nak the ghost haunting any more. Meanwhile, Somdet Phra-
phutthajarn To tied Nak's forehead bone to his monk's belt and carried it with 
him all the time. It has been said after he died, that forehead bone passed to 
Somdet Kromluang Chumporn and then passed to many people. Until now, 
no one has an idea where it has gone. The forehead bone, which is the 
resting place for Nak’s spirit, is lost. The only thing remaining is the 
legend about her love and her loyalty to her husband. It is an immortal 
legend that is still told today. 
เรื่องปศาจนางนากนี่เปนเรื่องจริงท่ีร่ําลือกันมานมนาน วากันวานางนากแหงบางพระโขนง 

เม่ือมีชีวิตอยูเปนหญิงท่ีรักและซ่ือสัตยตอผัวยิ่งนัก 

แมยามตัวตายไปแลวความรักความภักดีก็หาเสื่อมคลายลงไม 

วิญญาณของนางยังคงเฝารอคอยใหผัวกลับมาอยูดวยกันดุจดังเดิม 

... 

นับแตน้ันมา(หลังจากท่ีสมเด็จพระพุฒาจารยโตสะกดวิญญาณนากไวในชิ้นกะโหลกศรีษะ)ก็ไมมีใค

รไดยินขาวผีนางนากออกอาละวาดอีกเลย สวนทานสมเด็จพระพุฒาจารย โต พรหมรังสี 

ก็ไดนํากระดูกหนาผากชิ้นน้ันมาทําปนเหนงรัดประคด เก็บไวกับตัวตลอดมา 

เลากันวาหลังจากทานมรณภาพไปแลว 
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กระดูกหนาผากชิ้นน้ันไดตกไปอยูกับสมเด็จกรมหลวงชุมพรและเปลี่ยนมือไปอีกหลายคน 

จนบัดน้ีไมมีใครรูวาอยูท่ีใด กระดูกหนาผากอันเปนท่ีสถิตยวิญญาณนางนากนั้นไดสาบสูญไปแลว 

เหลือเพียงตํานานเลาขานถึงความรัก ความภักดีตอผัว 

อันเปนตํานานอมตะท่ียังร่ําลือตราบจนทุกวันนี ้
 

The bold clearly expresses the intention of this version of the story. They want 
the audience to sympathize with Nak, to understand her feelings and to pity her as 
being unfortunate. The film wants to show the power of love; even if Nak has died for 
a long time, her love story still remains to be remembered in the present day. Most of 
all, the film credits her as an example of 'love' and 'loyalty'. 

In the middle of the story, one day Nak comes down from the house in the 
middle of the night to prepare rice for breakfast. Mak does not see her on the bed so he 
gets down from the house. He reaches to her and says: 

 
Mak: Gosh, why didn’t you tell me in the evening, I could have done it for 

you. 
Nak: That all right! I want to please you as much as I can. I do not know how 

long I am going to be able to look after you. In case in the future…[she 
stops speaking and starts to cry] 

Mak: [soothing her] Poor Nak, why do you talk like this. It sounds like you 
are going to leave me. 

Nak: Mak, I love you. In this life I will never leave you, but I am afraid. 
Mak: Afraid of what? I will not leave you. We will stay together till death do 

us part. 
มาก: พุทธโธ ทําไมเจาไมบอกขาต้ังแตเย็นเลา ขาจะไดทําให 

นาก: ไมเปนไรดอก ขาอยากปรนนิบัติเอ็งใหมากเขาไว ขาเองก็ไมรูวาจะอยูดูแลเจาไดอีกสักกี่วัน 

เผื่อวาวันหนา...(รองไห ไมพูดตอ) 

มาก: (เขาไปปลอบใจนาก) นาก ทําไมเจาพูดอยางน้ันเลา 

เจาพูดเหมือนกับจะจากขาไปไหนอยางน้ันแหละ 

นาก: ไอมาก ขารักเจานัก ชาติน้ีขาจะไมยอมจากเจาไปไหนเปนอันขาด แตขากลัว 

มาก:  นากเอยกลัวอะไรกันเลา ขาไมเคยคิดจะจากเจาไปไหนดอก 

เราสองคนผัวเมียตองอยูดวยกัน จนกวาความตายจะมาพรากจากน้ันแหละนากเอย 
 
Although he is saying; 'Till death do us part', the story shows that even death 

can not make this couple be apart. That is to say, love and loyalty is immortal. The 
body may die and rot someday, but love will stay forever. 

The film also emphasizes at the beginning that this is a 'true story'. The life of 
Nak is real, not an urban legend used to scare or to make a joke. Her love is real. Her 
loyalty is real. She illustrates an honesty for her beloved. Normally, when mentioning 
the story about Nak before this film was shown, most Thai people would recall a 
different version. The well known version focuses on the haunting by Nak. Various 
versions, from oral tradition to folk to printed versions, often talk about how cruel and 
harassed Nak’s ghost is. Additionally, the more popular motif of the story of Nak is 
that her spirit has been captured in a pottery jar and sunk to the bottom of the river. It 
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is different from this version, in that her spirit is defeated by a supreme monk. The 
story of Mae Nak Phrakha-nong has been filmed many times before this version. 
However, they all used the popular version more like a ghost film than a romantic 
drama or tragic romance. This film is the first mass media production that presents the 
story of Mae Nak Phrakha-nong in a more dramatic and realistic way. As I said earlier, 
Thai films after 1997 were influenced by Hollywood. Thus, the screenplay writer and 
the producer of this version did not just pick up the story from the early films and 
remake it. They did research on the history of Mae Nak. In the ending credit you can 
find many well-known scholars in Thai history, Thai culture and Buddhism 
mentioned. They use 'Nang Nak' as a title instead of 'Mae Nak' *

In addition, there are no pictures or single frame shots of Nak killing people, 
which can be easily seen in other version. There is only one scene in which Nak 
possesses the ghost buster, but it only uses her voice. She does not kill directly. If we 
look closely on Um and the midwife death scenes, we will not see Nak’s appearance in 
those scenes. It seems as if the film intends to say that those people died by accident or 
on their own, not by Nak. In the scene when the villagers are going to burn Nak’s 
house, she says: 

 to make the story 
more like a personal biography than a spooky story. That is to say, they want to re-
create the idea for Thai people about the story of Nak. It is quite interesting that this 
version chooses to honor Nak rather than make her scary. This version strongly effects 
Thai people’s perception of Nak. Even though the haunted version is repeated in some 
comic books, by comedians and many situation comedy shows, people’s percept is of 
the good side of Nak, which has to be an honor. 

 
How long are you all going to hold me in enmity? I never been bothered any 
of you, why do you get entangled with my family? … I live peacefully with 
my baby and husband. I have never killed anybody. The people who died, 
died because of their bad deed, they wanted to separate a wife from her 
husband, a baby from her mother. Why do you come after me? Today you 
come to burn my house. I will really cause trouble for you this time. 
พวกมึงจะจองเวรกูไปถึงไหน กูไมเคยไปของเกี่ยวอะไรกับพวกมึงเลย 

ทําไมตองมาแสเรื่องผัวเมียของกูนัก...กูอยูกับลูกผัวของกูอยูดีๆ ไมเคยไปฆาใคร 

พวกมึงท่ีตายลวนแตเปนกรรมสนองท่ีพรากลูกพรากผัวเขาหาใชกูทําไม 

แตดีละวันน้ีพวกมึงมารังแกเผาเรือนกู กูจะอาละวาดใหพวกมึงเห็นสักครา 
 

 Hence, Nak in this version does not directly kill any people, except the ghost 
buster. This makes her unlike Mae Nak from other versions. Likewise, the audience 
will turn their focus to the life, love and loyalty of Nak, rather than her spiritual power.  

As a result, Nang Nak is not focused on the terrifying Nak ghost, but on the 
frame of her 'love' and 'loyalty'. This time Nak is an icon of love forever and true love. 
The film presents Nak's life in a dramatic ways to prove 'love lasts long’. Life and 
body may be gone, but love still remains. Love has power to do anything. 

 
Love of Siam 

                                                 
* In Thailand, we use 'Chao Mae' or 'Chao Pho' to refer to a powerful spirit. It is usually a well-

known dead person or local spirit as in a primitive religion. Chao Mae/Pho will have a power to fulfill a 
wish some may have, both good and bad. 
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‘Love is sacrifice.’ Love is to make someone you love happy. Hence, love is to 
give. Love of Siam reproduces this idea explicitly at the end of the story. The film ends 
with no one being successful in their romantic love. Mew and Tong, even though they 
love each other, they can not be together. Ying goes back to their friends and cries for 
her failed love with Mew. However, if we look at another side, they all have a big love 
which is the sacrifice for their loved one. Ying helps Tong buy a present for Mew and 
also helps him to understand his heart in order to help Tong and Mew love each other. 
While Tong goes to see Mew and confesses his love, he chooses to go back to his 
family instead of continuing the relationship with Mew. This is because he 
understands and has empathy for the love that his mother gives him. He does not want 
to hurt his mother. Therefore, in this film all of the characters who deal with romantic 
love fail to achieve their goal, but they are all happy because they make someone they 
love happy. This is what love means. 

 
Pubbesannivāsa 
 
As I mentioned in Chapter 2, Pubbesannivas and destiny are not the same 

concept. Pubbesannivas is a previous association, while destiny is more like a divine 
power, someone is destined for our life, rather than the consequence of our past deeds 
or karma. However, in this section where I am mainly concerned with Pubbesannivas, 
the concept of destiny will be brought up occasionally to compare with the idea of 
Pubbesannivas.  

In the following three films, I have lined them up by the degree of the belief in 
Pubbesannivas. In Dear Dakanda, the film almost denies Pubbesannivas and 
encourages people to believe in 'self' and the 'present' time. In February, the idea of 
destiny is dominate as a cause of all actions, but it is like a 'destiny of one’s own'. That 
is to say, it is the way people choose to be, not as some divine being wants; 
nevertheless, destiny is clearly named in the film. The last film, The Letter, is the only 
film that believes in Pubbesannivas and mentions Pubbesannivas in the story. 

Therefore, although this section is entitled Pubbesannivas, the content is more 
like 'NOT' believing in Pubbesannivas. This issue will be discussed in detail again in 
the next two chapters, particularly in the conclusion. 
 
 Dear Dakanda 

'You have to find love, love will not find you' is what this film believes. That is 
to say, the film quite believes in previous association. In the very last part of the film, 
before Dakanda reads Mhu’s letter, the film transposes the situation at Pangan and 
Chiang Mai. However, I will quote only the events that happen in Pagan, which 
reflects this ideology: 

[Nui throws Jiew's ashes on the beach where Mhu, Nui and Jiew 
used to play together]  

Mhu: From now on, Jiew will not have to wander about again. 
Nui: Mhu, do you believe in rebirth and the process of becoming? 

As someone says, we will go to heaven, to hell or go to some 
star. 

Mhu: I don't know. 
Nui: Nonetheless, I try to believe. It would be sad if our time limit 

was only this life. Mhu, do you remember the Little Prince. 
Mhu: I can remember. 
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Nui: Jiew made me think of the Little Prince. Mhu, do you think 
Jiew is going to live on a star just like him? 

…...... 
Nui: Mhu, Do you believe in soul mate from a previous life. 
Mhu: The same as in the song? 
Nui: Which says our mate from a previous life is searching for us in 

this life so we see each other and love each other again. I do 
not believe it. But if it is real, one life is enough for each guy. 

......... 
Nui: I have given a chance to everyone who loved me. Mhu do you 

know what! There is no one who has really loved me. 
......... 
Nui: Mhu! 
……… 
Nui: Can you love me? 

 
(นุยโปรยอังคารของจิ๋วบนหาดทรายท่ีหมูกับจิ๋วเคยไปวิ่งเลนดวยกัน) 

หมู: ตอไปน้ีจิ๋วคงไมตองเรรอนอีกแลวนะ 

นุย:  หมูเชื่อเรื่องชาติภพหรือไม ท่ีเขาบอกวาตายแลวไปสวรรค ไปนรก 

ไปอยูบนดวงดาวนะ 

หมู: ไมรูเหมือนกัน 

นุย:  แตเราพยายามจะเชื่อนะ มันคงเศราถาเวลาของเรามีแคชาติน้ี (นุยสะอื้น) 

หมูจําเจาชายนอยไดไหม 

หมู: จําได 

นุย:  จิ๋วทําใหคิดถึงเจาชายนอนนะ ... หมูวา จิ๋วจะไปอยูบนดวงดาวเหมือนกันไหม  

......... 

นุย:  หมูวาเรื่องคูแทแตในชาติกอนมีจริงไหม 

หมู: เหมือนในเพลงอะเหรอ 

นุย:  ท่ีเขาบอกวาคูรักของเราในชาติกอนตามหาเราในชาติน้ี 

เพื่อท่ีจะไดพบกันแลวก็รักกัน แตเราไมเชื่อหรอกนะ แตถามันจะจริง 

ชาติเดียวก็พอแลวสําหรับผูชายคนนึง 

......... 

นุย:  เราใหโอกาสทุกคนท่ีรักเรา แตหมูรูอะไรไหมยังไมเคยมีใครรักเราจริงสักคน 

......... 

นุย: หมู 

...... 

นุย:  เธอจะรักเราไดไหม 
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 We can learn two things from the above. First, it is an addition to the ideology 
'Love is a must for life'. Nui says, 'I have given a chance to everyone who loved me.' 
This means she has had more than one boyfriend before she meets Mhu, and has likely 
gotten hurt from those guys. However, she is still searching for love and hopes that 
one day she will find true romantic love. 
 Another thing is the idea of 'previous association'. It is quite clear in the 
dialogue that Nui is hesitant on this ideology. She used to believe in rebirth and 
previous association. Long after, she faced many failures. She became hopeless and 
reconsidered her ideology. Finally, she denies believing in previous association. 
Additionally, if the ultimate goal of all Buddhists, as the Buddha suggested, is to go to 
'Nibbhana' or nirvarna, Nui also denies this idea and hopes to be reborn, as she says: 'It 
would be sad if our time is limited to this life.' She does not see life as suffering. She 
loves to have life and wants to be reborn. 
 
 February 

The film asked at least three times: Do you believe in destiny? The first time is 
when Jee drives the car and crashes into Keawta. The second time is when Jee nearly 
crashes into her again after she gets lost in Chinatown.*

The theme song of the film also presents the same idea: 

 Lastly, is when Keawta nearly 
is crashed into by an unknown car at Central Park when she is trying to get back to her 
friend’s car. The significance of the car crashes and meetings is interesting here. The 
film uses the car crash as a symbol of something happening 'accidentally' or 
'unintentionally'. After the three car crashes, the film shows that Jee and Keawta can 
be reunited and stay together again. The first time, the car crash causes Keawta to stay 
with Jee. The second time, in company with the events of that horrible night at Central 
Park, the crash causes Jee to love Keawta. The last time, Keawta tries to find Jee, 
which she nearly gives up, but the accident causes Keawta to meet Jee again. After the 
crash or the sound of a car braking, the film will ask the question, ‘Do you believe in 
destiny?’ That is to say, the film is trying to say that Keawta and Jee meeting is due to 
'destiny'. 

 
 It might be the Sky**

                                                 
* Jee goes to Chinatown to receive his job and leaves Keawta in the car. While he is gone, 

Keawta tries to walk around to see what she can remember, and she gets lost. When Jee comes back to 
the car and waits for a while, he does not see her. He waits for a moment, but she still does not come 
back. He decides to drive back alone. On the way back, he nearly crashes into Keawta on the street. 

 above who has drawn our destiny. Ordering me and you 
to meet and find each other. Giving me a chance to taste happiness. Letting us 
having each other, to have good times. And, it is because of the Sky, who can 
make us be apart. Give me only this short time, then I have to lose you.  I know 
there is no hope to pull you and persuade you to stay right beside me. No 
matter what I do, there is no chance. If my life has lost you, what would it be? 
Life will be without meaning, as if it is without energy. A body that has ever 
endured might have no strength. No hope for me to rejoice. If tomorrow I wake 
up and can not see you, I think that it will make me delirious with dread and 
anxious in my heart. If we have to be apart, no matter the reason, you must 
know I will be sad, be sad till I die. 

** Here sky means 'God'. However, I have not put God in the translation because normally 
when Thai use the word 'Fah', we usually refer to any spirit that is believed to affect our life. It may 
refer to an ancestor, primitive supreme (Taen), Jesus, Indra, Brahman, etc. It is used as a general term, 
not specific. 
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คงเปนท่ีฟาเบ้ืองบนเปนคนขีดโชคชะตา สั่งฉันและเธอใหมาใหไดพบเจอกัน 

ใหฉันไดมีโอกาสลิ้มรสในความชื่นบาน ใหเรามีกัน มีวันเวลาท่ีดี และเปนท่ีฟาเบ้ืองบน 

เปนคนพรากเราเชนกัน ใหเวลาเพียงเทาน้ันกลับตองเสียเธอไป 

ฉันรูวาไมมีหวังจะเหน่ียวและรั้งเธอไวขางกาย จะทําอยางไรก็คงไมมีหนทาง 

หากชีวิตฉันตองขาดเธอไปจะเปนอยางไร ชีวิตคงไรความหมาย และเหมือนไรพลัง 

รางกายท่ีเคยอดทน ก็คงไมมีกําลัง ไมมีความหวังใหฉันไดชื่นหัวใจ 

แคเพียงพรุงน้ีถาต่ืนมามองไปไมเจอเธอ แคนึกก็ทําใหเพอหวั่นและไหวในใจ ถาเราจะตองจากกนั 

ไมวาดวยเหตุผลใด คงรูใชไหมวาฉันจะตองเสียใจ เสียใจจนตาย 
 
From the beginning, we can see that the song persuades us to believe in 

'destiny'. Even in the middle of the song, when it blames the Sky, this is also based on 
the belief in destiny. In company with the three crash scenes, it is likely to say that 
they try to believe that 'destiny' is something real and could happen.  

However, on the basis of this research, I have to say that the film's 'destiny' 
does not represent the idea of 'previous association'. It is more likely to be the idea of 
Brahmalikit, rather than Pubbesannivas. The movie does not mention the concept of 
previous association, birth and reborn and this life and past life, unlike The Letter, 
which is clear at these concepts. For this film, destiny is explained by the accident in 
the movie and also is clearly stated in the song that it is a making some power over 
mankind. I think the film tries not to refer specifically to some belief or present the 
story on basis of some religion. The film put the discourse of love as pre-destiny.  

Notwithstanding, for some points in the film we can see that there is more 
emphasis on the ability to find, search for or memorize than 'destiny' alone. To some 
degree, I think the film quite agrees with 'destiny'. The film just uses 'destiny' to 
romanticized the story, but they still believe in finding love. When Jee takes Keawta to 
Central Park for the first time, he tells her to remember the place. Thus, when she gets 
lost again, she can come to this place. It should be noted here, I interpret 'lost' and 
'found' not just for a person, but for love; this means Jee maybe wants to say 'this is the 
place where you can find my love', which will be revealed later: 

 
Jeeradej: Let's do this, if you get lost again, come and wait here. Ask 

anybody! Everybody knows Central Park. 
Keawta: This place is very huge, how will I know. 
Jeeradej: This fountain!  

[points to the fountain]  
It is big enough. 

 Keawta: Is there only one fountain in here? 
 Jeeradej: [sighs] There are many. 
 Keawta: How do I know which one it is? 
 Jeeradej: [sigh and looks around] 
 Here, see that homeless person with the red hat sleeping right 

there? The fountain that has that homeless person means you 
have come to the right place. 

 Keawta: If he goes back home? 
Jeeradej: Homeless people have no home. Since I came here, he has 

never moved. 
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จีรเดช: เอาอยางน้ีซิ ถาเกิดเธอหลงทางอีกก็มารอตรงน้ีละกัน ถามใครใครๆ 

ก็รูจักท้ังน้ันเซ็นทรัลปารก 

แกวตา: แลวท่ีน้ีมันกวางอยางน้ีจะรูไดอยางไร 

จีรเดช: นํ้าพุน้ีก็ได ใหญดี (ชี้ไปท่ีนํ้าพุ) 

แกวตา: แลวในน้ีมีนํ้าพุอันเดียวเหรอ 

จีรเดช: (ถอนหายใจ) ก็หลายอันอยูเหมือนกัน 

แกวตา: แลวจะรูไดอยางไรหละวาอันไหน 

จีรเดช: (ถอนหายใจแลวมองไปรอบๆ) น่ีไง เห็นโฮมเลสหมวกแดงท่ีนอนอยูตรงน้ันม้ัย 

ถานํ้าพุไหนท่ีมีโฮมเลสคนน่ันอยูแปลวามาถูกท่ีแลวหละ 

แกวตา: แลวถาเขากลับบานหละ 

จีรเดช: โฮมเลสไมมีบาน ต้ังแตเรามาอยูท่ีน้ีก็ยังไมเคยเห็นเขายายไปไหนเลย 
 
From this scene, Jee marks a landmark for him and Keawta. This is important 

because right then Jee tries to make her remember the place when she gets lost. She, 
hopefully, will find him there whenever she gets lost again. As 'lost' in this movie 
signify 'lost love', then it can be understand that whenever she want to find love, she 
can go there and find him. After this, the scene is used several times in the film. 
Especially when Jee has a problem, he will come to talk with the homeless who live in 
Central Park. However the most important aspect of this Central Park scene is at the 
end of the story. After a long day of searching for her past and Jee, Keawta stops at 
Central Park and asks her friend, who drove her there, to wait for a while. She goes 
and sits at the fountain. The film also shows a homeless man coughing, but she is not 
interested. When her friend beeps the car horn, she walks back to the car soullessly. 
She nearly crash into a car, which makes her get her mind back. She looks back at the 
fountain again and sees her paintings floating up. She runs down back to the fountain 
and sees a shabby dirty guy collect her floating paintings. When she sees him, she is 
stunned that it is Jee. She greet shocked: 

 
Keawta: Jee 
Jeeradej: Eye, where have you been? 
Keawta: Eye went back to Thailand. 
 [the film shows the tried face and ill body of Jee and shows 

Keawta’s curious face again] 
  Why does Jee look very shabby? 
Jeeradej: Do you remember the homeless person who slept here? 
Keawta: [nods her face] 
Jeeradej: He died. Jee, Jee was afraid Eye would not remember this place. 

[Jee speaks tiredly, after Keawta knows he has become a 
homeless person waiting for her, she runs toward him and hugs 
him] 

แกวตา: จ ี

จีรเดช: ไอหายไปไหนมา 

แกวตา: ไอกลับเมืองไทยมา 
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(ภาพตัดกลับไปท่ีหนาตาอันเหน่ือยลาของจี กอนจะตัดกลับมาท่ีไอ) 

ทําไมจีถึงโทรมขนาดน้ี 

จีรเดช: ไอ จําโฮมเลสท่ีนอนอยูตรงน้ันไดม้ัย  

แกวตา: (พยักหนา) 

จีรเดช: เขาตายแลว จี จี กลัววาไอยจะจําท่ีน้ีไมได 

(จีพูดดวยนํ้าเสียงออนลา จากน้ันแกวตารูวาจีมาเปนโฮมเลสเพื่อรอเธอ 

เธอวิ่งเขาไปหาจีและกอดจ)ี 
 
This means he has become homeless and has been living there just to wait for 

her. A more 'tragic' explanation is that he lives his life since he has been shot, just 
waiting for her so he can die in her arms. He has to die besides her. 

From the scene at Central Park, we also see the rule of repeat and continuation. 
At first Jee tells her to come there when she gets lost. Then, they find each other again 
at the end of the story. If we see the later event as a climax scene of the story, it does 
not totally represent the idea of 'destiny'. Jee takes Scott's place, as a homeless person, 
because he is waiting for her to come and see him again. For him, she might be lost 
somewhere and can not find him. So, he has to be there in order someday she will find 
him again.  

Also, before this last scene, Keawta travels around New York, going to some 
places that she and Jee used to go to together to find him. The film uses the car, which 
nearly crashes into Keawta again, so she can see her pictures floating and lead her to 
Jee. Again, this is a consequence of searching and finding, not necessarily 'destiny' 
alone. Moreover, in a quite pessimistic view, I would also say that at the time Keawta 
goes to the fountain, she already has given up hope for finding him. The only reason to 
go there, maybe, is just to recall a good experience in her three months with Jee. 

Moving back a little bit, when Keawta is in Thailand, after she gets well from 
her illness, she goes to the beach with her friend. They talk about 'love'. Keawta begins 
the conversation: 

 
Keawta: Muai, about Eak, have I apologized to you yet. 
Muai:  Why do you have to apologize? 
Keawta: I am sorry, Muai. 
Muai: I am not angry with you, I know already, the story of you and 

Eak must end this way. 
Keawta: Will there ever be a man who loves me for real? 
Muai: (Sighs) Do you see the ocean before us, ‘we are searching for a 

needle in the ocean’. 
แกวตา: หมวย เรื่องเอก ฉันขอโทษแกหรือยัง 

หมวย: แกขอโทษใครเปนดวยเหรอ 

แกวตา: ฉันขอโทษนะหมวย 

หมวย:  ฉันไมโกรธแกหรอก ฉันรูอยูแลว เรื่องแกกับเอกตองจบลงแบบน้ี 

แกวตา: จะมีหรือเปลานา ผูชายท่ีรักเราจริงๆ 

หมวย:  (ถอนหายใจ) แกเห็นทะเลขางหนาน้ันม้ัย เรากําลังงมเข็มกันอยู 
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A little background in Thai proverbs is needed to understand this conversation. 
In Thai, we have the proverb 'Ngomkhem nai mahasamut (งมเข็มในมหาสมุทร)', literary 
meaning 'searching for a needle in the ocean'. It means an 'impossible' or 'hard job to 
do'. When Keawta questions 'is there some guy who really loves us' and Muai use this 
proverb to answer, it can mean it is 'impossible'. However, when she says, 'we are 
searching for a needle', it can also mean love is something to search for, not to find by 
destiny (alone). Thus, we can see from these two situations, the one at Central Park 
and the one at Thailand, that the film, in some way, believes love does not find you, 
you have to find love. 

Overtly, again, we can see that the idea of Pubbesannivasa is not presented in 
the film. I would say the film use the concept of 'destiny' in a more general way than is 
understood by the mass of people from different backgrounds. Or, sometimes, as I 
presented in Chapter 2, 'love' becomes a new religion for a life under capitalism; 
especially a metropolitan life, where many cultures are mixed. Love is more than just a 
concept of relations, but is the center of life, especially for consuming. Thus, February 
uses destiny as the reason why two people meet for the sake of the question and for 
uplifting the mood of the audience, rather than to make one believe in such an idea. 

 
The Letter 

 
'If two people are born for each other, even if they come from different 
places, no matter how far apart, they will meet. The belief in 
'Pubbesannivāsa' (previous association) is real.' 
"คนสองคนเน๊ียะนะ ถาเกิดมาเพื่อนกันและกันแลวละก็ ถึงจะมาจากตางท่ีตางทาง 

หางกันแคไหนก็มาเจอกันจนได เรื่องของบุพเพสันนิวาสน้ีมันมีจริงๆ นะ" 
 
 Ton's boss gives this speech at Ton and Dew’s wedding. The idea of previous 
association is strongly presented in this tragic romance. On the Valentine’s night, 
before Ton goes back to Chiang Mai, he asks: 
 

Ton:  Will we meet again? 
Dew:  I don't know! It is up to destiny. 
ตน:  แลวเราจะไดเจอกันอีกไหม 

ดิว:  ไมรูสิ แลวแตโชคชะตา 
 

Later after the wedding, Ton says to Dew; 'Thank you Dew that you were born 
for me (ขอบคุณนะดิว ท่ีคุณเกิดมาเพื่อผม).' Again, one day after Dew comes back from 
Bangkok, Ton brings warm water and soaks Dew's feet to make her feel relaxed. Dew 
touches Ton’s head and says; 'where have you been Ton? Why have we just met? 
(คุณไปอยูไหนมาตน ทําไมเราเพิ่งมาเจอกัน).' 

From the above, you can see the influence of the idea of previous association. I 
think there are two reasons why the ideology of previous association is presented in 
this film. First, the screenplay writer and director believe themselves in the idea of 
Pubbesannivāsa; therefore, such an ideology is presented in their work. Second, which 
I think the more important reason, right now, the idea of Pubbesannivāsa is quite old. 
Many of the new generation have quit believing in the idea of previous association. In 
a brief survey, I gave a questionnaire to 314 freshmen students of the faculty of 
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education in first semester of 2006 academic year. One of the questions I asked was, 
‘Do you believe that your lover from a past life will come to find you in this life 
(นิสิตเชื่อหรือไมวาคนรักของเราในชาติกอนมาตามหาเราในชาติน้ี).’ On a scale of 1 to 10, over 60 
percent answered below 5 and, surprisingly, the students who answered this question 
over 8 was less than 10 percent. This means that teenagers today have quit believing in 
Pubbesannivāsa. This may be another reason the film's promoter decided to use 'If you 
still believe in love' in the tagline. Love for this movie is the love that is conducted by 
or led by some divine power. 
 One consequence of advance science and technology is that people less believe 
in divine power. They believe in themselves. Thus, they are searching for love. They 
think they can choose their love. Nevertheless, this film tries to say that 'love will find 
you'. Sometimes we have to wait for someone that is born for us. If we are born for 
each other, someday and at sometime we will find each other. If on that day Dew did 
not stop to buy a cactus and forget her wallet, if on that day Ton stayed at the office, 
they would not meet each other. So, it is destiny that makes them find each other. 
While, Kate tries to find love on her own, she has to pay with her life. I can say that 
this film wants the audience to believe in Pubbesannivāsa again.  
 

The most tragic scene in the film is when Dew plays the last letter that come in 
the form of a video tape. Ton says to Dew: 
 

I have never thought that I am handsome or special. Since the first day I met 
Dew, I told myself all the time that I will do everything for you, I will do 
anything to make Dew the happiest woman. I will not do anything to make 
you cry again. I have one thing to ask you. Do not forget me. One day in the 
future, it may be very long, we will see each other again. We will see each 
other again. I promise. I love you. 
'ผมไมเคยคิดวาตัวเองเปนคนหลอเหลาหรือดีวิเศษอะไรเลย ต้ังแตวันแรกท่ีผมไดเจอดิว 

ผมก็บอกกับตัวเองวาผมจะทําทุกอยางเพื่อคุณ ผมจะทําใหดิวเปนผูหญิงท่ีมีความสุขท่ีสุด 

ผมจะไมทําใหดิวตองเสียนํ้าตาอีก มีอยางหน่ึงท่ีผมอยากจะขอรองดิว อยาลืมผมนะ 

วันหน่ึงขางหนา มันอาจจะนานมาก แตไมวามันจะนานแคไหน เราตองไดกลับมาพบกันอีก 

เราไดกลับมาพบกันอีกผมสัญญา ดิวผมรักคุณ' 
 
 Love is Suffering 
 
 The last ideology of love to be present is: 'love is suffering'. This is a Buddhist 
teaching. Romantic love is suffering. In all eleven films in this research, as they are 
tragic romances, people in the films suffer from love in one way or another. However, 
when I have to classify the ideology of love, I have decided to choose the film that 
explicitly presents love as suffering as its message. The only one film that explicitly 
presents this ideology is The Legend of a Warlord. Interestingly, the film, being an 
adaptation from classical Thai literature, may be the reason that it presents 'love is 
suffering', is in order to preserve the original tone of the story. However, you will see 
that the film 'reinterprets' this idea and adapts it to be familiar to the new target 
audience. 
 
 The Legend of a Warlord 
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The ideology of love in The Legend of a Warlord has been influenced by the 
ideology of love in Buddhism. Love led by 'kāmatanhā' as suffering is clearly 
represented in the film.  

As one of the tagline says, "Under the spell of a woman, even the toughest 
warlord can fall to the ground" (มนตแหงสตรี เพียงตองใจ แมขุนทัพแกรงศึก ก็มวยสยบแทบดิน). 
All of the distress that happens to the three main characters is because they fall into 
kāmatanhā. They let kāmatanhā rule their life and do not try to stop it or understand it. 
Khun Phaen is not content with one wife. He has Laothong and does not care for 
Phimphilalai. Even Laothong mentions one time in the film that 'all the time Khun 
Phaen has slept with her, always he calls her Phimphilalai', but he does not fix the 
cause of the problem. He lets Phimphilalai be alone while he has another woman. 
Khun Chang does not understand that Phimphilalai does not love him. He just wants 
her to be his wife without seeing her mind. He does many bad things to provoke Khun 
Phaen so he can have Phimphilalai. Both of them let kāmatanhā lead their life. For 
Wanthong, she loves Khun Phaen and only Khun Phaen. But when the king asks her to 
decide, she is blinded by the luxury life Khun Chang gave her. She can not decide. 
Finally, she is sentenced to be beheaded.  

Unlike the other two, Wanthong, in the moment before she dies, seems to 
understand the truth that kāmatanhā has ruined her life and the life of others. So, she 
decides to stop it by not continuing. If she decides to go with Khun Phaen, she may be 
fulfilling her craving or tanhā, but she will suffer again. Even though she knows this 
noble truth very late, it is better than not knowing it at all. The film puts her realization 
as the climax of the story. This means they intended to develop this idea for their 
audience. It can be said that the film presents the ideology of love; that love led by 
kāmatanhā is suffering. However, this ideology is stated, rather than the idea of self-
love. 

 
Another point of interest between the film and the classical text is the 

representation of the idea of karma. In the classical text, the idea of karma is present as 
a major excuse for the events. However, the film fails to mention the idea of karma in 
the story. 
 At the beginning of the classical version of the story, a dream is narrated that 
depicts the life of Khun Phaen, Wanthong and Khun Chang. This is the first place that 
mentions the law of karma in the text. Their life has been destined by their past deeds. 
Along the story, there are also many times these characters and the narrator use the 
law of karma as an explanation of the events.  

However, in the film version, there are only two times in which the law of 
karma is mentioned. First, when Plai Keaw leaves the monkhood and meets 
Phimphilalai for the first time at the cotton field, he say, 'It is because of love, I have 
traveled this far to study in order to be near you. It was bad karma that made us be 
apart. Even if I live far, my heart is missing you'(เพราะรักดอกจึงบากหนามาเรียนวิชาใหอยูใกล 

เคราะหกรรมทําใหจาก หากแมนอยูไกลพี่ก็รําลึกถึงพิมเจา). Another time is when Wanthong gives 
her last word, 'My dear Keaw, all of the suffering and karma we have together. Please, 
let us together defunct that karma' (พี่แกวทุกขและกรรมท่ีเรารวมกอ อโหสิกรรมตอกันเถิด) These 
are the only two times that the characters mention the law of karma in this film. 

I do not think that the film has been produced under the assumption denying 
the law of karma. They have excluded it to make their film more suitable for the 
masses. The law of karma may be well known to all Thai Buddhist, but for others from 
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different religious backgrounds, it is hard to 'believe' in such an idea, *

 

  especially 
since the film was intended to be sold in the international market, therefore, the target 
audience is not only Thai people. Film consumption is about believing. If we can not 
believe in the film, the film will fail to communicate with the audience. Setting aside 
the idea of karma as not having a significant effect on the major plot, this makes the 
story more realistic and the explanation of the event is more suitable for a new society. 

 In this chapter, I have analyzed eleven Thai tragic romances along two 
subjects: the messages from the film and the ideology of love. With respect to the 
messages from the film, seven problems were raised: the difference class has on the 
possibility of love and marriage; the importance of money and wealth for love; the 
negative side of materialism and metropolitan love; the conflict between self and 
identity that influences the expression of love; the courage to confess love; the honesty 
and promise in a married life; and the limitation of social norms and moral code that 
limits people’s way to love. These seven issues show the various kind of 'love' in Thai 
society. There are many outer and inner conflicts of the people that are an obstacle and 
cause of difficulty in love life. This also is proof that as long as people have to live in a 
society where there is a lot of ideology involve, love is not a matter of two people as 
there are many other factor around the lover's life having an effect on their love.  

With respect to the ideology of love, there are two ideologies of love 
presented: love is a goal of life, and love is a must of life. Additionally, there is a 
suggestion about the way to practice love: loyalty and sacrifice. Finally, the chapter 
ends by identify the ideology of love in Buddhism, both ‘love is suffering’ and 
Pubbesannivas in the eleven films, although there are only a few films that present the 
ideology of love in Buddhism. Moreover, the ideology of love in Buddhism has been 
challenged and questioned through those few films.  

In the next chapter, I will give more evidence about the interaction between the 
ideology of love in Consumerism and in Buddhism by using some popular songs 
during 1997 – 2007. Additionally, one television series will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 

 
 

 
 

 

                                                 
* I use the word ‘believe’ here because, I think, every Thai person understands an idea about 

the law of karma as they study in school. However, not all of them believe in it or absorb it as their own 
ideology.  Even, some average Buddhists today in Thailand also believe less in the law of karma. 



 
Chapter IV 

 
IDEOLODGY OF LOVE IN OTHERS  

POPULAR NARRATIVES  
 
 
 In the previous chapter I have presented some of the ideologies of love in Thai 
tragic romance in the form of film during 1997 – 2007. As I have already noted in the 
first chapter, film is the only form of entertainment which can be counted as tragic 
romance.*

 This chapter is separated into two parts. The first part is an analysis of the 
ideology of love in two television series; Lueat Khat Ti Ya and Hong Nuea Mangkon. 
The pattern of the analysis follows the pattern in Chapter 3. The second part is an 
analysis of the ideology of love in Thai popular songs. There were a very large number 
of television series and popular songs during 1997-2007. The data selected to be 
presented in this section is just an example from many possible choices in order to 
give supporting data to the previous chapter. Thus, there have been some limitations 
placed on the data selection in this section, which I presented in Chapter 1. In brief, for 
the television series, one of leading character in these two television series must die at 
the end of the story and they do not appear again in a later episode;

 Film has similar characteristics as a plays in the old time, except they are 
not a live performance as for a stage play. However, if we want to continue studying 
tragic romance as a living heritage of 'tragedy', in a strict sense, the only contemporary 
mass media that can be equal is film. Notwithstanding, I include this chapter in order 
to give more support to the argument that the ideology of love in contemporary Thai 
ideology is the interaction between the ideology of love in Consumerism and 
Buddhism. 

**

 

 Anothai in the 
case of Lueat Khat Ti Ya and Liew in the case of Hong Nuea Mangkon. Additionally, 
the two television series highlight the conflict between love and some other 
(ideological) factors. For popular songs, I chose some songs from albums that were the 
collection of that year's hit list from 1997-2007, in order to show that the songs were 
popular. Therefore, please note that the data chosen in this section was chosen to 
support the major argument of this research. Hopefully, the findings in this chapter 
will help the reader understand the ideology of love in the contemporary mass media 
better. 

 
 
 
                                                 

* This is so if we take the explanation of the element of tragedy as Aristotle gave, and I also 
claim that my definition of 'tragic romance' is a development term from 'tragedy' to make it fit the Thai 
culture and entertainment tradition. Therefore, the only form of entertainment that is very near to 
tragedy in a sense of stage play in mass media is film. Television series would not be considered as 
tragic romance because they do not finish in a single period of time, we have to continue watching them 
episode by episode and the audience’s emotion and feeling, have to be continued. With respect to songs, 
they only have lyrics and melody; the full story is not included in the song’s content. Hence, songs are 
only a narration not an acting and only presents the tragedy through the song, especially popular songs. 

** Please see the note in Chapter 1. 
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Ideology of love in Thai television series 
 
 The two television series chosen in this research were produced by Exact Co. 
Ltd., a company known for its ‘new generation’ of producing television series in 
Thailand. Their television series are different from others in that they have introduced 
film and stage play techniques to their series. Thus, this was the first time that 
television series had a score and theme melody played along with the action. They also 
used other cinematography techniques to convey the message to the audience. Above 
of all, the screenplay of the series was well written. That is to say, the screenplay not 
only presented the story, but it also presented some ideology to the audience. 
 The nature of television series is totally different from film. Television series 
are not watching at only one time as for a film. The story is separated into many 
episodes for viewing. The good point in this is that there is more space for the story to 
develop. Therefore, the series may present many messages along with the story. In this 
research I have chosen only the conflicts that relate to love.  
 
 Messages from the television series: love and duty 
 
 The two television series have the same message; the conflict between love and 
duty. In Lueat Khat Ti Ya, the duty of Anothai is to sustain and promote Yasothon 
because he is the son of the former chief of the army; he is the best friend of Crown 
Prince Sitthi Prawat; he is a current chief of the army; and above of all he loves Crown 
Princess Dara. Thus, he devotes everything for Yasothon's throne. However, it is also 
because of his love. Dissimilarly, in Hong Nuea Mangkon, Chang Hao has the duty to 
kill Liew for revenge, while Liew has the duty to kill Chang Hao to sustain her 
position and to save her life; but because of love Liew and Chang Hao do not kill each 
other. Both stories center their conflict by questioning what is the more important for 
life, love or duty. 
  
 Lueat Khat Ti Ya 
  

It is because, I am an ordinary man, as similar as many people, who have both 
duty and love. Whenever I have to do my duty, I have to leave my heart 
behind. 
เพราะวาเราก็เหมือนกับใครๆ เขาน่ันแหละ ท่ีมีท้ังหนาท่ีและหัวใจ และเม่ือไหรท่ีเราตองทําตามหนาท่ี 

เราก็ตองท้ิงหัวใจไวเบ้ืองหลัง 
 
 Anothai says these words to Dara after he arranges for Princess Dara to meet 
Prince Sitthi Prawat. Love and duty is the main conflict in this story. What are you 
going to do if you are a soldier who falls in love with an ordinary woman, but when 
you are going to ask her to marry, its turn out that she is a Crown Princess of the 
country? Moreover, your comrade in military school is a Crown Prince, to whom you 
have to be loyalty and cherish with your life, as he is both a friend and your leader. 
Then, you find that he also has fallen in love with the same person as you. Without 
knowing the truth that the Crown Princess really loves you, and in many ways the 
Crown Prince is more appropriate for her than you. In this situation, what will you do? 
What will you choose, 'love' or 'duty'? When Anothai fall into the darkness of his 
situation, his father come and gives him a word: 
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The darkness that you see may be because you shut your eyes. Sometimes truth 
is right in front of us. If you love someone, and know that that love is not 
possible, the only choice you have is to put her in the best position with the 
best people. I hope you will do the best for Yasothon with your loyalty. Choose 
the best for Yasothon. 
ความมืดท่ีลูกเห็นหนะ อาจจะเปนเพราะลูกปดตาตัวเองก็ไดนะ 

บางทีความจริงมันอาจจะอยูตรงหนาเราก็ไดนะ ถาลูกรักใครสักคนและรูวารักน้ันไมมีทางสมหวัง 

ทางเลือกเดียวก็คือ วางเขาไวในท่ีท่ีดีท่ีสุดกับคนท่ีดีท่ีสุดเทาน้ัน 

พอหวังวาลูกจะทําหนาท่ีของชาวยโสธรท่ีภัคดีอยางดีท่ีสุด เลือกคนท่ีดีท่ีสุดใหยโสธร 
 
 From this word, Anothai chooses his duty. He chooses to give his beloved 
woman to his beloved friend. This is not because he does not love her, but because he 
chooses the best for her. However, many times in the story Princess Dara does not 
want his good intention. Anothai chooses to be responsible in his duty as a soldier of 
Yasothon; to protect Yasothon and to sustain Yasothon’s throne which means 
Yasothon’s freedom. 
 Anothai was trained to be a soldier since he was young. When his father retired 
from his position after the former king of Yasothon died, he stayed at home and taught 
his son military science and martial arts. When he applied for military school, Anothai 
got the highest score. There was no question as to his loyalty to the country. When the 
director of the military school called him after he became a friend of Prince Sitthi 
Prawat, the Crown Prince of Yasothon, the director informed him that he was not 
chosen to be Prince Sitthi Prawat’s friend by accident. The director and the Minister of 
Military Defense saw his ability, both physical and moral, and knew his background, 
so they chose him to be Prince Sitthi Prawat comrade. It seemed as if his soldier life 
begins with a big responsibility, and he was very happy to accept it, not because he 
aimed high in his career, but because he honored and believed in his duty. As a soldier 
life, it can be said that Anothai is an ideal prototype of a soldier 'born to be' a soldier; 
soldiering is his life. The night before he was to be executed, again his father came to 
the prison and gives him a word: 

This is the destiny of a solider. If he dies like a solider, it is the end of his duty. 
น่ีเปนลิขิตของชีวิตทหาร เม่ือตายอยางทหารก็คือสิ้นสุดของหนาท่ีของทหาร 

 
 Although Anothai and his father are sad about this loss, it is blissfully happy 
for them, because Anothai can fulfill his duty as a soldier. 
 For love, Anothai falls in love with one woman.  He helped her when she 
nearly drowns after she fell from her boat. At a secret island, their love grows. Soon 
they fall in love with each other and meet each other many times. After Anothai 
graduates from military school and he is about to ask her for marriage, he just then 
knows that Dara, the girl he has fallen in love with at the secret island, is Crown 
Princess Dara. This is the first love of his life, it is the only love in his life, but it is 
also an impossible love in his life. 
 As in above, Anothai chooses his duty not to love. If he chooses love, Prince 
Dara might be happy to leave the royal family and go to live with him, but this would 
cause him to do a selfish thing. So he chooses to give up his love and help Prince 
Sitthi Prawat to be happy in his love with Princess Dara; he chooses to be responsible 
to his duty and decides to help Prince Sitthi Prawat to win Princess Dara’s heart. 
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 However, between love and duty, although it seems as if Anothai chooses duty, 
he uses his duty to promote his love. Anothai knows that his love with Dara is not 
possible in a real life; meaning, he can not marry and live with her. So, he decides to 
turn his love into power and motivation to his duty. In order to do so, he has an 
intention to help and to promote Princess Dara to stay in the best position as much as 
he can. At first, he helps Prince Sitthi Prawat marry Princess Dara by planning to have 
Princess Khae Khai, an eligible fiancée in the court of Yasothon, marry with Khema 
Rat's Prince. He hopes that she will be a Queen of Yasothon nearby Prince Sitthi 
Prawat, if he succeeds to the throne. At the same time, he can also save Yasothon from 
an invasion by Khema Rat. 
 After Prince Sitthi Prawat dies, he still wants to promote Dara to be Yasothon's 
queen. So, he lays many plans to stop Princess Khae Khai from coming back and 
claiming the throne. This also will save Yasothon from being part of Khema Rat 
because Princess Khae Khai has already married Prince Chai Yan, Khema Rat's 
Crown Prince, and it is possible that the cruel Prince Chai Yan would use this chance 
to take over Yasothon. So, again he helps his homeland together with helping the one 
he loves. 
 Another time, when the five kingdoms are planning to form a Union State, 
Anothai has the intention to let Yasothon lead the Union. This would sustain 
Yasothon’s authority and also prevent Khema Rat from taking advantage over 
Yasothon if Khema Rat led the Union. When Prince Sitthi Prawat dies, he decides to 
help Princess Dara to take his position, which also means she has to become the Queen 
of Yasothon. However, in this last duty he has to pay with his life, but he was happy to 
do this as a Yasothon citizen to save Yasothon and to help his lover stay in the best 
place as she can. In the scene when the Minister of Military Defense comes to give 
him hope of being released from prison, as he had been accused of rebellion, he says 
to the Minister: 
 

Anothai: As I am a solider, my duty is to fight for the kingdom. I used to 
have a determination that I will use my life to protect the throne. 
When the times come, if I have to, why am I afraid of it? 

MM*

Anothai: No way, sir. At least, she has to show her true blue blood. If she 
changes her decision, a committee of the ministry may not be 
comfortable and the Union State will fall apart. If she shows her 
strength from her heart, the Yasothon people will be proud of 
her. 

: I wish you luck. Maybe the crown princess may change her 
mind. 

MM: You risk your life for this, Anothai? 
Anothai: Perhaps, the future queen of Yasothon and the Union State will 

be the same as you and I imagine. 
MM:  Anothai, your life is worth more than I thought. I will stand by 

you as proof that your wish will be successful. 
อโณทัย: ในฐานะท่ีผมเปนทหาร หนาท่ีสําคัญของผมคือ ตอสูเพื่อแผนดิน 

ผมเคยต้ังปณิธาณไววาจะใชชีวิตของตนเอง อยูฐานคําจุนราชบัลลังก 

เม่ือเวลาน้ันมาถึง ถึงผมตองจําเปน จะตองกลัวอะไรอีกครับ 

                                                 
* Stand for Ministry of Military. 
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เสนากลาโหม: ขอใหโชคดี บางทีเจาหญิงรัชทายาทอาจจะทรงเปลี่ยนพระทัยก็ได 

อโณทัย: ไมมีทางหรอกครับ 

เพราะอยางนอยก็ทรงแสดงถึงเลือดขัตติยาในพระทัยอยางแทจริง 

หากทรงเปลี่ยนพระทัยทางคณะเสนาบดีก็คงจะหนักใจอยูไมใชนอย 

และสมาพันธรัฐก็คงจะแตกแยกดวย 

แตถาหากทรงแสดงถึงความเขมแข็งในพระทัยออกมาแลว 

คนท้ังยโสธรก็ควรจะภูมิใจอยูไมนอย 

เสนากลาโหม: เธอเสี่ยงชีวิตของเธอขนาดน้ีเลยเหรออโณทัย 

อโณทัย:

 บางทีราชินีในอนาคตของยโสธรและสมาพันธรัฐจะเปนไปตามท่ีเจาคุณแ

ละกระผมวาดภาพไวในใจขอครับ 

เสนากลาโหม: อโณทัยชีวิตของเธอมีคาเกินกวาท่ีจะคิดมากมายนัก 

ขอเอาใจชวยใหขอพิสูจนของเธอประสบความสําเร็จ 
 
Again when Princess Dara goes to the prison and asks him what she should do 

in this situation, Anothai tells her to sign for his execution order, and he gives her the 
reason: 

 
Anothai: Nobody wants to die, Dara. But for Anothai, as he knows whom 

he dies for, even though there are others choices, I do not wish 
for it, because the life that the Crown Princess can sign for 
execution will prove that the Queen of Yasothon will never 
hesitate for anyone who does wrong. Do you understand, Dara? 

P.Dara: Why does it have to be you? 
Anothai: Because if the one can order an execution for their closest one, 

the others will respect them more than usual. 
P.Dara: You are not my closest one, but you are the lover whom I love 

as if my life. If I give an order to execute you, it is like I cut my 
heart as well.  

อโณทัย: ไมมีใครอยากตายหรอดารา แตถาสําหรับอโณทัยเม่ือรูตองตายเพื่อใคร 

ตอใหมีทางเลือกอื่นเราก็ไมปรารถนา 

เพราะชีวิตท่ีเจาหญิงรัชทายาททรงลงพระนามประหารได ยอมแสดงใหเห็นวา 

ราชินีแหงยโสธรจะไมทรงลังเลกับผูอื่นท่ีกระทําผิด ดาราเขาใจไหม 

เจาหญิง: แลวทําไมตองเปนชีวิตเธอ 

อโณทัย: เพราะคนท่ีสั่งประหารคนท่ีคุนเคยไดอยางดีแลวคนอื่นยอมยําเกรงกวาปรกติ 

เจาหญิง: เธอไมใชคนท่ีคุนเคยหรออโณทัย แตเปนคนท่ีดารารักเทาชีวิต 

และถาเราสั่งประหารเธอก็เทากับเราเชือดหัวใจตัวเองไปดวย 
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 From his words, we can see that Anothai does not bemoan for his life. He is 
happy to die if his death will benefit his beloved country and his beloved one. He is 
happy to give his life to save his country from invaders; to protect his beloved from an 
accusation, and to promote his beloved to be the Queen of Yasothon. 
 We can see from the above three situations and the quotations that, although 
Anothai chooses duty more than love, he also uses his duty as a tool to support the one 
he loves. In other words, he does whatever he can in his duty to help the one he loves 
to be successful in their life. The story suggests that, if you can use your duty to serve 
your love, it may be the best way to deal with the conflict. That is to say, if we have to 
choose only one thing, we must choose the way that can benefit both duty and love. 
Anothai answers Dara after his plan of saving her from the political wedding to 
Khema Rat's Prince, who had planned to use this wedding to conquer Yasothon: 
  

P.Dara: I am happy, but I am curious about one thing 
Anothai: What is your curiosity? 
P.Dara: I am curious whether what you are doing is for the land or for 
me? 
Anothai: If the two can support each other, it will be good, right? Both of 

them are in my heart. 
P.Dara: Thank you, that satisfies me. 
เจาหญิง  เราดีใจนะ แตเรายังสงสัยอยูอยางหน่ึงวา 

อโณทัย  สงสัยอะไรขาบาทหรือเจาทาน 

เจาหญิง  สงสัยวาท่ีเธอทํา ทําเพื่อแผนดินหรือทําเพื่อเรา 

อโณทัย ถาสองประการประสานประโยชนกันได ก็เปนสิ่งท่ีดีไมใชเหรอเจาทาน 

เพราะท้ังสองก็เปนหัวใจของขาบาทเหมือนกัน 

เจาหญิง  ขอบใจนะ แคน้ีเราก็พอใจแลว 
 
 From this situation, we can see that when Anothai decides to do something, he 
is not only thinking about his duty, but is also thinking about his love. Thus, other 
people may see him doing his duty to his best, but doing that duty is also driven by his 
love. 
 
 Anothai's will to push Princess Dara into the best position hurts Dara. For 
Princess Dara’s character, the story puts her at the other end from Anothai. Again, if 
the main conflict of the story is the conflict between love and duty, Princess Dara, or 
Queen Dara at the end of the story, is a representation of someone who cares about 
their love more than their duty. Many times in the story, she talks with Anothai and 
asks why he is so soulless to push her away and to put her in a position she does not 
like. For example: 
 

Anothai: Your highness can not step back. 
P.Dara: Because you try to push me ahead, right! 
Anothai: Just walk, if there are obstacles ahead I will clean them away 

for you. Anothai will not go anywhere; I will not go far from the 
throne. 

อโณทัย: ทรงถอยไมไดอีกแลวเจาทาน 
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เจาหญิง: เพราะวามีเธอ คอยพลักใหเราไปขางหนาอยูใชม้ัย 

อโณทัย: เสด็จไปเรื่อยเถอะ ถาหนทางขางหนามีขวากหนามขาบาทจะแผวถางทางให 

อโณทัยคนน้ีจะไมไปไหน ไมไดไปไกล นอกจากฐานราชบัลลังกP.Dara:
 Why do you have to push me away? 

Anothai: I am not pushing you away, but I am a hand that supports you. 
Your Highness was really borne for the throne, ma’am. 

เจาหญิง: ทําไมเธอตองผลักใหเราออกไปไกลๆ ดวย 

อโณทัย: ขาบาทไมไดผลักเพียงแตเปนมือท่ีคํ้าจุนไวเทาน้ัน 

เพราะพระองคเองทรงประสูติมาเพื่อราชบัลลังกอยางแทจริง เจาทาน 
 
 From these two dialogues, Anothai’s intension is clear that he wants to push 
Princess Dara to be in the position as he thinks is best for Dara. However, Anothai 
does not ask for the Princess's wish. He does everything from his own stand point. In 
fact, Princess Dara does not want to be a Queen or even Crown Princess. Throughout 
the story, Princess Dara shows her intention very clearly that she does not aim at 
Yasothon's throne. She wants to be only an ordinary girl who has love and gets 
married with the one she loves. This might be a consequence of her education. In the 
story, Princess Dara is more clever and hard learning than Prince Sitthi Prawat and 
Princess Khae Khai. She has seen the fighting among the royal family to win the 
throne, which makes her feel discontent with the court life. She is not eager to sit on 
Yasothon's throne or any position, even princess, because those 'created' positions will 
make her life not be herself. At one time, her mother comes to her and tells to fight for 
her legal position, as she is the former king's daughter, but she is a woman so she 
cannot automatically succeed to the throne. She tells her mother: 
 

P.Dara: I do not want the crown. And, if someone takes my power and 
my title, I will be glad. 

Dara's Mom:  You were born on the throne, you can not leave your royal 
blood and nobility. 

P.Dara: That is just the creation of someone. 
เจาหญิง: หญิงไมเคยอยากไดมงกุฎเลยนะคะ 

และถายิ่งมีคนมาเอาอํานาจราชศักด์ิไปหญิงยิ่งดีใจ 

พระมารดา: หญิงเกิดบนราชบัลลังก หญิงจะท้ิงเลือกขัตติยะในตัวไมได 

เจาหญิง:  มันก็เปนแคสิ่งท่ีคนกําหนดขึ้นมาเทาน้ันแหละคะ 
 

 Here we can see that Princess Dara does not want to be a Queen or have any 
title in the royal family. She also tells her will to Anothai. In the scene after Anothai 
knows the truth about Princess Dara’s real position and he decides to push her to be in 
the best position he can, he meets Dara again. They have a short talk about their 
future: 
 

Anothai: I have a doubt about why Dara likes to collect grass flower, it's 
useless! 

P.Dara: What is wrong with the grass flower? 
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Anothai: I think it is the same as other flowers, it can not compare with 
roses in the golden vase. 

P.Dara: Although you are a grass flower, you are the most handsome in 
the field. What good are roses for me? Growing up with care, 
looked after, then put in the golden vase as you said, waiting to 
wither. 

Anothai: Anothai will not let Dara being like that. Dara must be more 
than a rose decorating the golden vase. 

P.Dara: What do you want me to be? I do not want to be anything. I just 
want to be Dara who stays with Anothai. 

อโณทัย เพียงแตสงสัยวา ทําไมดาราถึงชอบเก็บดอกหญาอยูไมเห็นมีประโยชนอะไรเลย 

เจาหญิง แลวดอกหญามันไมดีตรงไหน 

อโณทัย เราวามันก็คลายๆ กับดอกอื่น เทียบไมไดเลยกับดอกกุหลาบท่ีปกในแจกันทอง 

เจาหญิง ถึงเธอจะเปนดอกหญาก็เปนดอกหญาท่ีเดนท่ีสุดในทองทุง 

เราเปนกุหลาบแลวดีตรงไหน ถูกบํารุงเลี้ยงดูอยางดี 

เสร็จแลวก็เอาไปปกในแจกันทองอยางท่ีเธอวา รอใหเห่ียวเฉา 

อโณทัย อโณทัยจะไมปลอยใหดาราเปนอยางน้ัน 

ดาราจะตองเปนมากกวากุหลาบท่ีประดับในแจกันทอง 

เจาหญิง เธอจะใหเราเปนอะไร เราไมอยากเปนอะไรท้ังน้ัน 

เราอยากเปนแคดาราท่ีอยูกับอโณทัยตลอดไป 
 
 This dialogue uses flowers as analogy for the value of life. Normally, we have 
the analogy of grass flower as low class, carrying no value; also to refer to an ordinary 
person who has no position and not much more importance than an ordinary person. 
Roses can be seen as a symbol of a valuable person who is well nourished to be 
someone and have some important position. From the dialogue, Princess Dara does not 
want to be a rose, although she already is a rose, because she does not see the benefit 
of being a rose in the golden vase that will wither someday. If a rose represents 
nobility and power, a withered rose is the image of the truth that someday that power 
will die out. Moreover, if a rose represents life which is put in the golden vase as 
symbol of power, a withered rose in the golden vase is the image of the truth that 
power will make a person lifeless and their heart will be withered. 
 For Princess Dara, love is more important than fame and wealth. Therefore, 
she questions Anothai when he chooses to push her away and uses his duty as a 
reason: 
 

P.Dara: Anothai, if you want to do your duty, please do not take my 
love to be involved with it. 

Anothai: But I … 
P.Dara: Why do you do this? Do you think I am some object that you 

can easily give to anyone? I have a heart. (speaking sensitively 
with some anger) 

Anothai: One day you will understand. What I have done, I do it for 
Yasothon and your Princess Highness, ma’am. 
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P.Dara: Do not call me Highness. I am talking with you as Dara and 
Anothai, not Crown Princess and soldier. 

Anothai: Dara! 
P.Dara: You insist that you do it for Yasothon, have you ever thought of 

my feelings. Why you are so cruel? Do I mean nothing to you? 
Anothai: Dara, I do not understand. 
P.Dara: I know, I know what is important and not important for you. I 

am not worth anything to you, am I? Anothai (Dara starts to 
cry) you have never loved me, have you? 

Anothai: Time will prove my true heart, ma’am. 
P.Dara: What is the proof? Is the proof that you push me out with your 

hand? 
Anothai: I have no right to hold you and to betray Yasothon, ma’am. 
P.Dara: Anothai, do you know, you betray our love. I hate you! 
เจาหญิง: อโณทัย ถาเธอจะทําตามหนาท่ี อยามาเอาความรักของเราไปเกี่ยว 

อโณทัย: แตขาบาท 

เจาหญิง: ทําไมถึงทําแบบน้ี เธอเห็นเราเปนสิ่งของท่ีเธอจะเอาไปยกใหใครไดงายๆ 

เรามีหัวใจนะ 

อโณทัย: สักวันหน่ึงราชกุมารีจะเขาใจ 

วาท่ีขาบาททําไปท้ังหมดก็เพื่อยโสธรและราชกมุารีเอง เจาทาน 

เจาหญิง: อยามาราชกุมารีกับเรานะ เรากําลังพูดถึงดารากับอโณทัย ไมใชราชกุมารีกับทหาร 

อโณทัย: ดารา 

เจาหญิง: เธอเอาแตอางวาเธอทําเพื่อยโสธร เธอเคยนึกถึงความรูสึกของเราบางไหม 

ทําไมเธอถึงรายนัก เราไมมีความสําคัญสําหรับเธอเลยเหรอ 

อโณทัย: ดาราไมเขาใจ 

เจาหญิง: เราเขาใจ เราเพิ่งเขาใจวาอะไรมันสําคัญสําหรับเธอ แลวอะไรท่ีไมสําคัญ 

เราไมมีคาสําหรับเธอเลยใชไหมอโณทัย (รองไห) เธอไมเคยรักเราเลยใชไหม 

อโณทัย: เวลาจะเปนเครื่องพิสูจนสําหรับหัวใจของขาบาท เจาทาน 

เจาหญิง: พิสูจนวาอะไร พิสูจนวาเธอจะผลักใหเราออกไปไกลๆ ดวยมือของเธอเองงั้นเหรอ 

อโณทัย: ขาบาทไมมีสิทธ์ิรั้งไว และไมสามารถทรยศตอยโสธรได เจาทาน 

เจาหญิง: อโณทัย เธอรูไหมวาเธอกําลังทรยศตอความรักของเรา เราเกลียดเธอ 
 
 Princess Dara blames Anothai for putting her in many positions, putting her in 
many situations as he thinks is the best without asking her. She is angry with his 
heartless deed. But, later she realizes that everything he does is because he knows that 
their love is impossible in the real world, he has an intention to put her in the best 
place as he can because he loves her. Then, Princess Dara accepts his good intention, 
even though she does not want to. 
 Again, when she understands that Anothai does anything for love, that he is not 
trading her for a better position in the army and court, she is even more fond of 
Anothai’s love. After Anothai dies she continues her life because of his love. She 
wants to do something in return for his brave sacrifice, both for his beloved country 
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and for herself, as Anothai’s beloved person. Although she accepts being Queen of 
Yasothon and the leader of the Union State, she shows some sign of her regret by 
announcing that she will wear a black dress as a Queen of Yasothon; she says: 

 
Mom, I know, I am not suppose to wear a black dress. But for me being a 
queen is not a blissful thing. From this day, no matter if my people have 
whatever suffering, I have to accept that suffering, too.  
หญิงทราบคะแมวาหญิงไมควรใสชุดดํา แตการเปนราชินีของหญิงไมใชเรื่องยินดีอะไรเลย 

และนับต้ังแตวันน้ีเปนตนไปไมวาประชาชนของหญิงจะมีเรื่องทุกขอะไร 

หญิงก็จะตองรับทุกขน้ันไวดวย  
 
 The black dress signifies the sorrow in her heart, and also pays respect to 
Anothai who sacrificed his life for her position. It can be said that she also wears a 
black dress to show her mournful life without love.  
 

The name of the character is another interesting analogy presenting the theme 
of this story. Anothai literarily means 'sunrise' in Thai, and Dara means 'star'.  If we 
see Anothai as a representation of 'duty', as he does both his best duty as a solider and 
his best duty as lover , and Dara as a representation for true love, we will see that the 
story is wisely saying that duty and love is opposite to each other. If there is one thing, 
the other has to be left out or lessened in its importance. After a few times, Dara meets 
Anothai at a secret island, they fall in love with each other. One day Dara says: 

 
P.Dara: In fact, Dara is not a good name at all. 
Anothai: What is wrong with it? 
P.Dara: If there is a sunrise, there will be no star. If there is a star, there 

will be no sunrise.  
อโณทัย:  ความจริงเน๊ียะชื่อดาราน้ีไมดีเลยนะ 

เจาหญิง:  ไมดียังไง 

อโณทัย:   เพราะถามีอโนทัยก็ไมมีดารา หรือถามีดาราก็ไมมีอโนทัย 
 

 At another time, when Dara goes to see Anothai at the prison on his very last 
day, she stays with him until the sun rises. When Anothai sees the sunrise, he says: 
 

It is the law of nature, when the sun is rising (Anothai) the star (Dara) is 
shaded out. When the sun is setting, leaving behind the darkness, the star will 
shine beautifully taking its place. 
เปนไปตามกฎเกณฑของธรรมชาติ เม่ืออโณทัยทอแสงดาราก็จะจืดจางไป 

เม่ืออโณทัยลาลับขอบฟาเหลือแตความมืดมิดดวงดาราก็จะเปลงแสงงดงามขึ้นมาแทน 
 
 From this character's name analogy, duty and love is the opposite, but they 
support each other. If there is no sun, there will be no star. And if there is no star, there 
will be no sun. Thus, the story wisely concludes that love and duty is beneficial to 
each other. If we perform our duty, both 'by' and 'for' love, we will be happy with our 
duty. While duty is important because it is our job, love is also important as it is our 
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heart. The best way to deal with the conflict between love and duty is to compromise 
between them and find the best way that benefits both sides, not only one. 
 
 Hong Nuea Mangkon  
 
 The inner conflict between love and feud is the center of this story. Liew and 
Chang Hao love each other, but because of the feud in which Liew kills his beloved 
master who helped him when he was in danger, he has to kill Liew. Chang Hao has a 
simple motto: 
  
 If I am not in a feud, I won't kill. If I am not in dissension, I will not hurt 
people. 
 ถาไมแคนอั๊วไมฆา ถาไมบาดหมางอั๊วไมทํารายใคร 
 
 Although they love each other, they cannot live together because of the 
situation surrounding them. For Liew, she has to become a leader of the five oceans 
association, Samakhom Ha Samut, after her father dies. In his will, he passes this huge 
duty to Liew. She has to accept the position without an excuse, even though she does 
not want to. On her promoting ceremony, she has to kill Chang Hao since, at that time, 
he is a suspect for killing Liew's father. However, she decides to cut only his finger to 
save his life, even though the other chiefs do not agree with her. Liew is uncertain 
about Chang Hao accusation; meanwhile she also loves him, so she gives him a 
chance to live. In fact, in the series, it seems as if Liew accepts the leading position 
because it is the only way to save his life. After she lets him go, she gradually 
becomes a heartless gangster, especially after she kills Ve Khin, one of the most 
powerful godfathers. 
 Liew has a chance to see Chang Hao again after he rescues her younger 
brother, Te Lek. Chang Hao asks for a position in her gang. In his view, this is a 
chance to get close to Liew, which means he has more chance to kill her in revenge. 
Chang Hao conspires with one of his friends, who disguises himself as a Te Lek's 
close servant. One day, they have a chance to kill Liew, but they miss the chance. 
Chang Hao's friend is caught and investigated, and, although he does not mention 
Chang Hao’s name and pretends not knowing him in the investigation room, all people 
right there know that Chang Hao is involved with this. Liew has another chance to kill 
him, but again she does not. 
 After this time, Chang Hao attempts to kill Liew again while she is on the way 
to the Dragon Star Association, Samakhom Dao Mangkon, meeting. Again, his 
follower is caught, but Liew lets him go. 
 Liew also has another chance to kill him when she asks him to go out to see 
her to find a solution to their situation after the second time she lets him go. Once 
more, she lets him walk away safely. 
 In the last time they meet, after Liew has being chased by the Dragon Star 
Association as she refuses to do what they want, Liew goes to Chang Hao's sanctuary. 
Unlike the former situation, this time she knows that he loves her. They live happily. 
Unfortunately, love does not long last. She is still curious about her father’s death. 
When she discovers the truth that Chang Hao assassinated her father, she just leaves 
him. 
 From these many situations in the story, Liew represents the person who 
considers love more important than duty. Her duty since the beginning of the story is 
to kill Chang Hao for revenge, but she does not kill him, even though she has many 
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chances, because she loves him. She puts love above revenge. The day she meets 
Chang Hao at the church she confesses: 
 

At this moment everyone close to me knows what I am thinking about you, but 
you never know, not ever know. Do you still have a heart, Chang Hao? 
จนปานน้ีแลวคนใกลชิดอั๊วทุกคนรูหมดวาอั๊วรูสึกอยางไรกับลื้อ แตลื้อกลับไมเคยรู ไมเคยเลย 

ลื้อยังมีหัวใจอยูหรือเปลาจางเหา 
 
 Liew’s feeling is contradictory to Chang Hao. For Chang Hao, he puts revenge 
over his love. Along the story we can see that he loves her, but he also makes many 
attempts to kill her, as in the above situations. He wants to take revenge for his master, 
who was killed accidently by Liew. So he tries not to get to deep in his love and tries 
to complete his duty. However, the reason that he is not successful in killing her, even 
though he is the most talented assassinator as mentioned in the story, and he also has 
many good chances to kill her, is because he also loves her. 
 On the day when Liew asks him to meet her at the church, Liew tries to ask 
him whether he loves her or not. However, he does not say the word frankly, but by 
his actions on that day and his conversation with Liew, we can infer that he loves her; 
he just cannot let go of the feud in his heart and accept that love. Consider the 
conversation below: 
 
 (Liew and Chang Hao are talking through the confession window in the 

church, Chang Hao is at the priest position inside the confession room)  
Liew: I don't think you ever know what my feeling is. You just do not 

accept it. 
Chang Hao: What do I have to accept? 
Liew:  I don't think you can kill me! 
Chang Hao: But I don't see it that way. 
Liew:  I will see. 

 (Chang Hao leaves the confession room and points his gun at Liew. She stands 
up and faces Chang Hao. Chang Hao points the gun at Liew for a moment 
before he lowers the gun down.) 

  
(หลิวกับจางเหาพูดคุยกันผานหนาตางของหองสารภาพบาป 

จางเหาน่ังดานในของหองในตําแหนงของพระ) 

หลิว:  อั๊วไมเชื่อวาลื้อไมเคยรู ความรูสึกของอั๊ว แตลื้อไมกลายอมรับมันตางหาก 

จางเหา:  อั๊วมีอะไรตองยอมรับ 

หลิว:  อั๊วไมคิดวาลื้อจะกลาฆาอั้ว 

จางเหา:  แตอั๊วไมคิดอยางน้ัน 

หลิว:  แลวอั๊วจะคอยดู 

(หลิวลุกขึ้นเผชิญหนาจางเหา จางเหาลุกออกจากหองสารภาพบาปแลวเล็งปนไปยังหลิว 

จางเหาเล็งปนไปท่ีหลิวสักครูแตไมสามารถฆาได จึงจะลดปนลง) 
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จางเหา: วันน้ีลื้อละเวนซอซานะ อั๊วจะละเวนลื้อสักครั้ง 

แตจําไวนะคราวหนาถาลื้อเจออั๊วอีกมันจะเปนวันตายของลื้อเอง 
 
After the conversation Chang Hao leaves the church, he has flashbacks to his 

love and his feud with Liew. He is very confused between his inner conflicts. 
Additionally in the conversation between Liew and Chang Hao, when he comes to 
help Liew who is being chased by a Japanese gangster after she has just let him go 
when he was caught again when he came to kill Liew during the meeting, the third 
time that I mention earlier, Liew asks Chang Hao: Why he has come to rescue her? 
Chang Hao says that he has made a promise with So Sa, his master's wife, that if this 
time he fails to kill her, he will quit his job, and he lets her go. Liew does not believe 
him, and she continues to ask him: 

 
Liew:  You changed your mind because of this reason? 
Chang Hao: If there are others, it is not important for you to know. 
Liew:  How do you know it is not important for me? 
Chang Hao: Fate is already decide, master Liew. Between you and me there 

can be only a parallel.  
หลิว:  ลื้อเปลี่ยนใจเพราะเหตุผลน้ีหรือ 

จางเหา:  ถึงจะมีเหตุผลอื่นลื้อรูไปมันก็เทาน้ัน มันไมสําคัญ 

หลิว:  ลื้อรูไดอยางไรวามันไมสําคัญสําหรับอั๊ว 

จางเหา:  ชะตากําหนดแลว คุณหนูหลิว ระหวางอั๊วกับลื้อเปนไดแคเสนขนาน 
 
 From the two dialogues, it can be said that Chang Hao also loves Liew. He has 
loved her since the first time they met in the Chinese spiritual shrine, where he rescued 
her from danger. Therefore, even though he lets himself down with the feud, and has 
an intention to kill Liew for revenge, he cannot do it; it is because he loves her.  

So Sa teaches him on the day that she helped Liew to ask Chang Hao to meet 
her at the church. So Sa says: 
 

Do you know what Liew thinks about you? (talking softly but seriously) Chang 
Hao thinks I do not know, I do not dare to guess it. However, as I am also a 
woman the same as she, I quite understand her. You should think by yourself. 
Your life is yours, not my husband’s, A Sa. The obligation and hatred between 
you and Liew, if it is not according to this situation, I am sure that the result 
will not be like this.  
ลื้อรูบางไหมวาอาหลิวคิดกับลื้อยังไง จางเหาเอย เรื่องท่ีอั๊วไมรูอั๊วก็ไมกลาคาดเดา 

แตในฐานะท่ีอั๊วเปนผูหญิงเหมือนอี อั๊วก็พอจะเขาใจอีอยูบาง 

ลื้อลองไปตรองดูเอาเองนะชีวิตลื้อเปนของลื้อ ไมใชของอาซาสามีอั๊ว 

บุญคุณความแคนระหวางลื้อกับอาหลิว ถาไมมีสถานการณเขามาเปนตัวชักนํา อั๊วก็ม่ันใจวา 

เหตุการณคงไมลงเอยแบบน้ีแนนอน 
 
 The story would like to tell us that love can stop the feud in a person. A feud 
does not end with the revenge. The revenge will cause a new feud and there will be 
more revenge after. However, love and forgiveness is the only way to end the conflict.  
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 At the end of the story, Chang Hao tells Liew's dead body the he will take 
Liew corpse to his sanctuary and bury her nearby his house. He says: 
 

At that place there will be no trouble, no gratitude and no feud. Rest in peace, 
Liew. 
ท่ีน่ันไมมีความวุนวาย ไมมีบุญคุณความแคน หลับใหสบายนะอาหลิว 

  
The ideology of love 
 
 Similar to the previous chapter, in this section I will present the ideology of 
love by introducing the ideology of love in Consumerism first. As I said earlier, a 
television series is a long running performance and has more time to present the 
ideology. In this research, I will focus only on the ideology of love, the way they 
define love, by considering the same topics as in the previous chapter. I found that the 
two television series express the ideology of love differently from each other. 
 
 Love is a value of life and a goal of life 
  
 Love is the thing that makes your life worthy. It is the goal of life to have love 
and to be loved. Love is another kind of indication of life. 
 
 Hong Nuea Mangkon 
 Hong Nuea Mangkon presents this ideology very clearly. When Liew is still a 
girl, her life as the daughter of one of the most powerful gangsters is very hard; but 
when she has to be responsible for the gangs, it is even harder than before. She was 
born to be a woman who just wants to be happy in life as the others; but because her 
father is a godfather, she cannot have that life. In the early part of the story, before her 
father dies, Liew envies her friends to be free to go anywhere as an ordinary woman. 
One day she asks to go out alone with her friend for Chinese New Year festival, and 
she is very happy. From the actress’s performance, we can see that she has a happy 
smile and lively face, compared with the rest of the story in which she is always in 
tension with a serious face. On this very same day, she meets Chang Hao. This makes 
her life livelier because she falls in love. Even though that day she faces a deadly 
situation as someone tries to kill her, she is happy. She also can make up her mind to 
not go aboard to studyas she had hoped, which was the only way she could think to 
escape from the situation. 
 Nevertheless, when her father dies and she faces the truth that she has to be 
responsible for the gangsters, we can see that she is lifeless. Her life is like a flower 
dried out before it fully blossoms. She has no happy life since then. One time she has a 
chance to give out her inner feeling to Chang Hao. She says to him: 
 

You might think I have stupid thoughts like other women, right. But, what does 
a woman want apart from having a house, having a lover, and having the 
warmth of a family. Do people need more than this? 
ลื้อคิดวาอั๊วคงจะคิดอะไรโงๆ เหมือนผูหญิงท่ัวไปใชไหม แตผูหญิงเราจะตองการอะไรนอกจากมีบาน 

มีคนรัก มีครอบครัวท่ีอบอุน ชีวิตคนจะตองการมากไปกวาน้ีอีกหรือ... 
 
 From this we can see that, as an ordinary woman, Liew does not want anything 
more than a family and a love life. She just wants a man to love, to marry and to make 
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a family with. Power, wealth and the fame of being both a daughter of a godfather and, 
later on, the leader of the gangsters, are not what she wants. The goal of her life is 
wanting to live in a peaceful place and have someone she loves nearby. This is very 
clear at the end of the story. After she can escape from the chasing by the Dragon Star 
Association, she goes to Chang Hao's sanctuary. At that place, where there are woods, 
a water stream, and caring and love from Chang Hao, she seems to be very happy. She 
becomes a normal and cheerful woman again, unlike the time when she was the leader 
of the gangsters. In this case, we can say that the goal of Liew’s life is neither money 
nor power. She just needs love and a peaceful life. 

Hence, when she learns that the one she loves becomes her enemy, she has 
more pity for her life.  She knows that her love is not possible. But, the most hurtful 
point for her is not the impossible love, it is that she has no chance to receive love 
back from the one she loves, because he is her enemy. She says: 
 

Liew: I can remember when I first met you, it seemed like you were 
making merit for your wife. It looked like you loved your wife a 
lot. 

Chang Hao:  (nodding his head, with a very serious face)  
Yes, a lot! 

Liew: I am jealous of your wife. At least she might be very proud that 
once she had someone who loved her, thought of her that much. 

Chang Hao:  You are giving me too much praise. Loving someone like me is 
not worthy of you. 

Liew:  You do not know, you do not understand the feeling of the 
woman who is hated by the one she love. Just the sympathy is 
worth enough. 

หลิว: จําไดวาตอนท่ีอั๊วเจอกับลื้อท่ีศาลเจา ดูเหมือนลื้อจะทําบุญใหเมียลื้อใชไหม 

ทาทางลื้อคงรักเมียลื้อมากเลยซินะ 

จางเหา: (พยักหนาตอบรับ) มากซิ 

หลิว: นาอิจฉาเมียของลื้อนะ อยางนอยอีก็คงจะภูมิใจท่ีครั้งหน่ึงเกิดมามีคนรัก 

หวงใยอีไดมากขนาดน้ี 

จางเหา: คุณหนูก็พูดยกยอเกินไปนะ 

ความรักของคนอยางอั๊วมันจะไปมีคาอะไรสําหรับคุณหนู 

หลิว: ลื้อไมรูหรอก 

ลื้อไมเขาใจความรูสึกของผูหญิงท่ีตองถูกคนท่ีตัวเองรักเกลียดหรอก 

แคความเห็นใจมันก็มีคามากพอแลว 
 
 In this conversation, Liew is jealous of Chang Hao's former wife because she 
feels that she was lucky to have the one she loved and knew that he also loved her in 
return. Thus, even though she has passed away, she may be very happy. Opposed to 
Liew's life, even though she has power, money, fame, and the one she loves nearby, 
she is not happy because she does not have love. The only thing she has in return from 
her beloved one is hatred and a feud. This is crueler than dying with love.  

At the end of the story, Liew goes back to her house, even though she knows 
that her uncle is waiting to kill her. She is ready to die because she has learned that 
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Chang Hao also loves her. Although it is a very short time she lives with Chang Hao, 
it seems like she fulfills her goal of life, so she is ready and happy to die. 

 
 Love is a must for one's life 

 
Love makes life lively, without love, life is lifeless. Someone can live without 

love, but that life is not a life. They will live miserably or lifelessly if they have no 
love. 
 
 Lueat Khat Ti Ya 
  
 In Lueat Khat Ti Ya, if we read the story in Princess Dara's view, we can see 
that she accepts the throne with sadness. She accepts because she has to, not because 
she wants to. She is willing and makes a choice to wear black dresses for the rest of 
her life to show her sadness. For Dara, life without Anothai is lifeless; although she 
still has life, she lives for Anothai’s hope, as she says: 
 

This is the last time, I promise. I will not let anyone see my tears again. I want 
to tell you that for my remaining life, I will live for your hope; even if I am 
living without a heart. My heart is destroyed along with your body. I will not 
love anyone, Anothai. I will never have other people. I will have only you. 
ครั้งน้ีจะเปนครั้งสุดทาย เราสัญญา เราจะไมรองไหใหใครเห็นอีก เราอยากจะบอกเธอวา 

ชีวิตท่ีเหลืออยูของเรา เราจะอยูเพื่อความหวังของเธอ ถึงแมวาจะอยูดวยการท่ีไมมีหัวใจแลวก็ตาม 

เพราะหัวใจของเรามันแหลกสลายไปพรอมกับรางของเธอแลว เราจะไมมีรักใครอีกอโณทัย 

เราจะไมมีวันมีคนอื่น เราจะไมมีวันมีใคร เราจะมีแตเธอคนเดียว 
 
 Therefore, life without love for her is lifeless. She lives with no heart. She 
promises to continue her life, but not for herself because she has already died with 
him. She lives to fulfill and makes Anothai's hope real. For Dara, Anothai is not just a 
lover, but he is her life. She loves him as equally as her life. That is why she says; You 
are not my closest one, but you are the lover whom I love as if my life. If I give an 
order to execute you, it is like I cut my heart as well.'*
 

  

 Similar to Dara, he sacrifices himself not just for the nation, but for his love. 
Throughout the story Anothai has two purposes for his love. First, he will love Dara as 
much as he can. He will love Dara more than himself, as he once says: 
 

All of my life, I have loved only Dara. Loved her more than my own life. 
ชั่วชีวิตของอโณทัยรักดาราเพียงแคคนเดียว รักยิ่งกวาชีวิตของตัวเอง 

 
 Thus, after he learns that he cannot live with her as a couple and lover, he turns 
his intention to: 
 

When putting something above of all things, I will make that thing the purest, 
not contaminated with any wrong. 

                                                 
* The full conversation is already quoted above. 
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เม่ือจะวางอะไร ไวในท่ีท่ีสูงท่ีสุดแลว ก็จะทําสิ่งน้ันใหผุดผองปราศจากมนทิลใดๆ 
 
 He knows that he cannot end up with Dara, so he turns his love to his will to 
protect her and to put her in the place that he thinks she will have a best life in her own 
path. By keeping this promise, even though he has to use his life to repay for it, he is 
happy to do so. In the scene in which he goes to the court, he confesses that he is in 
rebellion in order to keep Princess Dara out of the case. He confesses: 
 

Anothai: I accept the case that I am writing and thinking of rebellion as 
the Prince accuses. But all of this I have done only by myself. 
The letter I wrote was written from my fantasy. I sent her two 
letters, but she never replied. The Crown Princess does not 
know my dull act. She is just a victim of my ambition. She 
warned me many times and also gave me a chance, as she had 
seen my ability, but I was overconfident and mad for she did not 
accept my will. So, I planned secretly to build an army for 
rebellion to promote her as the Queen. I apologize for the 
wicked person like me who pulls the Crown Princess down. She 
is pure. I am not supposed to touch her. Also her dignity is so 
pure, unlike my dirty intention. I am wrong, sir. 

P.Dara:  (Princess Dara rises up and shouts curiously.) 
Why are you doing this?  
(She intends to ask why he accepts the case and takes all the 
fault , but Anothai blames himself in reply. It is the way that he 
helps her out from the case.) 

Anothai: I lost myself, aimed myself too high, eager for something that is 
not appropriate for me. 

อโณทัย: ขาบาทยอมรับผิด วาขาบาทเขียนจดหมายจริงและคิดกบฎจริง 

ตามท่ีเจาชายทรงกลาวหา แตท้ังหมดขาบาทคิดการณเอาเอง 

จดหมายท่ีขาบาทเขียน ก็เปนเพียงการละเมอเพอพกของขาบาทแคน้ันเอง 

ขาบาทเคยทูลเกลานําจดหมายขึ้นสองฉบับ 

แตไมเคยตอบกลับมาเลยแมสักครั้งเดียว 

เจาหญิงรัชทายาทไมไดทรงรูเห็นกับพฤติกรรมอันโฉดเฉาของขาบาทในครั้งน้ี 

ทรงเปนเพียงแคเหยื่อในความใฝสูงของขาบาทเทาน้ัน และทรงวากลาวตักเตือน 

และประทานโอกาสใหขาบาทหลายครั้งเน่ืองจากเห็นผลงานของขาบาท 

แตขาบาทกลับเหิมเกริมดวยความขุนเคืองท่ีทรงไมรับนํ้าใจของขาบาท 

จึงวางแผนซองสุมกําลังพลคิดกอการกบฎและต้ังราชกุมารีขึ้นเปนเจานางหลวงแท

น ... ขาบาทขอประทานโทษ ท่ีคนท่ีมีจิตใจตํ่าชาอยางขาบาท 

ดึงราชกุมารีมาแปดเปอนท้ังท่ีทรงเปนบุคคลท่ีบริสุทธ์ิผุดผอง 

ท่ีขาบาทไมควรบังอาจแตะตอง แมพระเกียรติยศก็ทรงไวซึ่งความบริสุทธ์ิ 

เหนือความคิดสกปรกของขาบาท ขาบาทผิดไปแลวเจาทาน 

เจาหญิง:  (เจาหญิงยืนขึ้นและตะโกนถามดวยความสงสัย) 
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เธอทําแบบน้ีเพื่ออะไร 

(เจาหญิงตองการถามวาทําไมจึงยอมรับผิด 

แตอโณทัยโทษตัวเองเพื่อตองการกันเจาหญิงออกจากคดี) 

อโณทัย:  ขาบาทลืมตัว มักใหญใฝสูงอยากไดใครดีในสิ่งท่ีไมควร 
 
 By doing this, he is accused of being a rebel. In fact, he does not have to 
confess in this way, which would keep him alive. But only in this way he can keep and 
protect Princess Dara from the whispering of being in love with him, which will be a 
flaw for her life, and maybe it would cause her succession to the throne to not be 
smooth. Thus, he decides to put all the wrong on himself and keep Princess Dara 'the 
purest' as he can. In this respect, life for him is too small compared with his love. 
 

Consequently, from his father’s teaching, we can also see that Anothai 
understands that love is not only performed by possessing, owning, grasping, and 
having the thing and person we love, but love can also happen when we see our 
beloved one have a better life.  This is clear when he tries to help Prince Sitthi Prawat 
win Princess Dara’s heart. Prince Sitthi Prawat, who does not know that Anothai also 
loves Princess Dara, asks him for help to win Princess Dara’s heart. Anothai answers 
Prince Sitthi Prawat’s question: 
 

P. Sitthi Prawat: What can I do to make her love me? Can you tell me? 
Anothai:  Love is to give. Giving without expecting any reward. 
P. Sitthi Prawat: But I give her all! 
Anothai:  No, not enough, sir. 
P. Sitthi Prawat: What else? 
Anothai: At least, your Prince Highness still wants love back, but 

love is not necessary rewarded by love every time. It up 
to how we can sustain that love. Take care of what we 
love; for her to live in a beautiful place.  

สิทธิประวัติ: เราจะทําอยางไร ทําอยางไรใหเขารักเรา ชวยบอกเราทีสิ 

อโณทัย:  รักคือการให ให ใหอยางไมหวังผลตอบแทน 

สิทธิประวัติ: แตเราใหเขาไปหมดทุกอยางแลวนะ 

อโณทัย:  ยัง ยังไมพอเจาทาน  

สิทธิประวัติ: แลวอะไรอีกละ 

อโณทัย: อยางนอยราชกุมารยังทรงตองการความรักตอบ 

แตความรักน้ันไมจําเปนตองตอบแทนดวยความรักเสมอไป 

มันอยูท่ีวาเราจะถนอมความรักน้ันใหยืนยง 

อาทรตอสิ่งท่ีเรารักเพื่อใหเขาคนน้ันอยูในท่ีท่ีงดงาม 
 

At this stage, it sounds as if he detaches himself from the one he loves. But, it 
is not compassion, karuna, or equanimity, upekkhā, to his love, as in Buddhist 
teaching, because he still feels sorry for himself. Although it looks like he is happy in 
his sacrifice, many times and in many places in the story he still loves Dara and can 
not get her out from his mind. He still loves and is attached to Dara; he just tries to not 
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show it in public. His suffering from his love turns him to be a hero who fights 
everything to comfort the one he loves. That is to say, he is still attached to that love 
and sees it as a must for his life. However, instead of trying to seize it, which is 
impossible as he thinks, he changes his way to love by 'clinging' to his goodwill for his 
beloved. 
 

Apart from Anothai and Dara, another character who clearly presents the 
concept that love is a must for life is Prince Sitthi Prawat. Sitthi Prawat is the Crown 
Prince of Yasothon; he is to be the next king of Yasothon.  However, he is not 
interested in the throne. While he studies in the class with the other two Princesses, he 
does not focus himself on the study. He loves Dara, so he points his interest to Dara.  
Throughout the story we can see that he does many things for Dara to win her heart. 
He shows no sign for caring for his throne. His only will is to marry Dara. 
 Princess Dara is not just his love, but she is his life. Before he dies from his 
illness, he waits for Anothai to come back from the first Union State meeting. When 
Anothai comes back, they both stay aside his bed. Then, Prince Sitthi Prawat gives his 
last words: 
 

P. Sitthi Prawat: If I am not a Crown Prince of Yasothon, I might not 
have a chance to be near you like this. 

P.Dara: Brother, stop talking, you have to rest. 
P. Sitthi Prawat: I might have to rest for a long time. If we were a real 

brother and sister, I would not have to snatch you from 
another person. 

Anothai: (Surprised to hear Prince Sitthi Prawat words) 
Your Prince Highness! 

P.Dara: My brother, you did not snatch me from anyone, I love 
you only. I will live with you. 

P. Sitthi Prawat:  (Sitthi Prawat talks with difficultly to Dara and Anothai 
because he has a serious illness and is about to die)  
Don't fool me! I know you have someone in you mind 
all the time. I regret that it is to late to know. How can 
someone be happy if he snatches other’s person valuable 
thing?  
(turns his face to Anothai).  
Finally, I have to apologize that I grabbed that valuable 
thing, but I can not hold it. If this day I do not see the 
truth, I might still be blind. 

Anothai: You are seriously ill, I am extremely wrong. I asking for 
forgiveness, sir. 

P. Sitthi Prawat: It is not your fault, I am a sick person. I have lived to 
this day to meet you. Please look after her for me. I 
know you can do it. I can count on you. 
(Sitthi Prawat holds Dara and Anothai’s hand and put 
them on his heart, then he puts Dara's hand in Anothai's 
hand, before he dies) 

สิทธิประวัติ: ถาพี่ไมไดเกิดเปนรัชทายาทยโสธร พี่คงไมมีโอกาสอยูขางขางเธอแบบน้ี  

เจาหญิง:  พี่ชายหยุดพูดกอน พี่ชายพักกอนนะคะ 

สิทธิประวัติ: พี่คงไดพักอีกนาน ถาเราเปนพี่นองกันจริงๆ พี่คงไมตองแยงเธอมาจากใคร 
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อโณทัย:  (ตกใจในคําพูดของสิทธิประวัติ)  

ราชกุมาร 

จาหญิง: พี่ชาย พี่ชายไมไดแยงหญิงมาจากใคร หญิงรักพี่ชายคนเดียว 

หญิงอยูกับพี่ชายคนเดียว 

สิทธิประวัติ: (สิทธิประวัติพยายามพูด เพราะกําลังปวยหนักและใกลเสียชีวิต) 

อยาหลอกพี่ พี่รูวาหญิงมีใครคนนึงในใจตลอดมา แตเสียดายท่ีรูเม่ือสายเกินไป 

คนเราอะ จะสุขไดอยางไร ถาไปแยงของมีคาของคนอื่นมา  

(หันไปหาอโณทัย)  

แลวสุดทายเราตองขอโทษท่ีแยงของมีคาน้ันมา แตรักษาไวไมได 

ถาวันน้ันเราไมไดไปเห็นความจริง เรายังหนามืดตามัวตอไป  

อโณทัย:  ทรงประชวรอยางน้ี ขาบาทผิดมหันตนัก ขาบาทขออภัยเจาทาน 

สิทธิประวัติ: ไมใชความผิดของเจา เราไมแข็งแรงอยูแลว วันน้ีเราอยูเพื่อท่ีจะพบทาน 

ฝากดูแลหญิงแทนเรา ทานทําไดอยูแลวนะ ฝากดวย 

(สิทธิประวัติจับมือเจาหญิงและอโณทัยมาวางท่ีหัวใจ 

แลววางมือของเจาหญิงในมือของอโณทัยกอนจะสิ้นใจ) 
 

The cause of his death is interesting too. Prince Sitthi Prawat dies because of a 
heart attack. He has had his heart disease since he was born. When he finds out that 
Princess Dara does not love him, but loves Anothai, his condition gets so bad that he 
feels he has nothing left for his life. He has no motivation to live longer, so he dies 
from his disease. During the story, there are many times he has a heart attack, but he 
can recover because he still has hope, and whenever Princess Dara appears, his 
condition gets better. But, this time, he has nothing left as he knows Dara does not 
love him. Thus, he has no strength to fight his illness. That is to say, he feels his life is 
lifeless when he does not have love. 

The story may or may not intentionally use the heart disease as the causes of 
Prince Sitthi Prawat’s death, but I think that using heart disease can confirm the 
ideology that 'love is a must for life'. If we interpret that Prince Sitthi Prawat was born 
with the disease, it can be said that he has no real love. He falls in love with the one 
who does not love him as a lover. This is a disease for love, which the original writer 
and screenplay writer transformed into concreteness by applying the heart disease to 
Prince Sitthi Prawat's character. So, when Sitthi Prawat finds the truth that Dara does 
not love him, he has no reason to live any longer. His disease cannot be cured because 
his heart no longer exists. 
 

Pubbhesannivāsa 
 
 The only series that presents this idea is Lueat Khat Ti Ya. However, it is not 
Pubbhesannivāsa as a previous association; it is the idea of the wheel of karma that we 
can see in this series. In the film, the ideas seem to be conveyed to a more general 
group of audience, rather than to present a pure Buddhist ideology. 
  
 Lueat Khat Ti Ya 
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When Dara goes to meet Anothai for the last time, Anothai talks to Dara: 
 
Listen to this, Dara. The death of someone is just a longtime sleeping. Even if 
that person is sleeping, he gives a promise that he will wait; wait for someone 
whom he has dreamed of to sleep nearby and share the same dream. Before 
that day, the one who is left behind has to be strong, fight with their body and 
heart to live.  
ดารา ดาราฟงนะการตายของคนคนนึงก็เปนเพียงแคการหลับอันยาวนาน 

แตถึงจะหลับไปคนคนน้ันก็ขอใหสัญญาวา เขาจะคอย 

จนกวาคนท่ีเขาฝนถึงจะไดมานอนเคียงขางเพื่อมารวมฝนอันเดียวกัน 

แตกวาท่ีจะถึงวันน้ันคนท่ีอยูขางหลังจะตองเขมแข็งตอสูท้ังกายและใจเพื่อจะยืนหยดัอยูใหได 
 
 Moreover, after the night has passed before they say farewell to each other in 
the morning, Anothai says: 
 

Go ahead, Dara! I will remember this moment and hope we will see each other 
again. Even if it is or it is not possible, it will give my heart hope. Do not come 
back again, because I will worry about you and it will take my happiness away. 
ไปเถอะดารา เราจะจดจําภาพน้ีไว พรอมกับความหวังวาเราจะไดพบกันอีก 

แมวามันจะมีหรือไมก็ตาม แตมันก็จะทําใหหัวใจของเรามีความหวัง แลวอยากลับมาอีก 

เพราะมันจะใหหัวใจของเราหมดความสุข ท่ีจะมัวพะวงถึงดาราเรื่อยไป 
 

 From these scenes, we can see that the story does not clearly mention the idea 
of the wheel of rebirth or previous association. They are just talking about going to 
'somewhere' and waiting there for the day when they will meet each other again. 
 We can say that, although the story mentions or refers to the next life or the life 
after death, it is not totally the idea of a previous association or the wheel of rebirth in 
Buddhism. This idea has been used as a more general belief, to make the story more 
romantic, rather than truly presenting a belief in the wheel of rebirth or previous 
association. 
 
Ideology of love in Thai popular songs 
  

I used to listen to this song: 
 

I don't know, I don't know, how should I perform. It is a calling from 
the heart. When I didn't see you, when you didn't show up, do you know my 
heart is nearly torn apart. I don't know, I don't know, how to stop myself. I am 
hurt being like this. Even though I know that people look down on me, inside 
my heart is too passionate. Am I wrong that I want you? Am I wrong that I 
love you this much? Am I wrong that I love you with all the life I have? I want 
you to know, every minute I have is only for you. It is a 'vera' or 'karma' or 
someone’s curse, which leads our heart to act like this. Or in a past life we 
asked for this, for we love each other every, every life. (Phit duai rue, Bap rak 
1999) 
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ฉันไมรู ฉันไมรู วาฉันจะทําอยางไร มันคือหัวใจท่ีเปนคนเรียกหา เม่ือมองไมเห็น 

เม่ือเธอไมมา เธอเขาใจไหมวาหัวใจมันจะขาด ฉันไมรู ฉันไมรู จะหามตัวเองอยางไร 

ทรมานใจท่ีตองเปนเชนน้ี ท้ังๆ ท่ีรู คนมองไมดี แตภายในใจท่ีมีมันรุนแรงเหลือเกิน ฉันผิดดวยหรือ 

ท่ีตองการเธอ ผิดดวยหรือท่ีฉันรักเธอ มากมายเทาน้ี ฉันผิดดวยหรือ ท่ีรักเธอจนหมดชีวิตท่ีมี 

อยากใหรูทุกๆ นาที ฉันมีเพียงเธอ มันเปนเวรมันเปนกรรมหรือวาคําสาปใคร 

เปนแรงดลใจใหเราทําเชนน้ี หรือชาติท่ีแลว ขอไวอยางน้ี ขอใหเรารักกันทุกๆ ชาติไป (ผิดดวยหรือ, 

บาปรัก ๒๕๔๒) 
 

Two years later I heard: 
 

The more we are close, the more I am willing to be closer with you than 
others, the more I am nervous when you are gone. Today, I just realize, I have 
someone precious passing into my life, for me to love and to wait for. Staring 
into your eyes, looking for truth from your heart, expecting to find some good 
meaning which I have waited for, at least, give me a chance to continue my 
dream, this is enough, more than enough for me. I don't know if it is right or 
wrong, I only know I love you. The only thing my heart will perform. No 
matter whether right or wrong, I will love you. Even if someday it will hurt, I 
will keep a fantastic memory for the rest of my heart. There is nobody like you, 
and never will be, this is the only reason I love you. (Phit Thuk Mai Ru, 
Phinaikam 2001) 

ยิ่งใกลยิ่งชิด ยิ่งคิดจะใกลกวาใครทุกคน ยิ่งหวงกังวล คิดถึงทันทีท่ีเธอลับตา 

เพิ่งรูวันน้ีฉันมีหน่ึงคนล้ําคา ผานเขามา ใหฉันไดรักไดรอ เฝาสบนัยตตา 

มองหาความจริงจากใจของเธอ เผื่อวาจะเจอความหมายดีดีท่ีใจฉันรอ อยางนอยสักนิด 

ฉันมีสิทธิจะฝนตอ แคน้ันก็พอ ก็พอแลวสําหรับฉัน ผิดถูกไมรู รูเพียงวาฉันรักเธอ 

สิ่งเดียวท่ีหัวใจฉันตองทํา ผิดถูกก็รัก แมวาสักวันตองช้ํา จะเก็บความทรงจําแสนดีไวชั่วชีวิต 

ไมเคยมีใครเหมือนเธอ ตอไปก็จะไมมี และน้ีคือเหตุผลท่ีฉันรักเธอ (ผิดถูกไมรู, พินัยกรรม ๒๕๔๕) 

 
Recently I heard: 

 
I have heard love is powerful; whoever meets it will surrender and 

never can resist. I, myself, when I have loved, love has changed me, I am 
capable of doing everything to have you. Right or wrong, what ever I have 
made, whomever looks at it (means, thinks of it), I can not see it, I have not 
acquired it. The only thing I know is because of love, I did it for my beloved, 
that is enough. You are my true love that I have waited for. I will not be able to 
lose you. Even though I know, because of love, everything I have done will be 
bad and wrong for any reason, I can not live without love. No matter how 
wrong it is, I will have to do it. I have heard love is torture, the more we love 
someone, the more there is craving and wanting to own them. I do too, when I 
love you, I want you by my heart. I would do anything just to have you. (Phit 
Phro Rak, Chingchang 2009) 
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เคยไดยินวา ความรักคือสิ่งท่ีมีพลังมากมาย ใครไดพบเจอจําตองยอม 

และไมมีทางตานทานได ตัวของฉันเองพอรักมา ใจก็พลอยเปลี่ยนไปมากมาย 

ยอมทําทุกทางแคไดมีเธอ ผิดถูกท่ีฉันทําๆ ลงไป สายตาใครยังไง ฉันไมมองไมเห็น ไมรับรูอะไร 

รูเพียงวาทําเพราะรัก ทําเพราะเธอท่ีรักก็พอ เธอคือรักแทคือใจดวงเดียวท่ีรอ ไมอาจยอมเสียเธอไป 

แมรูวาทําเพราะรัก สิ่งท่ีทําจะรายจะผิดแคไหน ฉันอยูโดยขาดรักไมได 

ใหทําผิดเทาไหรฉันคงตองยอม เคยไดยินวาความรักคือสิ่งท่ีทําใหทรมาน ยิ่งไดรักใคร ยิ่งตองการ 

อยากจะครอบครองไวขางกาย ฉันก็เหมือนกัน พอรักเธอ อยากใหเธอมาอยูใกลใจ 

ยอมทําทุกทางเพียงไดเธอมา (ผิดเพราะรัก, ชิงชัง ๒๕๕๒) 

 
How much can we do wrong for love? Love in these three songs is a forbidden 

love. The first song is a love between middle class ladies and male prostitutes. The 
man in the second songs falls in love with his enemy, who has killed his parents. The 
last song is the expression of two sisters who fall in love with the same man. Based on 
Thai social norm, these three types of love are 'wrong'. However, the difference in 
these three songs is the degree to which the lover is concerned with this 'wrongness'.  

In Phit duai rue, or 'Am I wrong?', the song only questions the justice of 
society. It is a question of how fair society treats her since she has fallen in love with a 
male prostitute. She asks the question whether loving the one she truly loves is wrong. 
However, she has a tone of accepting those social norms and sees herself as a victim 
of society.  

In Phit Thuk Mai Ru, or 'Don't know right or wrong', whatever is done as a 
result of love, whether it is right or wrong, does not matter. Even loving the enemy, 
especially the one who killed your parents, in theory, is not possible. In general, it 
might be considered wrong, but we can feel the conflict of the feeling of uncertainty 
because of love and moral awareness in the song. However, love is a big matter and is 
an unquestionable excuse from the wrongness committed.  

In Phit Phro Rak, or 'wrong because of love', the song is known in the way that 
whatever is done is wrong, but the song says it is happy to do it; Even though I know, 
because of love, everything I have done will be bad and wrong for any reason, I can 
not live without love. No matter how wrong it is, I will have to do it'. Love is enough to 
do wrong. Love blinds man from moral consciousness and social value. Here, we can 
see the changing of the ideology of love from these three songs: from surrendering to 
social values and blaming past karma, to rejecting the past bad deeds and focusing on 
today and putting love above all hatred, and, then, worshiping love, not caring for any 
deed and the effect of those deeds in the future, focusing on the current time and 
situation, and, overtly, not caring for the 'wrongness' imposed by the social values and 
morals.  This change is then a piece of evidence of consuming love rather than 
understanding love; rejecting morals rather than following the moral path; putting love 
above all reason, rather than using love as a part of life. 

In this section, I will analyze popular songs by choosing songs from the 'Best 
of the Year' from 1997 to 2007. I understand that there are many limitations of 
choosing in this way: the amount of the songs is very small compared with the whole 
data of the written songs during the period; the albums belong to only one company, 
Grammy Entertainment, which may produce the same ideology; the songs selected are 
mostly popular songs, which do not included 'Phleng Lukthung' or Thai popular style 
of folksongs; the target groups of the chosen songs is mostly teenagers, young adults 
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and middle age. Therefore, please be aware that the data that have been chosen in this 
section is only to give a broad picture of consuming love reflected in popular songs 
under Grammy Entertainment Company. 

However, in turn this limitation is also an advantage for the whole data. First, 
in the field of popular culture, to count what is popular is to look at popularity. 
Choosing the songs from the Year's Hit List can, to some degree, guarantee that they 
were popularly listened to and pleased the audience.*

 

 Second, Grammy Entertainment 
is the largest entertainment group in Thailand today. They have their own T.V. 
channel and more airtime on public and free channel. They also have more market 
share compared with other entertainment groups. They produce many genres of music, 
so there are a variety of genres to choose for. Finally, teenagers in the middle class is 
an age that is concern about and listens to the songs about love. That is to say, this 
period of life is the time for love and to find someone to begin a family life with. Thus, 
people in this age group are more emotional, passionate and sensitive to love 
compared with older people. 

 As I already said, the chosen songs center on the theme of losing someone and 
making a plea for them to come back. Therefore, the major ideology of love that has 
been found is: 
 

'love is a must for one's life'.  
Love is necessary for life; therefore, if the one we love breaks up with us and 

we still love them, whatever we can do and have to do at that moment that will bring 
them back we will do, how ever much it will hurt us. For example:  
 

 Whatever you do is cruel, hurting my heart. I store it in my heart for a 
long time. I allow you to fool me, because I can not make up my mind, if you 
are really part to be his. I just need you to stay with me for long. I just need 
you right here with me forever. I surrender, though I never have before, 
because I love you with all my heart, whatever you need, I will give you. (Arai 
Ko Yom, 1998) 

สิ่งท่ีเธอทํามันรุนแรง แกลงรักใหใจฉันเจ็บ เก็บมานานอยูในหัวใจ ฉันรูท่ีเธอทําผิด 

ท่ียอมใหเธอหลอกกันเรื่อยมา เพราะฉันทําใจไมได ท่ีจะยอมใหเธอจากไป เปนของเขาจริงๆ 

ฉันเพียงตองการใหเธอ อยูกับฉันตรงน้ีนานนาน ฉันเพียงตองการใหเธออยูกับฉันตรงน้ีเรื่อยไป 

ท่ีฉันยอมทุกสิ่ง เรื่องจริงไมเคยยอมใคร ก็เพราะรักเธอท้ังหัวใจ อะไรก็ยอมเธอ (อะไรก็ยอม ๒๕๔๑) 
 
 Or 
 

…I do not know, how to stop you, as you are not fond of me. Simply let you 
walk out of my life. I want you to know what my heart is asking. I want you to 
understand me, my heart still loves you. Though I know there is no hope, what 
can I do, if do not have you. (Phut Mai Ok, 1999) 

                                                 
* Even though some may claim there is a hidden agenda, like the intention of the company to 

promote an album and the singer, at least the songs on the years' album is the most played and broadcast 
during the years. So far, it can be counted as a popular songs, whether people liked it or not.  
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…ฉันไมรูจะหยุดเธอไดอยางไร เม่ือเธอไมมีหัวใจเหลืออยู ไดแตปลอยใหเธอเดินจากฉันไป 

ยังอยากใหเธอรู สิ่งท่ีใจจะขอ ใหเธอเขาใจฉันบาง ก็ใจมันยังรักเธอ จะรูวาไมมีหวัง 

จะทําอยางไรหากไมมีเธอ (พูดไมออก ๒๕๔๒) 
 
 From the data we can see that despite everything, they know and understand 
that they will hurt again if that person comes back. If that person does not come back, 
they will be down from the sadness, again and again. Additionally, it emphasizes that 
they are the losers. Again, they will be sad. But, they all appreciate that sadness. They 
need it to confirm their loss and feel more sadness. If we see these songs as an antidote 
of some emotional symptom, it seems like the tragic love song works like some 
Chinese medicine ideology, which uses toxin to remove toxin. In this case, they use 
sadness to get rid of sadness. 
 Above all, by repeating the sadness from love, these tragic love songs also 
promote and emphasize love as a must for one’s life. So, if you do not have love your 
life will be worth nothing. Thus, you have to do everything for love, even though love 
will hurt you again. Even though it is suffering to love or to ask for someone who is 
less in love with us, it is necessary to have love, to feel this life is worth to live for. It 
can be inferred that if the subject in the song is not successful in asking their lover 
back for their love again, they will search for more love. This is because love is 
something that someone 'must' have. It is another indication of life’s success. No 
matter how much love will hurt, that hurt is still happiness according to this ideology, 
because at least you can feel and have love. Suffering from love is then appreciated in 
this aspect. 
  
 However, we can see that some songs refer to the idea of Brahmalikit. Love is 
designed and predestined by someone, which is still popular to mention in popular 
songs. It can be said that there are two reasons that cause this idea to be still popular 
today. Firstly, it is a romantic explanation. To use Brahmalikit as a cause of love will 
give a feeling as if you truly belong to each other and your love is already approved by 
the gods or a spiritual power. Secondly, sometimes we cannot find a cause of why 
there are so many people on this earth, but the lovers can see each other and end up 
together. The will of the gods is then a romantic reason for two people who happen to 
be together.  The case in the song uses this concept as a name: 
  

Who bring you to me? There are millions of people, it is senseless that 
we have met. From the one who does not believe in anything, finally I ask 
myself, is it Brahmalikit who wrote this? Does he agree for us to love? If it is 
so, I want to beg, please do not take us part. Let's love each other until the last 
day. Can I plea for this? (Brahmalikit, 2007) 
 วาใครกันนะใคร ท่ีพาใหเธอเดินหลงทางมาเจอกับฉัน มีคนเปนลานคน ชางไรเหตุผลจริงๆ 

ท่ีเราเจอกัน จากเปนคนไมเชื่ออะไร สุดทายก็ไดแตถามตัวเองสั้นๆ (ถามตัวเองอีกครั้ง) 

ตกลงคือพรหมลิขิตใชไหม ท่ีเขียนใหเปนอยางน้ัน ตกลงใหเรารักกันใชไหม อยางน้ันขอไดไหม 

โปรดอยาทําใหเราพลัดพรากใหเรารักกันเน่ินนานถึงจนวันตาย ฉันขอไดไหม (พรหมลิขิต ๒๕๕๐) 
 
 Nonetheless, as we are focused on tragic love songs, we can sense the feeling 
of questioning Brahmalikit. It can be said that, although they have some belief in 
Brahmalikit, this idea has been questioned. Mostly, if we are destined to be born for 
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each other, why do we have to be apart?  If someone 'above' considers us to be fit for 
each other, and to be well matched to each other, why would they have to take one out 
of the other’s life. In fact, it may be a nature of tragic love songs to blame something 
or to find some causes for their unhappy love. But, in so doing, we can also feel the 
sense of not believing in Brahmalikit in tragic love songs. One of our film's theme 
songs, which become a year hit, proves this uncertainty in Brahmalikit:  
 

It might be someone above destined our fate. Ordered you and me to 
come and meet each other. Gave me a chance to taste the happiness. Let us be 
together and have a good time. And, it might be someone above takes us part. 
Gives us only a small time, and I have to lose you. I know, I have no hope to 
seize you, to hold you nearby. No matter what I do, I might not have a chance. 
( February's original sound track, 2003) 

คงเปนท่ีฟาเบ้ืองบนเปนคนขีดโชคชะตา สั่งฉันและเธอใหมา ใหไดพบเจอกัน 

ใหฉันไดมีโอกาส ลิ้มรสในความชื่นบาน ใหเรามีกัน มีวันเวลาท่ีดี 

และเปนท่ีฟาเบ้ืองบนเปนคนพรากเราเชนกัน ใหเวลาเพียงแคน้ันกลับตองเสียเธอไป 

ฉันรูวาไมมีหวังจะเหน่ียวและรั้งเธอไวขางกาย จะทําอยางไรก็คงไมมีหนทาง (กุมภาพันธ, ๒๕๔๖) 
 
 Thus, Brahmalikit can bring love and also can get rid of our love. Therefore, it 
seems as if the modern belief in Brahmalikit has lessened in its importance from 'all 
causes' to 'one possible cause' that causes two people to meet each other and love 
together. Consider the following song: 
 

I do not know why I met you. Even at the first time, I felt I was familiar 
with you. It is like there is something between you and me, although we are of 
different hearts. Only looking into your eyes, my heart is shaken. The more I 
associate with you, the more I am in a frenzy. You have something special, not 
like the others. It seems as if you are the one I wait for. If it is destined from 
above to have us be born for each other, I wish it will be like this forever. 
However, if it is just an incident that above has not intend it to be, it is alright 
my heart will be the same. No matter what it is, I will love you. (Chan Yang 
Mueandoem, 2002) 

ไมรูทําไม ฉันจึงไดพบเธอ แมเพียงแรกเจอ ก็เหมือนคุนเคยมานาน เหมือนมีอะไรบางอยาง 

ระหวางเธอกับฉัน ท้ังท่ีเราสองคนก็คนละใจ แคไดมองตาและเหมือนในใจก็สั่น 

ยิ่งไดคบกันยิ่งคิดฝนไปมากมาย เหมือนมีอะไรเปนพิเศษท่ีเธอไมเหมือนใคร คลายๆ 

วาเธอคือคนท่ีฉันรอ ถาหากวาเปนกําหนดจากฟาใหเราเกิดมาคูกัน ก็ขอใหเปนอยางน้ันตลอดไป 

แตหากวาเปนแคเหตุบังเอิญท่ีฟาไมไดต้ังใจ ก็ไมเปนไรใจฉันยังเปนเหมือนเดิม ไมวาอยางไร 

ฉันก็ยังรักเธอ (ฉันยังเหมือนเดิม, ๒๕๔๕) 
  
 At the beginning of the song, it looks as if the song fully believes in 
Brahmalikit, although they do not use that exact word. Nevertheless, at the end, the 
song says: However, if it is just an incident that above has not intend it to be, it is 
alright my heart will be the same. No matter what it is, I will love you. This is the 
evidence that shows the uncertainty of people with the idea. It also shows the 
influences of individualism in the song. 
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 Moreover, as I mention in Chapter 2, Brahmalikit, in the sense of pre-destiny 
by some god, is not purely a Buddhist idea. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that, 
whereas Brahmalikit still persists in contemporary tragic love songs, the idea of 
Pubbhesannivāsa or previous association, which includes the idea of the wheel of 
rebirth and the law of karma, is also persistent too. Contradictory to Brahmalikit, 
previous association falls in the rule of cause and effect, which is not as romantic as 
destiny. This may be the cause of the unpopularity of previous association.  

Additionally, the idea of Brahmalikit, when used in the context of love, is 
closer to the idea of 'destiny', which is more general and can be found in many other 
religions than previous association. Using Brahmalikit, then, will have a greater 
impact on more people than using a specific Buddhist term, such as Pubbhesannivāsa. 
The more people can get the message and love from the song, the more the company 
can sell the album. 
 
 



Chapter V 
 

THE PERSISTENCE AND CHANGE  
IN THE IDEOLOGY OF LOVE 

 
In the previous two chapters, I analyzed the ideology of love in popular Thai 

tragic romance, mainly in film. In this chapter, I will conclude those ideas to explain 
how the ideology of love in Thai society is changing and discuss in what way the 
ideology of love will be presented in the very near future. 

I will begin this chapter by concluding the analysis which I already have made 
in the previous two chapters, putting it together and cataloging it by the ideology of 
love both in Buddhism and Consumerism. Also, I will present the ideology of 
Buddhism first, because, as I already said, this research was done under the 
assumption that Thai society is a Buddhist oriented society. Thus, the dominant 
ideology should be the ideology from Buddhism. Then, I will present the ideology of 
love in Consumerism to show some change in the ideology presented in the films. 

 It has to be noted here that these following two sections argue at the extreme 
ends of both ideologies. However, as I discussed in Chapter 2 under the topic of the 
theory of ideology, the ideological apparatus is a gradually hegemonic process. It does 
not happen that the subordinate ideology will totally take the place of the dominant 
ideology and become the dominant ideology without some roots from the former 
ideology. Therefore, for common and average Buddhists, and in reality, these two 
ideologies are co-existing ideologies and do not have clear cut edges from each other. 
Separating them into different ends in this research is only to illustrate the differences 
between the two ideologies, and to show the persistence and change of Buddhist 
ideology in the Consumerism way of life. 
 
Ideology of Love in Consumerism 
 
 In Chapter 2, there were two claims made about the ideology of love in 
Consumerism; love is a goal of life, and love is a must for life. Although in Chapter 3 I 
have also listed the ideology of love with respect to loyalty and sacrifice falling 
between the ideology of love in Buddhism and Consumerism, this is really only an 
element for making a situation tragic, which I discussed above. Thus, in this section, I 
will focus on the first two ideologies of love in Consumerism. 
 
 
 Love is a value and goal of life 
 
 The ideology of Consumerism is the act of promoting something that is 
important for life. Consumerism's duty is to 'make believe' that something is necessary 
for one’s life. Normally, everyone has some goal for their life that makes their life go 
on. You are capable of handling your life, even though there is some obstacle because 
you have a goal for your life. To give a different comparison, the Buddha had a goal 
that he would not be born again, so he gathering his many perfections to help him not 
be born again in the law of karma. Every person has some intention for their life, a 
goal for their life. Different people have different goals of life. If we can reach our 
goal in life, we will feel happy and feel our life has some worth.  
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 In the field of psychology, there is a concept of the hierarchy of needs 
introduced by Abraham Maslow.1 Among the needs of human life, the most important 
is the need for self-actualization.*

Everyone has different goals for their life; some may want to be good parents, 
to be a superstar, to be a politician. Additionally, some people may have more than 
one goal for their life, like an ideology that can coexist with other ideologies. 
Notwithstanding, everyone must have at least one goal for their life, which will be the 
indication for each and everyone of the value of their life. If we can reach the goal of 
our life, we can have self-actualization; it will make us feel worthy and it will bring 
happiness into our life. If not, we will not be satisfied with our life and it will seem as 
if life is worthless.  

 Self-actualization is a goal for one's life. It is the 
ability for respecting oneself and feeling that one is worthy, not by others, but by 
oneself. In order to do so, one has to not just acquire the basic physical needs, but one 
must master them, as well. For example, in the concept of love, if someone just has 
love, they only reach the stage of 'love and belonging', which is a basic physical need 
for living in a society. Until the person who has loves can control their love, master 
their mind to make it a moral love, not a passionate love, that is to say, love that is 
lacking or prejudiced, then they will not have self-actualization from love. Self-
actualization makes a person feel worthy for living and gives a motivation for 
continuing their life. Self-actualization, as simply described, is the reason you are here 
on earth. 

 Consumerism's ideology of love works on this issue of self-actualization. 
Consumerism promotes love as a value of life and a goal of life; life without love is 
worthless. Love, which used to be in the third class in Maslow's hierarchy of needs, 
has been promoted to be in the highest class, which is self-actualization. Love is no 
longer just a process or the support of self-actualization, it is self-actualization. Love 
becomes a motivation for life and a goal to fulfill one’s life.  
 In Behind the Painting, ‘love is a goal of life’ is very clear when Nopphon asks 
Khunying Kirati, before the Khunying leaves Japan, 'Khunying used to say that love is 
a great wish, is a goal of life, didn’t you?'. From this, Nopphon and the Khunying both 
have the same idea that love is a goal of life. He repeats the Khunying's belief and 
thus, this now becomes his own belief. Nopphon at that time is full of love and falls 
under the power of love. So, he agrees with the Khunying and absorbs her ideology. 
Moreover, the Khunying also gives her word to Nopphon about the goals in her life, 
that; 'I am also like many people who wish to have love, want to marry, want to have a 
child and want to explore the world.' This line appears during the flash back of the 
events, while Nopphon looks after the Khunying. This scene is not in the original 

                                                 
1 Maslow, Abraham H., and Robert Frager., Motivation and Personality (New York: Harper 

and Row, 1987). 
* There are many aspects and ways to gain self-actualization according to Maslow's theory. In 

the aspect of love and self-actualizing people he explains, what we see in the love relationship is a 
fusion of a great ability to love and, at the same time, great respect for the other and great respect for 
oneself. This shows itself in the fact that these people cannot be said, in the ordinary sense of the word, 
to need each other, as do ordinary lovers. They can be extremely close and yet go apart when necessary 
without collapsing. They do not cling to each other or have hooks or anchors of any kind. One has the 
definite feeling that they enjoy each other tremendously, but would take philosophically a long 
separation or death, that is, would remain strong. Throughout the most intense and ecstatic love affair, 
these people remain themselves and remain ultimately masters of themselves as well, living by their 
own standards, even enjoying each other intensely. Maslow, Abraham H., and Robert Frager. ibid, p. 
157. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Maslow�
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novel. By repeating this line, the film emphasizes the idea that love is the most 
important thing for life.  

Life is worthless if we do not have love. The Khunying's death is good 
evidence on this point. After, the Khunying receives the news that Nopphon is going 
to marry, she stops taking the pills to cure herself from her illness, which is possible to 
be cured. As I already mention, she is committing suicide. She feels her life is 
worthless because she does not have love. She knows she can not reach the goal of her 
life. Her hope is gone when she realized that she has no chance to have the one she 
loves. The 'fuel' of her life is shut out, so she does not want to live any longer. She 
finally dies because she does not beloved, as in her last words, 'I die without someone 
loving me, but I am in rapture that I have loved someone.' 

In The Whistle, Mu Ton tries very hard to lose weigh until he gets sick, 
because he wants to be in love with Than Nam. He dedicates his life to her because he 
loves her. Mu Ton gives his (real) heart to be transplanted to Than Nam for her to 
survive. The message of the story is worshipping love, encouraging the audience to do 
everything for the one we love without expectation of return. But, in another view, 
love is a goal of life for him. Mu Ton thinks Than Nam is a goal of his life, so he cares 
less for his mother who looks after him. At first, Mu Ton may do everything for Than 
Nam, even to help her be happy with her ideal boyfriend. He hopes for nothing in 
return, which is true love; but when they get closer and closer and when Than Nam 
knows that she can not get along with Eak, then, Mu Ton has hope again. He starts to 
be scared of death and does not want to leave Than Nam because of his love for her, 
which is the goal of his life. He feels his life has more worth than before. He does not 
want to die now as he did before Than Nam expressed her love for him. Therefore, 
even though the film honours the idea that love is to make the one you love happy, 
your life will be worthy only when you have someone love you back. That is to say, 
love is about 'give' and 'take'. We have to give the one we love happiness, but in some 
degree we need their love back in any form to make us feel worthy and reach our goal 
for life. 

In Monrak Transistor, Sa Dao has an affair with a drug salesman, and one of 
the reasons she gives is that she needs love. She needs someone nearby to make her 
life full. In the film, Sa Dao is very sad when Phean has gone. Her life is lifeless. She 
has no happiness in her life. She does not care about her life, especially after Sa Dao 
comes back from Bangkok where she learned that Phean had killed the record 
company owner and run away. Sa Dao has no hope and motivation to continue her 
life, even though she has a child. Her life at that time is worthless, until she meets the 
drug salesman. The film shows that her life becomes happier than during the time she 
was left alone by Phean. At last, when she knows that the drug salesman is not honest 
and has many mistresses, she feels tragic again. She leaves her house and her children 
unattended and continues her life, soullessly. It can be said that Sa Dao’s life is happy 
and she feels worth only when she has love, romantic love. 

Meanwhile, for Phean, all the time when he is struggling for his life and facing 
many bad situations, the only thing to keep him alive is Sa Dao. The theme song, 
which was borrowed from a well know popular song, goes, 'Never forget the promise I 
gave, that we both will stay together. Die together, never let the other go. Until I die, I 
will never forget.' The song indicates that Phean feels that he has hope; he made a 
promise with his wife to live together. Therefore, he has not given up his life, even 
though he has a very hard time and falls in many hard situations, because he has love 
and he is eager to go to see his lover again. That is to say, he feels his life is worthy 
because he has love. 
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 Unlike these three films, The Legend of a Warlord introduces the concept of 
loving oneself, as I discussed earlier. Although it appears as if the film wants to say 
that love from others is not more important for life than loving yourself, in another 
way, from the situation in the story, we can see that the idea of self-love comes from 
the idea of ‘love is a value for life’. Consider Wanthong’s words, 'If you love me, 
please let the two-hearted Wanthong die from you, die from everyone. Let it be only 
Phimphilalai in your heart.' We can read from this line that the reason Wanthong is 
not afraid of death, which is different from the classical text, is because she wants 
Khun Phaen to remember her only in a good way; to remember her when she was 
honest and loved Khun Phaen as the one and only. Her life as Wanthong, who has two 
husbands, is not worth remembering. Right then, she feels her life is unworthy because 
she lost her true love, and she only continued her life for another. Thus, when the end 
of her life comes, she only wants herself and others to remember her when she had 
true love; when she still had Khun Phaen as the one and only, and when she was not 
blamed for not cherishing 'love'. 
 For Khun Phaen, the focus of the film version moves him from the position of 
'Casanova' to a heartbroken 'warlord'. The reason why Khun Phaen travels deep into 
the jungle is because he wants to find magical objects in order to bring back his lover. 
The film chooses to present his misery of being separate from Wanthong by omitting 
the mention of his other mistresses in detail. This conveys a new message that the 
reason he is searching for the magical objects, the reason he goes to the battle, the 
reason he surrenders to the king and receives the punishment, are all because of love. 
At the very end of the film, Plai Ngam asks Khun Phaen to pass his magical objects to 
him as Khun Phaen wants to throw them away. Khun Phaen refuses to give the 
magical objects to his son, saying, 'At first I sought the magical objects to be a hero 
and to have your mother. From now, I will throw away everything for your mother and 
you.' From this line, we can see Khun Phaen confessing that he does everything in 
order to have Wanthong. Finally, he learns that not any magical things or the title 
'hero' can give him happiness and bring Wanthong back to him. Therefore, even 
though the magical objects are fabulous and have many incredible powers, or even the 
title 'warlord' who won many battle and worked as a chief of the army, both are not 
necessary for his life. The only thing he wants is love; a true love that will make his 
life complete. 
 In the case of the television series, both series explicitly convey this ideology. 
In Lueat Khat Ti Ya, in the scene when Dara goes to the prison to meet Anothai the 
day before he will be executed, she says, 'I want to tell you that in my remaining life, I 
will live for your hope, even if I am living without a heart. My heart is destroyed along 
with your body. I will not love anyone, Anothai. I will never have another. I will have 
only you.' Dara, who is going to be queen, promises Anothai that she will be a queen 
as Anothai hoped, and she will lead the Union State as Anothai dreamed, even though 
she is not happy with her position. She feels her life has nothing, although she is the 
queen, because she does not have love. After she comes back from seeing Anothai, she 
finds her mother waiting for her to try on her dress of accession to the throne, but Dara 
refuses. She orders her maid to call for a tailor to cutting a new black dress for her. 
Her mother is angry, but she replies, 'Mother, I know, I am not suppose to wear a 
black dress. But, for me being a queen is not a blissful thing. From this day, no matter 
if my people have suffering, I have to accept that suffering, too.' From this, we can see 
that she is not happy and not really willing to be queen. The most that Dara wants as 
an ordinary young woman is to have love and to be together with her lover. Therefore, 
even though in general being a queen and being a head of Union State may be the best 
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thing that ever happens in one's life, and in this story many people struggle for this 
position and fight to death for this position, but for Dara it is worth nothing. She orders 
a black dress and is willing to wear a black dress for the rest of her life to signify her 
distress and her sadness for not having love. This also means she will be mourning for 
Anothai, the one she loves, for the rest of her life. Again, from the first quote, her life 
is dedicated to continuing her hope and intention for her lover, not for herself. Her 
remaining life will be for her people, not for herself, as she has already died with 
Anothai. That is to say, her life is lifeless without Anothai. 
 Moreover, in the case of Anothai, he accepts the case that he is a rebel and puts 
himself to death to protect Dara's fame. He blames himself in the court, 'I apologize 
for the wicked person like me who pulls the Crown Princess down. She is pure. I am 
not supposed to touch her. Also her dignity is so pure, unlike my dirty intention. I am 
wrong.' His blame shows how much he loves her. He can give up his whole life just to 
protect Dara’s fame because he loves her. He wants her to lead the Union State and be 
a queen without question. His life is then worthy because he can protect the one he 
loves. As he says, 'All of my life, I loved only Dara. Loved her more than my own life.' 
His death, then, fulfills the wish and goal of his life. 
 In Hong Nuea Mangkon, Liew does not kill Chang Hao because she loves him. 
Three times in the story she helps Chang Hao by not killing him, even though she has 
a chance. First, when she is going to accept the head position of the gangsters, she 
only cuts his finger and lets him go. Second, when she wants to help her brother, Tee 
Lek, she bows to Chang Hao and accepts him in the gangsters. Last, when she 
arranges to meet Chang Hao at the church, she has a chance to kill him, but she does 
not. Liew risks her life to help Chang Hao because she loves him at no cost, she would 
do anything to save him. Although the tone of the story expresses this as a repayment 
for his favor that he saved her from danger, most of all it is because she loves him, as 
in the conversation she has at the church indicates, ‘At this moment, everyone close to 
me knows what I am thinking about you, but you never know, do not ever know. Do 
you still have a heart, Chang Hao?’ She loves him, and because of this love, she risks 
her life being the assassin of Chang Hao, giving him a chance to live. Moreover, when 
she discovers in the very last part of the story that Chang Hao is the one who killed her 
father, she just leaves him and does nothing, but goes to Teng Lo to receive 
punishment, which is death. Here, we can see that Liew has dedicated her life for her 
love. For her, wealth and the title as the head of the gangsters is not more important 
than love. The time she has love she is when she is very happy; unlike when she does 
not have love, and she is cruel with no heart. Moreover, for Chang Hao, even though 
in the series he confesses his love for Liew only near the end of the story, throughout 
the story he can not kill Liew, even though he has many chances. This is because he 
also loves her. 
 
 In conclusion, the ideology of love as a value of life and the goal of life is 
widely presented in both the adapted and original screenplays in various ways. Love is 
promoted as the goal of one's life. It is a value indicator for life. If someone does not 
have love, they will not be able to live happily. Love, also, is a subject for someone to 
respect themselves, or as I borrowed from psychology at the beginning of this section, 
to be self-actualized. Love is the big answer for everything. The main characters in the 
films and in the series have their intention to live life by love. Without love, they feel 
their life is worthless. Therefore, life for them is not more important than love. Again, 
as the characters put love as one goal for their life, they will do anything to acquire 
and sustain their love. Even if the one you love has passed away and you still are alive, 
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your life remains not for that person, but for the memory of their beloved one to fulfill 
their needs. 
 
 Love is 'a must' for life 
 
 Apart from promoting ‘love as a goal of life’, another ideology of love that 
Consumerism promotes is ‘love is a must for life’. Life without love is lifeless. People 
will dry out if we do not have love. Consumerism promotes the idea of dependence to 
the customers. People can not 'stand alone' to reach some happiness or to feel one's life 
is worthy, as I discussed. As in the quote from the film Into the Wild, ‘Happiness is 
only real when shared.’ People have to have someone nearby them to give and to 
receive love. Then, Consumerism conveys the idea that we can not live without love, 
love is a must for one's life. 

Love is an 'attachment' to someone or something, in Buddhist terms, a 
'clinging' to the object. This clinging will cause suffering sooner or later. Therefore, 
love in Buddhism is a 'WANT'. It is just something that fulfills someone’s cravings. 
That is to say, although love is a basic social activity and causes humans to be a social 
animal, love is not a 'need' in Buddhism. Love in Buddhism is not 'love' in a western 
sense of 'eros', but in the sense of friendship or 'metta', as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Nevertheless, Consumerism has promoted love as a 'NEED' for one's life. 
Consumerism introduced the idea that love is a must for one's life, the same as we 
need food, shelter, medicine, and cloths. People can not live without love. It is the duty 
for everyone to find love and to have love, especially romantic love.  

Consumerism tries to bring love into the frontline of everything and honor love 
as a beneficial and necessary thing for life. For example, in Maebia, Mekkhala kills 
herself because she knows that she will not be able to see Chanachon again. She 
drowns herself into the river, the same river that Chanachon fell into from the boat and 
drowned, for the hope that she will be reunited with him. She loves him and when she 
finds that she will not be able to see him, she feels her life is lifeless, her life has 
nothing left. She talks to the snake before she kills it and takes it together with her in 
the river, 'Finally you take him apart from me. Does it please you! You are heartless. 
Killing the one I loved. Why don't you kill me too? Bite me! Bite me to dead! I have 
nothing left. … If you do not kill me, I will kill you.' In the novel, this scene is not clear, 
although the novel mention the snake being killed, it leaves a mystery at the end that 
maybe the snake is still alive. In the film, the snake dies for sure and also Mekkhala 
dies, not the same as in the novel. The reason she dies is because she does not have 
any motivation for living. Not having love equals not having life. Therefore, when she 
feels that she has nothing left for her life, she does not see the benefit of continuing her 
life. The film is clear on this point in that the film changes the situation from the novel 
and writes that Mekkhala commits suicide at the end to support the idea that love is a 
must for life. 

For Chanachon, he married Maikaeo not because of love. Therefore, he has no 
happy married life, and, even though in the film he has a son, he still does not feel as if 
his life is fulfilled. When he stays with his son, he only feels happy because of 'metta' 
or loving kindness to his son, but his soul is still empty because he has no love. In the 
film version, Chanachon chooses to go to his son instead of going to see Mekkhala, 
not because he does not love her anymore, but because he feels compassion for his 
son, and chooses to be responsible to his son. He still quarrels with Maikaeo and does 
not love her. Again, at nearly the end of the film, he goes back to the Thai house. 
Although the main reason mentioned in the film is to find out about his origin, at the 
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same time, he wants to go back and recall his love that makes him feel alive. Thus, 
even if Mekkhala is not there, her love is still in his heart, which makes his life go on. 
Visiting the Thai house is to recharge his love energy and make him feel love again. 

Moreover, in the scene of the Loi Krathong festival, Mekkhala asks 
Chanachon, 'People like you might have everything you needed. You might not want to 
pray for anything, isn't that so?' Chanachon replies, 'No, not yet. I still have something 
that I am suppose to have, but do not have yet.' The thing that Chanachon thinks he is 
suppose to have is 'love'. Therefore, in this film, although Chanachon is successful in 
business, is wealthy and good looking, which makes him an ideal man, he does not 
feel that he is successful because he still does not have love. 

In Dear Dakanda, Dakanda talks with Mu when she wants Mu to ask Ko to go 
out with her; she says, 'I am in my 4th year now. I have not had any boyfriend yet. If I 
pass to the 5th year and still have no boyfriend, I must be on sale like Fhu-yern 
mentioned.' In this line we can see that love is a must for one's life. Dakanda searches 
for love because she feels, and has been ideologized, that she will have no value if she 
does not have love or a boyfriend. If she still has no boyfriend until her fifth year, she 
will be 'on sale'. Therefore, she dates with Ko, and even though she does not know 
whether she really loves him, she just wants to have someone to fulfill this 'must' for 
her life, to make 'the others' feel that her life is complete. 

For Mu, after Dakanda dates Ko, it is clear that his happiness is on a lower 
scale. He separates himself from the others, does not talk to them and does not do his 
assignments. It is because he feels his life is lifeless without love. While he still is in 
love and looking at Dakanda from a distance, he still has a motivation for life and he is 
happy to be near the one he loves. When he knows that he can not be Dakanda's 
boyfriend, he feels lost and does not take care of his life. This much is clear in the 
scene of the last day of the exams, where he confesses his love to Dakanda. After 
Dakanda refuses him, he walks soullessly to the train station and goes to Bangkok to 
travel to the south. At that time his life is lifeless because he is not successful in his 
love; even if he tried, it was too late. 

In Love of Siam, love is emphasised as the most important thing of one's life. 
When Tong comes to stay with Mew at his house for the first time, Tong asks Mew 
whether he feels lonely being alone. Mew expresses the feeling that being alone is 
terrifying and horrible. In the middle of conversation he says, 'So, I question my self; if 
we love someone very much, can we resist when someday we lose them. However, 
farewell is a part of our life, you know it. Would it be possible Tong that we can love 
someone without the fear of losing them? However, I also wonder whether it would be 
possible to live without loving anybody.' Here we can see that the film conveys the 
idea that we can not stay alone in this world. It is not possible for someone to not have 
love. Even though we know that love will bring catastrophe and sadness at the end, 
when we lose our beloved, we can not live without love. Life is not life if there is no 
love. 

At the end of the story, although Mew and Tong can not live together, they still 
have love and do not feel lonely. Tong tells Mew that he has to be separated from him, 
but it does not means he does not love him. So, even if they can not live together, their 
love still remains and that feeling of love will fulfill their hearts and make their life 
bearable to go on, as in the theme of the story, 'whenever there is love, there is hope'. 
Hope here is a hope to have a life, hope to continue one's life and not give up one's 
life. It is a hope for living. If we look at this famous line of the song, we can see that 
the film makes love a necessity for life; to make life worth to live for. 
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Additionally, love is also the fundamental thing for teenager life; the film tries 
to say that love is common in the teenager life. If we decipher this concept in a 
negative way, we can say that the film wants to encourage teenagers to have love by 
promoting it to be a must for their life. In the conversation between Mew and the 
music director, who wants Mew to create a new song which can be easily and widely 
consumed by teenagers, Mew asks the music director what kind of song that he wants, 
and the music director replies, 'Love! Mew, 95% of the number one hit songs of every 
chart are love songs and I think it is easy for you guys anyway. You are at the age in 
which it is easy to write a love song.' The idea that being a teenager is the age of love 
is clearly presented in the music director’s words. Apart from this, the supporting girl 
characters, who represent teenage girls, also explicitly express their need to have love 
and do everything to have love. They also convey the ideology that ‘love is a must for 
their life’, especially for teenagers, which is the same idea that Dakanda says above.  

In Me Myself, after Oum is pretty sure that she loves Tan, they go up to the 
roof of their condominium, and Oum says to Tan, 'having someone love me does not 
feel like I am alone on this planet, that is all I want in life.' Love is important to Oum 
because it makes her feel that she is not the only one in the world. Alone on this planet 
is a horrible thing; therefore, humans have to have love. It is a must for everyone to 
have love in order to feel that they are not alone and not lonely. This is the idea that 
this film tries to express. If you do not have love, your life will be like Oum’s boss. 
Oum’s boss, who is a lesbian, talks to Oum when Oum comes to her to ask for advise, 
she says, 'Are you sure you want to ask me for advice? You and I must be very close 
until you forget what my gender is. I am not much different from Tan. It is hard for the 
rest of my life. So, I became a workaholic, working hard. Living alone like this. 
Sometime something is not possible.' The advice of Oum's boss confirms the idea that 
love is a must for life, for making your life lively and happy. Without love, like Oum's 
boss, life is lifeless, so she has to turn to concentrate on work to get rid of that feeling 
of loneliness. 

Unlike the above four films, February does not definitely present the ideology 
of ‘love as a must for one's life’, but more a degree of 'love is life'. Focusing on Jee, 
his life is lifeless when he does not have love. While he lives in New York and works 
as the driver for an assassin, he has a cold heart. The film presents this by the fact he 
does not even smile and there is tension on his face all the time. His life at that time is 
like a zombie who feels nothing. When he meets Keawta and start to fall in love with 
her, his life become lively and it seem as if he has more motivation for living and 
continuing his life for the one he loves. He also decides to kill people and be an 
assassin because he wants to help his lover. Therefore, the film quite believes that love 
is standing above of all moral codes and/or ethical rules. For love, someone can do a 
bad thing. Love is all the reason that can push someone to do something, even if it is 
wrong. Although it is not right as a general rule for the real society, in the film this is 
the act of worship and devotion for love, which makes the character more heroic in the 
sense that they can do anything for love. 

In the last scene, when Jee waits for Keawta at Central Park, Jee nurses his life 
even though he has a serious injury, living his life as a homeless person waiting for 
Keawta. He still has life because he wants to see Keawta again, even if he does not 
know when, but he believes in love. As a result, love leads Keawta back to him. As I 
discussed in Chapter 3, the film tries to impose the idea of 'destiny', the destiny for this 
film is the destiny from one's own decision; that is to say, the destiny we choose, not a 
destiny by divine power. After he finds her, his mission of waiting for the 
confirmation of his love for her is worth something, then he dies happily in her arms. 
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 In the television series, the ideology of ‘love is a must for one's life’ is also 
often displayed. For example, in Lueat Khat Ti Ya, after Crown Prince Sitthi Prawat 
knows the truth that Dara loves Anothai and does not love him as a lover, but as a 
brother, his heart disease takes effect. When he is near to dying, he calls Dara to get 
close to him and says, 'Don't fool me! I know you have someone else in you mind, all 
the time. I regret that it was too late to know. How can someone be happy if he 
snatches the other person valuable thing? (turning his face to Anothai). Finally, I have 
to apologize that I grab at that valuable thing, but I can not hold it.' For Sitthi Prawat, 
his valuable thing is not the throne, but is Dara. It is love that means something to him. 
He has a heart attack because he knows that Dara does not love him. Therefore, he has 
no will to continue his life. He has no hope to live. Along the story, Sitthi Prawat loves 
Dara as his life. He has loved her since he was young. When he finally find out she 
does not love him, it seem like his life is no longer useful because his heart and his 
motivation to live is gone. The death of Sitthi Prawat shows that the significance of 
love is the most important thing for living; without love a person can not continue 
their life and live happily. 
 In Hong Nuea Mangkon, after Liew kills We Khin, she become heartless and 
cold hearted. Her soul is left with nothing but hatred. She kills many people after that 
to sustain her role as a gangster. However, during that time, she is not happy because 
she does not have love. Even though she has Chang Hao near her, she is not happy 
because he still keeps a distance from her. Also, Chang Hao's intention to kill her for 
revenge is still strong in his mind, so he acts cold to Liew. Although Liew has 
someone she loves nearby, she can not have love; for Liew, this very much hurts and 
causes her to be more heartless. Liew turns from being a lively young girl to being a 
lifeless gang master because she has to be responsible for the other people in the gang, 
not for her heart. At the end of story, Liew escapes from being chased by Teng Lo and 
goes to live with Chang Hao. During that time of forgiveness from Chang Hao and 
with the love that he gives her, she becomes alive again. She can smile and feel free 
from the responsible of others. She receives love from Chang Hao, which makes her 
life more appreciable to live again. As she once says in the story, 'You might think I 
have stupid thoughts like other women, right. But, what does a woman want, apart 
from having a house, having a lover, and having a warm family. Do people need more 
than this?' 
 
 The ideology of ‘love as a must for life’ is obviously found in popular songs. 
In this research I chose popular songs in which the theme of the song is about the 
separation between lovers, and one lover struggles to come back. The theme itself 
shows that love is a must for one's life. The expression in the song tells how much love 
means to someone. People can not live without love. Even if love brings us suffering, 
it is impossible to live without love. In many songs, one can resist the suffering and 
even 'prefer' the suffering, but only if it can bring their lover back to them.  
 For example; Yu Pai Mai Mi Thoe, the 1999 year hit: ‘How can I survive if I 
lose you, do not have you nearby. I do not know who I live for. How long will I suffer 
from this hurt. No matter how hurt, no matter how it is aching, if I do not want to be 
distressed with losing you today.’ Or another example, Chai Chan Yu Kap Thoe, from 
the year 2001: ‘I am distressed and cry every time I think of the past events. Things 
between you and me, I will remember as long as I can. The happiness memory will 
never fade away. Whoever you have, no matter who it is, I just want you to know, my 
heart will be with you. No matter how far it is, all of my heart will be with you, and it 
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will be forever.’ Here, we can see that the songs promote the importance of love as a 
must for one's life. Even if we can get hurt from love, it is an appreciable hurt. Hence, 
we can not live without someone to love, and one is suppose to do anything to bring 
them back, although it will hurt your feelings. 
 This may be only one of many themes for the songs, but it is interesting that 
when it comes to the year’s hit albums, of which there are about 12 songs per year, 
there will be at least two songs along this theme. If we assume that the year’s hits are a 
representation for the whole year of songs, it can be said that there are more than 20 
percent with this theme throughout the year.  
 However, this kind of song is not new in the song business; it frequently 
appears and is easy to hear more often than before. The degree of emotion in the songs 
has also changed. Consider the top three songs in the popular music section, we can 
see that the later songs are likely to be more passionate and emotional than the early 
ones. Normally in the old songs, when someone is separated for someone or fooled by 
the one loved, it is likely that the song encourages the listener to 'contemplate' the 
situation. But in recent times, the listener has to 'fight' to get back their love, and to 
have love, even if they know there will be more hurt and suffering. But love is a must 
for one's life, so one has to have love to make one's life complete. Although it is 
suffering, it is worth to live that suffering if it can bring 'love'. 
 

In a broad sense, the two ideologies can be considered to have the same 
intention; an ideology that promotes love above of all other things in the world. Both 
ideologies of love, as ‘a value and a goal of life’ and ‘love is a must for life’, wants 
love be dominate as the most important thing for people’s life. Love, which used to be 
just a 'want' in earlier times, has advanced into a basic 'need' for people. Love dictates 
life and is an indicator of the successfulness for each and everyone’s life. Love is not 
for understanding and to cease, as in the Buddha's word, but is for consuming. Love 
has become a leading role for emotional consuming that makes humans to be more 
irrational when consuming, as Plato once was concerned and afraid of. 
 
Ideology of love in Buddhism 
 

From the data I have used, there are seven adapted stories: The Legend of a 
Warlord, Nang Nak, Behind the Painting, Maebia, Monrak Transistor, Dear Dakanda, 
Lueat Khat Ti Ya and Hong Nuea Mangkon. Of these seven, The Legend of a Warlord 
was adapted from classical literature; Nang Nak was adapted from a folk narrative and 
historical records; and the rest were adapted from novels.  

 
Pubbesannivāsa (previous association and the wheel of rebirth) 
 
In the case of The Legend of a Warlord, the adaptation from the classical text 

clearly shows the wheel of rebirth being part of the story. In the scene in which 
Wanthong is about to be beheaded, Khun Phaen rushes to her and uses himself to 
protect her from the sword. Wanthong says to Khun Phaen, 'I love you. I have loved 
you all my life. At this one time, please let me love myself. My dear Keaw, all of the 
suffering and karma we have together. Please, let us together overcome that karma.' In 
her final words we can see the idea of the wheel of rebirth. Wanthong wants her and 
Khun Phaen to 'overcome' the karma, which means she hopes that in her next life the 
karma in this unfortunately life will not have an effect on her. 
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In the classical literature this scene is different. After Khun Phaen rushes to 
Wanthong’s body to protect her, they have little chance to talk to each other. When 
Khun Phaen stays with Wanthong at the execution site, they only recall their hard time 
in their life when they were together. Khun Phaen does not offer her a way to escape 
and Wanthong does not plea for her death as in the movie. However, before the 
execution, Wanthong has a chance to talk with her relative. In this verse Wanthong is 
talking to her mother: 

 
   Thus, Wanthong is asking for a flower, 
  Crawling, bowing to Thong Pra Sri. 
  Today, I come to say goodbye. 
  Forgive me for my punishment. 
  When I stayed with Khun Phaen, 
  You were resentful and full of hatred. 
  Now it is time for my death, 
  Let us end our karma together.2

   นางวันทองรองเรียกเอาดอกไม คลานเขาไปไหวกราบทองประศร ี
 

ลูกจะลามารดาในวันน้ี   ขออภัยอยาใหมีซึ่งโทษทัณฑ 

แตลูกอยูกับพอขุนแผน   ใหแมแคนอยางไรท่ีไหนน่ัน 

จนถึงเวลาเขาฆาฟน   สิ้นเวรกรรมกันเถิดแมคุณ 

  
 From this, we can see that the film still presents the idea of the wheel of rebirth 
from the classical texts. Although the film transfers the words from Khun Phaen, the 
idea of not wishing to continue the karma is clearly expressed in Wanthong's words. 

The idea of karma is frequently used in Thai classical literature. It is used to 
explain the cause of bad events or the consequence of something. For example, when 
Khun Chang's father dies as a consequence of trying to catch a thief, Thep Thong 
mourns while she faces her husband’s body left on a stick in the jungle: 

 
My dear lovely friend has left his wife, 
Abandoning his son and me to loneliness. 
What will be the karma for this miserable death? 
In the woods, his corpse is left out in the open. 
I think he may have speared fish in a former life, 
Then, in this life he was killed by being speared himself. 
.....................................  

โอพอเพื่อนยากจากเมียไป  มาท้ิงลูกเมียไวใหเอกา 

กรรมจริงสิ่งใดใหตายโหง  กลิ้งอยูโลงโตงท่ีกลางปา 

ชาติกอนเห็นพอจะเสียบปลา   ชาติน้ีจึงฆาเสียบพอไว 
 

                                                 
2 Phut Loet Lan Pha Lai , Phrabatsomdet Phra., Sepha Rueang Khun Chang Khunphaen 

(เสภาเรื่องขุนชางขุนแผน) (18th ed. Bangkok: Silpabannakan. 2000), P. 876. 
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The miserably death of Khun Sri Vichai, then, is believed to be as a 
consequence of past karma. The same reason, using past karma as a cause of death 
events and serious loses, is presented in many other Thai classical literature.  

Also, if we include the idea of giving and receiving a prophecy as the 
indication of events, and we see this as a sign of the consequences of a past life, this 
supports the ideology of previous association as set forth in the classical texts. We can 
see that most Thai classical literature uses the dream prophecy at the beginning of a 
story to draw a character's personality and relate their fate, and their life will continue 
according to the prophecy. If we include the idea of pre-destiny by a past life as part of 
Pubbesannivāsa, it can be said that the dream prophecy in classical literature clearly 
reflects the idea of the wheel of rebirth. 
 Nevertheless, the film adds dialogue about Wanthong’s wish to die, which 
reinterprets Wanthong's character to be more of an individual than in the classical 
version. She loves herself, self-love, so she is not sad to receive the execution. She is 
happy to die to stop her pain. In this respect, the film negotiates the former idea of the 
wheel of rebirth with a Consumerism way of life.  

Under Consumerism, in theory, people are free and have a right to choose what 
they 'want'. The duty of every maker of a product is to give a choice to their customer. 
Thus, in the product's advertisement it is necessary to show a difference from the other 
products, even if the product is not so different, in order to give the customer more 
choice.  

By adding this scene to the film, Wanthong is shown choosing to die; although, 
in fact, she has to die anyway. Her wish to die in the film is, thus, an adaptation to 
promote the idea of freedom to choose for one’s own benefit. This can be seen as a 
way of Consumerism ideology, to be able to choose the best for one’s self and support 
one's wants. 
 

In the case of Nang Nak, there is no reference from what version the story is 
based upon because the producer says in a special interview that the screenplay was 
written from many researches, including a historical document, not only from the folk 
narrative. But it can be said that the story carries the ideology of Buddhism. This is 
because the film mentions Somdet To, who was a venerable and famous monk at the 
time of the story, and introduces the motif of Nang Nak’s forehead bone, which 
became a sacred object. 

Two scenes in this film clearly express the ideology of the wheel of rebirth; the 
scene when Somdet To asks Mak to ordain, but he refuses; and the climax scene when 
Somdet To gives Nak a chance to talk to her husband for the last time. Mak's final 
words are, 'in this life we both did not make much merit, thus we have only this little 
time together. Next life, I wish we will be born to be a couple again.' This presents 
fairly clearly that the idea of Pubbesannivāsa has a strong influence here. 

However, if we look closely at the story, it is interesting that the film version 
also promotes the idea of 'choosing', similar to The Legend of a Warlord. In the film, 
Nak surrenders to Somdet To because she listens to Somdet To preach the Dharma. 
Somdet To chants something with her before she gives up. This is not like the popular 
story in which she is 'forced' to surrender by 'some' powerful monk, who puts her spirit 
into a pot and drowns it to the bottom of the river. Therefore, Nak, in this film version, 
'chooses' her own path, to stop doing bad deeds, to travel with Somdet To to listen to 
more Dharma and practice Dharma to lessen her bad karma, and, hopefully with that, 
she can escape from her misfortunate and meet Mak again sometime in a future life. 
As she says; 'Mak, I do not have much luck. I have to follow this supreme monk to 
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cultivate my merit until I pay for my karma and enmity. From now on I will not have a 
chance to take care of you anymore.’ 
 

In this manner, the ideology of love in the two films, which are adaptations 
from classical literature and legends, can be seen as an interaction between Buddhist 
belief and Consumerism. The films mentions and uses the idea of the wheel of rebirth 
in the story, but the films also include the idea of 'free will' in their adaptations. Most 
of all, when it comes to the conclusion, the films promote romantic love as being 
important for one’s life. The idea of Pubbesannivāsa, as used in the film, is to create 
'hope' for a better love life, not for contemplating or understanding life. 
 Moreover, previous association in the adaptations does not explicitly mention 
past karma, or the will from the past life to live together in this life. They focus only 
on this life. Although Nak prays that she will be able to see Mak again in a next life, 
we can feel that it is a 'hopelessly prayer' that has been introduced only for romantic 
purposes. For Wanthong, it is pretty clear that she does not want to see Khun Phaen 
again in her next life, as she asks to overcome her karma. Later on, when I present the 
findings from the original narrative, this case also will be found in The Letter. For this 
reason, it could be said that contemporary Thai tragic romance introduces the idea of 
previous association just for romantic purposes. Previous association is used to evoke 
compassion from the audience toward the character in the film. It is the equipment to 
creating tragic emotion, making the story tragic. The prayer for seeing each other in 
the next life is not considered as a will to continue their life with each other in the next 
life in order to make a merit together again until they can escape from the wheel of 
rebirth. It is a hopeless wish for someone who has a deep attachment to the one they 
love, but have to pass away from. The only hope left for them is to believe in the 
wheel of rebirth; only in that event can they see each other again. 
 

Apart from those two stories, there are Maebia, Lueat Khat Ti Ya, and Dear 
Dakanda that also talk about rebirth, but only in minor detail. In Maebia, after 
Mekkhala kills the snake and drowns herself, she talks to dead snake; ‘Khun (the 
snake), go to live with him. Live with the person I loved. Give him an apology instead 
of me. For us, I beg this is the end. Do not see each other again, whenever next life or 
any life.’ This line and this scene is repeated at the beginning and the end. It is 
evidence of the influence of the belief in life cycle. As I mentioned earlier, this scene 
was not written in the novel, but the film adds it to make the story more tragic. 
Mekkhala drowns herself and kills the snake not truly because she accepts the karma 
or is thinking of the influence from the previous association, but she feels lost and her 
life is dying out without Chanachon. Her death is for Chanachon and for her hope to 
see him again very soon. 

In Lueat Khat Ti Ya, after succession to the throne, on the same day as 
Anothai's execution, Queen Dara goes to Anothai’s grave site, which she prepared for 
him in their secret place, and she talks to the gravestone; 'Wait, wait for me, soon we 
will meet each other, please wait for me.' Here, in the series, Queen Dara has hope of 
being together with Anothai again, and she also keeps his body in a place where they 
have a good memory so she can recall their memory when she visits. Although the 
story does not use the word 'chat' (ชาติ) exactly as in Maebia, there is a sense of 
believing in life after death. 
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For Dear Dakanda, during the conversation after Jiew’s funeral, Nui asks 
Mhu whether he believes in the idea of Pubbesannivāsa.*

These three ideas are the transition of Buddhism to the general belief in life 
after death. The idea of 'chat phop' (ชาติภพ), the wheel of rebirth, is not explicitly 
mentioned or referred to as such in relation to Buddhism, only in a general way. That 
is to say, the characters neither pray to be together again in their next life, such as 
Mak, nor ask to 'overcome their karma' for not paying back some sin in the next life. 
Death is just a transition for someone to go somewhere before the other one will have 
a chance to see their lover again in a future life, when they also die. Hopefully, they 
will live together again 'somewhere', not necessarily in the next life. In this view, it is 
not the idea of the wheel of rebirth as in an ideology of Buddhism, but it is a general 
romanticized idea of life after death. 

 Mhu asks her to confirm her 
idea, so she continues, 'which is to say, a couple from a previous life is searching for 
each other in this life in order to see each other and love each other again. I do not 
believe it. If it is real, one life is enough for one person.’ Here, we can see that the 
idea of the wheel of rebirth is challenged. Nui mentions the idea of rebirth, but she 
doubts the ideology. In her own words, we can see that she does not believe in 
Pubbesannivāsa. This may be caused by the fact that she has met many men before, 
but she has not been successful in love, so she hesitates with the idea. Nui doubts 
Pubbesannivāsa and turns her belief into something more like individualism; but when 
she mentions the idea in the story, this means she does have the ideology of previous 
association in mind. She just gives up hope in the idea and believes more in herself. 
This supports the idea of the ideology of love in a Consumerism way. 

 
In Behind the Painting, there is no mention of karma in the screenplay; 

however, in the theme song there is a line, 'Am I wrong? Whom must I pay for the 
karma? I have no ordinary life, I can not choose for myself. Whoever will have 
sympathy for me'.*

When the stories mention the word 'karma' and use it in their dialogue, it is 
quite clear that the idea of the wheel of rebirth still persists in those new 
interpretations. It is possible that the creators of contemporary Thai tragic romance 
have various backgrounds, especially religious, and ideologies of life after death. But, 
when the story is presented to the masses, the idea of the wheel of rebirth still persists 
in some level to preserve and repeat the idea of the law of karma and the wheel of 
rebirth for general Thai audiences. The reason may either be to continue from the 
original ideology, as in the case of The Legend of a Warlord and Nang Nak, or to 
make it compatible with the period of time that the narrative is suppose to occur, as in 
Maebia, Lueat Khat Ti Ya, and Behind the Painting. 

 The lyrics reveal the idea of karma as a cause of Khunying Kirati 
tragic life. Similar to Maebia and Lueat Khat Ti Ya, the idea of karma here does not 
play an important role as much as for the other ideologies.  

 

                                                 
* The film does not use the word Pubbesannivāsa, but uses คูแทแตในชาติกอน [a true couple in a 

previous life] instead. I think the film maybe wants to make the point clearer so they use the simpler 
explanation in general Thai language rather than using the Pāli word. 

* นี่ตัวฉันผิดหรือไร ฉันตองใชหนี้กรรมใหใคร เจ็บท่ีมันตองเปนอยางนี้ 

มีชีวิตไมเหมือนใครฉันไมอาจเลือกทางไดเอง จะมีใครบางไหมท่ีจะมาเห็นใจ 
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Besides the adapted screenplays, there are the original screenplays. In this 
research there are five films that are originally written for the film: The Letter**

After Ton dies, Ton's letters that he wrote while Dew was away in Bangkok 
keep being sent to Dew. When the last letter reaches Dew, in the form of a video 
cassette, Ton says in the video, 'I have one thing to plead to you. Do not forget me. 
One day in the future. It maybe very long, but we will see each other again. We will 
see each other again. I promise. I love you.' His words in the video literally means he 
hopes or is making a promise to Dew that they will see each other again. However, it 
is not clear in this dialogue whether he is referring to Pubbesannivāsa or just a general 
belief in life after death. In the middle of the film, at Ton and Dew’s wedding, Ton's 
boss says on the stage while he is giving a blessing for the couple; 'If two people are 
born for each other, even if they come from different places, no matter how far it is, 
they will meet. The belief of 'Pubbesannivāsa' is real'. As there was only one person 
working as the screenplay writer for this film, Ton’s wish to see Dew again is likely a 
consequence of his belief in Pubbesannivāsa.  

, 
February, Love of Siam, Me Myself, and The Whistle. Among the fives, the only one 
that presents the idea of the wheel of rebirth is The Letter. 

This is the only film in this research that uses the word Pubbesannivāsa clearly 
in the film, although it is a new and contemporary creation. I think there are two 
reasons why they present the ideology of previous association in this film. First, the 
screenplay writer and director believe in the idea of Pubbesannivāsa. They grew up at 
the time when the idea was still strong and was use to explain the reason why two 
people incidentally see each other. Therefore, such an ideology is presented in their 
work. Most of all, the film is dedicated to the dear friend of the producer, the director 
and all of the movie team who began the project. Unfortunately, she died of cancer 
before the film started production. All of the crew believed that making the film was a 
sign of gratitude and that they will meet her again in their next life.*

Second, which I think is the more important reason, is that at this time the idea 
of Pubbesannivāsa is quite an old concept. Most of the members of the new generation 
have quit believing in the idea of previous association. In a unofficial brief survey, I 
gave a questionnaire to 314 freshmen students of the faculty of education in the first 
semester of the 2006 academic year. One of the questions I asked was ‘Do you believe 
that your lover from the past life is searching for you in this life.’ 
(นิสิตเชื่อหรือไมวาคนรักของเราในชาติกอนมาตามหาเราในชาติน้ี) On a scale of 1 to 10, over 60 
percent answered this question below 5 and, surprisingly, the students who answered 
over 8 were less than 10 percent. This indicates that teenagers today hardly believe in 
Pubbesannivāsa. This may be another reason why the film's promoter decided to use 
'If you still believe in love' in the tagline.  

 

 One consequence of the advance in science and technology and the 
Consumerism way of life is the belief in oneself, individualism. Thus, people are 

                                                 
** The Letter is an adaptation from the Korean film, Pyeonji (The Letter, 1997). However, I 

have categorized it in the original screenplay section for two reason. First, the Thai version was only 
'inspired' by the plot, much of the detail in the story has changed according to a Thai context, especially, 
the way in which the story expresses the ideology of love.  Second, the original version, Pyeonji, was 
not popular in Thailand. During the period of this research, the version having Thai subtitles was very 
difficult to find, and had to be purchased from aboard. That is to say, the Korean version is not a well 
know and a familiar story in Thailand. So I think, it is better to put this film in the original screenplay 
section.  

* The director gave this comment in the special feature of the film. Also, in the beginning and 
ending credits of the film, a dedicated announcement it presented to the death of their beloved friend. 
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searching for love. They think they can choose their love. Nevertheless, this film tries 
to say that 'love will find you'. Sometimes we have to wait for someone to be born for 
us. If we are born for each other, someday and sometime we will find each other. I can 
say that this film want to promote to the audience the belief in Pubbesannivāsa again.  
 

Even though these films and television series do not clearly use the word 
Pubbesannivāsa, except for one case, the belief in the wheel of rebirth is a key term to 
this ideology. On this point, it is interesting that the films do not mention the idea of 
previous association. This is because normally when Thai people use the idea of 
previous association, especially the word Pubbesannivāsa, they use it in a positive 
way. Even though the idea of previous association in Buddhism can be used both with 
a positive and negative meaning, in everyday practice for Thai Buddhist and general 
Thai people, Pubbesannivāsa has a positive connotation. It is a kind of romantic idea 
to explain why someone meets someone else. This meaning of Pubbesannivāsa shares 
some property with the idea of soul mate from the west. Therefore, Pubbesannivāsa in 
a positive meaning is used more generally.  

When the idea of Pubbesannivāsa is used in a negative situation, such as when 
someone is going to die and wants to give their last word, the concept of the wheel of 
rebirth is used instead of using the word Pubbesannivāsa. That is because in a negative 
situation people need hope and goodwill; one may suffer in this life, as in the case of 
Wanthong; one may feel guilty in this life, as Mekkhala; or one may sacrifice one's 
love to sustain important social status, as Queen Dara. The only hope that can soothe 
or lessen their sadness is the hope for the next life; the hope that maybe some time in 
the future they can meet each other again. Thus, it is likely to say that, in a Thai 
context, Pubbesannivāsa is used mostly for positive events; in negative events when 
people need hope for a better life, the idea of the wheel of rebirth will be used instead 
of Pubbesannivāsa. 

Interestingly, I found that the idea of karma is used when the hard times come, 
which is continued from the classical literature. Thus, it can be said that Thai people 
use the idea of past karma for soothing the mind and for contemplating the situation 
and sadness, not to understand the wheel of rebirth.  

 
Moreover, if we list the stories by the years released, we can see that the 

ideology of Buddhism is only mention in the earlier stories, legends connect with the 
old traditional society. In a more modern society, especially when the character is 
projecting a new lifestyle, the story mentions the idea of the wheel of rebirth less. This 
is the case for three of the adapted screenplays, Monrak Transistor, Dear Dakanda, 
and Hong Nuea Mangkon. The story of these two films and the television series takes 
place in quite a modern society. Thus, the stories do not mention the idea of the wheel 
of rebirth in the screenplays. 
 

Love is suffering 
 
Another ideology of love in Buddhism is ‘love is suffering’. Surely, the tragic 

romance is a sad story and suffering is a basic component of the story. If the characters 
are not tragic, it would not be a tragic romance. But the suffering in this sense is not a 
Buddhist teaching. In the sense of the teaching from the Buddha, love has to be 
understood as suffering, not a pleasure; especially love that clings or attaches to 
someone just to fulfill a craving. This kind of love will lead to suffering. Love in terms 
of Buddhism is 'metta', or as P.A. Payutto prefers, ‘loving kindness’. Thus, if the story 
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does not explicitly reveal that the character understands love is suffering and tries to 
cease the love, it can not be said that the story presents the ideology of love in this 
aspect. 

The only adapted film that presents this ideology is The Legend of a Warlord. 
When Wanthong is going to be beheaded, she asks for forgiveness and to overcome 
her karma. She understands that her suffering is cause by love. The love in which she 
is willing to keep the one she loves nearby; the love in which she depends upon others. 
Thus, in her last words she asks to be able to love herself. That is to say, she finally 
understands that loving someone else is suffering and wants to get rid of that love. 
Only in this context and only in this film is the ideology of 'love is suffering' 
presented.  

 
It is understandable that a love story has to be dominated by love. Therefore, 

love as suffering, although repeated in the films and other media, does so not to help 
the audience understand love, but to convince them to love more and more. Suffering 
from love in most contemporary tragic romances does not lead the character to the 
knowledge about love or how to love correctly, but is a tool to stir up an emotion to 
support the emotional consumption of the masses. Thus, the suffering from love is not 
to teach about love, but to repeat the importance of love. This claim will be clearer 
below when I present a discussion about the Consumerism ideology of love. 
 

Between the two, we can see that the idea of previous association is stronger 
and presented more than ‘love is suffering’. Even if the wheel of rebirth has been 
doubted, it is still mentioned and plays a significant role in awaking tragic emotion. 
 I would argue the reason why the idea of previous association is still 
reproduced in the mass media today is because previous association itself is a 
'romantic' idea. The idea that we have met each other before and prayed to be together 
in this life and wish to meet each other again in the next life is romantic. It is as if we 
were born for each other and will be with each other forever, no matter how long, as 
Ton's boss from The Letter announces at Ton's wedding. 
 Likewise, the idea of Brahmalikit is still found in Thai tragic romance. This is 
neither a Buddhist nor Consumerism ideology of love, but falls between the two. That 
is to say, the idea of pre-destiny by some divine power is mysterious and romantic. 
Sometimes, if we do not understand why we meet each other, Brahmalikit is then a 
romantic way of explanation. In fact, it is more romantic than Pubbesannivāsa because 
it awakes the feeling that someone has the power to destine our lives and 'wants' us to 
meet and to live together. It is not an agreement between us, but by the gods that it is 
appropriate that we be with each other. Moreover, the idea of Brahmalikit is more 
general and easier to understand by the majority than Pubbesannivāsa, which is 
specific to the knowledge of Buddhism. Nevertheless, in contemporary mass media, 
Brahmalikit also falls in the same situation as Pubbesannivāsa. The new generation 
has started to question this idea. Even though they quite believe in Pubbesannivāsa and 
Brahmalikit, these two ideas have decreased in importance to being just a romantic 
reason for two people to come to meet each other, but not necessarily as a way to 
understand love and what love is. 
 
 
The interaction between Buddhism and Consumerism 
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 We have learned from the above that the two ideologies of love, both in 
Buddhism and Consumerism, can be found in Thai tragic romance. Although it seems 
as if the two have different standpoints in defining and suggesting what is love and 
how to love, nevertheless, it can also be seen that there are some interaction between 
the two ideologies. In this section, I will discuss how the two ideologies 'interact' with 
each other. Again, the discussion will be based on the theory that Thai society is a 
Buddhist oriented society, therefore,  the dominant ideology must be the ideology of 
love in Buddhism. The ideology of love in Consumerism is, then, a subordinate 
ideology that is likely to become a new dominant ideology in Thai society along with 
the influential of Westernization. 
 Before moving forward to the detail, I want to make a general claim about the 
interaction between dominant ideology and subordinate ideology. In classical Thai 
literature or in the Thai traditional society, before the coming of Westerners and 
Western ideology, the ideology of love in Buddhism was the dominant ideology in 
composing narratives. Although the romance in that period has a 'happy ending' and 
expresses love as fruitful for life, they still strongly believe in the wheel of rebirth and, 
in the explanation of love, especially when the protagonist faces a loss or is in grief; 
they still refer to love as suffering. The path to love according to Buddhist ideology 
still had a significant role in the classical literature. 
 After the coming of Western thought and a Western style of narrative, novels 
and short stories became popular among Thai writers. The turning point is the coming 
of the printing industrial and a more educated middle class. The growth of the 
intellectual opened a space for the ideology of love as in Consumerism to take place as 
the dominant ideology within Thai society. That is to say, the ideology of love in the 
novels and short stories during the transition from the Absolute Monarchy period to a 
more Democratic period is not clear cut between these two ideologies. The importance 
of the two ideologies is equally dominate. Overtly, it can also be seen that sometimes 
the focus of the romance has move from the love of the couple to the love of country 
and the love for other humankind and other social issues rather than just the two. 
 Recently, as we shall see from this research, the ideology of love in 
Consumerism has explicitly dominated contemporary mass media. Although ideology 
of love in Buddhism has not vanishing or been abandoned from the narrative terrain, it 
is quite clear that the ideology of love in Buddhism has been challenged and 
questioned.  
 

Love is suffering and love is the most important for life 
 

Every time I have to pretend to be cool. When I meet you, I have to 
avoid your eyes. It is better to be far from you. There are other people. I can 
not love her. 

Although I understand that I am still reckless. I fall in love with you 
not scared of being hurt. The more I let my heart get lost in love, the more my 
heart hurts. How much does it hurt…How much hurt is it …how much is the 
suffering…I will love you. It is just because of love, I will accept it and 
endure it for you, only you. How much does it hurt…How much hurt is it 
…how much is the suffering…I can bear it (I can endure it). Even finally I 
suffer all day and night, I will not change my mind. 

From the strongest man, I have become the weakest and loneliest man, 
it is only you who has change me like this. It is only because of love that I can 
endure it. Only for you and you alone. How much does it hurt…How much 
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hurt is it …how much is the suffering. I can endure it even to the end, even if I 
suffer every night and day, I will not change my mind. 

ทุกครั้งตองแกลงทําเย็นชา เจอหนาก็หลบตาทุกที หางๆ เธอไวอยาใกลคงดี คนอื่นก็มี 

อยารักเธอเลย  

แมรูดีแกใจยังเผลอ หลงรักเธอไมกลัวช้ําใจ ยิ่งปลอยใจลงลึกเทาไร ก็ยิ่งช้ําหัวใจเทาน้ัน 

ช้ําเทาไร เจ็บช้ําเทาไร ปวดราวเพียงใด ก็จะรักเธอ แคเพราะรัก ก็ยอม ก็ทนไดเพ่ือเธอ 

เธอคนเดียวเทานั้น ชํ้าเทาไร เจ็บชํ้าเทาไร ปวดราวเพียงใด จะยอมรับมัน (ทนไดท้ังนั้น) 

หากสุดทาย แมยังปวดราวทุกคืนวัน ก็ไมยอมเปลี่ยนใจ  

จากคนท่ีเคยเขมแข็งกวาใคร ก็เปนคนออนไหวเดียวดาย ก็เพราะเธอคนเดียว 

ท่ีเปลี่ยนฉันใหเปนอยางน้ี แคเพราะรัก ก็ยอมก็ทนไดเพื่อเธอ เธอคนเดียวเทาน้ัน ช้ําเทาไร 

เจ็บช้ําเทาไร ปวดราวเพียงใด ทนไดท้ังน้ันหากสุดทาย แมยังปวดราวทุกคืนวัน ก็ไมยอมเปลี่ยนใจ.. 
 
This song was first broadcast near the end of 2008. More recently, in February, 

2010, there was another song released. 
 

You might think I do not know your secret. And I think you might not 
know that I know everything. I know you have a secret love, but my trust in 
you never fades, however you fool me, I will not suspect. 

Because I know what will happen if I tell you that I know all. I am 
afraid the truth will ruin everything. I only know that right now I still have you 
near me. If there still is a chance, I will do everything not to lose you. Every 
time you try to deceive me, we still love each other. Do you know, I also 
fool you that I totally believe you. Because if I know what you are up to, it 
will bring me sadness, I prefer to pretend not to know anything (deaf to 
my ears, blind to my eyes, and continue to love you as usual) 

You might think, I do not know and I will never regret. And, I think 
you might not know how tortured I am. Even if it hurts, I have to endure it and 
pretend that nothing has happened. I fool you, but inside it hurt so much. 

เธอคงคิดวาฉันคงไมรู เรื่องความลับเธอท่ีซอนอยู และฉันคิดวาเธอคงไมรู 

วาฉันมองออกทุกอยาง รูหมดเธอแอบรักใคร แตยังทําเชื่อใจไมเคยจาง 

เธอหลอกอะไรตองทําเปนไมระแวง 

ก็เพราะไมรูมันจะเปนอยางไร หากบอกไปวารูทุกสิ่ง ก็กลัววาความเปนจริงจะพังทุกอยาง 

ก็รูแคน้ี ยังมีเธอขางฉัน ถามันยังมีหนทาง ทุกอยางจะยอมถาไมเสียเธอ 

ทุกครั้งท่ีเธอพยายามหลอกฉันวายังรักกัน เธอจะรูบางไหมฉันเองก็แกลงหลอกวาเช่ือหมดใจ 

เพราะหากวาการรูทันมันจะทําใหฉันจะตองเสียใจ จะขอทําเปนไมรูอะไรเสียเลย 

(ปดหูปดตาแลวรักเธอไปเหมือนเคย) 

เพราะเธอคิดวาฉันคงไมรู และคิดวาไมเสียใจ และฉันคิดวาเธอคงไมรูวาฉันทรมานเชนไร 

แมเจ็บก็ตองฝนทนตองทําเหมือนวาไมมีอะไร หลอกกันไปแตขางในช้ําเหลือเกิน 
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I think these two songs are a good summary for the interaction between 
Buddhism and Consumerism in the past decade. In my bold highlight in both songs, 
apart from it being the 'hook', or the repeated lyrics, which can be seen as the heart of 
the song, the highlighted sections reflect the ideology of love of the new generation of 
Thai people. The bold indicates that they understand that love is suffering. They know 
that love is suffering, but they are not eager to release or stop this suffering. They still 
need love and want to have love, no matter how hurtful it is; they appreciate to receive 
it if only they can still have 'love'.  

This point is also clear in Dear Dakanda. In the last letter Mu wrote to 
Dakanda he says, 'But, that's it! How many times can we fall off the roof of the boat? 
Even if I fall again, I am already used to that hurt.' As I discussed, the meaning of this 
line is that the 'roof' signifies love; it is unquestionable that now for Mu he will love 
and not be afraid to love, even if it will hurt him again. Also, in The Letter, in his last 
letter, Ton says, 'I have one thing to plead with you. Do not forget me.' For Ton, his 
words are already finished, but for Dew, she has been trapped by Ton's words, and 
surrenders to her sadness and lives with it, even though it also hurts. Similarly, in Me 
Myself and Love of Siam, even though the protagonist does not die, and they are 
separated, love is still there for them and is the reason for them to be alive and happy, 
even if it is torture. That is to say, they do not give up or understand love is suffering, 
but they prefer the suffering as long as they know that they still have love. 

For the new generation, in their ideology of love they know that 'love is 
suffering' in one way or another. The Buddha taught not to love, in a sense of clinging 
to someone, because it will cause suffering soon or later. Thai Buddhist knows this 
and they know it since they are a small child. They know suffering in this case 
happens because when we are attached to someone or something very closely, we will 
be sad when we are separated from those things; the truth is everything in this world is 
impermanent, so in time, we will be separated from what we love, for sure, and this 
will cause suffering. Nevertheless, in the new ideology of love, as in Consumerism, 
love is promoted to be the most important thing of one's life; live is lifeless without 
love. Consumerism makes people believe in what they 'want' rather than what they 
really 'need'; love is another emotional concept that is brought forward to have 
significance in life. Therefore, although they know that love is suffering, because they 
live in the Consumerism way of life, they necessarily have to have love or be attached 
to someone or something, even if it is suffering. Consumerism will teach you to 
receive those feelings, to accept those feelings, and to be happy with that suffering. It 
is all because love is a must for everyone. It is the most important thing for one's life. 
Therefore, even if every time love causes suffering, we can not stop loving. We have 
to have hope on love and love will give us hope in return. 

 In this age, one indication of human life's value is love. Then, it is necessary 
for one to have love. Love may be seen as suffering or will bring some suffering in the 
near future, but it is important to have love. 

Additionally, love is complicated in that there are many factors from both 
inside oneself and from the surroundings. Therefore, there are many kinds of love and 
it can not be designed or have a definite way to resolve each and everyone’s problem 
with love. However, popular media and popular culture, which is the product of 
Consumerism, has only one duty which is to force its audience to 'believe in love'; to 
make everybody’s life dependant on love. The happiness in life, for Consumerism, is 
then indicated by love. 
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Interestingly, during this research I have found that people today seem to be 
'masochistic' about love. The more they suffered with love, the more they are happy. 
Looking back through examples in the introduction on the chapter about music, we 
can see that the songs are more and more masochistic than in the past. This may be 
caused by a lessening belief in gods and divine power; so when they have to blame 
someone for the cause of their downfall, individualism means they have no choice but 
to blame themselves, not the gods. As such, the more they blame themselves, the more 
they have to suffer from their deeds. But, they are happy to hurt themselves because 
they feel that they understand themselves, and those tragic events in their life are 
inevitable as they have designed their life in such a way. The pleasure of the masses is 
not the realization of the truth and the way to cessation of their problems, but to the 
emphasis on those problems to make them think back and decide what to do next. 

Additionally, popular culture and Consumerism has turned people to be more 
emotional than before. It is an emotional consuming. It is way of Consumerism that 
forces people to consume thing by their emotion, rather than by the reason and logic of 
need. That is why Marx and his followers disagree with Consumerism. Therefore, the 
more emotional they are, or the more things that can stir the audience’s emotion, the 
easier they are at consuming things by not thinking. Love is then a weapon for 
Consumerism to attack people’s consciousness, to make them unconsciousness in their 
consuming. Love is a reason for consumption. People buy deodorant, fabric softener, 
monosodium glutamate, seasoning, tissue paper, shampoo, cars, etc. because the 
advertisement makes them believe that it will bring them love.  
 
 Pubbhesanivasa and individualism 
 

In addition to love as suffering, another ideology of love in Buddhism that has 
been challenged is Pubbesannivāsa. From this research, we can see that the idea of 
Pubbesannivāsa is only mentioned in The Letter; one and only film. However, if we 
count the wheel of rebirth and the law of karma in a broader sense of Pubbesannivāsa, 
their may be many films and television series that present this idea.  
 If we separate the data into two categories, adapted and original screenplays, 
we will see this point clearer. The adapted screenplays, as they have an original story 
with some old values where the idea of the law of karma is literally taken action in the 
society, the idea of the law of karma still persists, although it may be of lesser 
importance and used only a bit to make the story more general. Unlike in the original 
screenplays, except for The Letter, most of them either do not mention, which I 
consider it as not believing, or doubt the idea. That is to say, the new generation 
believes less in Pubbesannivāsa, or previous association.  

As they have become more individualistic, the idea of past karma has become 
believed in less, now it is just a 'cliché' explaining unexplainable events. Individualists 
are happy with the current moment of life, especially the new generation who received 
their education, also ideology, from the western way of thinking. They believe in 
cause and effect. Although Buddhists speak the same language, in Buddhism there is 
not only this life’s karma that affects us now, there is also past karma which influences 
our life. Hence, our current karma will affect us in the near and far future. But, for 
individualists the focus is on this life. Their explanation of the causes of the events is 
based on this life, not from the past. 

Consumerism focuses their happiness only in the near future. Therefore, they 
make one believe in consuming for pleasure. Happiness is gained during the 
consumption and some time later, but does not long last, so it is reinforcement for 
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continuing to consume. Using the fabric softener example from Chapter 2, the love of 
the mother toward her daughter is indicated by the softening of the fabric and the 
smell of the perfume. Thus, the happiness occurs during the consumption of the 
softened fabrics and good smell. If the fabric is no longer soft or the smell fades out, 
this means the happiness is also gone. As a result, the happiness for this case is not 
from loving kindness, metta, of the mother who is willing to give the best softness and 
comfort to her daughter, but the happiness is from the consuming of the soft and 
comfortable fabric.  

In this respect, the law of karma for the new generation is not as strong as in 
the canonical Buddhist texts. It has lessened the importance to be only an excuse or an 
idea for soothing themselves from some badness, to help them mentally escape from 
the hard times in their life. Similar to Pubbesannivāsa that is used for a positive event, 
previous association has also lessened in importance to be only a romantic explanation 
for how someone meets someone unexpectedly. They are not concerned about the will 
from a past life to meet each other again in this life and so on to the next life. They are 
just using the idea to make them feel that they belong to each other, to help them have 
an alibi for their love, and to ensure that their love is right and they have found the 
right one for them. 
 That is to say, individualists, or the new generation, believe in their 'free will' 
to choose or not to choose. The ideology of love, such as Pubbesannivāsa in 
Buddhism, is only a concept flowing in the air, and a reason for some unexplainable 
phenomenon. It is not the dominant ideology of love. Pubbesannivāsa has become 
another explanation for things that happen, amongst many other explanations that exist 
in society.  
 
 Consuming 'love' (love and emotional consuming) 
 
 In addition to Consumerism successfully promoting 'love' as the most 
important thing in human life, Consumerism also uses love as a medium to sell 
products. Love becomes the 'capital' for both producer and consumer. For the 
producer, love is used for advertising and adding surplus value to the product. Again, 
the fabric softener has nothing to do with love. The use value of it is to make fabric 
soft and to maintain some quality of the textile. The major ingredient of the product 
has nothing to do with love; no chemical in the product can cause love. However, 
when the producer launched the product in the market, they included love as one of the 
useful qualities of their product. Here, they sell not only the use value of the fabric 
softener, but also the symbolic meaning that they have created, in this case love. Love 
is then a 'non capital material', except for the price of the advertisement, which can add 
to the product’s real existence value. In other words, the producer does not only sell 
the fabric softener, but they also sell love. 
 The conscious and careful consumer, or perhaps the low income consumer, 
may not be affected as much by the Consumerism issue. However, for the product 
target group, someone who has some ability in purchasing the product and feels 
pleasure in consuming the symbolic meaning of the product, it is crucial for them. The 
consumers consume products not only to buy its use-value, they decide to purchase or 
to pay for something in order to satisfy their own benefit. I would argue they prefer the 
symbolic meaning rather than the use-value. The reason for each individual person 
may vary; some may purchase because of the cute package, the smell of the perfume, 
the loyalty to the brand, but despite these many reasons, they do not judge themselves 
to buy products because of the use value of the product alone. Therefore, some 
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symbolic meaning, such as 'love', plays a significant role in the marketing strategy. 
Love has been added to increase the value of the product. Consumers are forced to 
believe that by consuming a particular product they will get the symbolic quality of 
that product. That is to say, when the producer adds love to their product and sells it as 
such, the consumer believes they can buy love by buying the product. So, buying 
fabric softener is not only buying a chemical to soften the fabric, it is also buying love. 
 Consumerism, in the sense of free will, appears to give an opportunity for the 
consumer to choose, but the choice is really only to 'buy' or 'not to buy'. The consumer 
may feel as if they have the ability to choose to buy something. In truth, they do not. 
Using the same example of the fabric softener, it seem as if we can choose to buy 
product A with 'love' as a symbolic meaning of the product, or product B which does 
not add love in their product. Under the assumption that these two products have the 
same ingredients, if the consumer can afford the price of both product, they will 
purchase product A rather than product B because it contains love. Here, the consumer 
seems to have a choice to purchase any product they like, but they have an ideology 
that love is the most important thing in life, and it is possible to buy love, or 
demonstrate our love through the product. Thus, consumers are 'indirectly' forced to 
buy the surplus-value of the product. This is the same manner with tragic romance. 
 The important role of tragic romance in this aspect of Consumerism is that 
tragic romance, even if it is not directly selling 'something' in particular as in an 
advertisement, the tragic romance is one of the most important ideological aspects that 
highlights the importance of 'love'. Tragic romance takes a leading role in the 
emphasis on the importance of love in society. To various degrees, the tragic situation 
of the couple who suddenly breaks up or has to separate from each other, even though 
they love each other, is an example and a lesson of how insecure we are in this world. 
By recognizing this aspect, people have to find some way or something to ensure their 
love, to guarantee that love will not dry out from them. As a result, tragic romance 
may not directly sell something or sell love to the audience, but the tragic romance 
does more than that by cultivating and sustaining the importance of love to the 
audience. 
 Consumerism based on the findings from the data in this research, then, 
produces an emphasis on the importance of love. Even if they raise the conflict about 
love in many aspects, finally, at the end of the story, they do not teach the audience to 
give up love or to understand the truth of love,*

                                                 
* This claim, again, is base on the assumption that Thai society is a Buddhist oriented culture 

and tradition. The aim of Buddhist teaching is to help Buddhist understand life as 'they are' and most of 
all to contemplate their life, not to be led by craving. This is different from the Consumerism ideology. 
(see more argument in Chapter 2) 

 such as love is suffering. On the 
contrary, the tragic romance persuades its audience to love more and have more faith 
in love. Consequently, the audience will realize they can not live without love; they 
will be worthless if they do not have love. The result of absorbing such an ideology 
makes them struggle more for love and be easily brainwashed into consuming thing to 
ensure that love will not be away from them. That is to say, tragic romance puts 'fear' 
into its audience, the fear of not having love. As a result, people will be concerned 
more about love and, in some way, they will purchase 'love' encoded products to make 
them feel more safe in love, if they already have love, and to make they feel more 
confident in searching for a love, if they have found love yet. Tragic romance does not 
want its audience to see the cruel side of love; the suffering from love, which may stop 
the audience from having love. But, instead, the tragic romance makes its audience 
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believe more in love and to have confidence in love and continue to love no matter 
what the outcome may be. 
  

Additionally, Consumerism challenges Buddhism by introducing the idea of 
love as a 'dependent' process, not 'independent' as in Buddhism. If we take 
Brahmavihāra as a teaching on love in Buddhism, we can see that love in Buddhism is 
an 'independent' process; that is to say, the act of detachment from the object, giving 
loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity instead. Buddhism 
encourages humans not to cling to objects, whether it is living creatures or just objects. 
Clinging to someone or something will cause suffering. Therefore, in Buddhism, love 
is an independent process.  

True love is a love in which we have 'goodwill', but not attachment to someone 
or something. We can say love is 'to give' with no hope of gaining something in return 
from that giving. To love someone or something means you have to be 'independent' 
or 'free' from that thing, and consider it as nature. Therefore, true love requires 
knowledge and intelligence to love with the mind not the heart. We have to have 
mindfulness with respect to love. So, if our lover dies, we will not be so sad because 
we know that it is the nature of life. If we lose our beloved things, we will not be sad 
because we know everything is impermanent; once they exist they will vanish 
sometimes in the future. When we love, but do not cling to the object we love, are 
independent from the object, we will gain happiness through love. It is a true 
happiness, or the happiness in understanding dharma, the nature of things. Love is to 
understand the nature of life and to act 'right' when some situation happens and 
impacts our life. Brahmavihāra, thus, can be translated as 'the sublime states of mind'. 
It is the teaching that helps humans love ‘right’ and not to suffer from love. In other 
words, it is a teaching to be independent from someone or something we love. 

However, with respect to Consumerism, love is not a medium for 
understanding oneself and other dharma, but is a medium for creating a tight bond 
with other people. To make it the opposite from the above, I would say, Consumerism 
love is a 'dependent' process. The value of our life is not because we understand 
ourselves, our life and our condition, but are 'depend' on the way people look at us or 
judge us. For example, Dakanda believes that she will not have any worth if she does 
not have boyfriend before she reaches her fifth year; Phean, in Monrak Transistor, 
falls into a bad situation because he needs money and fame to make him more 
acceptable by his father-in-law and other villagers; Mu Ton is afraid of creating 
disgust in his fat body, so he stops eating to lose weight until he dies; Khunying Kirati 
gives up her medicine, which is equal to committing suicide, because she feels she 
does not have someone to love her. From these examples, we can see that love, which 
is the value of life and brings happiness to life for those characters, is dependent on 
how people around them think and act through them. Their happiness will occur only 
when they realize that they mean something to other people. For example, in Love of 
Siam, Mew feels happy because he knows that Tong still loves him; Queen Dara and 
Dew can continue their life because of the memory of their lover; Jee dies happily 
when he realizes that Keawta still loves him. Therefore, love in this aspect is a 
'dependent' process. Love, as in Consumerism, is not only loving yourself, but also the 
love that comes from other people. The happiness from love is not the realization 
within oneself, but the realization of the love from other people. Thus, the consumerist 
is trying to search more and more for love from other people to fulfill their life, instead 
of looking carefully and mindfully for what they have in life.  
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 Compassionate love (Tragic romance and ethical education) 
 
The tragic emotion in the tragic romance comes from the heroic sacrifice of the 

protagonist for their love. From the data in this research, the most important element 
of Thai tragic romance is the 'sacrifice for love'. This can be seen as a consequence of 
the Consumerism ways of life, a consequence of westernization, and a result of 
promoting love as the most important aspect of one's life. 

Normally we are afraid of death. This is because we value our life, making our 
life the most important things for us. As long as we still have pleasure in our life, we 
fear to lose it. Life, for normal people, is then the most valuable thing. Thus, if 
someone can sacrifice their life for the sake of something, this means they put that 
thing above their life, making it more important than their life. They think that thing is 
more important than their life. The purpose of sacrificing their life for the particular 
thing is for a heroic action that pleases the audience. The audience will feel 
'compassion' for the hero, impressed by their braveness, and, at the same time, realize 
the message of how important are the things of life, so the protagonist can sacrifice 
their life for it.  

To give a concrete example, in Buddhism we have a story of the Buddha's 
former lives. For his former lives before he was enlighten by the Dharma, he has an 
expectation to be enlightened and not to be born again. So mainly in his former lives 
he continues those lives in order to attain nibbana in his final life as the Buddha. One 
of the many well known Jatakas is the Chaddanta Jataka.*

 

 After, the Bodhisattva gave 
his life and tusks to a hunter, he said: 

'I don't give you these, friend hunter, because I do not value them, nor as one 
desiring the position of Sakka, Māra or Brahma, but the tusks of omniscience 
are a hundred thousand times dearer to me than these are, and may this 
meritorious act be to me the cause of attaining Omniscience'.3

 
 

 From his words, we can see that 'attaining Omniscience' is the most important 
thing for the Buddha. He saw his life was too small, and not worth more than 
enlightenment. Therefore, he sacrificed himself, endured torture, and saw his enemy as 
a friend, who came to help him fulfill his wish, for the purpose of enlightenment, 
which was more important for him than his life and suffering. The same intention can 
also be seen in others Jatakas. As a result, for the Buddha what was the most important 

                                                 
* The story is used to teach the badness of feuding and revenge. In this life, the Bodhisattva 

was born as a king of elephants. He had two wives, but one of his wives thought that he did not love her 
as much as the other, so she committed suicide and prayed for revenge. She was reborn and realized her 
past intention. When she became a queen, she pretended to be sick and asked the king to hire a hunter to 
go after the Bodhisattva’s life. The hunter reached the Bodhisattva’s shelter. The Bodhisattva knew that 
he had come to kill him and bring his tusks to the queen. He thought this was a chance for him to make 
merit to gain his perfection, to be the fruit for his future enlightenment. As he had a huge body and 
tusks, he sacrificed himself by lying down and helping the hunter to kill himself. He also splayed his 
own tusks for the hunter to help him to travel back to the city much quicker. The words I have quoted 
are from the scene in which he has already given his two tusks to the hunter and asked him to leave 
before other elephants might come back to the shelter and maybe hurt him.  

3 John Bruno Hare., Internet Sacred Text Archive, Source: http://www.sacred-texts.com/bud/j5/ 
index.htm. The online version is the electronic archive for the original version by Cowell, Edward B., 
Robert Chalmers, W. H. D. Rouse, H. T. Francis, and Robert Alexander Neil. The Jātaka: Or, Stories of 
the Buddha's Former Births. VOL 5. Delhi: Motilal Banarshidass Pub, 1990. 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/bud/j5/%20index.htm�
http://www.sacred-texts.com/bud/j5/%20index.htm�
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thing for his life was to attain nibbana, so the story presents the importance of nibbana 
by letting him sacrifice his life for it. 
 Tragic romance also uses sacrifice to promote love as the most important thing 
of one's life, similar to the way the Jatakas devote the story to emphasis the importance 
of nibbana as the way to end all suffering. 
 So, what is the role of sacrifice in the tragic narratives? First, we have to 
understand that sacrifice in the tragic narratives is the beginning point for the audience 
to recall the heroic action of the protagonist. That is to say, the tragic emotion will 
begin after the audience witnesses a great sacrifice by the character. Sacrifice causes 
us to feel 'compassion' for the character, which is the cause of tragic emotion in us.  

If someone can sacrifice his life for their love, it is heroic. Particularly when it 
comes to the case of romance, the people who sacrifice their life for their lover touches 
the audience. When the main character devotes their life, even if it comes with their 
death or separation, this will cause the audience to feel compassion for their deed and 
admire their heroic sacrifice because they have love. Thus, sadness in tragic romance 
springs up because of the impression made by the character's sacrifice for love. The 
tragic action of the tragic hero is that they are brave enough to sacrifice their life for 
their love. For example, in The Whistle, Than Nam asks Mu Ton how much he loves 
her. Mu Ton puts his fist on her chest and say, 'is this enough'. Than Nam replies, 'it is 
too little'. He replies, 'Yes…it is little, but it is all I have'. Mu Ton uses his fist to refer 
to his heart, which is his life because later we know that he sacrifices his (real) heart to 
help Than Nam. So, he sacrifices his life to help his lover. This is impressive because 
of his honorable deed. 

In February, Jee is shot on his final mission at the same time Keawta goes 
back to Thailand. It is some time before Keawta recovers her memory and goes back 
to find Jee. In the last scene, the audience finally knows that Jee has gone to Central 
Park to live as a homeless person 'just' to wait for Keawta. He does not go to the 
doctor to cure his wound, but he tries hard to continue his life because he wants to see 
Keawta again. He waits for so long just to see his lover again. When he sees Keawta 
again, he dies. He endures a hard life, living with a wound and by poor living 
condition just to see his lover again; this is touching and a big 'sacrifice for love'. 

In The Letter, after Ton dies, he asks his friend to continue sending letters to 
Dew to help Dew recover from the sadness. In the last letter, which is in the form of a 
video cassette, he says, ‘I never thought that I am handsome or special. Since the first 
day I met Dew. I talk to myself all the time that I will do everything to make Dew the 
happiest woman.’ In Ton's case, he devotes his life to making Dew happy. To keep his 
promise, he does everything for her, even during the last time of his life. This is 
because he sees his life is worth less than Dew’s, so his life is not necessary for him. 
He puts all his life and happiness to Dew. Thus, he promotes his love for Dew above 
of all things in his life, including his own life. 

In Lueat Khat Ti Ya, Anothai sacrifices his life for two reasons, for his love 
and for his nation. Even though he accepts the case that he is a rebel, it is because he 
wants to save and to support the throne of Yasothon, as he says. But above all, he 
accepts the case because he wants to promote Crown Princess Dara to succeed to the 
throne of Yasothon and Union State without any problem. He knows that if he accepts 
that he is a rebel, he will die, but he will be happy to do so because he loves Dara and 
his nation. 

An element in most films that supports the idea of recalling past events is 
'flashbacks'. In The Legend of a Warlord, Behind the Painting, The Whistle, Dear 
Dakanda, Nang Nak, Me Myself, Lueat Khat Ti Ya and Hong Nuea Mangkon, the 
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producer uses the flashback technique to recall past events, especially the happy 
moments of the character. After the separation or the death of some character in these 
films, the producer will cut to some important situation, especially the moment when 
the two lovers stay with each other and have a good memory of the one who has died 
or is separated, and narrate it again with the theme song or some similar score. 
Usually, in the tragic romance this set of events belongs to the remaining protagonist. 
For example, in The Legend of a Warlord, a flashback appears after Wanthong is 
beheaded and it is Khun Phaen’s memory; in Nang Nak, a flashback appears during 
the teaching of Somdet To and it is the memory of Mak; in Lueat Khat Ti Ya, a 
flashback belongs to Queen Dara, when she visits Anothai’s grave site. These 
flashbacks help the audience think of the past events to make them feel more 
compassion for the character. 

In conclusion, the sadness in tragic romance is not totally because of death, 
death is just the beginning of the emotion; but it is the moment that the audience can 
recall what character did, the cause of their catastrophe and the heroic action they 
performed to deserve the worshipping love. Thus, the audience will feel compassion 
for a character's fearlessness and sacrifice for love and realize the truth that our life is 
just small and more worthless than the heroic character. If the hero can be brought 
down by love, we, as ordinary people, can be brought down by love as well. 

 
Compassion from the audience through the character is a key for tragic 

romance to give the audience an ethical education about love. For the audience, they 
are fond of the bravery of the 'sacrificer', they cry for their heroic actions; they are 
compassionate about the tragic sense of life of the character, and feel impressed and 
happy for those sacrifices. This will help the audience of the tragic romance learn how 
to feel rapture for the heroic action of the hero, and thus, they will understand and are 
willing to perform those ethical actions. That is to say, it is a vehicle for teaching 
ethics. 

In Buddhism, I think this is also a path for understanding human life. If we 
take Brahmavihāra as a teaching of true love, tragic narratives may help us to 
understand that path. When we feel 'compassion' for the character, we have 
compassion, and this is 'karuna'. The reason we feel compassion for them is because 
we feel sympathy for the tragic hero and see them as a friend; that is, we have 
'goodwill' for them. Even if they die, they die with happiness for the sacrifice they 
made for their love; when we have sympathy for the character, we also have sympathy 
for their joy, and this is the most important part for providing an ethical education; that 
is, the knowledge of how to act according to some circumstance. When we step 
outside of the story, see it as a narrative, realize that the character is not real, and 
understand the circumstances in what we saw is a 'narrative', we feel neutrality with 
the situation. However, the thing learned from the experience that is used to 
sympathize with the story, still remains in the mind. The emotion, such as the tragic 
feeling, may fade out, but the knowledge the audience learned from the story will still 
be in their mind. If the audience continues to think of that knowledge, at some level, 
the tragic narrative will be successful in its duty to give an ethical education to the 
audience. 

In short, the ideology of love that we gain from the tragic narrative is the result 
of the sympathy with the tragic hero's tragic action; which, in the case of tragic 
romance, is the sacrifice for love. The feeling of sadness, including compassion, 
awakened by the narrative is a starting point that influences the audience to be serious 
about the story, to consider the story in more detail, and to try to give meaning to the 
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situation in the story. The recollection of the past events will give the audience an 
ethical education. In other words, when the sudden feeling ends and develops into an 
emotion, a tragic emotion, the cognitive process of the mind begins. At that time, the 
audience starts to question the justice in the story, and they call morals into question. 
At the same time as their questioning, they will learn some ethics from the conflicts 
raised in the story. The story either ends with the solution of the events or not, but the 
cognitive process of the audience’s mind is already at work. If there is some 
suggestion, the solution of the story will either sustain the existing dominant ideology 
or cultivate the subordinate ideology and promote it in the audience's mind. In tragic 
romance, where the central part of the story is about love, the important ideology is the 
ideology of love. 
 

Apart from giving an ethical education, another role of compassion in 
contemporary tragic romance is to promote a new 'way of love', which is the 
interaction between Consumerism and Buddhism. 'Compassionate love'4

The conclusion of the films, especially the original screenplays, leads to the 
assumption that the physical appearance of a person we loved is less important than 
the feeling of love we have for them. We can love someone even if they are gone, 
even if they are dead, or they live far away. Love is not only a physical attachment, but 
is a commitment of the heart. Love, in this aspect, is not the sudden feeling of the 
couple, when they meet and feel love for each other. It is the good memory and feeling 
that they have when living together. Therefore, if the one we love has gone away, the 
love still remains in us. The important thing is to use that love to be a motivation for 
life. If loneliness is an enemy of love, to think of the love is enough to eliminate 
loneliness from the heart. Couples need not be together; just having each other in mind 
is sufficient for their life. That is to say, love is not about possessing someone’s body, 
but to owning their heart. The blissfulness of life is not attachment with the body, a 
sexual relation, but attachment with the mind. 

 is a popular 
concept for love that we have seen in the past decade, especially in tragic romance. 
Compassionate love is a love in which the lover has sympathy for their love with their 
lover, even though finally they can not live together or can not stay together as a 
couple, they will use their love as a motivation for their life, to continue their life 
happily. For example, in Love of Siam, Mew can not stay with Tong, but knowing that 
Tong loves him is enough, and he is happy with his position; in Me Myself, Oum can 
not live together with Tan, but she is happy with the love that she gives him and 
receives from him; in The Whistle, Than Nam is happy, even though Mu Ton dies, 
because she carries his daughter and she has a will to raise her. Than Nan can continue 
her life because she still loves Mu Ton, and passes her love to his daughter. This is the 
same case in The Letter; Dew is happy and has the motivation to continue her life 
when she realizes that she is carrying Ton's son. 

 Compassionate love can be related to loving kindness (mettā) and compassion 
(karuna) in Buddhism. But when it is presented in the contemporary tragic romance, it 

                                                 
4 Berscheid, Ellen. Searching for the meaning of "love". in Sternberg, Robert J., and Karin 

Weis, (ed.), The New Psychology of Love (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006), p.176. 
Berscheid gives the definition of compassionate love as the second type of love involving the concern 
for another's welfare and taking actions to promote it, regardless of whether those actions are perceived 
to result in future benefits to the self. In the original taxonomy, I call this kind of love 'altruistic love,' 
although it goes by a number of other names, including 'charitable love,' 'brotherly love,' 'communal 
love,' 'agape,' and Maslow's term 'B-loves,' or love for another being. Perhaps the most useful name at 
present is 'compassionate love' . 
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is slightly different. In Buddhism, loving kindness, or true love in Buddhism, is the 
goodwill for letting the other person be happy in life. It is the good intention for 
hoping that someone will be happy in their life. For compassion, it is the thought of 
wanting to help someone escape from their suffering, and be eager for them to get rid 
of pain. Loving kindness and compassion in the life of a couple is then the good 
intention between the couple to help each other to have happiness in life. The key is 
'detachment love'. It is the love in which the loved do not cling to each other, but 
understands each other and help each other to live better, be more mindful of love and 
their life condition. However, we can see from the films in this research that, while the 
films encourage people to have compassion for the lover, the films do not want the 
audience to detach from their lover, but to bond with them more tightly.  

For example, in The Letter, if Dew continues her life because she understands 
that dying is the nature of living creatures, no one can avoid it, that Ton’s death is 
nature, she would not be sad and would understand Ton's death wisely. Then she 
would have compassion with Ton's death. However, the reason given in the film is 
different. The reason that Dew feels happy in life again is because she feels that Ton 
has not died. He is still around her. He is looking after her and taking care of her from 
somewhere. Thus, life's energy and willingness to survive for Dew is not because she 
understands the nature of life, but because she has love and she has hope that 
sometime in the future she will meet Ton again. Moreover, she lives for her son, who 
is a substitute for Ton. So, Dew's love, even if it is a compassionate love, is still 
clinging to the object or Ton in this case. 

In Buddhism, the story of Kamanita is one example of compassionate love. 
Vasitthi has the good intention to help Kamanita to attain nibbana with her, so she 
helps him to realize the truth of life until her last minute. She sacrifices her final 
moment to help him understand dharma. This is loving kindness and compassion in 
the sense of Buddhism, that is to say, love that has a good will to help the lover live in 
a better condition. In the story, Kamanita says to Vasitthi: 

 
'And blessing on thee' said Kamanita 'that led by thy love, thou didst take that 
way. Where should I have now been, if thou hadst not joined me there? True, I 
don't know whether we shall be able to rescue ourselves out of the frightful 
wreckage of these ruined worlds – nevertheless, thou dost inspire me with 
confidence, for thou art seemingly as little disturbed by all these horrors as the 
sunbeam by the storm.5

  
 

 In the thank you words to Vasitthi, we can see that Vasitthi's love is the 
ideology of love in Buddhism, which is 'metta'. She uses her love to help Kamanita 
understand the dharma and 'rescues' him from the worldly condition. 
 

The above example may come from a different end, but what I want to show is 
that contemporary Thai tragic romance, although it has been influenced by the west, 
still persists in the general idea of love in Buddhism. The ideology of love in 
contemporary Thai tragic romance may not be the canonical ideology of love, but it is 
a basic teaching, well known by the average Thai Buddhist, that is presented in the 
film. Even though it has changed the heart of Buddhism into Consumerism, at least the 

                                                 
5 Sathian Ko Set - Na Kha Prathip (เสฐียรโกเศศ-นาคะประทีป), trans. from Gjellerup, Karl, and John E. 

Logie., The Pilgrim Kamanita, (8th ed. Bangkok: Siam. 2009), p.441. The paragraph quoted is the 
original English translation.  
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audience is still able to learn the basic teaching, which can be a guide for their life. 
Thai audiences who have some background about the idea of the law of karma, the 
wheel of rebirth and previous association, will understand the story and it will help 
them realize the truth of life and love in some way and on some level.  
 In this aspect, compassionate love in the contemporary films is the interaction 
between Buddhism and Consumerism. That is to say, the films want the audience to 
have compassion for their lover, to love someone without condition, to use love as a 
fuel for life, and to have trust in love. Compassion in the films is not the will to help 
the lover to understand life, but puts them more in the position of clinging to their 
lover. Love that finally ends up with the separation of the lovers or the loss of a lover 
is suffering; but it is the only 'love' that can help people to feel pleasure in their life 
and to feel that their life is worth living. To this extent, people can not live without 
love. Love can cause suffering, but that suffering is appreciated because it is a 
suffering from love. Moreover, everyone is encouraged to have love and to use love as 
a motivation for continuing their life. Even if your lover has gone away, you can still 
use their love to make you happy. The suffering from love is a test for life. It is an 
obstacle of life. If someone can pass through it, it will help them to live happier rather 
than getting deep down into sadness without any hope. 
 
 In this chapter, I have tried to set forth a discussion of the interaction between 
the ideology of love in Buddhism and Consumerism that appears in the data I have 
used in this research. I began by separating the ideology of love in films and television 
series into two sides, Buddhism on the one hand and Consumerism on the other. It can 
be said that both ideologies coexisting in contemporary Thai tragic romance. While 
the stories present love as suffering, they encourage the audience to have love and to 
be loved because love is the most important aspect for one's life. Life without love is 
lifeless. Life without love is worthless. For the ideology of previous association or the 
wheel of rebirth, more generally, it seems as if contemporary Thai tragic romance tries 
to avoid mentioning this subject. If they mention it, it is usually either because they 
doubt it or they just use it for a romantic explanation. The idea of Pubbesannivasa in 
the strict sense, which connotes a positive meaning, is not very popular for tragic 
narratives. Instead of using Pubbesannivasa, many films prefer to use Brahmalikit, as 
they can use it with a negative meaning. Moreover, the idea of 'pre-destiny' for 
someone is more romantic and a fantasy for individualists rather than the explanation 
of previous association.  

I concluded this chapter by showing that the tragic element of Thai tragic 
narrative is 'compassion'. This is a consequence of the long tradition of Buddhism in 
Thailand and for Thai people. However, the ideology of compassionate love is likely 
to be adapted to fit Consumerism’s purposes, of which the consumer is encouraged to 
consume emotionally. Compassionate love is not an independent process anymore, but 
it is a dependent process that requires someone or something to fulfill it. 
 

 



Chapter VI 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

When we tire of crass, material goals we may go searching for love 
instead of, say, religious insight, because love seems both more accessible and 
more urgent, and because so much of institutional religion in our time has 
degenerated into insipid humanism. Some claim refuge here but many more, 
longing for authentic and moving experience, turn to the vision of the "lover," 
that source of wonder, joy, and transcendence, who, it is thought, must be 
pursued and if captured perfected and if perfected then enjoyed forever — or 
until some other lover lights up the horizon. … 

This is not to say that such a surrender must be bad, only that it 
happens out of instinct and uninformed passion. Love is sweet and it is our 
nature to give way. But why do we worship it so ardently and why do we 
break off our search for fulfillment here? Perhaps because we see no other 
gods. Yet if love is the highest thing to live for then this is a hopeless universe, 
because we should see in a calm hour that Cupid's arrows not only thrill us but 
make us bleed.1

 
 

Gotami, the qualities of which you may know, 'These qualities lead to 
passion, not to dispassion; to being fettered, not to being unfettered; to 
accumulating, not to shedding; to self-aggrandizement, not to modesty; to 
discontent, not to contentment; … : You may categorically hold, 'This is not 
the Dhamma, this is not the Vinaya, this is not the Teacher's instruction.' 

"As for the qualities of which you may know, 'These qualities lead to 
dispassion, not to passion; to being unfettered, not to being fettered; to 
shedding, not to accumulating; to modesty, not to self-aggrandizement; to 
contentment, not to discontent; .. : You may categorically hold, 'This is the 
Dhamma, this is the Vinaya, this is the Teacher's instruction.'"2

 
 

 The intention of this research was to study the interaction between Buddhism's 
and Consumerism's ideology of love as presented in popular Thai tragic romance 
during the years 1997 – 2007. The main data chosen was from films, with television 

                                                 
1 Nyanasobhano, Bhikkhu, (Leonard Price). Nothing Higher to Live For: A Buddhist View of 

Romantic Love. Access to Insight, June 7, 2009, source; http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/ 
price/ bl124.html. 

2 Thanissaro Bhikkhu. translated from the Pali. "Gotami Sutta: To Gotami" (AN 8.53), 
Access to Insight, October 25, 2009, Source;  http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/an/an08/ 
an08.053.than.html. Original Pali verse are; Ye kho tvaṃ Gotami dhamme jāneyyāsi, Ime dhammā sarāgāya 
saṃvattanti no virāgāya. Saṃyogāya saṃvattanti no visaṃyogāya. Ācayāya saṃvattanti no apacayāya. 
Mahicchatāya saṃvattanti no appicchatāya. Asantuṭṭhiyā saṃvattanti no santuṭṭhiyā. … Ekaṃsena Gotami 
dhāreyyāsi, N'eso dhammo n'eso vinayo n'etaṃ satthu-sāsananti. Ye ca kho tvaṃ Gotami dhamme jāneyyāsi, Ime 
dhammā virāgāya saṃvattanti no sarāgāya. Visaṃyogāya saṃvattanti no saṃyogāya. Apacayāya saṃvattanti no 
ācayāya. Appicchatāya saṃvattanti no mahicchatāya. Santuṭṭhiyā saṃvattanti no asantuṭṭhiyā. … Ekaṃsena 
Gotami dhāreyyāsi, Eso dhammo eso vinayo etaṃ satthu-sāsananti.  

 

http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/%20price/%20bl124.html�
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/%20price/%20bl124.html�
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/an/an08/%20an08.053.than.html�
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series and songs as supplementary sources. These types of entertainment are a product 
of the age, containing many sets of ideologies. As a kind of narrative, they play an 
important role in both reflecting and promoting the ideologies of the society. Although 
narratives do not have much power to change people's ideology suddenly or even in a 
very short time, people will absorb and gradually believe in an ideology when it is 
repeated over and over. Therefore, films and television series, as a contemporary form 
of entertainment, both sustain, as well as cultivate, the ideology in the society. In this 
research, the focus has been on romance which highlights love and the meaning of 
love; ideology of love is then the major ideology that has been studied in this research. 
 The research began by establishing the relationship between tragic romance 
and ideology. The term 'tragic romance' develops from the term 'tragedy'. Tragic 
romance is a broadened term of tragedy. It is used in this research because tragedy has 
a limited connotation in the literary field, especially in Thai and contemporary 
contexts. Apart from entertaining the audience, tragic romance, as a heritage of 
tragedy, also gives an ethical education. The stories mainly question justice in life. The 
answer the story gives is the way to deal with various problems, mirroring and 
suggesting to the audience how to live and resolve those problems in life. According 
to theories of ideology in social sciences, especially the theory of Ideological States 
Apparatus, education is one of the most powerful tools for cultivating ideology. When 
tragic romance intends to educate ethically regarding love, tragic romance can be seen 
as an implement for the existing and new ethics about love in the society. It is a 
concrete example and practice for 'how to' love under both old and new ideologies. 
 Thai society is recognized as a Buddhist ideologically-based society. The 
ideology of romantic love, or love that is led by craving for sensual pleasure, is 
suffering. Love that clings to the object, both human beings as well as other living and 
non-living things, will bring suffering when that person has to separate from the 
object. This is a noble truth as suggested by the Lord Buddha.  

Another important teaching related to love is the wheel of rebirth. As long as 
people cannot attain nirvana, which should be the ultimate goal of life, they still have 
to travel around living a worldly life and be reborn again. The law of karma affects 
their life. In the aspect of love, the idea of Pubbhesannivāsa is used to explain the 
wheel of rebirth. Seeing your lover again in this life is a consequence of previous 
association, both in bad and good conditions. In the most romantic ideal, the reason 
why the couple meets again in this life is that they 'prayed' for the reunion in their 
previous life. 
 However, the average Thai Buddhist will usually mix various beliefs from a 
very long tradition of coexisting religious and local spiritual beliefs in Thai society, 
such as Hinduism, local spirit worship, Christianity. The idea of Brahmalikit, simply 
understood as 'destiny', is popular and acceptable for average Thai Buddhists. Since 
destiny, in terms of predestined by gods, does not, in fact, fall into the criterion of 
cause and effect in Buddhism, this reflects the unique flexibility of teaching in a Thai 
context. Destiny has become another reason for answering love. 
 The best way to love according to Buddhism is 'loving kindness', metta. 
Loving kindness is not an attachment to love; it is a detachment from love. It is the 
love that lovers have good will for each other, to help each other live in a better and 
proper condition as much as they can. The most important aspect of this kind of love is 
the good intention of the couple to help each other realize and understand life by the 
knowledge of life, not by sensual craving. This kind of understanding will eliminate 
pleasures in life and bring mindful living to the couple, which is an important path to 
the release of suffering in life. 
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 In contrast with Buddhism, Consumerism encourages people to consume 
products by their 'want' rather than by their 'need'. When an emotion, such as love, 
becomes another product in a consumerist ways of life, the emotion, love, can be 
bought. Hence, it has become a new strategy for selling goods in the market.  

Consumerism makes loneliness look cruel in life; therefore, love is a 'must' for 
one's life—as a medicine to cure loneliness, and to convince people that their lives are 
worth living. This is the first ideology of love in Consumerism. Another ideology of 
love in Consumerism is 'love is a goal of life'. It is slightly different from ‘love as a 
must of life’, as this ideology is the ultimate want for life. Love is worth more than 
life; so it is possible to do everything for love. Nevertheless, these two ideologies can 
be considered as one. That is, love is the most important thing for life. 

By analyzing the data in this research, the ideology of love in Consumerism is 
more commonly seen and repeated more often than the wheel of karma. Contemporary 
tragic romance promotes love as the most important thing for life. Life without love is 
lifeless and worthless. Although love brings suffering to life, that suffering is tolerable 
as long as that person still has love. It seems as if suffering is a pleasure to live for. 
Contemporary tragic romance does not intend to give an insight into suffering from 
love. In turn, it distorts the suffering aspect of love and manipulates it as an 
appreciable emotion for life. 

However, compassionate love is still dominate in contemporary tragic 
romance. Although ‘compassion’ in this aspect is not equivalent to ‘karuna’ or 
compassion described in Buddhism, it still carries a sense of giving 'good will' to each 
other. Contemporary tragic romance does not encourage the audience to not cling to 
objects; instead they suggest to the audience to cling to the object wisely. They 
persuade the audience to see a positive side of love rather than a negative one. Even 
though we cannot stay with our loved ones, it is all right to realize that at least we have 
someone who loves us. This will help the person to have a motivation to continue life. 
Although it is not what the Buddha wants his followers to have, compassionate love in 
contemporary tragic romance is a fundamental principle to understand the more 
complex ideal of love in Buddhism.  

If we draw a line to separate the concepts of love from Buddhism and 
Consumerism, it is likely to say that the contemporary ideology of love falls in the 
middle of that line. The choice will be made by the audience. If they want to get rid of 
suffering permanently and live their life according to the Buddha’s teachings, they can 
use this moment as a beginning of the walk on the path to no suffering. If they still 
have pleasure in consuming things, including love, they can still have their 
materialistic pleasure, but in a more conscious and mindful way to love. 

 
It is interesting that on the book shelves at leading bookstores today, there are 

many contemporary novels by contemporary writers. This large collection of novels is 
likely influenced by other popular cultures, such as Korean and Japanese. Also, there 
are many films produced under the influence of Asian popular culture in terms of plot 
and theme. For future research, it would be very interesting to study various effects of 
other Asian ideologies of love as presented in contemporary Thai narrative tradition, 
especially Thai tragic romance, which will have an effect on future generations of Thai 
people. 
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Appendix 
 
Nang Nak 
 

In 1868 there is a solar eclipse in Thailand, which is the same year as the 
Northern Rebellion (Krabot Hoh). Since the Thai royal court has to battle the 
rebellion, there is a call for soldiers from the sub-districts. Mak is one of the soldiers 
who has been called for this military service and has to leave his pregnant wife, Nak, 
behind at home. Four month later, while Mak is fight in the mission, he receives a 
serious wound and loses his close friend, so he is brought to Bangkok and cured by 
doctors. However, as the wound is very bad, the doctors suggest passing him to the 
Supreme Monk of Wat Rakhangkhositaram, Somdet Phraphutthajarn To 
Brhamarangsī, to help him. Somdet To treats him with herbs and prayer, which helps 
Mak start to recover. 

In the meantime, Nak is going to deliver her baby. Unfortunately, the baby 
does not come out. A 'mor-tamyae', or local traditional midwife, can not help her and 
Nak dies with the child. Eight month later, after Mak gets well with the help of 
Somdet To, he goes back to Prakanong, his hometown, with no clue of Nak’s death. 
When Mak arrives at home, he sees Nak standing on the dock waiting for him. She 
takes him home and they start their normal married live together again, although this 
time it seem even happier. However, Mak has no idea that Nak has already passed 
away, since Nak keeps Mak at home all the time and out of contact with other 
villagers in order to prevent him from knowing the truth.  

While they are living together, Nak takes care of Mak as best she can. One 
day, Mak meets his old friend, Um, rowing his boat past the house. Mak calls him, but 
Um rows away quickly. By this time, Mak begins to see something strange around the 
house, such as nobody lives nearby their home as they have all moved out; and the un-
cremated dead body of his close friend’s wife that has been left with nobody taking 
care of it. However, Nak tries to answer these inquires wisely, thus, Mak does not 
question her further. 

Soon after, Mak meets Um again in the forest while he is going to find wood to 
fix the house. Um tell him about Nak’s death, but Mak does not believe him. The day 
after, a novice from a temple nearby finds Um's dead body in the river. As Nak the 
ghost kills and frightens more people, the villagers decide to get rid of Nak the ghost 
by hiring a ghost buster. They decide to burn Mak’s house while waiting for the ghost 
buster. Somphan Wat Mahabutr, or the head monk of Mahabutr temples, who is Mak's 
former teacher, visits Mak’s house to tell him the truth and to protect him from being 
burned in the house. Again, Mak did not believe. One day the villagers gather at the 
temple and march to Mak's house with a torch. Mak knows the truth just before they 
reach the house when he looks upside-down through his leg as his teacher told him. 
He sees the house is ruined and he sees Nak extending her hand to make it long to 
pick up a lime that has fallen from the kitchen. As he understands now what Somphan 
and Um were trying to tell him, he escapes from the house and goes to find help from 
the monk, which is the same time as the villagers reach his house and set fire to it. 

This causes Nak to get very angry. She starts to take revenge on those who are 
destroying her happy life, starting with the villagers who burned her house, haunting 
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and killing them. After that, the villagers go to the temple to find help.*

Meanwhile, at Nak's grave site, a ghost buster digs up her body and performs a 
ritual to destroy Nak's spirit. When Mak hears the news, he races to the grave and tries 
to stop the ghost buster because he still loves Nak and he does not want her spirit to be 
treated badly. Although Mak reaches the grave by the time the ghost buster prepares 
his procedure, Mak can not stop him because the other villagers hold him back. 
Nevertheless, the ghost buster can not defeat Nak's power. His body becomes 
possessed by Nak's spirit and she tortures him until he dies.  

 However, Nak 
is not afraid, suspending upside down from the ceiling in the middle of the monks, 
who are chanting a mantra to prevent the bad spirit.  

After the ghost buster dies, which makes the villagers even more frighten, 
Somdet To walks into the graveyard. He chants a mantra and teaches Nak,**

The end of the film makes reference to the history of Nak’s forehead bone that 
Somdet To kept since that day. After Somdet To passed way, some record that Nak's 
forehead bone passed to Krommaluang Chumporn, the person who formed the Thai 
Navy, and then was passed to many people thereafter. Unfortunately, there is no 
record of the bone today. 

 who 
listens carefully to Somdet To. After the teaching is finished, Somdet To calls Mak to 
the grave to speak with his wife for the last time. Finally, Somdet To holds Nak’s 
spirit in her forehead bone and brings it with him so she will have a chance to follow 
the venerable monk and learn the Dharma. Before Somdet To leaves, he asks the head 
monk to perform Nak’s funeral, as well as funerals for the others who died because of 
Nak.  

 
Behind the Painting 
 
 Chaokhun Atikarn sends a letter to Nopphon, his close friend's son, who is 
living in Japan. He asks Nopphon to find some rental mansion for him and his new 
wife during their stay in Tokyo for about two months while they are on their 
honeymoon. When Nopphon first sees Mom Rachawong Kirati, *** he is very struck. 
Khunying Kirati ****  is a middle-aged, she is 35 at their first meeting, beautiful royal 
woman. She has married Chaokhun, who is an older man, because no one has asked 
her to marry.*****

                                                 
* Thai people believe that the Lord Buddha, sangha and monks have the power to prevent 

something bad which also includes bad spirits and ghosts. Thus, temples are the best place to hide from 
a ghost.  

 Although she is very beautiful and well educated, she was kept in 
the house and had no chance to see any other men. Thus, when Chaokhun proposed 
marriage with her to her father, she accepted. 

** In the film, it does not refer to exactly what Somdet To teaches her that day. 
*** The Thai royal family has a rank indicator in front of their name for five generations, 

counting from the king. The sixth generation and later will have no family rank in front of the name, but 
will be indicated by their last name. Mom Rachawong is a rank for the fourth generation. For more 
information about Thai royal family rule and ranking see. 

**** Khunying is a semi-formal title of address for women, including those in the Mom 
Rachawong rank. However, some women who are not from the royal family, but do good service for 
the king or nation, may receive this same formal address. 

***** At that time, being married was quite a concern for Thai women, since Thai women did 
not work outside the house, especially a noble woman as from the royal family. Therefore, a woman 
had to marry someone to ensure that she would have someone to look after her. 
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 Chaokhun, given his older age, asks Nopphon to take the Khunying to travel 
around Japan, so he takes her to many places. This young man and the beautiful 
middle age woman are now falling in love with each other. Since the Khunying is 
married and 'well educated' in Thai manner, even though Nopphon expresses his mind 
frankly, she has to keep quiet. Nopphon asks Chaokhun to extend his stay for two 
weeks, but this does not help. The Khunying still can not say a word to Nopphon. 
When the time comes for the Khunying and Chaokhun to go back to Thailand, 
Nopphon goes back to continue his school. 
 In Japan, Nopphon writes many letters back to Thailand to express his feeling, 
while in Thailand, the Khunying writes 'some' letters to him. Mainly, the Khunying’s 
letters just accept his love and tell him to focus on his studies; there is no mention that 
she loves him. The time pass by, and Nopphon, who suffers much from his love with 
the Khunying, has given up hope and goes back to his normal life. While in Thailand, 
not long after they returned, Chaokhun became infected with tuberculosis. At that time 
it is an incurable disease, but the Khunying looks after him until he dies. The 
Khunying reports his death to Nopphon in a message that she is now free and is ready 
to love him. Since he gave up his love, he seems not to take notice of the message. 
 After Chaokhun dies, the Khunying moves to a small house in Bangkapi and 
lives with her nephew and sister from a different mother. She soon notices that she is 
infected with tuberculosis, but as she knows early, the doctor gives her some western 
medicine to cure her symptoms. The Khunying is still very beautiful, even though she 
is nearly forty. There are many gentlemen, especially military officers, who ask her to 
marry, but she denies them all since she is waiting for Nopphon. 
 Nopphon graduates from Japan and finally returns home. The Khunying goes 
to the port to welcome him and looks very happy when she sees him, but for him it is 
not as exciting as before. He visits the Khunying’s house only one time in the first two 
weeks. After he has arrived for two weeks, his father talks to him about getting 
married with his former fiancé, and he agrees, even thought he does not love her, 
thinking time will make them love each other. Additionally, he has suffered much 
from the Khunying’s love and is scared of deeply love someone else. He passes the 
news to the Khunying on his second visit to the Khunying’s house. The whole world 
for the Khunying is likely to collapse. However, she does not screaming out or try to 
seize him because she is concerned about her position as both widow and being quite 
old at that time. After that day, the Khunying stops taking the cure for her illness, 
which make it get worse and indicates she is trying to kill herself. 
 Nopphon performs his wedding without knowing of the Khunying’s situation, 
and brings his wife to visit the Khunying, telling her about the wedding. When the 
Khunying's illness gets worse, she is delirious. This causes her sister to visit Nopphon 
and tell him the whole story since Chaokhun died, so Nopphon visits the Khunying 
again. This time he sees the doctor, who tells him he can not cure her sickness because 
she has stopped taking the medicine for a long time. The doctor informs her family 
and Nopphon that she has only two weeks left. Nopphon has a chance to meet her 
again in her bedroom, and even though she in the worst condition, she asks her 
younger sister to dress her up so Nopphon can see her as beautiful as before. On that 
day, it is the first time that the Khunying says 'love' to Nopphon. She has loved him 
since they met in Japan. Nopphon feels very sad with his fault of not understanding 
her. In the last two week, he looks after her very closely day and night until she passes 
away. 
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Monrak Transistor 
 
 Phean has been caught and is forced to defecate a fake gold necklace that he 
swallowed while he was running away from the police. Yoi, a prison guard who was 
once a friend of Phean, remembers him, and narrates Phean’s 'unfortunate' story. 
 Phean is a normal central rural Thai young man. He has a dream of being a 
singer since he has a beautiful voice. He falls in love with Sadao, a young lady from 
the same village. Phean is not very wealthy, even compared with the other villagers; 
while Sadao can be said to have more money than him. Sadao's father does not much 
appreciate him because he is impertinent, impolite and poor. However, finally Phean 
marries Sadao and he gives her a transistor radio as a wedding present. 
 Soon after, when Sadao is three months pregnant, Phean is recruited to military 
service and has to leave his pregnant wife behind. As he misses Sadao very much, he 
writes letters from the camp to Sadao very often,*

 Six months later, while he is walking to a postbox, he sees an advertisement 
for a 'wong dontri luak thung' (Thai country song band). The band will recruit two 
new singers from a singing competition. He attends the competition and sings very 
well, and wins the competition with Dao, a woman who also won. He goes AWOL 
from the military and travels by bus to Bangkok. He hopes to become a singer of the 
Thai country song band, but the first job he gets is just as a janitor and general servant 
with the band. He has to buy drinks for the dancers, clean the floor, prepare the plastic 
garlands and carry things for the band. He has a roommate, who frightens him saying 
he will be sentence to death for going AWOL. Two years later, while the young lady 
who won the competition on the same night has gone on to be a star, he still is 
mopping the floor and buying drinks for the dancers. He goes to see his boss and ask 
for a singing position, but Pa Suvat, the band boss, always tells him to be patient and 
loyal, which means he has to continue his janitor work. One day, he hears a noise from 
the dressing room, and when he reaches there, he finds Dao has fainted. He helps her 
to recover and that night he has an affair with Dao. 

 which gives Sadao hope and lets her 
remember him. 

 Meanwhile, Sadao, who give birth to a son, is alone at her house. She hears 
some news about Phean, so she decides to try to find him in Bangkok. Her father quite 
agrees with the idea, so the two travel to Bangkok. They go to the place where he 
lives, but Phean has gone out to prepare the concert for the night, so Phean’s 
roommate suggests they go to meet him there. Luckily (or not), that night the opening 
singer is missing, so the band boss has to find someone to perform and he turns to 
Phean. Phean sings a very nice song and captures the audience, which also includes 
his wife and father-in-law. Pa Suvat decides to promote him as a singer. Before he 
boards Pa Suvat's car, he meets Sadao. He tells her that he was afraid of the AWOL 
punishment, so he did not write or contact home. While they are talking, Pa Suvat 
presses the horn, rushing Phean. Phean leaves Sadao, but they make an appointment to 
see each other again the next day. 
 Pa Suvat takes Phean to his home and gives Phean some hope of being a big 
star and rich. Although he is likely telling him the truth, it as likely he wants to have 
sex with Phean. He asks Phean to take off his clothes to take a picture while he plays a 
                                                 

* The film likely says almost everyday. 
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porn movie, in which the actress in the tape is Dao. When Phean realizes his intention, 
he pushes Pa Suvat away when he tries to arouse him. As Phean is strong and 
'unfortunate', Pa Suvat’s body hits the glass table and he dies. Phean runs out of the 
house and sees a policeman passing by, so he becomes scared. Nearby, there is a car 
carrying workers to a sugar cane field. The driver, thinking he is one of them, calls 
him on board, so he boards the bus and becomes a cane cutter. 
 The following day, Sadao goes to the company again and finds out that Phean 
has made big trouble and has run away, making her very upset and angry. Sadao and 
her father then go back to the village sadly. 
 At the sugar cane field, Phean meets one of the workers, Siew. Siew is a 
sarcastic guy, and is not liked by the boss. However, Phean, who is quieter and hard 
working, is admired by the boss. The boss asks him to be his assistant, but Phean 
refuses because he wants to go home. The boss takes care of him very much. One time 
when he became infected with malaria, the boss looks after him closely and helps him 
recover. 'Unfortunately', one night, the boss plays cards with Siew and the other 
workers. After a long night, the boss loses and is in debt to Siew for a large sum of 
money. The boss says he won't pay out his debt because it is a gambling debt, making 
Siew very angry and he tries to hurt the boss. The boss fights back and it seems as if 
he will win. In the middle of the quarrel, Phean sees that Siew is going to be seriously 
injured so he helps him by hitting the boss. Phaen and Siew escape from the cane field 
and go to Bangkok again. Since Phean wants to go home, Siew devises a plan to 
snatch someone’s necklace to pay for the bus fare. 'Unfortunately', when the necklace 
passes to Phean, the police reach him. He swallows the necklace and runs away. After 
a long chasing, finally, he gets caught,*

 Meanwhile, at Phean’s hometown, Sadao meets a new man who is a drug 
salesman. He is a sweet-talker, so not soon after, Sadao falls to his words.

 and sentenced to jail for two years. 

*

 In the jail, Phean has a very hard time. Later, Siew come to visit him and tells 
him that he has a job and has gotten married. He shows his wife’s picture and it 
surprises Phean because Siew's wife is Dao. 

 

 One year, four months later, Phean is release from prison. Siew comes to pick 
him up and invites Phean to work with him. Siew is a drug dealer now and he 
promises him wealth and the dream of having his own band. Phean refuses the work 
and goes back to his hometown. 
 Phean arrives at Sadao's home and asks to return to the home. Although Sadao 
is angry with him, she allows him to stay as a servant. He replies sarcastically, as 
usual, but finally they hug each other and cry. 
 
Maebia 
 
 After Chanachon graduates from aboard, he returns to Thailand and becomes a 
successful businessman. He is interested in Thai culture, especially Thai house 
architecture. He applies for a Mekkhala Tour in order to see a Thai house in 
Suphanburi that belongs to the tour leader, also the owner of the tour company, 
Mekkhala. Chanachon is afraid of water since he cannot swim and had a bad 
experience, almost drowning once, so he is very frighten when he boards a boat to 
Mekkhala's house. When the tour guests arrive at Mekkhala's house, she takes them to 
look around her house that still preserves the original architecture and Thai lifestyle. 
                                                 

* This is the opening of the story. 
* Sadao has two other children with the drug salesman. 
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There is no electricity in the house and she wears Thai costumes when in her house. 
While the tour is looking at her family pictures, the film turns to Mekkhala's past. 
Mekkhala's mother was the fourth wife of her father. When they came to live at this 
house, the three wives usually threatened and beat them. The only thing she and her 
mother could do was to be patient.  

After walking around the house, she takes the tour to the garden behind her 
house. However, Uncle Tim appears and warns the tour about a king cobra, thus, the 
tours refuse to go with her, except Chanachon. At the garden, Chanachon show his 
first sign of interest in Mekkhala and asks her permission to keep in contact. 
 The day after the tour, Mekkhala goes to the local market and meets Supoj, 
who is running for local government. Mekkhala and Supoj are having an affair, 
although he already has a wife. Mekkhala want to break up with him as she thinks 
their affair is not serious and is just a pleasure for him and her, but Supoj still wants 
Mekkhala to be his mistress. After the short meeting at the market, Supoj comes to 
Mekkhala's house and, without permission, reaches her room and tries to rape her. 
While Mekkhala fights back, the king cobra appears and bites him. Mekkhala expels 
the snake*

 In Bangkok, Chanachon keeps contact with Mekkhala and asks her to go for a 
romantic dinner. There he tells her his feeling about her, and she replies in a good 
way. Before the night ends, he also tells her that he is already married and has a son. 
Mekkhala knows this from the very beginning, so she appreciates that he tells her the 
truth, and they agree to meet again on Sunday. 

 and helps Supoj apply first aid to the wound. She suggests he go to the 
nearby health station to get some serum.  

 When Supoj recovers from the snake bite, he hires snake catchers to capture 
and kill the king cobra in revenge. However, that night the snake catchers finds a little 
girl picking flowers at the river, so they are going to rape her. The king cobra comes to 
rescue the young girl and bites the two snake catchers. The next morning people find 
the two snake catchers dead on the bank of river. 

On Sunday, which is the day of his father-in-law’s 80th birthday celebration, 
Chanachon decides to go to see Mekkhala at her Bangkok home instead of going to 
the birthday party. Mekkhala takes him on the boat, which again makes him very 
frighten. When it is close to the house, he looks more relax and Mekkhala sinks the 
boat. He tries to get help but she tells him that he can stand on his feet, thus he calms 
down. However, he has gotten wet and has to change his clothes. As it is Loi Krathong 
day, that night she takes him to the river bank and they float krathongs. That night he 
has an affair with Mekkhala. Before the sun rises, Mekkhala see the snake besides her 
bed and she tells it not to harm Chanachon because she loves him. 

After that day, Chanachon continues his life with his wife uncomfortably 
because he thinks of Mekkhala all the time. One night he cannot resist his passion, so 
he goes to meet her. They begin to arouse each other passionately, but soon after 
Chanachon asked to go to her Thai house. The next morning after they wake up, 
Chanachon goes to the garden alone. When Mekkhala knows, she catches him because 
she is aware that the snake will hurt him. While they are under a Saiyud tree and 
showing their love, the snake climbs down from the tree. Chanachon fights the snake, 
slashing it with a harvest knife, wounding the snake. Mekkhala talks to it and expels it 
again. Even though Chanachon is curious with her ability to talk and expel the snake, 
it appears as if he does not care. Uncle Tim sees the snake blood on the knife, and 

                                                 
* Here we realize that she can talk with the king cobra and it appears as if the snake listens to 

her. 
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asking him to leave and not come back again because the snake will haunt him and 
take revenge. Chanachon says he does not believe in such auspicious power, 
especially in a snake; however, he leaves the house.  

At Chanachon's house, Mhaikeaw, Chanachon's wife, knows that he has a 
mistress and they fight. That night, Chanachon goes to Mekkhala's house again, while 
Mhaikeaw goes to her mother. The next morning Chanachon's son is stung by a 
swarm of wasps and the housemaid calls Chanachon. He reaches his house with 
Mekkhala and she helps remove the pain from the boy. Mhaikeaw comes home after 
her work is done, and knowing Mekkhala is his mistress, she quarrels with him. 
Mekkhala feels sorry that she broke up the happy family, so she wants to break up 
with Chanachon. After a while, she decides to put herself on a European tour with no 
exact date for return. 

Supoj meets Mekkhala in Bangkok and she invites him to drink with her to 
forget Chanachon. That night after she gets drunk, Supoj has a chance to sleep with 
her, but when he tries, she becomes delirious about the snake; thus, Supoj decides to 
kill the snake. The day after, he goes to her home and shoots the snake, but the snake 
survives and bites his neck at last. While he is driving his boat back home, he faints 
and dies from a boat accident. The news is published in the newspaper, so Mekkhala 
goes back to her home. As things happen, she calls the snake and she says she is sorry 
for what has happened, both from Chanachon and Supoj, but asks it get out of her life, 
or she will be the one who leaves. 
 After being separate for a while, Chanachon tries to go back to his family, but 
it seems as if his wife is still sarcastic with him about having a mistress in front their 
child. The boy asks his father to go to his school sport day as he has enrolled for the 
three-legged running with father competition. The sport day is also the same day that 
Mekkhala is leaving, but, finally, he decides to go to his son’s sport day and let 
Mekkhala go. 
 After Mekkhala has gone, he goes back to her house again, but this time he 
goes to see Uncle Tim. He tells Uncle Tim that maybe he is his nephew, who Uncle 
Tim thought had already died from his parent incident.*

 

 Uncle Tim says nothing, but 
asks him to leave in order to keep him safe. While Uncle Tim rows the boat to send 
him back, the snake tries to bite Chanachon. Although he avoids the bite, he loses his 
position and falls into the water, drowns and dies. When Mekkhala receives the news, 
she come back to her home, and finally decides to kill the snake. When the snake dies, 
she feels sad and guilty. She walks into the water with the snake and drowns herself. 

The Legend of Warlord**

 
 

 In the Ayudhya period during the reign of Phra Phan Wasa, the chief of 
Suphanburi district, Khun Krai Phon Phai, receives the command to organize a group 
of buffaloes to let the king hunt. As he cannot control the buffalos, they reach the 
king's temporary shelter. He is condemned to death by the reason of rebellion, and 
                                                 

* Along the story, the film tries to give a clue about this many times. Chanachon also says 
many times that he is very familiar with the house and also feels connected with the house as if he used 
to live there. 

** This film was adapted from the famous Thai literature "The Romance of Khun Chang Khun 
Phaen". The original work was compose in verse and is very long, about one thousand pages in contemporary 
pocket book size, thus the film does not narrate all of the events in the original work. The following synopsis 
will follow the story of the film, not the book. However, some significant adaptation from the book through 
the film is discussed in the analysis section. 
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according to the Ayudhya tradition, this means all the family will be put to death as 
well. However, one of his friends helps his family by sending some people to inform 
his wife and son so they can escape and go back to Thongprasi’s hometown in 
Kanchanaburi. 
 The young Plai Keaw, the birth name of Khun Phean, the son of Khun Krai, 
ordains as a novice. He studies both religion, which means literary knowledge, and 
magic. After he learns all of the knowledge from the monk at Kanchanaburi, the monk 
tells him to go to study with the abbot of Wat Palaelai, so Plai Keaw and Thongprasri 
travel back to Suphanburi again. He studies advance magic and other religious 
practice from the abbot until he has grown up as a young man. 
 Plai Keaw has two important friends at Suphanburi; Phimphilalai, a childhood 
friend and his first love, and Chang, who later receives the rank of Khun, also a 
childhood friend who falls in love with Phimphilalai and is jealous of Plai Keaw 
because Phimphilalai does not love him. 

After many years apart, one day Plai Keaw has a chance to meet Phimphilalai 
when she presents food to the novice Plai Keaw. During the Mahachat chanting, or 
Thet Mahachat, after Plai Keaw recites the Madhri episode, which he does very 
nicely, Phimphilalai presents some cloth as an offering, but Chang disturb her 
offering. After that day, Plai Keaw leaves the monkhood and sneaks away to meet 
Phimphilalai in a cotton field; however, Chang comes to disturb them again. This time 
Chang is beaten by Plai Keaw, so he goes back and asks his mother to propose to 
Phimphilalai. However, Plai Keaw used his magic to get to Phimphilalai and has an 
affair with her on the night before Chang's mother is to go propose her. Thus, 
Phimphilalai is married to Plai Keaw, making Chang very angry. When he hears the 
news that there is a rebellion at Chiang Mai, Chang nominates Plai Keaw to the king. 
Plai Keaw is, thus, ordered to defeat the rebellion. Chang hopes that he will die and he 
will have Phimphilalai instead. 

While Plai Keaw goes to the battle, Phimphilalai is waiting for him nervously. 
Later on, she gets a seriously illness. Her mother takes her to the abbot of Wat 
Palaelai. The abbot changes her name from Phimphilalai to Wanthong, as the name 
Phimphilalai is bringing bad luck. Meanwhile, at the battle site, Plai Keaw receives 
Laothong, the daughter of the chief of one of the dependent state's, as a gift in order to 
ask him to ask the king not to recruit the men from his city and as a sign of being a 
good dependent state with Ayudhya. 

When Khun Chang hears the news that Plai Keaw has won the battle at Chiang 
Mai, he makes up a story to fool Sriprachan and Wanthong. Although Wanthong does 
not believe him, Sriprachan forces her to marry Khun Chang. After Plai Keaw comes 
back to Ayudhya, the king promotes him to be Khun Phaen. When he goes back to his 
home and sees Khun Chang has taken his wife, he gets very angry. Wanthong also 
shows her sorrow, but when she sees Laothong, she blames Khun Phaen, they quarrel, 
and finally, Khun Phaen leaves. One night not long after that, Khun Phaen goes to 
Khun Chang’s house and tries to kill both Khun Chang and Wanthong, but a gecko 
calls out,*

Unfortunately, one day Khun Chang witnesses that Khun Phaen has exchanged 
his shift of protecting the city wall with his friend in order to go to meet Laothong. He 
informs and lies to the king that Khun Phaen has abandoned his job using the king’s 

 so he has to leave. Khun Chang accuses him to the king, and the king 
sentences Wanthong to go to Khun Chang, and asks Khun Phaen to live with 
Laothong. However, Khun Phaen can not give up Wanthong. 

                                                 
* In Thai, it is believed that this is a sign of bad luck. 
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name to claim his right to leave his job, making the king angry. He dismisses Khun 
Phaen's rank and orders soldiers to seize Khun Phaen's property and also Laothong to 
be the king’s property. This causes Khun Phaen to be very angry with Khun Chang. 
He re-studies his teacher’s secret subject, searching for magical things. While he is 
traveling, he gets help from a group of bandits. He also gets Buakli as a wife, she 
being the daughter of Seangmuangma, the bandits' chief. The chief allows her to be 
Khun Phaen wife because he wants to get a book from Khun Phaen to strengthen his 
group. Buakli becomes pregnant with Khun Phaen, but there is still no chance for 
Seangmuangma to get the book. He decides to poison and kill Khun Phaen, but he 
cannot hurt him. Khun Phaen leaves with Buakli, and, while they are in the forest, a 
dark side of Khun Phaen encourages him to kill Buakli and make a Kumanthong from 
her baby. After he finishes his Kumanthong ritual, he continues by making a 
Dabfhafuen (rising sky sword), which is the last magical articles he gets. 

When he has his three magical articles, he travels back to Suphanburi and gets 
into Khun Chang's house. He takes Wanthong from Khun Chang's bed and brings her 
to the forest. Wanthong is not satisfied with this, but because she loves him, she stays 
with Khun Phaen in the forest. While they are living in the forest, Wanthong becomes 
pregnant. One day, Khun Phaen hears that his mother has been captured by soldiers. 
Additionally, Wanthong is nearly ready to deliver her baby, so he decides to go back 
to Ayudhya. He asks to meet the king and he tells him the whole story. At first, the 
king forgives him and lets him free, but Khun Phaen asks to get Laothong back. This 
causes the king to be very angry and he sends Khun Phaen to prison. Although he can 
easily escape from the prison, he does not because his mother asks him to stay rather 
than run away as he has no place to live. While Khun Phaen lives in the prison, he is 
taken care of by Keawkiriya,*

Plai-ngam, Khun Phaen's son, runs to his grandmother’s home in 
Kanchanaburi, who has Plai-ngam study with the abbot of Wat Palaelai. One day, the 
abbot is invited by the prison to bless the prisoners. This is the first chance for Khun 
Phaen to meet his son.  

 who becomes another of his wives. In the meantime, 
Khun Chang captures Wanthong, taking her back to his house. When she reaches the 
house, she delivers her child. At first, Khun Chang does not know that the child 
belongs to Khun Phaen. However, when the child grows up and he knows the truth, 
Khun Chang tries to kill the child, who, fortunately, survives.  

When Plai-ngam grows up, there is a rebellion in Chiang Mai again, and he 
volunteers to lead the troops. The appearance of Plai-ngam recalls the king’s memory 
that he has jailed Khun Phaen, so the king releases Khun Phaen to help his son in the 
battle. While Plai-ngam fights in the field, it seems as if he is losing because the 
Chiang Mai troops use black magic to fight back. However, Khun Phaen arrives in 
time and the Kumanthong helps him to destroy the black magic. At the same time, 
Khun Phaen uses his Dabfhafuen to kill the enemy, and finally, they win the battle. 

After the war, Khun Phaen throws away his sword and lets Kumanthong go to 
be reborn, and he is reinstated to the same rank as before. Plai-ngam is ordered to 
protect the border city, but before he goes for duty, he wishes for his parents to be 
together again. He tells his father to go to the cotton field to wait for Wanthong. Then, 
he goes to Khun Chang's house and takes his mother away from Khun Chang. Khun 
Chang, again, goes to the king and reports what has happened. The king is very 
                                                 

* Keawkiriya's father gave her to Khun Chang to use as labour in payment of interest. In the 
literature version, Keawkiriya becomes Khun Phaen’s wife on the day he goes into Khun Chang's 
house. In the film version, Khun Phaen has an affair with Keawkiriya when she comes to taking care of 
him in the prison. 
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frustrated with this family problem, so he orders soldiers to bring Wanthong to the 
royal court. He asks Wanthong to choose who she wants to stay with, but she can not 
choose for her own reasons. The king, who is in a hurry to see the elephants, is angry 
with Wanthong and he sentences her to death, to be beheaded for embarrassing her 
name.*

Khun Phaen, who is still waiting for Wanthong at the cotton field, receives the 
news from his close friends that Wanthong is being carried to the execution site, so he 
rides his horse to the site. Khun Chang also asks one of the higher officers to send 
news to Plai-ngam, hoping that Plai-ngam can save Wanthong's life. At the execution 
site, before the executor cuts off Wanthong’s head, Khun Phaen use his body, he has 
an immortal power, to protect her. He is willing to take her away and start their life 
together again, but Wanthong begs for death and asks Khun Phaen to let her die. After 
her final words, Khun Phaen is grabbed by the officer and the executer beheads 
Wanthong. Although Plai-ngam is successful in asking for a pardon for his mother, he 
can not reach the site in time, arriving just a minute after Wanthong is beheaded.

 

*

 
 

February 
 
 Keawta is a drawing artist who lives away from her family as her father has 
married a new wife and does not support her artist career. However, in any event, her 
career is not so good, as she cannot sell her paintings. Her boyfriend has a new 
girlfriend and wants to leave her. The worst thing, she has a problem with her brain 
and needs an operation, scheduled for February. Keawta, facing a very hard time in 
her life, decides to go to USA to meet one of her close friends. 
 Jee, Jeeradej, is a Thai man who lives illegally in New York City working as a 
driver for an assassin of the Chinese mafia in Chinatown. He wants to quit this job and 
go back to Thailand; however, his friend, who is also an assassin, asks him to do one 
last job. 
 Keawta arrives in New York and gets in a cab. The cab takes her out of the 
town and robs her, so she runs away from the cab. Meanwhile, Jee, who is on duty, is 
being followed by the gang of which his friend has shot some people. While he is 
driving and trying to avoid bullets that have already hit and killed his friend, his car 
crashes into Keawta. When he gets back his consciousness, he takes Keawta to a 
Chinese doctor, and reports the event to the boss. The Boss takes his passport and tells 
him to continue his work until the job is finished. 
 Keawta now has lost her memory; she can not remember even her name. When 
Jee realizes this, he uncomfortably takes her to his house. From that day, he tries to 
help her recover her memory by taking her to many places, but the only thing she can 
remember is, maybe, her talent for drawing, so she draws many pictures at home. Jee 
takes her to Central Park while he is meeting Chan, another assassin whom the Boss 
asked him to drive for. Chan asks him to become an assassin and he will pay 10,000 
dollars. He refuses and insists on going back to Thailand, so Chan introduced him to 
an illegal passport maker.  

                                                 
* This is the heaviest punishment at that time. Normally, it was only used for the enemy or a 

person who had done something very wrong. To show a severed head means to give a reason for the 
audience not to follow their behavior.  

* The story in the film ends with the death of Wanthong; however in the classical literature the 
story continues on to Plai-ngam's generation. 
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The day after, Keawta asks him to take her to Central Park again. He leaves 
her at Central Park and goes to get his passport. Jee wants to dump Keawta from his 
life, so he does not pick her up after his passport is done. However, when it gets dark, 
he feels guilty and goes to finds her being harassed by a man at Central Park, so he 
rescues her and takes her home. Since then, he is nice with her, giving her the name 
'Eye'. He accepts Chan's job in order to get money to take Keawta back to Thailand as 
well. Unfortunately, he and Chan fail and Chan gets shot and dies. Keawta takes care 
of Jee and realized what his job is, so she calls an art designer, who meets her and is 
interested in her paintings, making an agreement to sell her paintings. 

Jee and Keawta, or Eye, live happily together and plan to go back to Thailand 
after Keawta's work is done. Unluckily, on the day Keawta and Jee are going to see 
her completed work, her illness show an effect. She needs a brain operation and Jee 
has to be responsible for the cost. As he has run out of money, he goes back to the 
Chinese Boss and asks for a job. He has no luck because when the Boss introduces 
him, he finds out that Jee is the one who killed his nephew, which is the job that he did 
with Chan. The Boss pretends to give him a job, but he sends his followers to kill him 
instead. Keawta miraculously gets well from her condition and goes back to Thailand, 
where she is able to remember her past, except her the three months with Jee. 

Muai, Keawta's friend, has to rush back to her work in USA. The day she 
leaves, she finds Keawta's dress in her suitcase, it is the dress she wore on the day she 
arrived at the hospital. Keawta picks up the dress and sees an invitation card with her 
drawing on it. She now remembers Jee and goes back to USA to find him. 

She arrives at Jee’s apartment, but finds other people there, including the one 
who tried to kill Jee, who tells her Jee is dead. She tries not to believe it, but she has 
no clue of how to find him. She goes to the restaurant and buys her paintings back. 
While Keawta and her friend drive through Central Park, she stops at the fountain 
where Jee used to tell her to wait if she got lost and sits for a while. When her friend 
calls her to get in the car, she walks without paying attention and nearly gets hit by a 
car. She looks back at the fountain and sees her paintings flying all around, so she 
goes back to the fountain. Finally, she sees Jee while he is collecting her pictures 
which have been blow by the wind. They hug each other, but not too long, he falls 
down and dies in her arms. 
 
The Whistle 
 

The Whistle, shown at the theater in September 2003, is the official English 
name of the film, however, the title in Thai can be literary translate as 
'Soulmate…Miracle'.  Alongkot Uapaiboon was the director and the screenplay was 
written by Som Mhai Lert-u-larn. The Whistle was not that successful in the theater, 
but it became more popular after the DVD and VCD was launched. I think the reason 
it was unsuccessful in the theater is because of less advertisement of the movie. There 
was only a trailer and movie posters to promote the film. However, the popularity of 
the two leading stars, Jedsadāporn Pholdī and Natthāvīranut Thōngmī, helped the 
movie to achieve more profit from the VCD. 

The Whistle is the story of Muton and Than Nam, a very clumsy girl that 
begins on New Year’s Eve. Than Nam is out for her work as a TV commercial 
advertisement company's stylist, but she measures the wrong size wedding gown to be 
use for shooting an ad, so she has to shoot the ad using herself as a stunt. Things go 
wrong when a hose of the fire truck that she is riding in malfunctions. Then, Muton, 

http://www.thaifilmdb.com/en/pp00027�
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her former third grade friend, comes to rescue her. This is the first time they have seen 
each other since the third grade. 

Than Nam has fallen in love with Eak, but, as she is shy and does not dare 
express her feelings, she has to suffer from this fancy love. Muton comes to help her 
win Eak’s heart. On New Year’s Eve night, he brings her to a department store and 
changes her dress and hair style, after which Than Nam becomes more beautiful by 
the changes; she dates with Eak and they become a couple. When Than Nam and Eak 
get together, Muton fades away from their life.  

Than Nam feels strange and finally realizes that she does not fit with Eak. One 
day when Than Nam can not do her work well, Eak blames her. This makes her 
rethink her life and her desires. The situation becomes worse when they both do not 
have much time together, especially since Eak has a lot of work to do. During that 
time, Than Nam misses Muton, her old friend. She gradually realizes that Muton is the 
one she loves, not Eak. Finally, soon after she has done many thing wrong in her 
position, she decides to resign from the job. Eak offers her another job, but she does 
not accept the offer. On the way back home that day she tries to put herself in trouble 
by walking down the street to let a car hit her, but Muton appears again to rescue her.*

 

 
Then, Than Nam and Muton see each other again, and Muton inspires Than Nam to 
write a novel, after which she realizes that to be a writer is what she loves. 

One night Eak comes to Than Nam’s house and tries to rape her, but since she 
has heart disease, she has a heart attack and faints, and Muton bring her to the 
hospital. The doctor tells Than Nam’s family that she has to have a heart transplant as 
soon as possible. While she is in the hospital, she asks Muton to take her out. Muton 
takes her to the beach and that night they confess their love. The next morning, while 
Muton is serving breakfast to Than Nam, she hands her first novel to him. However, 
before Muton has a chance to open the book, he faints away and disappears. Than 
Nam tries very hard to find Muton; she calls the number that Muton has given her, but 
it is a hospital number. She tracks down his address until she reaches his house and 
sees his mother. Muton's mother tell the true horror story, that Muton got ill after he 
tried to lose weigh to attract women, especially Than Nam. Soon, he found out that he 
was affected by leukemia and has been in a coma since last New Year’s Eve, the day 
that he came to see Than Nam for the first time. Than Nam realizes that the Muton 
who has been helped her since last year was not a real person. Muton's mother gives 
Than Nam a box that Muton told her to give to Than Nam when she came to visit. 
After she reads his letter and sees the things inside, she knows that he fell in love with 
her since the third grade. Than Nam has a heart attack again after she finishes reading 
the letter. Meanwhile, Muton also goes into shock, so they are both sent to the 
hospital. The doctor cannot save Muton, so he transplants Muton's heart to Than Nam. 
After, Than Nam recovers she finds that she has his heart and she also is carrying 
Muton's baby.  

The story comes to the end when a few years later Than Nam’s best selling 
novel, 'The Promise', based on her and Muton's story, is turned into a film. 
 
 
 
                                                 

* Than Nam and Muton made a promise that whenever Than Nam is in trouble or needs help, 
she can blow a whistle that Mūtorn gave to her in third grade and he will come to help her. In the 
movie, Mūtorn appears when Than Nam blows the whistle. This is a reason that the producer used the 
English name, 'The Whistle', signifying the promise. 
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The Letter 
 
 One day Dew receives a letter from her grandmother’s younger sister, Yaylek, 
whom she has only seen a few times. Yaylek has died and left her house in a remote 
area of Chiang Mai for Dew, as she is the only relative left in the family. Dew invites 
Kate, her close friend in Bangkok, to go to Chiang Mai with her so they can attend 
Yaylek’s funeral. After the funeral, Dew decides to keep the house, as she has fallen 
in love with the atmosphere, the weather and the way of villager life. At the bus 
terminal, Dew sees a book shop, and while she is buying a postcard, she sees a small 
cactus for sale, with the money going to build a library for the school. At the time she 
selects the cactus, the bus is leaving, therefore, she has to hurry and she crashes with 
Ton. She boarding the bus, but after the bus hostess asks for her ticket, she realizes 
that she has lost her wallet at the bus terminal, so both Dew and Kate have to get off 
the bus. However, Ton has driven his car after the bus. When he reached the girls, he 
gives Dew her wallet back and brings them back to the bus terminal. Since the next 
bus will not depart for six hours, Ton invites Dew and Kate to his office where he 
works for the Royal Projects as a researcher. Finally, Ton falls in love with Dew. 
 When Dew arrives in Bangkok, she begins her works as a web programmer 
and starts her rushed metropolitan life again. During that time, Ton calls her and they 
begin to fall in love with each other. Thing happen again when Kate dates a man she 
found through the internet on Valentine’s Day. Actually, Kate asked for a date one 
time earlier, but the guy never showed up, and at that time Dew went there with her. 
Kate asks Dew to go with her again, but Dew still has work to finish, so she declines. 
After Kate leaves, Ton calls Dew. He has come to visit Bangkok and before he is to go 
back, he comes to meet her and gives her a red rose. Kate does not come back home 
that night, and when Dew tries to call her, the phone does not connect. While Dew is 
working, the police come and report the death of Kate. She was murdered by the 
internet guy because the guy was not like he expressed himself in the internet so Kate 
wanted to leave the date, but the guy got angry and killed her. However, on that night, 
Kate had called Dew once to tell that she wanted to escape from the date. She blames 
Dew for not coming along with her, thus it would have been easy to leave the date. 
Unfortunately, at the time of Kate’s call, Dew had gone down from the apartment to 
see Ton and left her phone in the room. As a result, Dew feels very guilty about the 
events, so she leaves Bangkok and goes to Chiang Mai. 
 In Chiang Mai, Ton helps Dew recover from the sadness and looks after her. 
As Dew has never cooked or done laundry on her own, Ton make all these things for 
her. He also helps her mental condition, which makes her more in love with Ton. Soon 
after, they get married and live happily as a couple. One day while fixing a car, Ton 
finds a love letter of Yaylek. He thinks it is very sweet and romantic to write a letter, 
and asks Dew to write love letter, but she refuses. 
 But Dew’s life seems to be not that easy. One day Ton comes home late and 
starts saying strange things. Not many days after, Ton falls on the kitchen floor while 
trying to cook for Dew. At the hospital, the doctor tells Dew that Ton has a problem 
with the brain (I guess) and needs to have an operation. Ton survives the surgery, but 
it does not help, and he gets sicker and sicker. Dew looks after him and tries not to be 
sad. However, the tough regular work, the housework and the sadness make her 
sadder. One day she yells at her boss on the phone when he asks her to go to Bangkok 
to correct her work. When Ton hears that conversation, he asks Dew to go to Bangkok 
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to finish her work and help her cope with the sadness. He promises to wait for her to 
return from Bangkok. 
 When the bus stops, Dew makes a call back home. She leaves a message over 
the answering machine that she loves Ton more than her life. Even though the 
condition of Ton is getting worse, he goes to bus station to meet Dew. That night, Ton 
asks Dew to read Yaylek’s letter again. While she is reading the letter, Ton dies 
quietly. She continues reading to the end of the letter with her tears. 
 After Ton’s funeral is over, Dew tries to kill herself, which causes her friend at 
the Bangkok office to come and bring her back to Bangkok hoping she will recover. 
Then, the impossible thing happens. Dew’s friend sees a letter in front of the house 
and hands it to Dew in the car. She sees the handwriting on the envelope and opens it 
quickly. It is a letter from Ton. She decides to live at the Chiang Mai house again and 
wait for Ton’s letters, which help her to get better. Dew and Ton's friend try to find 
who is sending the letters, but they cannot. However, Dew finds out that she is 
pregnant and she start a new life with the feeling that Ton has never left. One day, 
Dew goes to the bus station and realizes that maybe the owner of the bookstore may 
know about the letters. She is right; but sadly, there is only one letter left and it is not a 
letter at all, but a video tape. She goes back home and plays the video on which Ton 
recorded himself after the wedding clip. While he was recording the tape, there was a 
call, which is the call that Dew made when the bus stopped. After Dew hung up the 
phone, Ton tells her that he loves her and asks her to remember him no matter how 
long. 
 At the end Dew gives birth to a boy, which she names Tum. And, I assume, 
she lives happily with her son and the plum tree that represents Ton. 
 
Dear Dakanda 
  
 Before summarized the story, I want to note something about this film. The 
film uses the flashback technique to narrate the story. The narrative begins in the 
middle and goes back and forth all along the story. The story in Chiang Mai happened 
before that at Pangan. In the following synopsis I will keep the storyline according to 
the film. 
 Mhu walks into a barbershop to have a haircut.*

 Four years ago in Chiang Mai, Mhu is a freshman at the Faculty of Fine Arts, 
Chiang Mai University. All the freshmen are given a task to get to know each other. 
While Mhu stand quietly because he is shy, Dakanda come to greet him and 
introduces herself to Mhu. He falls in love with her at first sight. Later on, he goes to 
the library to find the meaning of her name, and he nominates her name for faculty 
freshman beauty queen in the Loi Krathong festival parade. When Dakanda wants to 
know the name of the flower they are sketching, he runs to the Faculty of Agriculture 

 He cut off his long hair into a 
shaved head, and then goes back home and packs a bag and takes a train to Suratthani. 
He arrives at Suratthani and takes a boat to Pangan Island. He climbs up on the boat's 
roof, but when the boat turns suddenly, he falls down, breaks his leg and is sent to a 
local hospital. At the hospital he meets Nui, a nurse at that hospital, who falls in love 
with him. While he waits for the doctor, he asks Nui where to buy a postcard, as he 
wants to write something to his friend. Nui volunteered to buy some for him, and he 
start writing a postcard to Dakanda. 

                                                 
* In Thailand, having a haircut or getting a new hair style is a symbol of a broken heart. 

Sometimes, when you change your haircut unexpected, your friend may ask 'are you heartbroken?' 
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to find the answer for her. One day, while the freshmen are decorating a parade, 
Dakanda spring up with the idea of stealing some eggs from the Faculty of Agriculture 
for their breakfast. Mhu and Fhu-yern have to do the job. They are found by the 
faculty guard, and while they escape, Mhu breaks all the eggs in his pocket, which 
come out from his pocket, so he gets the nickname Kaiyoi.*

 At Pangan, Nui sees Mhu's sketch book, so she asks him to draw her portrait 
and they travel to the beach. While Mhu is doing his sketch, two travelers pass by and 
are interested in his sketch and they hire Mhu to sketch themselves. This is the first 
time he makes money from his artwork. Nui and Tan, Nui's nurse friend, invite Mhu 
to their house. Since Nui likes to read books, her book collection looks like a small 
library. Mhu pick up 'Le Petit Prince', which she lets Mhu borrow. 

 

 In Chiang Mai three years ago, Dakanda invites Mhu to go to the 
Luakthungvicitr festival.**

 At Pangan, Mhu, Nui and Tan go to a temple fair. Mhu gets a doll from the 
machine for Nui and they all have a Siemsee.

 She sees Koh, Mhu's high school friend, and she thinks he 
is cute. Meanwhile, Koh also is interested in Dakanda. She asks Mhu to propose Koh 
to be a model for a portrait, a class assignment. Mhu and Dakanda go to the festival 
and Mhu has a great time there. One day, Mhu visits Dakanda’s house and sees her 
mother. Dakanda's mother knows that Mhu is interested in her daughter, so she gives 
him some advice. Mhu invites Koh to be a model, but at the same time he frightens 
him in order to keep him away. Finally, Koh accept to be a model for Dakanda; 
however, Dakanda also promises to be Mhu’s model for his work. One night during a 
trip to the mountain, while Dakanda starts to sleep, Mhu uses the tactic of Dakanda's 
mother to prove his love. It works, but Dakanda pretends that it does not work.  

***

 One year before, in Chiang Mai, Koh invites Dakanda to go to see a play. The 
play is 'Le Petit Prince'. After the play, Mhu starts to feel that he is a bother to them. 
Later, Dakanda become Koh's girlfriend. Dakanda introduces her friend to Mhu, but it 
does not work; it only makes Mhu feel more down as he thinks she wants to expel him 
from her life. Finally, the Luakthungvicitr festival starts again and this time Mhu 
chooses to sing a song for Dakanda because she will be a dancer for that song. While 
he is singing, Koh gives a flower to Dakanda. Mhu can not continue the rhythm and 
stops the song. 

 The prophecy put a sign of love for 
Mhu and Nui. 

 At Pangan, after his cast is cut off, Mhu moves to a rented house that Nui helps 
him find. One day after Mhu comes back from work, he invites Nui to dinner. While 
they are having dinner, they hear bad news. Jiew, a homeless boy who is their friend at 
hospital, has been bitten by a poisonous snake. Nui, as a nurse, tries to save him, but 
the boy dies. 
 In Chiang Mai four months before, Mhu comes back from the university and 
see Dakanda playing a game with Koh. He passes by and goes straight to his room. 
Dakanda go to his room and hands him a souvenir from her mother; but after Dakanda 
leaves the room, Mhu feels very frustrate and destroys his paintings. Another day, 
Dakanda hands in a computer graphic assignment and she finds that Mhu did not hand 
it yet. That night she does the assignment for him until 3 am. Mhu see her asleep in 
                                                 

* Kaiyoi means pendulous eggs. 
** This is a music festival of Faculty of Fine Arts at Chiang Mai University. It is held every 

two years. 
*** This is a way of fortune telling mostly found at Thai temples. People will shake a can of 

sticks that contain different numbers on each stick. After one stick comes out from the can, they will 
mach the number with the prophecy. 
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front of the room and when he reaches her, he finds that she did the work for him. He 
brings a blanket for her, which make her wake up. Mhu ask Dakanda to see him after 
the final, as he has something to tell her. 
 In Pangan, Nui and Mhu go to the beach that they used to go to with Jiew so 
they can throw Jiew’s ash over the beach. Nui start to talk with Mhu. 
 In Chiang Mai, Dakanda sends in the exam paper. Mhu suddenly sends the 
exam paper as well. They face each other. 
 In Pangan, Nui asks Mhu for love.  
 In Chiang Mai, Mhu asks Dakanda for love. Dakanda rejects him with sorrow. 
Mhu walks soullessly from the university to the train station and catches a train back 
to Bangkok. (This is the opening scene of the film.) 

In Pangan, he does not answer Nui. That night, he paints Nui’s portrait as he 
promised. Early the next morning, Nui comes to visit Mhu. He leaves the beautiful 
large portrait of Nui in the house. While he is getting off the boat, he receives a letter 
from Dakanda saying that she has already separated with Koh. After he reads the 
letter, he walks to the post office and writes the final letter. He sends all of his 
postcards *

In Chiang Mai, Dakanda receives the mail and reads it, so she just knows that 
Mhu is the one who nominated her for beauty queen and that he had fallen in love 
with her since the first time they met. 

 and his sketch book to Dakanda. 

In Suratthani, Mhu boards the boat back to Pangan. The caption voice is 
reading his letter to Dakanda. It mentions that he wants to start a new life. He radio 
calls to the hospital and asks Nui to pick him up at the deck. He returns the 'Le Petit 
Prince' to Nui. 
 
Me…Myself 
 
 Oum had broken up with her boyfriend, Krit, five months ago, but she still can 
not make up her mind. She talks to her friend while she is driving and, suddenly, she 
hits Tan and takes him to the hospital. A couple of days later, the doctor calls and 
inform her that Tan has lost his memory. However, this is not her fault from hitting 
him; Tan had been attacked and his brain was damaged before he got hit by her car. 
As she was the one who signed for responsibility, she has to bring him home. She 
goes to the police station to finish the paper work for the crash and puts him in as a 
missing person. She tries to get rid of Tan at the police station, but she cannot. On the 
way back home, she leaves him at a bus stop, but the day after she finds him still 
sitting at that bus stop. Tan cannot remember anything, even his name, so he says he 
has no where to go. 
 Finally, Oum brings him back to her house. Oum has adopted her nephew, 
Ohm, whose parents had died, and also stays in her apartment. At first, she does not 
have Tan do anything because he is a stranger. However, he cooks breakfast for Ohm, 
since Ohm usually had to eat instant noodles for the breakfast because Oum would 
wake up very late. He also cleans up the room while Oum goes to work. No long after, 
she gradually begins to trust him. 
 One day Oum find her ex-boyfriend with another girl at the office, making her 
get very angry. When she come back home, she fights with Ohm. Tan helps the two 

                                                 
* All the time when the situation takes place in Pangan, Mhu writes postcards to Dakanda. 

However, the audience will know at this scene that all his postcards were never sent. It is in his 
imagination that he is writing to Dakanda. 
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reconcile, and this makes him become adored by Ohm and Oum. Tan gives moral 
support to Oum; he also looks after Oum. He becomes a best friend of Ohm, and Ohm 
also likes him very much. Thus, Tan and Oum start to fall in love with each other. 
 During the time Tan lives with Oum, the doctor comes to help Tan to recover 
from the amnesia. Unfortunately, the only thing he can remember is a picture of a 
woman. While Oum decides to be Tan's girlfriend, she is afraid of the girl in his 
memory; hence, they decide to stop searching Tan past and begin their new life. 
 One day Oum's work is very well-appreciated by the client, as she very 
interestingly organized the opening campaign of a new perfume, so the client hosts a 
thank you party for her. She dresses up and looks very gorgeous, therefore, Krit, her 
ex-boyfriend, wants to return to the relationship with her. At that time she is very 
confused. Tan hears Krit asking Oum to come back and sees her act vaguely; plus, 
after the party he enters a storage room and sees Oum has kept Krit’s belongings. 
Thus, he decides to give up, and he goes in search of his identity again. 
 He uses a clue from a 'free association technique'*

 Tan real name is Tanya. He is transvestite who was a headline of one of 
cabaret shows at Phuket. The guy met him at Phuket and they fell in love. However, 
when Tan, or Tanya at that time, traveled from Phuket to see the guy, Tanya saw the 
guy was living with his family, so he walked past the house. When he phoned back to 
Phuket, his battery ran out, so he went to a phone booth; but while he was making a 
call, two thieves hit him on his head and stole his things. After he woke up, he walked 
the street and was hit by Oum’s car. 

 the doctor suggested and 
goes back to the car crash site. Finally, he realizes that the number he has written is a 
house number. The guy from that house comes out and tells him the truth. 

 At the same time he finds his identity, Oum receives a call from the police. 
The police have caught two thieves, and from the evidence, these two are the ones 
who attacked Tanya/Tan. The police call the last number on Tanya/Tan’s mobile 
phone and ask his relatives to come get him. When Tanya/Tan’s relatives arrive, Oum 
is stunned. Since then, she finds out that Tan is Tanya, a gay man. 
 Tan can not make up his mind, whether to go back to his gay life or stay with 
Oum. He goes to the 24 hour supermarket where he and Oum used to go, and tries to 
kiss one guy to prove what he is, but he gets hit. Hopelessly, Oum sees him while he 
tries to kiss that guy. When he sees Oum again, he tries to convince Oum and also 
himself that he is not gay. Oum bring him back to the condominium to see his 
relatives. Tanya/Tan, Oum and her neighbors feel very complicated about what has 
happened. While, Tanya/Tan’s relatives greet him and try to narrate his past, Krit 
comes to Oum’s home and insults Oum for having a homosexual as a boyfriend. 
Tanya/Tan hears the outrage, so finally, he chooses to leave and go back to live his 
former life. 
 After he is gone, Oum and Ohm have a very hard time as they miss Tan. Oum 
can not do her work, while Tanya/Tan seems not comfortable with his performances 
as well. One day, Oum expels her neighbors from her room and shouts at Ohm 
angrily. After a while, Ohm asks Oum’s permission to go to live with Tanya/Tan. 
Right then, she understands that she still loves him, so in the end, she goes to Phuket. 
She sees Tanya perform in the show, and when she leaves, Tanya/Tan comes after her. 
                                                 

* This is one technique used in Psychotherapy to help a person with amnesia to get a clue to 
remember the past. The patient will write whatever comes up in their mind; a number, symbol, word, 
picture, etc. It is to believe that, even someone who has lost his consciousness or surface memory, those 
memories are not gone. Sometimes when there is a good stimulus, their memory might come back 
again; at least, this will help the patient to remember something, even if not everything. 
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She wants to know whether Tan still loves her. Tanya/Tan still loves Oum, but their 
love cannot be possible in the real world. The film ends with the scene of them 
hugging each other and crying. 
 
 
Love of Siam 
 
 Mew's father is going to move to Rayong, but Mew's grandmother does not 
want to move and asks Mew to stay with her. At first, he is very angry. However, 
when his hair gets stuck with some gum and his grandmother helps him cut it out, he 
feels guilty and plays the piano to ask for forgiveness. Grandmother comes and tells 
him the reason why she does not want to move, and finally, he decides to stay with his 
grandmother. 
 In front of Mew's house is the home of Tong's family. Tong is a very close 
friend of Mew because they study at the same school. Tong also helps Mew from 
being bullied at school, which makes Mew impressed with him. Sometimes when 
Tong's mother, Su Ni, can not pick him up from the school, Tong will come home 
with Mew. One day, Tong's family decides to go to Chiang Mai. Korn, Tong's father, 
allows Taeng, Tong's older sister, to stay in Chiang Mai with her friend for a while 
after Korn, Su Ni and Tong come back to Bangkok. When they come back, Tong 
gives Mew a gift by playing a clue game,*

 Years later, Mew has become the head of a music band. He writes and 
composes a song that becomes a best seller. However, the music company wants him 
to write something more general, that is a love song. He thinks he can not write it 
because he does not have love. However, after Tong moved out, another family moves 
into his house. Ying, the daughter in the new family, falls in love with Mew and tries 
to win his heart by using tricks from a book. Even though Ying's brother tells her that 
Mew is gay, she does not believe it. She still does as the book advises, some things of 
which are very strange. 

 but when they reach the final clue, which 
was hidden in a tree, the tree has been cut down. Thus, Tong’s gift, a wooden doll, has 
no nose, which is the last piece. Tragically, bad new has come to Tong's family that 
Taeng was lost in the deep jungle. Even though they hope she has survived, after 
many months have passed, there is no sign of Taeng. Finally, Korn decides to move in 
order to forget Taeng, which causes Tong and Mew to be separate from each other. 

 Meanwhile, Tong studies in another school and has a girlfriend, Donut. 
However, their relationship is not quite so good, as Tong does not seem to care much 
about Donut, which makes her morose and stop talking to him. 
 One day, Tong goes to find Mew's album, but it is already sold out; however, 
the seller informs him that the band just left. Tong follows the band, and at that time 
he sees Mew again and they exchange phone numbers. 
 At Mew's school, on the test day of health education class, X, a member of the 
band, embarrasses Mew by pretending that Mew inserted his tongue into his mouth 
while perform CPR. As his friend knows that he is gay, this makes Mew very upset. 
That day he does not go to practice with the band, but he goes to Siam Square and 
finds Tong. Tong comes back home with Mew. Since then, they start to connect with 
each other again. 

                                                 
* This is the way that Tong's family gives gifts to each others. They will hide a present and 

write clues leading from one place to another until the seeker can find the present. 
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 Since Taeng has gone, Tong's family has had a very hard time because Korn, 
who allowed Taeng to go on the trip, blames himself for Taeng getting lost and he 
started to drink alcohol until he has now become an alcoholic. Su Ni has to look after 
him, prepare his food and medicine. However, it seem like Korn does not care and 
continues to drink. This make Su Ni quite upset, but she still keeps talking care of him 
because of love. Su Ni also loves Tong very much; she drives him to school and picks 
him up after school and from private lessons everyday. 
 Mew knows the problem of Tong's family. He introduces June, his band 
caretaker, to Tong since June look very much like Taeng. After that, Tong comes up 
with the idea to bring June home to help his father. Tong arranges for Su Ni and June 
to meet each other, and Su Ni hires June to pretend to be Taeng. As June needs money 
to go aboard, she accepts the job. After she enters the home, Tong's family situation 
seems better and Korn decides to arrange a welcome party for June.*

 The situation gets worst when Su Ni tries to save her family. One day, after 
driving Tong to school, she goes to Mew’s house and asks Mew to stop the 
relationship with Tong. While they are talking, Ying hears the conversation and is 
shock that the one she fell in love is gay. 

 At the party, 
Mew sings a song that he specially wrote for Tong (it is also the theme song of the 
film). After the party, Mew and Tong sit beside each other; they confess their love and 
kiss together. Su Ni is stunned when she sees her son kissing Mew. She just knows 
that Tong loves a man, Mew. 

 The next day, Mew seems like he wants to cut off everything. He does not 
answer anyone’s phone call and does not go to the music company to record a song. 
That night, when Tong come back home and he is going to leave the house to see 
Mew, Su Ni tell him that she already talked to Mew to stop the relationship with 
Tong. Tong is quite angry and leaves home to go to Mew’s house. Mew does not 
come out to see Tong, so Tong goes to his friend’s condominium to drink. Ying is also 
at that room because she is a friend of one of Tong's friend. Ying look at him 
understandingly because she knows all that has happened. 
 From that day, Mew has left the band while Tong hangs out with his friends 
every night. One night, his friend asks him whether he is gay. He thinks Ying has told 
them the story, so he tries to prove he is not. However, even though he hugs Ying and 
touches her breasts, he feels nothing. Ying has compassion for him and tries to help 
him pass the confusion within his mind. That night, Mew goes to Ying’s house and 
hears a song that the grandmother used to play when she was alive. Mew wants to 
know the meaning of the song, so Ying volunteers to ask her brother. When she 
leaves, Mew finds that Ying collected his things and a great pile of pictures of him. 
Ying come back to the room and asks Mew, for sure, that he does not love women. 
Mew accepts that he is gay, which makes her very sure about Mew. 
 Concurrently, Korn vomits blood and faints, so Su Ni and June bring him to 
the hospital. June feels that she can not continue her work because she has some 
argument with Su Ni. Nevertheless, the biggest problem is that she does not think she 
can help, because, even though she has looked after Korn, he still drinks. The next 
morning, while Su Ni comes back home to change her clothes, June tell Korn the 
truth. It can be inferred that she tells something that make Korn look more to Su Ni, 
especially about her devotion for him. June quits her job and leaves Tong's family. 
After coming back from the hospital, Korn appears to learn more; that there is 

                                                 
* Right now June use Teang’s name in the film. Nevertheless, in this synopsis I will continue 

use June to make it easier to understand. 
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someone who loves him so much and takes care of him all the time, which is Su Ni, so 
he starts to understand the truth and recover from his sadness. For Tong, Ying helps 
him to understand his true need and to understand his mother. She asks Mew to 
separate from Tong because of Tong’s future. At the same time, X goes to apologize 
to Mew for the things he has done. Mew tells him that he is not mad at him anymore; 
he just has no mood to sing love songs. X reminds him that, although he does not have 
romantic love, he still has a close friend who loves him. This make Mew determined 
to lead the band again. 
 Before June left, she gave Tong a letter. That letter makes Tong perceive how 
much Su Ni loves and means to him. 
 On Christmas day, things come to an end. Before Tong leaves home, he puts 
June’s letter in a clue game and lets his mother find it. After Su Ni reads it, she also is 
aware that sometimes she loves Tong and Korn too much until her love hurts them. At 
the same time, Tong goes to Siam Square to meet Donut and breaks up with her. He 
now realizes himself that he can not love women. He runs to see Mew’s performance 
on the stage. When Mew sees him, the performance gets even better. The song is full 
of soul and joy. After the concert, Tong goes to see Mew back stage and gives him the 
missing piece of the wood doll.*

 The film ends with the picture of Tong coming back home and sitting together 
with his mother and looking at his happy father. Ying goes back to her group of 
friends and cries. Mew goes back to his home and puts the doll nose in place, and even 
though it does not fit, he still is thankful to Tong. 

 He tells him that even though they can not be 
together with each other, that does not mean he does not love him. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
* Tong finds a toy store that sells the same wood doll. So, he tries to buy only the nose to 

complete the doll. Finally, with Ying help, he can buy that part and gives it to Mew as a Christmas 
present. 
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